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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROAD-RAIL CONFERENCE HELD IN 
SIMLA ON THE 24TH, 25TH AlI.'D 26TH OF APRIL 1933. 

The Road-Rail Conference aBBembled in the Legislative Assembly Chamber 
at Simla at 12 noon, on Monday, the 24th April 1933. The following were 
present '-

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

Members of Confe;refll:R. 

The Hon'ble Sir FRANK NOYCE, KT., C.SJ., C.B.E., I.C.S., Hon'bIe 
Member for Industries and Labour, Chairman. 

The Hon'ble Sir GEORGE SCHUSTER, K.C.S.I., K.C.~I.G., C.B.E., Hon'ble 
Finance Member. 

The Hon'hle Sir JOSEPH BHORE, K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E., C.B.E., I.C.S., Hon'bIe 
Member for Commerce and Rililways. 

The Hon'ble Sir GUTHRIE RUSSELL, Chief Commissioner of Railways. 

Mr. B. C. BURT, C.I.E., ~I.B.E., I.A.S., Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research. 

ADVISERS. 

I ndu.strie.s and Labour Department. 

The Hon'ble Mr. J. A. SHILLlDY, C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Mr. K. G. MITCHELL, Road Engineer with the Government of India. 

FinafII:R Department. 

The Hon'ble Mr. J. B. TAYLOR, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Home Department. 

~Ir. T. SLOAN, C.LE., I.C.S. 

Army Department. 

Colonel B. J. WNU, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O. 

Rauway Board . • Mr. C. P. COLVIN, O.B.E., Member, Railway Board. 

Mr. P. R. RAlT, Financial Commissioner, Railways. 

Mr. A. F. HARVEY, Director, Civil Engineering, Railway Board. 

Mr. N. D. CALDER, Director of Traffic, Railway Board. 

Mr. L. H. KIRKNESS, D.S.O., O.B.E., V.D., Secretary, Railway Board. 

Class I Railways. 

Mr. H. A. M. HANNAY, Agent, East Indian Railway. 

Mr. J. C. HIGHET, F. C. H., Agent, North Westero Railway. 

Mr. C. A. MUIRIlEAD, Agent, South Indian Railway. 
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Mr. R. L BLISS; Agent, Assam Bengal Raihl·ay. 

Major J. W. GORDON, Manager, Jodhpur Railway • 
• Mr. J. H. F. RAPER, Chief Traffic Manager, Great Indian l'tlninsula Rail-

way. 

Mr. P. H. YELD, Traffic.Manager, Eastern Bengal Railway. 

Mr. R. T. POWER, Traffic Manager, Burma RAilways. 

Mr. H. P. BALL, General Traffic lIanager, Bombay, Baroda and Central 
India Railway. 

Mr. R. A. LEAKEY, Commercial Traffic Manager, Bengal Nagvur Railway. 

Colonel R. H. STALLARD, O.B.E., R.E., Senior Deputy Agent., lfadral 
and Southern Mahratta Railway. 

Standing OommitUe on Road8. 

The Hoo'hle Mr. V. V. KALIKAB. 

Rao Bahadur S. R. P,A}n>IT, M.L.A. 

l\Ir. N. R. GUNJAL, l\I.L.A. 
Central Advisory Oouncil for RailIJ:ays. 

The Hon'hle ?lIr. S. C. GHOSH l\IAULlK. 

Mr. MUHAMMAD l\IuAZzm SARED BAHADUIl; lI.L.A. 

LocAL GOVERNMElIo"T8. 

MadrQJl. 

Representative.-Mr. E. CONRAN SMITH, C.I.E., I.C.8., &>cretary, Local 
Self Government Department . 

. Atltliser • ....;;Rao Bahadur T. K. T. YIRARAGHAVACHARIAR. 

Bombay. 

i Representalive.~l\Ir. P. L. BOWERS, C.I.E., lI.C., Chief 
'. Joint Secretary, Puhlic Works Department. 

Ad~.~l\Ir. J. L. GRA:t.'T, I.S.E. 
............ " 

Bengal. 

Engir.eer and 

• 
Repre8e11lative.-The Hon'ble Mr. Buoy PaoSAD SI':GH Rm', l\Iinister 

for Local Self Government .. 

Advisei-.-Mr. W. J. KERR, Chief Engineer. 

United promnces. 

Represffllalive.-The Hon'ble Nawah Sir lIoHAMHAD Yt.:su.·, KT .. lfiniBter 
for Local Self Government. 

~duiser •• -
Rai Bahadur CHU'ITAN LALL, I.S.E. 

Mr. H. J. hAMPTON, M.C., I.C.S. 
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PUliiab. 

llrprrsf'li/fl/ive.-The Hon'ble Sir JOOENDRA SINGH, KT., Minister ("r 
Agriculture. _ 

A Jt,isers.-

Mr. F. H. PUCKLE, C.I.E.,I.C.S., Secretary, Finance Department. 

Mr. D. MACFARLANE, Chief Engineer and Secretary, Public Works Depart
nll'nt. 

Burma. 

Repl't'sentaliL'f. -Mr. O. H. TEuLoN, Deputy Chief Enginet·r, Buildings 
and RoadM Branch. 

Rt'prl'.~PIII(Jlit't<.- -~lr. H. A. GUBBAY, C.I.E., Chief Engineer and Secretary, 
Public Worh Depal'tml'nt. 

Adt>i ... er.---~rr. G. E. OWES, I.C.S., Secretary, Local Self Government 
Dl'purtnwnt. 

( 'ell/.,al P.,ooi1l(~s. 

IleprI'St·lI/a,/i/'t'. The Hon'ble Dr. P. S. DESH1WKH, M.A. (Edin.), D. Phil. 
(Oxon.), Bi',lTi~t('\'-at-Law, l\Iinistl'r for Education. 

Advisers.-

i\tr. N. J. HOl'IlHTOS, C.I.E.. I.e.s., COlllmi~sion('r, Nagpur Division. 

1\(r. H. A. 1h:1l.:. M.C .. Chid Enginerr lind St'cretllry to Gow·rnment . 

.. l.~salll. 

Rrprt .. ~r"ttJlil'f'.--The Hou'ble lfr. A. J. L.\ls~:. ('.I.E., I.C.S., Member in 
Chluge, l)ublic Work,. Department. 

Adl,i.'Ii·".-- ~Ir. E. 1'. BeRK.:, ('hid Engiucl'r 1I1}(1 Sl'l'fctary. Public Works 
DI'Plll'tllll·nt. 

/I,'(H'th· Wl'st FmlJlirr Prvt>iIlC£. 

Rf'pre.~t·Il/(Jlit't?- Mr. J. ~. THOMSON, I.e.s., Revenue Commissioner. 

Adt'i~'f'1'.-·-Cnptl\in STl'ART. R. E. 

LIGHT RAILWAYS. 

Rt'prt'Sf'IUtJiil .... - MI'. K C. REID, of Ml'ssn!. Killick Ni.xou &: Co. 

Atll'ist"l'.--MI'. R. C. LoWNDES. 

ItKlitJ/l Ro(.wl,~ {md Tral~'port ~Vt'lopmenl Association. 

Rrprt'se'Ji,,/it't's.-

The lIon'blt' Mr. K MILLER. J. P. 
Mr. It E. ORMEROD, J. P. 
Mr. Nt'R ~lAHO}1ED CHIXOY. 

82 



..4dt1iser,.-

Lt.-Colonel H. C. SMITH, O.B.E., M.C. 
Mr. G. U. POTl'INGER. • 

Inland Steamer Comp""il". 

Representative.-Mr. C. R. SUMNER, M.LC. 
Member.-Mr. F. A. HAMILTON, C.I.E., 1I1lIpector Gent'ral of Pol~, 

1rfysore. 

Adviser.-Mr. H. RANGACHAR, M.A. 

His Excellency the Viceroy delivered the following addrt'1lll :

GENTLEMEN,-

It gives me very great plea8ure to welcome you aU here today for a dil
cussion of those import.ant and difficult queMtioI1ll upon which my Govt'mment 
desire to have your advice and help. 

The questions to be laid bt'fore you are increasingly claiming the attention 
of the people of all the count.ries of the world. The Road-Rail problem ill one 
of the growing pains of civilillation, and if we look back upon thf' tremendOlIA 
progress which has taken place during the present century in the ell'Ctrical 
and mechanical devices that science has placed at the dillpoll8l of men-a 
progress and a rate of change which, I think I may truly say, have f'xceeded 
that during all previous recorded history-our wonder should rather be at thf' 
amazing capacity of man to adjust hin18elf to theMe new conditiollS, and not 
that the adjustment is accompanied by temporary diHlocatiollS Much all af(' 
represented by the complex questioI1ll now before you. 

We in the Government of India are anxiow; to approach these dillCuH8iol18 
with you "dth an entirely open mind, and I am sure I may atlk you, gentlemen 
who are present here, to approach them in the same I!pirit. It iz' becoming 

.. more and more apparent that it is impossible to develop thill country fully 
unless we bring all roads to a higher standard and thu8 improve the facilitiC8 
for easy access of all producers to market8 and to railways. In order that lIuch 
schemes should be developed on proper lines before further coI1lliderable ex
penditure is incurred on either Railways or Roads, it is to my mind abllOlutely 
essential that we should get together and, if JlOII8ible, adopt 80me co-ordinated 
scheme. It is because the Government of India are convinced that not only 
is this desirable but urgently necessary that you have been invited to meet 118 

here today. 
I am not going to attempt to expresa any opinion upon the merits of 

the various differences of view, but in the welter of this controversy there are 
certain outstanding facts that cannot be challenged. It it a fact that between 
seven and eight hundred crores of the tax-payer's money are invested in 
Railways in India. It is a fact that the rate structure 01 RailwaYI it an inter
dependent and complex entity in which the receipts from certain clauea of 
traffic cannot be suddenly curtailed without causing some reaction upon the 
rates levied upon others. It is a fact that in!- country of vast diat.ance. luch 
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aa India the economic prosperity of its peoples is bound up with cheap rates for 
the transport of agricultural produce, coal and other traffic, commonly described 
all low-grade traffic. It is also a fact that the convenience, elasticity and 
economic advantage of motor transport are very real; that motor transport 
has already substantially altered and improved the conditions of life in many 
parts of the country: and that it is of great potential value in advancing the 
material, social and political progress of the population. 

The whole of this problem has for some years past been exercising the 
peoples and the press of the whole world, and we have made it our business to 
collect such material as we can and to place the position clearly before you. 
In England, a Royal Commission on Transport was followed by a special Com
mittee representative of both Railway and Road transport interests. and 
presided over by Sir Arthur Salter, with regard to whose report, copies of 
which have been supplied to you, there is still considerable diversity of opiDion. 
In certain other countries various steps have been taken to deal with the pro
blem, and we have furnished you with a summary of the information in our 
possession upon the nature of the problems that have arisen in different 
countries and the steps taken or contemplated to meet them. 

Here in India the Road-Rail problem is comparatively new and its diffi
culties less developed. Consequently we appear to have an opportunity for 
timely adjustment which many other countries have not and therefore to profit 
by the experience of others. We have a great Railway system a.nd a consider
able mileage of excellent Roads. But nearly one half of our Railways have 
metalled roads parallel to them, while at the same time there are large areas, 
distant from Railways, very inadequately served by roads, and so deprived not 
only of all that good roads mean to agriculture, but also it would seem of the 
possibilities of securing the advantages of modern transport; for there is a 
limit to the good roads this country can afford. It is possible that the various 
authorities in India may have been spending money on duplication of facilities 
which might perhaps with greater advantage have been spent otherwise. 
This is a question which you will doubtless consider. 

Such perhaps are some of the salient featurt's of the position, and in these 
circumstanct's we havt', with the help and co-operation of Local Governments, 
inst.ituted an enquiry into the readily ascertainable facts and opinions bearing 
upon these questions. The results of that enquiry have been embodied in the 
Report which has been available to you for some three months. 

Finally. after a preliminary examination of all this mah·rial. we have set 
out the various questions which appear to arise. in the form of certain resolu
tions which will be discusst'd by you at this Conferenct', this being in our j~dg
ment tht' best means of obtaining a general exchange of views on these varIOus 
probll'Dls. Tht'se resolutions have.been framed to afford a basis of discus ion, 
tlll'y do not purport to represent our views. 

Thus we have placed before you the material which we bave been able to 
assemble, and we have set down the issues which appt'ar to arise. We await 
t,he results of tht'se discussions and the elucidation of the various l·oint~ of 
vit'w-our purpose being t() secure agreement and cd-operation I\S to principlt's 
before deciding upon the next forward step. 
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We are upon the e,ve of constitutional changes which are designed to give 
increased power and discretion to Local Governments. who will be enabled to 
pursue their several ways for the material and social advancement of their 
great territories. But here, upon the eve of these changea, we find oUl"!lelveli 
face to face with problems which it may not be possible to resolve solely by 
local action and within local discretion. To discover the best solution of tht"88 
problems is a matter of national importance, and many of them trallllCt'nd 
local boundaries.· To our successors in the Federal Government and u-giBla
ture will fall the task not only of administering the great Federal Rail wily 
system, but of dealing with those aspects of these questions which affect the 
Central Government. Upon the representatives of Local Governments will 
fall the task of developing the Road system of India and controllin[t. and 
regulating motor transport within autonomous Federal Units. It may be that 
your discussions will show that close contact and co-operation will be needed 
between your succe880rs and ours, and. if that be the case, let us not too jealous
ly delineate our prospective independence. but let us leave to our SUcce8801'1 when 
they take over their duties a working and a workable agreement founded on a 
common policy and a co-operative course of action. 

G~ntlemen, that is all I have to say this moming. I now leave you to your 
labours and I trust that your discussions will prove of the greatest advantage to 
this country and its peoples. 

His Excellency the Viceroy then left the Chamber. 
Chairman.-Before we take up the resolutions I should like to say a few 

words about the procedure I propose to adopt. The object of thi8 Conference 
is to enable us to have a full and frank exchange of views upon these very im
portant and complicated questions. We have explained to you in our letter 
our reasons for proposing procedure by way of resolutions. Briefly our idea haa 
been that in no other way can reasonable progress be made in these diftCUMiona, 
and if I have to conduct the bnsiness of this Conference in a somewhat formal 

"manner, I think you will agree that this also is necessary if we are to make sub
stantial progress. The procedure which I would propose is, therefore, that I 
should lay each resolution before you in turn and state generally the attitude 
of the Government of India towards it. My Hon'ble colleagues, Sir George 
Schuster and Sir Joseph Bhore will then supplement what I have said with 
anything that they think has been omitted. The Chief Commissioner of 
Railways, Sir Guthrie Russell, will then state the effect upon the railways 
of any particular proposal and will be followed by the representatives of the 
Light Railways, the Inland Steamer Companies and the Indian Roads and 
Transport Development Association. I will then call upon tht> repre!lenta
tive of each Local Government in tum to state his point of view and upon such 
of the members of the Standing Committee for Roads and the Central Advisory 
Council for Railways as may wish to express their views. We will then !lee hoW' 
far it is possible to say that the Conference is provisionally of this or that 
opinion. I do not wish to restrict you to one speech on each resolution, 
because after each of you has made his opening statement we want to have an 
exchimge of views, but I shall have to guard against the Conference breaking 
up into conversational groups. and in the subsequent discU88ion I shall have to 
insist on more or less formal procedure by calling upon each member who indi
oates that he wishes to add anything to what he has already said. 
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We have decided that it will not be suitable or in accordance with your 
wil!hes to admit the Press to report our proceedings. Considerable intereat is 
being evinced in this conference and arrangements will be made to issue to the 
Preas each day a summary of the matters discUSl:!ed. But for a frank and free 
discu88ion we will none of us want to be tramelled by thoughts of how we 
may be reported, nor do we want it published abroad that we have come to 
certain definite decisions, a~ that is not our object. 

As regards the representation of various interests on this Conference, you 
will admit I think that, for a deliberative body, it has already grown to some
what formidable dimensions, and you will understand our anxiety to limit 
our invitations as far as possible. Nevertheless, we wish we had found it 
possible to arrange for the direct representation of the owners and operators of 
motor transport and in particular of rural buses. Our difficulty however has 
been that these important interests do not appear to be as yet sufficiently 
organised, and that such organisations as exist appear to be upon a provincial 
or even more local basis, and clearly there would be difficulty in picking upon 
one or other of these as fully representative for the purpose of a conference 
of this nature. 

The time for consultation with these bOllies will come when Local Govern
ments have to take into consideration any specific proposals which may arise 
as a result of our deliberations here, and when that time comes doubtless the 
claims of really representative bodies to be heard will not be overlooked. 'r 
mention this point because I do not want it thought that we have forgotten 
these important interest!!. 

The Government of Mysore have recently carried out an exhaustive en
quiry into these matters and have reached certain conclusions somewhat similar 
to those set out in the report of our own enquiry. They suggested therefore 
that the views of their experts might be of help to us,. while our discUS8ions 
would be of great interest to them. While this Conference is concerned solely 
with British India we heartily welcome their co-operation and are very glad to 
lee Mr. Hamilton, Inspector General of Police, Mysore, and his adviser here 
today. I hope they will be able to help us with their experience and opinions. 

I would reiterate that this is a preliminary Conference and that we want a 
free exchange of views to guide the Government of India in approaching local 
Governments with specific suggestions later on. I do not want the formality of 
the proceedings in any way to stifle discUS8ion, but I think we shall all get 
along better if we have an agreed procedure and understand what that proce
dure is. If this method of conducting these discussions meets with the approval 
of the Conft'rence, I will now take up the first resolution, and would only aak 
you to remember that, as our Reporters are not accustomed to reporting some of 
you, it would help them if you do not speak too quickly. 

It has been suggt'sted to me that we might have a sub-committee of this 
conference to go through the matter which is communicated to the press every 
day. If that suggt'stion commends itself to you, I would suggest the Honour
able Sir Guthrie Russell, the Honourable Mr. E. Miller, and, if he would like to 
aerve, the Honourable Mr. B. P. Singh Roy. I think we might add the 
Honourable Mr. S. C. Ghosh Maulik as representing the legislature. I think the 
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Committee is sufficiently large for thia purpoee. U there ia any other repr&
lentative who would like to be represented on the Committee, I should lib to 
have further suggestions. ' 

(No further suggestions were made.) 

We will take it then that the Honourable Sir Guthrie RU88ell, the HonoW'
able Mr. E. Miller, the Honourable Mr. B. P. Singh Roy and the Honourable 
Mr. Ghosh lIIaulik will form the Committee. 

(The First Resolution was then taken up.) 

The Resolution for discussion was as follows :-::

BuoZution No.l.-
This Conference considers it desirable that meaaur. ihoold be concert.. 

eel--

(a) lor the prevention 01 further wasteful competition between rail.., 
and road transport ; 

(b) for the development 01 rural motor transport complementarJ with 
railways ; and 

(e) for the development 01 the road mtem in harmoll7 with the ob
jectives defined under <al and (bl, npon • comprehensive and mort 
uniform plan than at present exists. 

Chairman.-This resolution covers, I think, the main outlines of the 
problems before us. Those that follow are designed to fill in the details. On 
this resolution therefore I would like to review the position as we see it and 
to draw your attention to certain aspects that !leem to us to be important. 
You, on your part, will doubtleBB tell UB how, in the main, the problem prel!Cnte 
itself to you. • 

As an abstract proposition it might be said that the first consideration iJl 
. approaching these questions should be something like this :-

What system of transport will, for a given set of conditions, prove m08t 
beneficial to the industries of the country, including the greatest-agriculture
and make for the economic, social and political advancement of the population r 
U we were at the beginning of roads and railways, we might be able to find a 
solution in the answer to this abstract question. But we have a geat railway 
property and a large system of roads, and we cannot proceed far on abstract 
considerations. The circumstances being what they are, a definite answer to 
such an abstract question will not help us. We could not, having regard to the 
experience of India and of other countries. say, that for all conditions railway. 
stand unchallenged, nor could we say that roads can take the place of railway., 
the latter to that extent being regarded as obsolescent and to be dispensed with 
as soon as possible. 'What is now wanted is the best distribution of the nation'. 
traffic between the two systems in the interests of the nation as a whole, and 
BOrne arrangement whereby there can be a gradual passing of certain" traffic 
from the railways to the roads if economic forces are to produce that result. A. 
rapid transition involving the virtual destruction of the large State or private 
capital invested in railways would be • financial disaster of the first magnitude, 
while a general enhancement of railway freighte on that traffic for which the 
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road providel no alternative would be a grave agricultural and industrial 
handicap. 

But it il al wen to get the correct perspective and to realise that we are 
now facing no new problem such as has never before arisen. Those of you who 
h~ve studied the final report of the Royal Commission on Transport in England 
Will recollect the historical review which showed how in the past one form of 
tralUJport has succeeded another, the more efficient without compunction taking 
to itself the traffic of the less. I do not propose here to attempt a similar review 
for India; it is sufficient to POInt out that in general roads preceded railways; 
that the latter were often built parallel to the roads. and that they doubtless 
took much traffic from the roads while at the same time creating much entirely 
new traffic. Railways have now been in existence in the world for about 100 
years; road motor transport for 30 years: and the more recent commercial 
aviation for about 15 years. The railways now in turn find themselves in 
danger and they are not unnaturally protesting. But to their protests their 
competitors reply that they are suffering the fate of their predecessors. and that 
the more efficient and economical form of transport must eventually prevail. 

80 might one side of the question be presented, and yet the case. so baldly 
stated, is manifestly unfair. The railways do not ask that they should be pro
tected at all costs. They claim and fairly claim that. if they are to meet competi
tion, they should be allowed to do so on fair terms. Having been ~anted a 
monopoly of a certain route (a monopoly against other railways, their only 
effective competitor heretofore) railways were in the public interests 8ubject('d 
to control. Their passenger rates were subjected to a statutory maximum, their 
ff('ight rates were controlled by many rules, they were bound to carry practi
cally any traffic that offered at rates prescribed by law, while the growth of 
trade unions tied their hands in the matter of wages and prevented them in effect 
from employing that staff which was in strict accordance with the requirements 
of their business. When they had an effective monopoly, they were not allowed 
to extract the utmost out of it, but that control and those disabilities, perhaps 
justifiably imposed when a monopoly was being enjoyed. are now continued 
when that monopoly is seriously challenged and a competitive form of transport 
is permitted to operate on parallel routes. picking and choosing what it will 
carry and when, without any control and without those disabilities, even while 
offering as effective a competition as would another railway. Railways may 
daim and' may fairly daim that, in a country of immense distances such as 
India, they are not only under an obligation to carry. but it is still e!lsential in 
the public interests that they should carry, long distance and heavy traffic which, 
with their complicated rate structure, they cannot continue to do at the same 
charge if the balance of that structure is violently disturbed by the removal of 
certain classes of traffic and those classes only which it suits their new rivals 
to carry. It is also alleged that, while railways have to provide their permanent 
way, their competitors use one supplied from public revenues. Against this it 
is strongly contended that in some countries at least motor transport produces 
in taxation more than enough to meet the road bill. In British India at the 
present time it is believed to be paying more than half of the total current 
bill (Rs. 360 lakhs out of Rs. 609·51akhs). At the same time it is pointed out 
that motor transport is paying to thil' extent although it is not the sole user 
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~f the road and that in India as much if not more damage is done to the road. 
by other forms of transport. But it is not necell8&ry to examine the merite of 
this controversy further at this stage, beca1l8e the material nece88&l'Y for aD 

absolute determination is not complete and we on our part would req uire a muck 
closer examination before accepting any figure as final. 

I hope .it will be agreed that I have at least tried to state both sides of 
this vexed confroversy as fairly, if nece888rily briefly as po88ible ; and that it 
will only be by a full understanding and appreciation of the various points of 
views that we shall be able to reach a solution which will make for that mutual 
co-operation between all concerned upon which, we are convinced the best 
interests of the country will depend. In any event we are concerned not 10 

much with the absolute facts of the present &8 with a proper policy for the 
future. 

Thus one step at least suggests itielf. Wh'ltever else may be desirablt' or 
nece888ry let us at least make the conditions of competition even. At the same 
time let us remember that the contest is not a straightforward issue. It is not 
the whole busine88 of railways which is at present being challenged or is likely 
to be challenged. It will for many yeal'8 be a contest in which motor tranllport 
will endeavour to take from the railways that busine88 which is best suited to 
it and leave to the railways that business which offers it no attraction, and, in 
any fair contest, the remaining obligations of the railway", which constitute a 
national necessity must be taken into account. The conditions of India are 
very different to those with which the Salter Committee was faced. That 
Committee in effect recommended a fair field and no favour. The Royal CAJm
mission on Transport had failed to provide a 801ution. The Salter Committee 
contented itself with seeking to impose on that form of motor transport which 
is the real competitor of railways a more proper share for the maintenance of 
roads, and conditions of operationi not dissimilar to those applied to railways. 
But it was presented with a set of conditions in which the challenge of motor 
transport i, more nearly to all classes of railway busine88, and not mprp)y aD 
attempt to get the cream. 

It is, however, not only in respect of the relative desire of motor transport to 
invade all railway business that conditions in India differ from those with whick 
the Salter Committee was faced, and there is added reason why the same COUl'lJe 

may not suffice here. In England there can be few roads which cannot carry 
motor trausport, with varying degrees of efficiency, it is true, and yet with suffi
cient efficiency to meet reasonable requiremente. But in India there are maDY 
miles of roads, and indeed the greater proportion, on which motor transport i. 
a practical impossibility. And while this remains 80, there are many parts of 
India which are denied either a railway or the more efficient modem road 
transport. It would appear that to remedy this defect is India'. first duty. 
Hitherto the bulk of road expenditure has been on roads of all-India and pro
vincial importance. A better balanced programme of development seems to be 
required. 

So we find the justification for the first resolution. Wasteful oompetitioa 
is to be avoided. Conditions where competition is inevitable and indeei 
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desirable should be made fair for the competitors, but since there is a field where 
development is urgently required and where little has been done and much re
mains to be done, our expenditure should be directed to remedy that defect 
first. Accordingly, bearing in mind the interests of India as a whole the public 
authoritie8 concerned 8hould concentrate their efforts on the development of 
the various forms of transport where they are most urgently required. namely, in 
the rural arf'a8. 

It 11118 b.·en felt, and I doubt if anyone will dislJute it. that the den,lop
Illl'nt of our roadll has been a rather haphazard affair of the past. Pt'rhaps this 
W8M inevitaLle with so many different authorities concerned whose effort; w'!re 
aimed allllost entirely to meet the immediate and varying need~ of the moment 
between whieh there was no attempt at co-ordination. Some more comprehen
sive and uniform sy'Htem of road development is urgently ff'quired. 

There I.~. however. in India another and a vit:\l consideration. Uur rail
""ayR are largely St~te property. Some eight hundred crores of the tax payer's 
mon!}y are iavested in them. The responsibility for this great system is prima
rily ours but your interest in its efficiency and lIolvency is at least aA great. The 
nt'l'd of a~iculture for cheap rates and fares is your concern as much as ours and 
your future resourcell will depend in no smallllleaHur!' upon tIlt' I'(>,ources of the 
federal Govel'llment. which in turn will be largely dependent on railways receipts. 
If the rate st.ru(:tul'e of the railways is seriously disturbed by th(> transfer to the 
road of ('('rtain classes of traftic. it is the general public that will c,uffer. If the 
revenues of Ollr railways are seriously affected by the same cause. it is upon your 
revenues that the loss may ultimately fall. I do not say that things have reached 
this pass or that t.hese results are immedIately threatened. We are. we believe, 
in time to prl'v.JIlt such catastrophes; but th~t the danger is there will. I think, 
be denied by no one who has studied the conditions in other countries: and that 
there iA an enormous field for the development. of roads and road tranAport on a 
plan co-ordinated with our railways. will hardly be denied by anyone who has 
studird the conditions in India. 

We believe that we have in India a golden oJ!portunity of taking timely 
a.,tion 80 as to avoid. before it is too late. the disastrous position into which the 
tran~port system of some countries appears to have been allowed to drift. But 
we are al~o l'onscious that in India there may be l'ertain ditliculties in our 
way. whieh we trust are only superficial. but which may arise out of the present 
constitutional division of functions, which \\;Jl perhaps be more dear-cut in the 
future. I have already emphasised our view that your interf'sts and ours in the 
~'onomic pro!lperity of the country and the solvency and efficiency of the rail
ways are one and the same, and it should not be impossible to devise meall8 
whereby, although operating in separate constitutional spheres. you on your 
side and we on ours will be able to co-operate and to administt'r the transport 
Iyswm of the country as I/o co-ordinated whole. In this task we on our side in 
the adlninistration of railways \\;ll be prepart"d. as the Honourable Sir Guthrie 
Russell will explain to you, to do everything in our power to co-operatfo with 
Local Governments. On the other side of the question we belieYt' that you will 
concede that, if the transport system of the country is to be worked and deve
loped as a co-ordinated whole, we are entitled to ask for your fu\le>lt co-operation 
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and consideration in the planning of your achemes of road development and 
in the control of motor transport. U we can approach theee various prob. 
lems with these ideals and in this spirit, it is not too much to hope that our 
successors will be able to look back upon this Conference as marking a definit. 
ltage in the economic development of this country and a point &fter which 
the drift towards the chaos which is evidencl'd el~where. was dt·finitelv am'lIt.-
~ . 

The Hon'ble Sir Joseph Bhore.---'Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, I have 
very little indeed to add to what has been said by the Chairman this morning. 
What little I say is merely in the hope that it may serve to enable the Con
ference to view the factors in this problem in proper perspectiye. The first 
question of importance which I would ask the Conference to consider is whethl'r 
within any period of time which we can reasonably look forward to motor 
transport is likely to become an adequate subst.itute for the Railways. My 
own mind is perfectly clear upon that issue and I think, at any rate I venture 
to hope, that you will all agree that the answer to this qUl'8tion must be in the 
negative. If that is so, the next question that seems to' me of impo~nce 
is this. Can private or should private motor transport be allowed freely and 
without cont.rol of any sort to appropriate to itself the most paying and the 
most easily workable portion of the traffic which is now handled by the Rail
ways 1 Before giving an answer to this question the Conference will have to 
balance very carefully the resulting gains and losses to the community. It is 
perfectly t.rue that motor t.ransport may within limited rangell and in certain 
circumstances be able to afford a cheaper and more convenient method of 
carriage. Against that advantage you will have to place certain disadvantages. 
If motor transport is allowed to take the cream of the traffic, I venture to 
submit that it will be extremely difficult for the Railways to live on the skimmed 
milk which remains. One of two things must inevitably happen. If the heavy 
and long-distance traffic which at the present moment it is only possible to 
carry cheaply because the Railways can make up ·for their losses on this traffic 
from the gains on the more paying traffic, if I say, this 10ng-diRtance traffic 
is to be carried by the Railways in future without the possibility of their being 
able to make up for it on the more paying traffic, then, 88 I have said, one of 
two things must happen. Firstly, either the carriage of this traffic must be 
made more costly with, it may be, disastrous results to the community, or the 
Government, and through it the general tax-payer, will have to bear the 
resulting losses. I venture to submit for the consideration of this' Con
ference that if those losses are to be borne by Government, the 108IIeS 
will ultimately fall far more heavily on the provinces than on the Centre. 
This, it seems to me, is the position in a nut-shell which I ,·enture to place 
before the Conference for its consideration in so far as it concerns the railways 
of this country. 

The Hon'ble Sir Guth,U RIJ8 .• eU.-"Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, before I 
take up Resolution No. I it may clarify the position if I state shortly the definite 
financial obligations of railways, which are incidentally the obligations of the 
State. These remarks will form a background to the railway picture not only 
for this R.esolution but for the Resolutions to follow. The obligations I refer 
to alP. payment of working expenses, provision for depreciation, payment of 
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~nterest charges on the capital ~Ve8ted in railways by the State, payment\' 
mterest on the guaranteed capItal of the Company-managed railways, and a \ 
contribution of one per cent. on the capital at charge to general revenUe8. In 
addition to these contractual obligations, if railways are to be run on commercial 
lines there should also be, year by year, some allocation to a reserve fund. 
Leaving this, however, out for the moment, in round figures we have to find, 
each year Rs. 50 crore8 for working expenses, Rs. 14 crore8 for depreciation, 
Rs. 33 crores for interest and Rs. 6 crores as contribution to general revenues; 
or a total of Rs. 103 crores. It is of course common knowledge that during the 
past two years we have made no contribution to general revenues, and that for 
the two years previous to this we only met our interest charges and contri
bution to general revenues by drawing on our reserve fund, which has now been 
entirely exhausted. For the past two years we have only been able to meet 
our int~rest charges by borrowing from the depreciation fund. and this after 
making every effort to cut down our working expenses to the minimum. Th" 
main reaRon for the present position is not, ef course, motor competition: 
it is the world-wide depression, but we estinlate that motor competition has 
contributed to this loss to the extent of between It and 2 crores, and there is 
no doubt that if something is not now done this loss will increase very consi
derably as time goes on. 

I think we can safely assume that if or when normal conditions return 
rnilwaYR will be in a position to meet all their obligations. unless of course 
motor cOll1(X'tition makes further serious inroads into our earnings. So far 
ollr main loss from this competition has been in third class pas~nger traffic, 
which. as you all know, form the bulk of our passenger traffic. contributing no 
le~g than 89% of these earnings. But signs are not wanting that in certain 
parts of the country our goods traffic is also being diverted to the road. As is 
Io{t'llerally known. railway rates vary for different commodities: generally 
"pt~aking, it Illay be said that the lighter and more valuable commodities pay 
highpr rah's than the heavy cOlllmoditit's such as coal, iron ore, manganese, 
food grains, t'tc. For such commodities, if they are to move at all, low rates 
are ('&~ential. In fact, it is necessary to carry a great deal of such traffic at a 
little over the actual cost of transport, and the rates charged do not cover the 
overhead chargt's. So far, the goods traffic we have lost to the roads has all 
been the higher rated traffic; the traffic on which we count to help to pay the 
overhead charges on the low rated traffic. Further inroads into this traffic 
will place railways in an even more serious position than they are at present. 
The low paying traffic-and this is the traffic which is of vital importance to the 
country. in faet, it may be said to be the life blood of the country-must, so 
far as we can see, be carried by rail; at least I have not seen any signs of an 
alternative transport system which could absorb this traffic, and all countries 
which have tackled the road rail problem have arrived at the same conclusion. 
I think, therefore, it may be taken 88 axiomatic that railways must remain 
for the present and that their existence is essential if trade and industry are to 
develop on normal lines. That railways are necessary to meet the needs 
of passenger traffic is equally true. For example, take the city- of Bombay. 
Every day, year in, year out, about one hundred thousand passengers travel to 
and from the stations of that city. What would be the state of the roads and 
8treets if these passengers.had all to travel by motor bus! 



~liIO I do not think that anyone ~ould dispute that if railways an to 
remaIn they must be made to pay theU' way. If railways 10ile their highly 
ra~d traffic. ho~ are they going to meet their obligations t It may be possible 
to Increase certaIn goods rates, but I am personally of opinion, and I believe 
that this opinion is shared by the railway representatives here to-day, that at 
present with the low commodity price prevailing no general increase in ratea 
and fares is possible without doing serious damage to all forms of businl'M. and 
I am quite certain that no one who has the interests of the country at heart 
would advocate such a step. In fact any cOllBidl'rable genl'ral incfl'.a. .... \Ii'ould 
almost certa.inly bring immediately into operation the law of diminillhing 
returns. The alternative to an increase in rates and fafl't' is to reduce the8t' 
with the object of increasing the movement of traffic. This question is heing 
examined in detail at the present moment, and if our examination shows that 
there are possibilities of increasing our earnings by such action, we shan not 
hesitate to take it, but here again it is only in the low paid traffic that WI!' 

could expect any large increase in volume, the traffic \Ii'hieh, as I have already 
explained, even at present just covers the bare COllt of traWlport. 

Frankly I can see no hope of either of these measures meeting our needs 
if our best highly paying traffic is to be allowed to go to the road. It may be 
argued, and I think there would be considerable strength in the argument. that 
for certain classes of such traffic the most advantageous mode of transport is 
road motor transport, but I feel convinced that these limited advantage. \Ii'ould 
be far outweighed by a bankrupt railway system which had become a burden 
on the country, because if railways do not pay their own way the only way to 
meet their obligatiollB, which are the obligatioll8 of the State, would be by 
further taxation with its reflection on trade and industry. In fact, it appears 
to me that the prosperity of the country is bound up with the prOllperity of the . 
railways, and in arguing the case for railways I am not arguing only the case 
of the Central Government, but that of the Provincial Governments, and indeed 
that of the country at large. 

There may come a time when 80me other form of tran'lport will better meet 
all the needs of the country and at the same time be able to take ch~ge of 
the railway debt. When that time comes then we may abandon railway •. 
But as I see at present neither India, nor, 80 far as I know any other ~u~try, 
is in a position to aflord the luxury of dual forms of transport antagorustlc to 
and in competition with each other. 

How then is the situation to be met in the best interesta of the country, 
and what are these interests ~ I would place in the forefront of theae, cheap 
transport run on economic lines, not cheap transport obtained by ~u~thro~' 
competition. The terms of Resolution 1 suggest a method of attalDlIl~ this 
object. In India UHlay there are about 13,000 miles of motorabl~ r~ In ~he 
close vicinity of railways, on a considerable proportion of .whlch. lD~ell8lVe 
competition between the motor interests and the railways IS takm~ Vlace• 
The l\Iitchell-Kirkness Report shows that in many cases. motor I!en·lc~. are 
being run at rates which are certainly uneconomic. Are railways to regam t~e 
traffic on these routes by the quotation of rates which ",-ill not cover the.U" 
working expenses' It must be remembered that railwaya ha~e certalll 
statutory obligations. The more important of th~ are (1) the maIntenance 
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of their track and rolling stock to a certain standard, the track and rolling' 
.took being subject to statutory inspection; (2) compliance with an elaborata
.ystem of working rulea devised to ensure safety which involve an expensive 
Iystem of signalling, restriction as to speed and loads of trains, proviBion of 
costly automatic braking gear, and highly trained staft; (3) the quotation of
echedule farea and freight rates within certain prescribed limits; (4) limitation 
of the hours of work of employees to comply with certain maxima: (5) the 
observance of schedule time tables for passenger services, the compliance with 
each of which costs money, 

These restrictions do not apply to road services. Railways are therefore· 
at a serious disadvantage when competing with road motors. Again, Railways 
are entirely responsible for the original cost of and cost of upkeep of their track 
and if public motor services are to be on an equal footing, they should meet 
their fair share of the cost and maintenance of the roads over which they 
operate. In the AIitchell-Kirkneas Report it is suggested that in India motor 
services do so, bllt if we argue on the lines of t he Salter Committee Report 
they probably do not. I admit that conditions in India are not at present 
comparable with conditions at Home, but before I can agree t!.at motor 
services are meeting their fair share of the costs of roads and their upkeep I 
consider a further detailed examination will be necessary. What the railways 
claim, and have claimed in other countries, is fair play, and if they are to be 
subject to certain restrictions, the majority of which are restrictiolls imposed 
for the safety of the travelling public, road motor services should be subject 
to, if not the same, somewhat similar restrictions. This question was examin
ed by the Salter Committee in their report on the road-rail problem in the 
United Kingdom. The conclusion arrived at was that tothe extent to which a 
lIervice, whether by road or rail, must be regarded as partaking of the character 
of " common carrier service, the necessity for some public safeguards arisea. 
I shall deal, when speaking on Resolution No.2, with the regulations which the 
railways of India consider would be reasonabll' in rl'spl'Ct of road motor 
8I'rvicl's, the object bein~ to place railway and road trall8pOri Oil a more 
equal footing, which will have the effect of avoiding wasteful compet.ition. • 

Now we come to claulle (b) of the Resolution. Perhaps when a country
has money to burn, there may be grounds for building up difft'rent forms of 
transport in competition with each other; but even so, I considl'r this would 
only be justifiabll' if the form of transport in existl'nce i~ not capable of meet
ing the needs of the country, or if the new forms have owcwheIming advantagl'8 
oVl'r the old. But surely in timl'~ such as thesl' the COITI'Ct and most econo
mic procedure is to devote the limited amount of money availarAe to opening. 
out nl''II areas which at present have no form of modern trallspor.: at all. How 
can this be done 1 Only by dose co-operation between the railways and the· 
road interests, and I can assure this Conferencp that I can promise on behalf: 
of tile railways the fulll'st co-operation. I am quite }!rl'pared to undl'rtake 
bl'fore any new railway const·ruction is undl'rtaken to consult thl' Provincial 
Governments concerned, and if they consider that the needs of the country can _ 
better be met by road transport I would give vl'ry great wl'ight to this opinion.. 
and normally it would carry the day, excl'pt, of coursl', . in such cases as the 
building of a chord line to reduce railway mill'age and so save railway worl..-:ing. 
e.xpenses, or say in the case of a line for h1'8'] minl'ral traffic which could 
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obviously not be developed by road transport. But if it wu finally decided 
that a ~w~y is essential for the needs of the country, I would certainly .. " 
the ProvmClal Government concerned not to parallel that railway by • 
motorable road and thus facilitate competition with the railway. 

Finally we have clause (e) of the Resolution. J feel very itrongly that this 
is a step in the right direction and I can a'tllUf8 Provincial Governmentl if 
8uch a course is finally decided upon, that the Railway Board and the Railway. 
concerned will unhesitatingly give their help. AI. you know we have aver, 
large number of projects for railwaya which have been held in abeyance, 
either for lack of funds or because prospects were not sufficiently favo~ble. 
I am prepared to place at the disposal of Provincial Governmenta all the 
information we have collected for these projects. This information should 
enable them to come to a decision as to whether the traffic offering juatifiM 
the expenditure of money on the construction of roads and the developmpn& 
of these part.s of the country. If a co-ordinated transport syst~m is to be 
built up, I am prepared to assist by giving the 8ervices of railway Blaft to help 
on the good work, because not only will the development of 8uch a 8y8lem be 
for the benefit of the country as a whole, but it will certainly bring more 
traffic to railways and place us in a better position than we are at present. 

Mr. E. C. Reid.-Whilat I have the privilege of representing the intel'e8t 
of the Branch Line and Light Railways in India at this important Confprence, 
I would like to preface the remarks I may make by explaining at this stage that, 
in view of the very serious decline in traffic and decrease in earnings which has 
already occurred and is growing worse in the case of almost all such Railways, 
on behalf of the Managing Agents having their offices in Calcutta, Karachi and 
Bombay a request was put forward that a representative from each of those 
centres should be permitted to attend the Conference. Cnfortunately the 
Government of India was unable to comply with this request. Whilllt therefore 
I have the authority of all the Managing Agents to repre8Pnt them here, and 
I have received from them certain general opinions on the draft RellOlutions as 
circulated, the views I may express must necessarily be baaed more on what 
comes within my immediate experience as they affect the; Railways which 
come under my Firm's Agency in Bombay. 

Though I do not wish to occupy more time than is required, I think it is 
necessary to bring to the notice of this Conference that at the time when Light 
Railways Companies were Hoated it was the policy of the Government of India 
to encourage the construction of such Lines by the grant of certain terms, 
Government itself being unable to furnish the necessary Capital. The main 
terms of the Agreements were that Government guaranteed a minimum return 
on the Capital or alternatively undertook that the Lines should receive out of 
the earnings of the Main Line from traffic contributed by the Branch, such a 
sum, known as a Rebate, as would make up the total earnings of the Branch to a 
given sum, while the Branch in most cases shar.d with the Main Line any 
profits exceeding the guaranteed minimum, namely, 5 per cent. on the share 
capital Further, under the terms of the agreements there was alao included • 
purchase clause permitting the Government of India to purchase the line at the 
,expiry of thirty years or at subsequent intervaJa of ten years. The price 
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payable on purchase being a minimum of 100 per cent. of the capital expenditu.re 
on the line at the time of purchase. 

The Prospectus of all companies formed for the purpose of providing 
capital for {eeder lines, embodying the above terms, had to be submitted to and 
receive the approval of the Government of India before issue. Consequently 
it is submitted that in subscribing towards the capital of feeder railways the 
public had good reason to look upon their capital as being safe with a five per 
cent. dividend more or less assured. From figures I have been able to collect 
the amount of share capital which has been subscribed under these terms 
exceedll nine crores of rupees, and in addition debentures have been raised to 
the extent of about one and a third crores. 

I need hardly say that Government are especially interested in the welfare 
of the Branch Line Railways, as apart from the loss of confidence of the invest
ing public in enterprises which have the backing of Government, they are also 
financially concerned with the amount of surplus profits they receive or the 
amount of rebate or guarantee which they may have to pay. I feel, therefore, 
that in urging the special interests of the Branch Line Railways on behalf of 
their respective shareholders, can justifiably mention the importance of the 
subject from the view point too of Government's financial interests which if 
adversely effected must of necessity react on the tax·payers of this country. 

As an example I might mention the case of one Branch Line Railway 
where although Rs. 2,35,000 was paid to Government in 1925 by way of 
Surplus Profits; for the half-year ended 30th September 1931 a sum of no less 
than Rs. 1,10,000 had to be paid by Government to the Company in Rebate. 

With regard to the loss in the case of feeder Railways which may be attri
butable to motor competition, I have a statement of the results for the last few 
years of several Light Railways. From this it will be seen that the number of 
passengers carried has decreased as much in some cases as 54 per cent. in the last 
seven years. It may be argued that the more recent fall in traffic is largely 
due to trade stagnation, but in Messrs. Kirkness and :l\Iitchell's Report the loss 
by motor competition in the case of one feeder Railway was estimated to 
amount, as you may remember, to as much as 40 per cent.; and, though that 
estimate was quoted with reserve, it showed that light feeder railways are 
especially susceptible to this form of competition. 

I further submit that when trade conditions show some sign of a permanent 
improvement, the number of motors and lorries on the road will tend to increase. 
and it is therefore of paramount importance that the position n~w be reviewed 
so that a measure of agreement on broad lines may be reached whereby the 
expansion of road transport can be effected in such a manner that the interests of 
the Railways are not subjected to what might in certain respects be termed 
unfair competition, and that the development of communications generally 
in India may proceed on economic lines. 

I would like to take this opportunity of correcting any impression there 
may be that those interested directly in feeder Railways are unduly anta
gonistio towards the development of road-motor transport. Such is certainly 
not the case. On the contrary it is considered that there is plenty of scope for 
ihe natural expansion of such transport but withont infringing on the areas 
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now served by Railways •. Such expansion anel con.eequept opening up 01 ne' 
districts should.be all to the benefit of the country. 

Under present conditions Railways are handicapped chiefly due &0 coo: 
pliance with the strict rules and regulations embodied in the Indian Railway 
Act in regard to the comfort and safe transport ofpaasengera, and in having t 
maintain their rolling stock and permanent way up to a high state of efficienc, 
Railways have no option but to carry all pasaengel'l and goods at publishe 
rates between maximum and minimum limite. In several diBtricts Octroi an, 
Town Duty is imposed by Local bodies on rail-borne merchandiBe and nQ 
upon similar merchandise conveyed by road. It Beema only right, and this i 
most important from our point of view, that when motol'l act &I public carrier 
they should be liable to similar burdens and control 

Dealing with Resolution No.1 &I regards (a), I think it goes without sayinl 
that measures should be taken for the prevention of further wasteful competi 
tion between railways and road transport, and that the latter should h 
developed complementary to Railways. In view of the necessity of develop 
ment of communications in the Lloyd Barrage area and the pOBSible clashinl 
of road and rail interests, the Agents of two Light Railways in that area af1 
much concerned to note from the Report of Me88l'I. Mitchell and KirlmM 
that they advocate construction of a road from Khadro to Nawabshah. It ~ 
contended that the Mirpurkhas-Khadro Feeder Railway should be extendec: 
to its natural terminus, the town of Nawabshah, and that, &I a general policy 
roads should not be built linking up the present railhead of any Branch lin4 
with its natural terminus, but rather that the railways should be permitted tc 
extend thereto. 

With regard to Resolution No.1 (6), I quite agree that ~he development 01 
rural transport complementary with Railways is desirable. I would go furth81 
and say that I consider that motor transport on 'parallel and competitive road! 
in addition to control should be limited by the number of licences which might 
be granted, and that such motor transport Bho)lld be encouraged &I much &I 

possible on feeder and undeveloped roads by the grant of reduced licenB41 
fees, subsidies or otherwise. This would have several benefits for all concerned. 
Itwould:-

(a) Feed the Railways. 
(6) Give an incentive to motors to open undeveloped route&. 
(e) Tend to promote sound motor transport companies which would not 

~!J~::efit motor concerns, but also give Railways more reliable 
. . trations with whom to make mutual arrangements (or the 

interchange of traffic. 
(d) It would in short promote the rational opening up of the country. 

With regard to Resolution No.1 (e), I certainly consider the development ol 
the road system upon a comprehensive and more uniform plan is desirable. I ~ 
Etrongly of opinion that this development should follow the linea of improvmg 
those feeder roads which bring traffic to the railways and constructing new roada 
in undeveloped tracts, rather than in the construction of trunk roads at the 
present juncture. 

M,. C. R. Sumner.--I have no remarks to make on thia Reaolutiou. 
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The H01&'bleM,:.E. Miller.-I leel sure that the intention underlying thia 
resolution will commend itsell to all present, but it seems to my Association that 
any decisions that may be arrived at under it are so closely connected with 
and dependent upon Resolution No.8 that it is difficult to discuas the matter 
in detail at this early stage in the proceedings. 

It also appears to my Association that if this Resolution and the next one 
are read in conjunction with each other, they appear to have been framed 
mainly with the object 01 checking wasteful competition in one direction only 
and that is by imposing restrictions on motor transport, Before wasteful 
competition can be admitted it is necessary that a strict examination of the 
facts of each individual case be made. This point will be dealt with in detail 
by my colleague Mr. Orml'rod when he speaks on Resolution No.2. 

We should have preferred to have considered the broader issue first as to 
the best means of providing the country with adequate communications 
embracing Roads, Railways, Waterways and Airways, with a well balanced 
policy which would ensure that wasteful competition between all forms of 
transport would be obviated as far as possible. 

It Sl'ems to my Association that it will be impossible to deal adequately 
w th this subject of wasteful competition between Railway and Road transport 
until a policy has been laid down dealing with communications as a whole but 
in the meantime we can accept the principle, which I hope Resolution No.1 
seeks to lay down. It seems to my Association however that what requires to 
be brought out is just exactly what comes under wasteful competition. I take it 
that it is not the intention that it should be only from the railway standpoint; 
it must be examined from all angles including consideration of what is un
economical from the point of view of the public. 

In order to ensure that this shall receive careful and thorough examination 
from all points of view it is necessary that some co-ordinated bodies such as 
Boards of Communications should be established both at the centre and in the 
provinces, and unless this principle is agreed to, my Association do not accept 
this Resolution as it stands. My Association therefore would like to submit 
the following addition to this Resolution: 

After II This Conference considers it desirable that measures should be 
concerted", the following to be added :-

II by the formation of constituted bodies having authoritative powers." 

Clauses (b) and (c) are urgently desirable but they are ~gely dependent 
on Resolution No.8 and I think they must be referred to agam when we come 
to discuss that Resolution. 

In the meantime I should like to make this point, that if development of 
rural roads is to come within the scope of a co-ordinated all-India scheme, then 
if this is to be carried out efficiently it will entail the transfer of district roads 
back to a higher and more central provincial authority than at present. We 
must look ahead and in these days of modem transport, modem methods of 
road construction must be adopted, some of which are so highly technical that 
it is unlikely that the lesser bodies such as District Boards, etc., will have 
Engineera in their service, with the requisite knowledge, and nntil this is 

02 
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obtained, the work should be cdntrolled, by me Publio Works Department or 
whatever similar' higher authority exists. 

(The Conference adjourned until 2-30-p.II.) 

2-30-p .•. , the lIonourable Sir Frank Noyce, preaiding . 
.AjteF the adjoummefll. 

Ohairman.-I will ask Mr. Conran Smith to give the Conference the viewa 
of the Government of Madras on Resolution No. 1. 

Mr. Oonran Smitk.-I should say at the outset that Madras is somewhat 
differently situated from some other Provinces aa regards the problema which 
this Conference is considering for the reason that in Madras the major portiol] 
of our roads are maintained by local bodies, partly with Government assi.~tance 
in the shape of grants and partly from the income derived from taxation 01 
motor vehicles and district board license fees and from their general revenUt'.8 
It would not be possible therefore for the ~overnment of Madras to agree fA: 
restriction on road traffic in the interest purely of railways when such restrictior 
would lead to curtailment of the revenue of local bodies available for upkeeJ 
Df rQads. 

Having said that I may say that in so far aa Resolution No.1 states iJ 
-general terms certain desirable objects I consider it may be accepted. Bu 
I would add that not only should wasteful competition; between road transpor 
and railways be restricted but all wasteful competition; e.g .. between rivalliDe 
of buses. We may agree therefore that some form of restriction OD competitiol 
is essential, but it should be in the interests of passenger traffic generally an. 
not of railways only. 

We must recognise the cogency of the arguments which can be adVallCle 
to prove the claim of the railway to protection in the interest of the country. 
a whole and the difficulties with which they have to contend. But it mWlt b 
recognised also that the interesta of the travelling public have to be COl 

sidered; and these interest. the resolutions in effect almost entirely ignom. 
It has been said that the cream of the traffic is likely to be filched from tb 

Railways but I may perhaps be forgiven if I say that in lfadraa at any rat 
there baa been a feeling in the past that the travelling public baa receivedofte 
only sour-milk. I would venture to luggest therefore that to SODle extent 
solution of the problem liea in the offer to the public of improved facilities f( 
travel by tM Railways.. I say this with lesa hesitation becav.se I am aW&l 
that the railways have themselves recognised the neceBllity for Inch a course 4 
action and are already taking stepl to meet the wishea of the travelling publ 
as regards timings, connectioDl and frequency of service. 

Ail & further step towards the elimination of waateful competitioa it 
possible that· more might be done in the w.ayof businesa arrangementa betWeE 

the railways and the larger bUB compamea. 
Finally I would suggest for the Consideration of this conference that tJ 

two problems of rail and road competition as regarda paasenger and goac 
traffic should be treated separately since, although I consider interferenl 

\ with passenger traffic in the interests purely of railway. is undesirable, it mig] 
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be pOl!8ible to impOll8 restrictioD8 on the carriage of goods by road both in the 
interests of the roads themselves and of railways. I make this suggestion for 
what it is worth, and perhaps succeeding speakers will offer their views. 

As regards (b) of the Resolution, I think there will be general agreement 
that it is acceptable with the pOl!8ible elimination of the word' motor' before 
transport since there are other forms of transport, e.g., waterways and country 
carts in areas where they alone can operate. 

As regards (c) of the Resolution it must be admitted that there has been in 
the past no really comprehensive programme for'road development in many 
parts of India, and that some uniformity in the future is desirable. 

Mr. P. L. Bow("f,'. -·The views of the Bombay Government are generally 
the same as those of the Government of Madras. I would, however, point out 
that as the majority of roads in the Bombay Presidency which compete 
seriously with Railways, are roads which in the opinion of the Bombay Govern
ment, should be federal roads, the responsibility for which should rest with the 
Federal Government, it will be forthat Government to determine what consti
tutes wasteful competition between traffic on Railways and Federal Roads. 

The llon'ble Mr. B. P. Singh Roy.-On behaU of the Government of 
Bengal, I am inclined to speak almost in the same strain as the representative 
of the Government of Madras, At the outset I may say that I welcome the 
underlying principle of this Resolution but at the same time I must make it 
clear that while the Government of Bengal are in favour of giving proper 
protection to railways on the grounds stated by Ilia Excellency and by you, Sir, 
this morning, we feel that the interests of motor transport, specially the 
passenger services, should also be sufficiently safeguarded, so that no provision 
should be introduced in the intere.it of railway.> which would ultimately affect 
the motor transport, becaWie motor transport offers distinct facilities to the 
public and here public opinion and the opinion of the Government of Bengal 
tally entirely. 

I am glad to note what the Honourable Sir Guthrie Russell has said about 
exploring the avenues for improving the railway service by reducing the r<ltes 
or by offering better facilities wherever possible. I think that should be done. 
While it is very desirable that all unfair competition between rail and motor 
should be reduced or eliminated entirely, if possible, I am not inclined to accept 
the view that railway fares are at present wholly economic and that question 
therefore requires very careful examination. As regards (b) about the develop
ment of rural motor transport complementary to railways, I may point out 
that though we feel that the improvement of rural roads is very important from 
the point of view of general development of roads in the provinces, this should 
not be done at the sacrifice of the trunk roads, becaWie that will not help the 
all-round development of roads which the Committee stresses so much. The 
Honourable Mr_ Miller in his closing lines observed that the local bodies, viz .• 
the district boards, have not got proper agencies to supervise the work of 
improvement and so the improvement of rural roads should be done by the 
P. W. D. That is a proposal which I cannot accept. Improvement of rural 
loads is the concern of local bodies and it must be left to them. The Publio 
Works Department cannot take upon itsdf the ~pouaibili1i1 w hcih is now being 



discharged, and, I should say, very aatiafactorily diach&rged, by the diatrict 
boards. I may conclude by aaying that I accept the principle which 
underlies this Resolution but I would also repeat that the interest of motor 
transport should be sufticiently aa,feguarded. not only in the interest of the 
individuals who have invested very large luma of money in motor transport 
but also in the interest of general pa.ssenger traffic. 

The Hon'bIe Nawab Sir Muhammad YV8Uf.-Sir, before I make a few 
observations with regard to the RelOlution we are discUBBing I should certainly 
like to make a few preliminaty remarks with reference to the speeches deliver
ed by the Chairman and the Hon'ble Sir Joseph Bhore in which they have 
very definitely emphasised the interest that the provinces have in the matter 

• of the finances of the Government of IndiA. We are fully alive to the fact 
that the fall of the revenue in the Railway Department is increasing and the 
depreciation fund has also been depleted. And if that state of things dOO8 
continue the burden will ultimately fall on the tax-payers. And there cannot 
be two opinions on the subject. I am in entire agreement with the Chairman 
and the Hon'ble Sir Joseph Bhore that it cannot be a matter of indifference ta 
the provinces that the revenue should continue to fall from this aource, because 
after all we must not lose sight of the fact that we have often to turn to the 
Government of India for advances of loans. And bearing this fact in mind 
we cannot ignore the fact that if the fall in revenue continuel in this depart
ment and consequently the general finances of the Government of India are 
in any way impaired, they will not be in a position to help UA with loans at I 
low rate of interest. And we cannot poB8ibly allow a general fall in the 
revenue of this department or in other departments with which we are probably 
not concerned, but we may be concerned to this extent that if there is a general 
fall in the revenue of different departme~ta, the credit of the Government ot 
India is likely to be aftected and consequently, though in an indirect manner, 
the provinces are bound to be aftected. 

Having said this much with reference to the matters referred to by the 
two Honourable Members, I now turn to the Resolution we are discU88ing. 
The Resolution as it stands is worded in a manner which may create a certain 
amount of suspicion in the minds of those who are not prepared to look into 
this Resolution more carefully. The wording is that" this Conference con
sid,ers it de.mable that measures should be concerted" etc. By whom should 
the measuie3 be concerted' Should the measure be concerted by the Govern
ment of India or should the measure be concerted by the provinces. 

Chairman.-We come to the question of machinery in Reaqlution No.8. 

The H./n'ble Nawab Sir Muhammad Yumf.-I must aay that is 10 and 
that is why the Hon'ble Mr. Miller aaid that Resolution No.8 is very relevant 
to this Resolution and probably that should have been di8cus8ed first. How
ever, I should like to make it clear that any lIuch activity mUlt necellll6rily 
remain with the Local Governments. And while we do feel that it is our 
primary duty to help the Government of India and give it our fullest co-opera
tion with a view to have a comprehensive lIystem of roads, yet it will have to be 
admitted that under the new conditions that will prevail after the new refOlD 
this activity must nece888rily remain with the Local Governmenu, becaue 
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roads are a trallllferred subject while Railways are a central subject. How
ever, I should not be misunderstood that I am agaillllt the spirit of the Resolu
tiollll. I should like here also to emphasise that as the wording of the Resolu
tion stands it does give undoubtedly a great weightage to the problem of 
the fall of income of the Railways and ignores other aspects of the problem, 
namely, the provincial interest, the interest of the motor industry and the 
interests of the public. These are matters which must be very carefully 
borne in mind while dealing with this important matter, namely, the question 
of helping as far as possible the Railways to maintain their revenue at least 
up to the limit which was attained hitherto. 

With regard to (b), I must say that 80 far as the province of the United 
Provinces is concerned, and probably in other provinces also, the development 
of rural motor trallllport roads must remain with the Local Governments. 
The local roads in my province are maintained not by the Local Government 
but by the local bodies, and they come in here also. Any large scheme of 
development of roads does call for a huge amount which we must have at our 
disposal to give effect to it, and for that I see a very remote possibility. At 
present we find it hard to maintain our provincial roads or to recondition 
them, and I do not think that in the near future we are likely to have a large 
sum of money to embark upon any scheme which could be regarded as appre
ciably large. Yet I can certainly say this that if ever we undertake any such 
scheme we shall bear in mind the fact that we do not allow unnecessary com
petition between the Roads and the Railways, as far as possible, and that we shall 
be ever ready to consult the Railways so far as their interests are concerned; 

Now with regard to (c) I may say that here again I am in agreement with 
the general principle and I do feel that a comprehensive scheme should be 
evolved by which there may be a general improvement in communicatiollll. 
But I doubt very JI.luch if we can maintain any uniformity. It is just possible 
that the Government of India may put forward certain suggestiollll to the 
Local Governments and the Local Governments may carefully bear in mind 
certain basic principles in dealing with this question; but yet it will be difficult 
for the Local Governments under the new conditiollll to abdicate their pri
mary functions and relegate their powers to the Central Government or to any 
Central Board that may be created here at the centre. The question of the 
development of roads in each province must be a matter which should be dealt 
with by the province only because they are in a position to know exactly the 
local conditions prevailing, and they are in a better position to prepare a pro
gramme than any central agency that may be created by the Central Govern
ment. When I say this I should not again be misunderstood to mean that if 
any solution does emanate from the Central Government, that will not be paid 
due heed to ; but at the same time we cannot accept the position that what
ever opinion is given by the Central Government we must necessarily accept 
and follow. I may here point out another aspect of the question which is 
exercising our minds in our province. We find that if we are to add to our 
expenditure in the direction of metalling and making of new roads, ·then we 
must necessarily be prepared to maintain those roads. We find it hard to 
maintain the roads that we have got in our province at present and it is. not 
possible for us to incur further liability in the direction of maintaininl roads 
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while we have not adequate funds at our disposal from our own revenue. 
Repairs mu.st necessarily be the first charge on the revenue that may be !!pent 
in the p,rovinces on the roads, and as long &8 we have no adequate funds even 
tor the repairs, the question of new roads does not arise at all. So the Railways 
need not be nervous about it at all. In this connection I may also point 
out that in my frovince it is not that the roads have been following the Rail
ways 'but more often the Railways have been following the roads. And if 
there has been any competition at all it has been with the roads and not with 
the Railways. Here probably it would not be out of place also to empha
sise another point and that is this that we find that the Central Road Board 
of the Government of India is not a body which is likely to help the provincea 
very much, and 88 soon as the reforms are introduced it must be put an end 
to. Because, if the Government of India still continues to derive revenue 
from the petrol tax, then it must make a block grant to the Provincial Govern
ment and it must leave it to the Provincial Government to prepare its own 
programme according to its own experience and knowledge of the province 
and may deal with the problem according to the conditions prevailing in the 
province rather than be dictated by a central body that may be far removed. 
from the provinces. The ideal thing probably from a purely provincial point 
of view would be that there should not be any revenue from the petrol tax 
and it should be left to the provinces to raise a sufficient amount for the pur
pose of devloping the roads through licensing fees, annual registration fees 
and provincial taxation. But I am sure it is an imp088ible ideal and is not 
likely to be accepted by the Central Government, and we are willing to 
submit ourselves to the position that the revenue may continue to be raised 
by the petrol tax. But we must get our adequate share from it in the shape, 
as I have said, of a block grant to the provinces, and it should be left entirely 
to the provinces to deal with this sum as they like. In these days of financial 
stringency, as I have already' pointed out, we find it difficult to maintain the 
roads and there is no reason why this amount should not be diverted for the 
purpose of maintaining the roads temporarily. In view of these facts, I am 
bound to say that it is for the Local Government mainly to deal with tru.. 
problem of development of roads, bearing in mind no doubt the interests of the 
railways, while not losing sight of the fact that we cannot kill the motor in
dustry and must necessarily bear in mind that the fact that above all we mWit 
all serve the interests of the public. From these points of view I am sorrt 
that as the Resolution is worded it is not possible for me to accept it, though. 
as I have already said, I accept the !!pirit of the Resolution and our provinct 
will only be ~ glad to give the fullest co-operation and help that the Govern" 
ment of India may seek in the direction of solving the general problem of dev.8-
lopment of roads and also in avoiding undesirable competition with the rail
way which is undoubtedly affecting the revenue of the railway. 

"The Hon'bie Sir Jogendra Singh.-Siz, I need hardly &&y that wha& 
representatives of other Provinces have already said is more or 16811 the vie .. 
we hold. I wish particularly to associate myself with • hat the Honourab~ 
Mr~Miller said regarding this Resolution. I might at the outset &&y, that 1& 
i. not possible to ,accept the Resolution till it is fully explained. In the mean
~hile aU ~hat we can &&y Ja that we, fully Iympatb.ise with the underlyioC 



principle of this Resolution. Railways are a national a88et and 88 such it 
it aa much the concern of the provinces as of the Central Government to main
tain them and to improve them. But our complaint in the provinces has been 
that the railways have never taken us into their confidence and they take & 

detached view of our transport problems which we from time to time present 
to them. It is quite p088ible that they may be able to convert us to their 
view if they to'ok us more into their confidence or we may be able to convert 
them to our view, because the object of both railway and motor service is the 
same to serve the public and to facilitate the movement of commodities. 

The transport problem has two aspects, financial as affecting the central 
and provincial revenues, and facilities of transport and competitive rates as 
affecting the public. The Honourable Sir Guthrie Russell in his speech explain
ed the financial liabilities of the railways. The Mitchell-Kirkne88 Report 
has mentioned the revenue which motor traffic is already contributing 
both to the central and to provincial exchequers amounting to 830 lakhs; 
of this 430 lakhs goes to the Centre and the remainder to the Provinces. It: 
has to be shown that any restriction on motor traffic will bring in the same 
amount of revenue both to the provinces and to the Central Government. 
In restricting motor traffic instead of earning more revenue it is quite possible 
that we may be losing a direct source of revenue from which both the provinces, 
and the Central Government get a definite amount of income. • Then again, 
Sir, it seems to have been accepted that the competition between railways and 
motors is inevitably wasteful. I think we need a little more definition of the 
word II wasteful" and" unfair competition". No one has so far attempted 
to define what is really wasteful competition and how this wasteful competi
tion can be prevented by purely restricting motor traffic. Sir Guthrie Russell 
pointed out that in the matter of railways rules of inspections were in force. 
So far as we in the Punjab are concerned, Sir, we have motor rules, and as re
gards inspection a quarterly inspection of public motor vehicles registered in 
the Punjab is now standardised and is fairly efficient. The organisation for 
this h88 been working for less than a year and sufficient time has not elapsed to 
make it satisfactory and uniform, but none the less it controls motor traffic in 
the interests of the travelling public. The extent of overloading again is some
what overstated. There undoubtedly is a considerable amount of overload
ing, but this offence is being heavily prosecuted and penalised. If the Hon'ble 
Sir Guthrie Russell would care to inquire, he would find that the provinces 
are now enforcing rules and regulations in the interests of the travelling public, 
and therefore motor traffic is not entirely left to work itself. In any decision 
that is reached we must not ignore the primary interest of the producer and the 
travelling public. 

As to .the roads having been built haphazard, my friend from the United 
Provinces pointed out that most of the railways have followed the roads that 
had already been built and I think it would be interesting if anyone could 
point out if the grand trunk road from Calcutta to Peshawar could have been 
built in any other way and left any of the towns that have been connected 
unconnected. In the Punjab, Sir, we have a road reclassification scheme 
and this scheme considered the needs of the whole province. I do not know. 
whether other provinces have such a classification scheme, but we have this 
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classification scheme and it was framed by Mr. Mitchell himself. There call 
be no question that c()-ordination between roads and railwaY' can be to the 
advantage of the provinces, we in the Punjab consider it desirable that any 
new schemes of roads and railwaY' should be jointly considered. In the Punjab 
we have a Communication Board and on that Beard we have two representa
tives of ~he railways and all Road programmes come before the Board. We 
are, therefore, in sympathy with (b) and (e). AI for (a) I think we have aD 
open mind and I am not at present either prepared to oppose it or to accept 
it. It depends on the discUBBioI18 that take place in this Conference, whether 
the verdict that motor traffic is wasteful is proved and whether it is in the 
interests of the travelling public and the agriculturist. generally to restrict 
motor traffic. My province wishes to keep itl discretion entirely unfettered 
in this matter aI'd I thought I might make our position clear. 

Mr. O. 1/. Teuwn.-Mr. Chariman and Gentlemen, the Government 01 
Burma are in gen!lralsympathy with the principle. underlying the Relolu~ion, 
but they reserve an open mind on the matter. 

Mt'. H . ..4.. Gubbay.-Sir, Bihar and Oriasa entirely &88OCia~ themselv~ 
with the views expre88ed by the representative of the Punjab. As regardJ 
Resolution (b) the view is that .there is ample scope for new roadl to opet 
up country not yet reached by railwaY'. In accepting that principle BihaJ 
and Orissa enquire. when traffic on such roads has developed to luch an extenj 
as to make a branch railway line a business proposition, whether the railwa, 
authorities would be agreeable to recompense adequately the Local Govern· 
ment or the local authority who construc~d that road , 

Olulirma'll.-I do not think that the railway authorities would come it 
at all in that casco 

Mt'. H . ..4. •. Gubbay.-As regards the Honourable Mr. Miller'. propositiol 
that district board roads should be converted to P. W. D. roads, Bihar an~ 
Orissa cannot accept that proposition .. 

The Bon'ble Dr. P. S. Deshmukh.-I. (a) The Central Provinces Governmen1 
is aware that there is considerable competition between road and rail tralll!por1 
some of which can be described as wasteful; but doel not agree with the methodJ 
suggested in· the report for dealing with it. The report in our opinion dOel 
little more than suggest that motor transport should be driven oft the roads 
or prohibited the use. of roads, and ignores constitutional difficulties. RoadJ 
being a provincial subject and railwaYI Central (or Federal under the ne1l 
scheme) Provincial Governments cannot be expec~ to prohibit the U8e 0: 
their roads to motor transport nor could the necessary support be obtainec: 
either in the old or new Councils. The problem of road tJet'8fU rail competi 
tion is world wide, and we are not aware of any other country ~hich h&4 
tackled the question on the lines suggested in the report. 

I. (b) If this means the linking up of the itnportent villages with the trunl 
roads and the railway stations this is entirely a question o:f funds. If the Rail 
way administration co-operatea and is 'prepared to bear a part of the coat of I 
well thought out scheme for the purpose, this Government would aecept thA 
.uggestion. It is believed that tm. will in the end lead to increased 1I8e of thA 
railway both for travelling and the transport o:f goodI (see paragraph 6 of th4 
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report) we don't think this caJ;1 be left to the local Bodies as is suggem;d by 
my friend from Bengal. 

Part 1 (c) as it stands is not 80 objectionable to this Government as the 
originall (c). 

ThE' Resolution No. 1 should therefore rUll:-

.. This Conference thinks that efforts should be made to prevent or 
minimise any further extension of railways which is likely to 
lead to wasteful competition with road transport and that measures 
should be concerted to 'develop rural transport by linking up 
important villages with r"ilway and existing road connections on a 
comprehensive and on uniform basis". 

It will therefore be clear that I do not accept the amendment suggested 
by the Hon'ble Mr. Miller, although I associate myself with some of the 
remarks that he and my Hon'ble friend from the Punjab made. 

The Hon'bIe Mr. B. P. Singh Roy.-On a point of personal explanation, 
Sir, I do not think that the Hon'ble Minister from the Central Provinces 
has really understood what I said. I never said what he attributed to me. 

The Hon'bIe Mr. A. J. Laine.-Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, so far 
as the wording of the Resolution before us is concerned, we in Assam have no 
objection to raise to it in principle, provided such measures are restricted to 
areas where the prevalence of wasteful competition has been established and 
are directed merely to a reduction to a minimum of its wasteful element and not 
to the complete elimination of all competition. 

One difficulty however which must be confronted is who is to decide 
whether in any area wasteful competition, or if so what degree of wasteful 
competition, prevails and with reference to what standard is such wasteful
ness to be gauged. Obviously, competition cannot a priori be classed as waste
ful merely because it happens to compete with existing railway facilities. 
So far as Assam is concerned, we claim that to all intents and purposes there is 
no such wasteful competition at all. For every hundred miles of railway 
we have not more than four miles of parallel metalled roads, and these roads, 
or most of them, were in existence long before the railway came. In one 
case which I could quote, motor buses and lorries did not begin to ply on this 
parallel road until the local railway administration had imposed what was 
locally considered to be unnecessarily high rates, and I am fairly certain that 
if these railway freights were reduced that particular element of competition 
would cease. 

Any measures which are likely to be taken underpart (a) of the Resolution 
will no doubt require some form of legislative sanction, and it will presumably 
be for the Central and Provincial Governments, respectively to legislate on 
subjects falling within their respective constitutional spheres. It is not, we 
hope, contemplated that compulsion or semi-compulsion should be applied 
on provincial Governments to legislate on, or to take other measures for, the 
regulation of motor vehioular· traffic on certain lines, possibly to our detri
ment, merely because the interests of central department may be indirectly 
affected by the development of such traffic. . 
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The Resolution, however, is in many ways, very vague and until lOme 
indication is given of the precise measures which are contemplated and until 
Bome proof iB forthcoming of actual wastefulnesa it is difficult for us to expresa 
a final opinion. 

With regard to part (b) there can be no objection, but we cannot do much 
in this direction beyond improving our communications up to a standard of 
efficiency which will render motor transport on them a feasible propoeition. 
After such improvement, which is after aU a question of funda, motor traffic, 
both public and private, will inevitably expand, but the rate and degree of 
expansion will be determined by the laws of supply and demand and must be 
left to private enterprise. We can increase facilities for traffic but we cannot 
actually create it by artificial measures. . 

With regard to (c), this also is undoubtedly very desirable in principle, 
and, so far as its provincial aspect is concerned, this is exactly what we have 
been doing in Assam for years through our own Provincial Road Board. Our 
Provincial Road Board and the Government in the P. W. D. in AMam are of 
course primarily concerned with our main communication arteries, but it must 
not be forgotten that outside, and connecting with, these main arteries We have 
a multiplicity of minor internal communications under the control of local 
bodies, which local bodies in Assam are co-terminous with our civillub-diviaiolll 
and not with our districts. Some of these minor communications are motor
able, though in varying degrees dependent chiefly on the season of the year, 
but in any comprehensive communications scheme they must eventually find 
a place, but they must of course await their tum. The Assam Government 
have hitherto given these Boards substantial asaistance towarda the upkeep 
of these internal minor communications, but have recently, owing to the exist.
ing financial stringency, been compelled to substantially reduce these granta
in-aid. These local bodies' own funda are limited and they cannot hope to 
make themselves much progresa unaided. In any case it will always be diffi
cult for these numerous local bodies with a sta1l of meagre qualificatiolll to 
formulate any co-ordinated schemes of their own or to carry them -out if and 
when formulated. It is possible therefore that the increased co-ordination 
at which we are aiming will involve the gradual provinciaIisation of many of 
these minor internal communications and I am not at all lure that the Asaam 
Legislative Council will look with favour on any policy tending towarda a furthez 
centralisation of control. 

Mr. J. S. Thomson;-Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, &I far as the North
West Frontier Province Government is concerned, I think I maY88Y that they 
will agree in principle to this Resolution. The first part is perhaps in our ~ 
one which need not concern ns very much. We have already got, according 
to the Report, metalled roads alongside no le88 than 94 per cent. of our railwa, 
milage. This result has been achieved not through lack of forethought .bout 
the possibilities of competition but for reaaona connected with the nature of 
the province which are principally of .. strategic nature. It is therefore cIea. 
that in so far as further wasteful competition means further building of roadt 
and railways on parallel lines there is no scope for further" advance" in that 
matter. For the rest, the question of how the existing competitioD is '? bel 
minimised is one which I understand willcome up in. subaequeot Reaolut&oaa. 
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At the Mme time, al previoul apeakera have laid, I think it will be very diffi
cult to do much to deny row to motor transport except in 80 far as there is 
room for improvement in Mfeguarding the safety and the comfort of passen
gers. The mere fact that the provincial Government undertook to make that 
improvement would of course impose a certain number of extra disabilities on 
motor transport which would be of advantage to the railways as well as to the 
general public. Apart from that, I think that parts (b) and (c),-certainly 
part (b)-are unexceptionable. As a matter of fact, the amounts that we have 
received from the Road Fund have been for the most part spent on communi
cations which will connect up rural aEeas with the railways. and I think there is 
scope for further progress on those lines, but much will depend on the amount 
of money that we receive from the Road Fund. 

As regards part (c), I do not think that there is any intention that there 
should be a sort of super-Communications Board in the Central Government 
which would compel provinces to adopt a policy whil'h they do not wi~h to 
adopt. And as long as there is no intention of setting trp any body of the 
kind, I do not think that the N. W. F. P. Government would have the slightest 
objection to considering the interests of the railway or of anyone else when 
considering their road policy. Subject, therefore, to what I have said, I think 
that the N. W. F. P. Government would accept the principles which are 
enunciated in this Resolution. 

The Hon'ble Mr. V. V. Kalikar.-I agree with my Hon'ble friend Sir 
Guthrie Russell that there is competition between railway and motor trans
port, but I do not agree with him that the competition is a wasteful competi
tion. If he means by wasteful competition that the railway earnings have 
fallen on account of motor transport, I submit that it is not due only to motor 
transport that the railway earnings have gone down but it is also on account of 
the trade depression. So far as motor transport in my province is concerned, 
I may say that the motor transport has created new traffic for passengers which 
in fact the railways could not afford for the use of the public. I fully agree 
with the remarks made by the Minister of my province that if it is the intention 
of this Resolution to restrict or drive out motor transport from roads we entirely 
disagree with it. In fact, in my own province the agriculturists have benefited 
more by motor transport than by railways. So far as (b) is concerned I fully 
endorse the remarks of the Hon'ble Minister of my province·, but I further 
submit that if it is possible to construct new roads, if it is possible to connect 
villages with the new roads, and if it is possible to connect these villages by 
constructing new roads with the railway stations, I agree, but in fact it is a 
question of funds. I believe the Central Provinces Government has got already 
a programme of road development and that programme is still waiting because 
they have got no funds. So far as part (c) is concerned, if it is the intention to 
set up a machinery, I believe we have already got a machinery in our province 
to look after the construction of new roads and proposals for opening new roads 
in those parts where there are no railways and no roads. I believe the present 
Standing Committee of the Central GQvernment for Roads is quite sufficient 
to look after these things, and if this Board is maintained and funds are avail
able the present Standing Committee can make various proposals for construct
ing roads. So far as I see from the remarks made by the representatives from 

• The <::eQual Proriu.ce&. 
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the various provinces, they are against restricting motor transport or road&. 
So, if funds are made available to them they will in fact construct new'roada 
and give an impetus to the motor transport which is really more useful to the 
public than the railways. I therefore state that the remarks made by the 
Local Government of the C. P. are more in the interest. of the publio and there-
fore I support those remarks. ' 

Mr. S. R. Pandit.-I have no remarks to ofter. 

Mr. Molw,m'11llUl Muazzam &'Mb Bahadur.-I am afraid the Resolution 
is a bit premature. So far as the report pf Messrs. Mitchell and Kirkness gOOl, 
there is nothing to indicate what exactly is the lOBI sustained by each of the 
railways, whether State-managed or Company-managed. 

Olw,irman.-There is a full statement. I can give you the page. 

Mr. Muazzam Sa'Mb Bahadur.-Some figures have been given, which the 
authors of the repert themselves say cannot be very accurate. My contention 
is that they are, not even approximate, because the figures have been arrived 
at without regard to the days of economic depression. My contention is that 
we can arrive at accurate figures if we p881 this present economic depression 
of if we go back to the figures prior to this depression and show that railway. 
have been losing so much year after yeat owing to this bus competition. Un
fortunately for me, wherever I tum to, I find that the figures which have been 
quoted relate either to 1932 or 1931.. My own opinion is that we can arrive at 
a correct basis of the loss sustained by the railways owing to this road motor 
competition if we eliminate the e1Iect. of the present economic depression. 
Therefore looked at from that point of view, the Resolution is premature but 
now I shall deal with the Resolution itself. Here, I should certainly 88IOCiate 
myself entirely with every word which has fallen from the Bombay represent
ative, Mr. Miller. I do think that there are a number of defects now 
existing in the railways which can be remedied and which will go a great way 
in making up a big percentage of the 1088 which they allege they have been 
suffering. I do not for a moment contend that there is some margin of 1081, 
but I do say this, that the margin has been greatly exaggerated. Taking part 
(a) of the Resolution-prevention of further wasteful competition, I agree 
with the Hon'ble Member from .Assam when he said that he waa not sure 
what the word • wasteful 'meant. I am exactly of the same opwon and I 
should not wonder if that Resolution would convey the very same meaning 
even though we delete the word • wasteful' from the Resolution. The remedy 
lies as I said in making the railway services more attractive than they are. 
One must admit that public interest demands healthy competition. One is 
always against a monopoly or a semi monopoly. If the aim of the Government 
of India is to benefit the public in general by granting to them more facilities 
and cheaper fares, then I should wholeheartedly endorse every word of that 
Resolution but if the idea is that railways should not suffer any lO88 by reason 
of the bus competition, that the railways would benefit by elimination of that 
competition, that this ultimately is a benefit to the State and everj citizen of 
the State, then I contend that this is a one sided view. Why should we not 
l~k at the other aspect olthis question. Crores of rupees olthe citizen's money 
have been invested in the purchase of motor buses and motor lorriea and it 
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we create a monopoly in the exclwrive interest of the railways, the effect oC 
that monopoly will be to clUBh the motor transport industry. I should say 
that Un1e88 very strong safeguards are affixed to the powers which the con
trolling authorities are likely to have in the future, the fate of the private bus 
owners and the lorry owners who unfortunately in this country are unable to 
form a huge combine as they have done in other countries, their interests would 
be altogether wiped out. If the' Government of India in collaboration with 
the Local Governments is desirous of protecting the interests of Company
managed and State-managed railways, they should not clUBh these private 
bus owners but protect their interests side by side with the railways, whether 
by agreement entered into with the bus owners or in any other way. Then 
I should certainly not oppose part (a) of this Resolution but if the idea is that 
ultimately the railways are to have a monopoly, so that they can fix their rates 
in respect of passenger traffic and goods traffic, then the effect will be one that 
will be baneful to the nation and to every citizen. If the necessary safeguards 
are placed to obviate such an effect, then I have not the least objection to part 
(a) of the Resolution. 

Another thing which strikes me in this connection is this. If the railways 
had come to appreciate the losses which they have been suffering during all 
these years of motor bus competition at least for the last 15 years, how is it 
that the State-managed railways who have always enjoyed the right of running 
buses independently of the legislatures by applying to the Governor General 
in Council for the issue,of the necessary licence, which is a very formal matter, 
have been looking on all these years without doing the best they could under 
the circumstances. How is it that they are bringing in legislation now to give 
powers to the Company-managed railways to get on with this experiment 
initially. I cannot see what the reason for that is. lithe State-managed 
railways suffered losses in common with Company-managed lines, they can take 
the remedy which is already in their hands, which is only a formal matter of 
applying to the Governor General in Council. 

Then, Sir, in applying this principle of nationalisation of railways, it is 
illogical that a railway company should start a business side by side, which haa 
the direct effect of reducing the railway earnings. If I carry on a business 
which is my main business, certainly it would not be to my interest to carry 
on another business which reduces the earnings of my main business unless it 
be my idea that I should improve my side line to an extent that it absorbs the 
main business, so that I do not want to have anything to do with the main 
business. On broad principles, that is another serious objection. As I find 
that railways in other countries like Germany, England, the United States 
and so on, have adopted some kind of legislation in the conditions in which 
they were placed by reasop. of the motor bus competiti?n, I ~hould certainly 
concede that something of that type should be done m this country but 
with the safeguards and the amendments which Mr. Miller has proposed. 
As regards part (b) of the Resolution, I think, as Mr. Conran Smith suggested, 
the word • motor' may be omitted. Then part (c) of the Resolution is 80 com
prehensive that it may turn out to be dangerous in ·its application. These 
are all the remarks that I wish to make. 

Tk Hrm'bZe Mr. Gh'Jsh Maulik.-I have nothing to add. 
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Mr. Hamiltaft.-I must first thank YOll for enabling me to become a membel 
of this Committee and I hope in return the report of the My80re Moten 
Transport Qommittee will prove in some way l1elpful to the labours of thil 
coaference. I do not want to traverse material which will probably arille in 
the subsequent Resolutions. I take it however that the present Re80lutioll 
is merely an indication that problema have arillen and that remedies are re
quired. By no mealll all the problema have been stated as for ill8tance the ont 
raised by Mr. Conran Smith regarding the competition between rival bus com 
panies, which in my experience has been the chief drawback to motor trall8' 
port. As regards part (b) I may put forward a suggestion which has arise~ 
elsewhere regarding road development. I think that in certain provinces 
there are railway cess funds and it haa now been suggested that the railwa, 
cess funds should be utilised for the development of roads iIlBtead of for th. 
development of railways. That is one point on which I feel some concern 
namely, that of securing uniformity of practice in and complete reciprocit) 
between the various provinces. 

TM Hon'bie Mr. Kalikar.-Mr. Gunjal wanta to address the Conterenci 
in Hindi. 

C/w,irman;-There are very few of us who know Hindi anld I think it woul( 
delay the proceedings of the Conference. If Mr. Gunjal will be good enougl 
to put his points in writing, I will have a trall8lation incorporated in th, 
proceedings. 

Mr. H~ E. Onnerod.-In the speeches made by the Hon'ble Sir .J08epl 
Bhore and the Hon'hle Sir Guthrie Russell, the speabra did not streM, aa w 
hoped they would, that railways were seriously coll8idering what step' the; 
should take to improve their service to the public with a view to regain in 
the traffic they say they have lost. On the contrary one gained the imPrel!8iol 
that they hold that the only solution to their problelD liell in h4ving measure 
introduced which will restrict motor tr8ll8port. 

My Association holds the opinion that railways .honld explore ev~ 
avenue of increasing their services to the public before they ask for reatrictioll 
to be placed on motor tr8ll8port and in thia connectio.n they draw attentio 
to the policy of the L. M. S. Railway in England which is advertised in tb 
English Press under the heading" We want to make the service better still ". 

The rimes of India recently reproduced thia L. M. S. advertisement i 
the issue of their paper, dated April 22nd, a copy of which has, I understan( 
been sent to all members attending thia Conference. 

My Association would like to see thia excellent example of the L. M. ~ 
copied in this country as tM firBt 8lep towards correcting the eituation the r81 
ways complain of. . 

Ckairman.-Gentlemen, I am lure you will not expect me to make aD 

dort to sum up the various points in the speechee which have been mad 
this afternoon or to comment on them at any length. A.a I explained at tb 
outset, it is not our intention that there should be &Dy voting on these ~ 
lutions and therefore it is not necessary for me to put the amendments w~ 
have been moved on them to you formally. Inorder to refresh your memoru 
I may, however.' state what those amendments are. Mr. Miller has move 
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that after .. This Conference considers it desirable that measures should be 
concerted" the following should be added: .. by the formation of constituted 
bodies having authoritative powers" and that at the end of (c) the foIL wing 
should be added: 

" which for greater efficiency may entail the transfer of certain provin
cial and inter-district roa.ds to a. more central provincial autho
rity than at present, thereby ensuring that the best technical 
advice would be available". 

The Central Provinces have a drastic amendment. For 1 (a) and (b) 
they wish to substitute: 

"This Conference thinks that efforts should be made to prevent or 
minimise any further extension of railways which is likely to lead 
to wasteful competition with road transport, and that measures 
should be concerted to develop rural transport by linking up 
important villages with railway stations and existing road 
connections ". 

They suggest also that 1 (c) should be omitted. 

Mr. Conran Smith had a minor amendment suggesting that in 1 (b) in the 
words" for the development of rural motor transport complementary with the 
railways" the word "motor" should be omitted. Gentlemen, although r 
am not putting any of these amendments formally to the vote, I thin.k we can 
accept without hesitation that small amendment. We are, I am sure, all 
anxious to see rural transport complementary with railways developed in 
whaiever form it may take. As I said, I do not propose to comment at any 
length on the speeches that have been made on the Resolution. I think r 
can say without hesitation that the principal Resolution has been generally 
accepted. There have naturally been a few caveats and these will, of course. 
be taken into most careful consideration not only by us, but, I am sure by 
all those who will in due course have to consider the proceedings of this 
Conference. 

Tile Hem'ble Nawab Sir Mohammad Yusuf.-Sir, I understand that you 
mean to say that the spirit of the Resolution has been accepted and not the 
Resolution as it is worded because we have not accepted the wording of the 
Resolution as it stands. 

Tile Hon'ble Mr. MiUer.-1 want to make that clear also. 

Tile Hon'ble Sir Jogendra Singh.-I also want that to be made 
clear. We have not accepted the Resolution. I do not accept part (1) 
of the Resolution. 

Cllairman.-I was quite aware of that and it was for that reason that 
I said that various caveats have been entered. But I am quite willing 
that an endeavour should b} made to find a formula which will, I hope, mee~ 
the views of all those who have spoken this afternoon. It may take a little 
time to work that out and I suggest that we leave it till to-morrow or the 
day after. 

The Hon'ble Nawab Sir Mohammad Yusuf.-Am I to understand that 
amendments will be framed on which we may be all agreed and that we will 
~m~ D 



put our heads together and suggest amendment. which may be acceptable 
an provinces! Is that the idea , 

Ohairman.-That was not quite my idea. My idea is that we should 
through what has been said this afternoon and extract the greatest meUl 

of agreement out of it .and place the result before the Conference eitl 
to-morrow or on the last day when we have discussed all the Resolutions. , 
can then go through them and Bee whether we cannot strike the great. 
common measure of agreement and place it before you. As I was care 
to explain this moming, we are not here to formulate any final conclusio 
but it would, I think, be a help if we can get agreement as far as pOll8ible. 

There is just one point to which I should like to refer with reference 
what fell from the Hon'ble Mr. Miller this morning. Ilia complaint was t} 
we should have taken Resolution No.8 first and dealt with the machim 
before we came to the policy. That was not how it struck us in framing th, 
Resolutions. We thought that if we did that, it would be a C&8C of putti 
the cart before the horse and that what we should do was to determine I 
policy before we could decide on the machinery to deal with it. The Hon'l 
Nawab Sir Muhammad Yusuf raised much the same point and I should I; 
to assure him and all the representatives of the provinces at the outset t} 
there is no question of compulsion as Mr. Lain6 seemed to fear. There is 
the difierence in the world between co-operation and compulsion. We rec~ 
nise fully, just as provincial representatives do, that roads are a provine 
transferred subject and that the Government of India therefore caw 
interfere in it. It is for that reason that we have asked you to come here to-d 
and we wish to secure your co-operation in helping us to deal with one of I 
biggest problems that faces India now. We can no more interfere with y. 
roads than you can interfere with our railways. We want to work togetl 
in getting the greatest advantage from both. I do not think that I nl 
take up your time longer by commenting on other speeches and I will the 
fore now proceed to deal with Resolution No.2 on the paper. 

The Hon'ble Sir Jogenilra Singh.-May I seek & little informatiol 
There was much in what the Hon'ble Mr. Miller said about discussing Re 
lution No.8 because the attitude of the provinces will depend on the machiru 
you wish to create and on the reciprocity between railways and roads. U th 
is going to be reciprocity the attitude of the province. will be quite ditIell 
and if the machinery is to be such that the province. are to be called upon 
restrict motor traffic in the interest of Railway without having any voice 
the movement of their commodities on the railways, the attitude of the p 
vinces will be quite otherwise. 

Ohairman.:.--.I cannot help thinking that the position has been somewl 
misunderstood. As I have said, we have brought the provinces in here 
consult and to work out measures of co-operation. It does seem to me tl 
we cannot decide on the machinery until we have surveyed the problems. 1 
problems are stated in these first seven Resolutions. When we have COl 
as I hope we shall be able to come, to some measure of agreement in regard 
an these problems, then that 8Urely is the best time to discuss the questi 
of the machiQ.ery that .sliould be brought into existenc~ to deal with thE 
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It is no good discuBaing the machinery and leaving the question of what the. 
machinery should work until afterwards. That is my feeling. 

In order, as I said just now, to secure the greatest common measure of 
agreement, I would suggest, if I may, that the protagonists of the provincial 
point of view, you yourself Sir Jogendra, ~fr. Roy, Mr. Kalikar, Mr. Miller, 
Sir Guthrie Russell and myself meet at 9-30 A.M. to-morrow and see if we 
cannot come to some wording of Resolution which might be more acceptable 
than the present. You accept the spirit of the Resolution. but you are not 
quite satisfied with the letter. We might meet in my room at Kennedy House, 
next door, at 9-30 A.M. to-morrow and come to an agreement .• 

The lIon'ble Nawab Sir Mo1w.mmad Yustif.-It is a very good sugges
tion, Sir. 

Chairman.-I suggest the Hon'ble Sir Guthrie Russell, the Hon'ble . 
Mr. Miller, the Hon'ble Mr. Kalikar, the Hon'ble Sir Jogendra Singh, 
the Hon'ble Nawab Sir Muhammad Yusuf, the Hon'ble Mr. Roy, the 
lIon'ble Dr. Deshmukh and the Hon'ble Mr. Laine. 

Chairman.-We come to Resolution No.2. This is a rather lengthy 
Resolution and I am afraid I shall have to inflict a rather lengthy opening 
speech on you. 

The Resolution for discussion was as follows ;

Resolution No.2. 

In order to check the development 01 lurther wastefal competition, this 
Conference considers that the lollowing measures would be justifiable :-

(a) The range 01 public service and goods motor transport in direct 
competition with railways should be limited to that within 
which it ofters to the public a service substantially superior to 
tha~ which the Railway can ofter. 

(b) The control 01 public service and goods motor transport on parallel 
routes should be strengthened so that, in respect 01 external 
control, road and rail transport are on comparable terms. 

(0) On parallel routes, at least, the number 01 vehicles licensed to P17 
for hire should be restricted 80 as to prevent competition as 
between motor vehicles and with railways at below &he economic 
rate of fare. 

The Resolution which we have just disCllBSed dealt with abstract questiona 
of policy, and while there may be a difierence of opinion as to the precise 
methods to be followed, I think we can say that upon the first part of that 
Resolution we are agreed that measures should be concerted for the preven~ 
tion of further wasteful competition between road transport and railways though 
as I just now said, the spirit is agreed to but not the wording of the Resolution. 

This Resolution deals with the practical steps which might be taken to 
that end. I need not read out the Resolution to you as you all have copies. 
The practical measures proposed are div ded into three heads. Firstly, the 
range of commercial motor transport in competition with railways might be 
. limited ; sooondly, the control of commercial motor transport on roads parallel 

·Re.ollltion No. 1 was aooepte<! in an amended form on the 25th April 



with railways should be such that competitioa with railwa,. • raw and upoa 
comparable terms of control; and thiIdly, the number of commercial vehiclea 
on parallel routes might be limited BO aa to prevent uneconomic competition 
intn Be and consequently with the railways. For facility of discU88ion and to 
save time I think we can discUBS all three parte of this resolution togt'ther. 
If necessary, in order to arrive at the views of the Conference, we can, in the 
summing up, take each part separately. 

In introducing the first resolution, I laid Btresa on the necessity of making 
the terms of what we may decide to be permissible and desirable competition 
88 fair altd as comparable as possible, and the first part of this resolution 
proposes to limit commercially operated motor transport in competition 
with railways to what in respect of range may be held to be ita permissible 

• or desirable field. 

This limiting of the range of motor transport is commonly referred to .. 
" zoning", and has been discussed in paragraphs 31 and 36-39 of the Mitchell
Kirkness Report. The arguments in favour appear to be that it is, of course, 
only contemplated in cases of direct competition of motor transport with the 
railways; that it has BOme rational economic basis, since for ahort journey. 
the cost and time of carriage to and from a railway station is eliminated by 
motor transport; that, since thl) State provides both roads and the bulk of 
the railways, it should have the right to say what kind of traffic can be most 
economically carried by each in the general interest. of the country, and not 
be forced to spend increasing IUmB on main roads parallel with railways when 
it has need for all the available money for complementary development.; 
and finally, that, until ,economic conditions improve aD-round, the State 
should be entitled, as trustee for the railways, to prevent further inroada into 
their revenues in fields which have not heretofore been attacked. -

There are, of course, objections to this proposal It will not, for instance, 
substantially reduce existing couipetition which is largely within the zone 
which might perhaps be generally prescribed. Within that zone, of 50 miles, 

, the railways receive 37 per cent. of 3rd Class passenger earnings, and zoning 
would, therefore, leave open to attack from motor transport that very aub
stantial part of their revenues on nearly one-balf' of the total milage of rail
ways in ~vemors' Provinces. It will also be urged that the objecta of 
ZQning could be evaded by through booking of passengers by a chain of bwes ; 
that is at best a preventative of BOme development which cannot be foreaeen, 
and that, in fact, it may be a restriction which would in elect be of little 
p~tical value. 

Such appears to be a laU atatement of the argument. OD both aides, but I 
would add as relevant not only to thia pan of the resolutim but to the whoLt 
that due regard must be had at aU limee to the obligations statutory and 
otherwise imposed upon railwaya which are not at preeent imposed upon 
motor transport. We await the expression of your views upon this part of 
the resolution. 

The second and third pans of this resolution are inter-dependent. The 
8ecOnd part proposes that; the control of commercial motor transport on 
parallel xoadIabo~ b. oompuabJe -with that. Jailwa,... .hile the thizd 
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lIuggests limitation of ml~~er8 with the underlying idea that, 80 long 88 

numbers and hence compet~tlOn, ,are ~estricted, uneconomio competition 
between buses and hence WIth raIlways WIll continue and the economic condi
tion of motor transport is likely to render adequate or comparable control 
very difficult. 

There are however particularly in India, two radical differences between 
railways and their competitive motor transport which cannot be reconciled. 
Firstly, railways are under statutory obligation to carry practically any traffio 
which offers, but road transport is not, and we may recognise that at present it 
is not practicable to place any such obligation on it. Secondly, railways 
pay for their immovable track. Motor transport will at best contribute ade
quately for its use of roads. Further, while railways must stick to their track 
regardless of traffic, motors can abandon one route and seek another. 

Having recognised these differences, we return to the proposition that the 
terms of competition should be made .' as fair as posssible ". It may be that 
railways are over-controlled, and some tightening of statutory control over 
road transport may be accompanied by some relaxation in the case of railways. 
Trade Union control, for instance, to which I referred in my remarks on 
the first resolution, and which greatly affects railways, must be left to Trade 
Union development. It is not for Government to force the pace or to require 
the formation of Trade Unions among motor transport employees. This 
development will come as the necessity for it arises. 

But the regulation of road transport might be tightened up in respect oi 
the comfort, convenience and safety of passengers, prescription of rates of 
fare, liability to the public, and conditions of service, such as hours of work 
and so forth. The present disparities are discussed in paragraphs 18-22 of 
the Mitchell-Kirkness Report. It may be that in your opinion existing regu
lations are generally adequate, could they be properly enforced, which is 
not at present always the case; or that where they do not suffice they might 
be tightened up. Upon certain of the suggestions contained in the Report, 
as for instance that buses should be required to run to time-tables, there will 
doubtless be some divergence of view, but it will be time enough to take up 
these details when the principle of comparable terms of competition is 
accepted. 

The final part of this resolution proposes limitation of numl.>ers of buses 
od parallel -routes. 

So far as an unnecessary number of buses on any route means more 
.. ear and tear on the road than the traffic warrants or requires, this proposal 
tollows from both of our main conclusions on the first Resolution. By res
tricting vehicles on roads parallel to railways, where motor transport at 
present concentrates because of the greater volume of traffic, we "indirectly 
compel it to turn its attention to other areas at present denied motor transport, 
and to the extent that we ease the burden on main roads parallel with rail 
ways, Local Governments will have greater sums for the improvement and 
maintenance of rural roads in those areas. But this is not the principal 
object. At present an excessive number of buses does not generally mean 
proportionately excessive wear and tear. With frequent ruptures, it is 
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true, Qut on the whole with some consistency, bus owners organise" uniona It 
and by rosters distribute the available busineaa among themselves. Farea 
appear to be kept low, often·.below the eco~omic level, by potential competi. 
tion, and another result of the over-crowdmg of buses on busy routes is that 
with only partial employment, at these rates, owners appear to be operat. 
jng on the verge of bankruptcy, cannot keep their vehicles up to reasonable 
standards, and are capable of any infringement that may bring in a small 
return. Thus the limitation of numbers to those which are considered 
s~cient to provide an adequate service while earning a reasonable return 
on the outlay, should constitute a concession that owners will hesitate to 
endanger by breaches of regulations, and would greatly facilitate the 
enforcement of reasonable regulations. But, as suggested in paragraph 24 
of the Report, limitation of numbers may become a virtual monopoly in • 
closed ring and objection may be taken on these grounds. 

Gentlemen, I have touched briefly on the arguments for and againJ1l 
'zoning; I have stated the reasonable demand of the railway. that such 
competition as is inevitable should be on a fair basis; and I have put before 
you certain arguments which have been advanced in favour of the restriction 
of the number of vehicles upon routes parallel with railways. Upon these 
questions we now desire your advice and a full expression of your opinion. 
and, as in the case of all other matters being discussed in this Conference we 
await the result of your discussions before arriving at any definite opinion 

"to be laid before Local Governments. 

The Hon'ble Sir Gul,hrie Russell.-Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, 
in my remarks on Resolution No.1, I have to a certain extent encroached on 
the terms of this Resolution, when I advocated that Road and Rail aervicea 
should be places! on a comparable footing as regards two mattera, namely. 
the incidence of the cost of the respective roads and the application to the two 
services of similar regulations as to safeguards and public convenien~. 1 
then explained the statutory and other obligations which were peculiar to 
Railways. I shall now detail what restrictions should, in the opinion of Rail
ways, be placed on motor traffic. There is nothing new in these proposaJa. 
Generally speaking, it may bf said that in all countries efforts have been made 
to see that the interests of their Railways are not adversely affected by motor 
,competition, This is more particularly in the publio interest when the Rail
ways are owned by the State. In fact many other countri~ go m.uch further 
than we propose. For example, certain countries have consIdered It n~ 
to enforce what, is virtually a State monopoly. Whether .such a course wiD 
,become necessary in India is a matter for the future to ~ecIde, but meanwhile 
all that the Railways ask is that they should not be subjected to wasteful and 
'unfair e~petition. The restrictions we propose are as follows:- • . 

(i) the range of public motor transport service should not be more thaD 
is economic an4 in, the public interest; -

(ii) licensing authorities should limit the number of such servicea to 
compJ,y with the above principle; 

i.' (ii~1 pl"Oper maintenance of vehicles, especially as to weiy;" < 
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(iv) restriction of loading, whether of passengers or goods to the certi-
fied number and weight; , 

(v) control over fares and freight rates. The fares,and rates chargeable 
to be available for inspection; . 

(vi) observance of time-tables by regular services and adherence to 
specific routes and limits; 

(vfi) licensing of drivers after test with regard to driving ability and 
. physical fitness, including eyesight; • 

(viii) reasonable hours of work; 

(ix) compulsory insurance against third party and passenger risks; 

(x) when a terminal or pilgrim tax is imposed on railway traffic a similar 
tu should be imposed on motor transport. 

The Drst of the above restrictions covers in a large measure items (a) and (e) 
of Resolution No.2 while the remaining suggested restrictions cover item (b) 
of the Resolution. 

Mr. E. O. Reid.-I think that it must be admitted that it is in the best 
interests of the country to .check the development of further wasteful competi
tion. Where a Feeder Railway which has been constructed at considerable 
expense and is maintained to a high standard of efficiency serves a particular 
district or in other words provides a satisfactory means of transport for both 
passengers and goods to the main line, it is obviously uneconomic and.a waste 
of the taxpayers' money to allow more than a limited number of public service 
and goods motor transport to ply on the roads which may run more or less 
parallel to the railways. 

Apart from the important question of the need in the interests of safety, 
restrictions on the number of vehicles licensed to ply for hire should apply to 
all routes, the existing. disregard by Licensing Authorities of the number of 
vehicles allowed to ply on many routes is doing incalculable damage to the in
terests of transport generally, it encourages a class of bus owner who is incap
able of working out a sound scheme of service and who by haphazard methods 
must sooner or later get into the bankruptcy court. Buses should be licensed 
as first and/or 3rd class and maximum and minimum rates on the milage basis 
prescribed for each class so as to establish the economic rate of fare and similar 
conditions should be prescribed governing freights on motor transport. The 
fares to be charged should be displayed prominently inside the bus. The 
fact must not be overlooked that it may' suit a Railway Company to organise 
bus service to implement its service between certain points. 

Mr. O. R. Summer.-I would like to say that I agree with what the previous 
speakers have said in this connection. It seems to me that we cannot keep too 
clearly in view the fact that we are considering measures in regard to what we 
may term a property worth something like 800 crores of rupees. Road com
petition is threatening that property to some extent already, and with the return 

. to more normal times will undoubtedly increase to a very large extent. That 
competition is working on a very different basis to the railways "" hich are 
threatened by it. Their overhead charges are in no way comparablf and re
gulations at present hardly exist, and I suggest that all or very nearly all of the 



~ctioD8 which Sir Guthrie RuaaeU baa 11lggeated ... reuonab1e are in fact 
ne~. • 

M,. H, E. Or;merod.-Bir, while my Association is in agreement with the 
principle involved in this resolution, it wishes to point out that although the 
development of 1I10tor transport baa brought certain difficulties i. ita train, 
the general result has.beeD; benefici~l to the. c;ountry. Motor transport baa 
.opened up the country, asS18ted busmess, facilitated the marketing of goods 
improved educatien by mAking it easier for people to go from one place ~ 
another, made it easier for professional men to attend their clienta, and for 
people to get out of the cities into the ouen air. Also i.t haa l"e8ulted in railway 
and other forma ot ~ransport increasing t.heir services to the public in order to 
compete with it. . • 

These are but a few of the benefits which motor transport haa conferred . 
,upon this country, but they are quite enough to show that as'a modern meana, 
of transport, its development! need! to be encouraged and not to be checked by 
unwise measures of contr91 and taxation. 

So far it cannot be said that Goverqmenf! haa done anything to help motor 
transport; in India while jt has done a great deal to help railways. 

,Referring to (a) under this resolution, it is obViOUsly unfair to stipulate 
that mQtor transport should be' substantially superior to what. the railway can 
,offer, and my Association wrote in lOme time ago drawing attention to this. 
It is disappointing to see that our amendment. waa not accepted, and I would 
press for its. acceptance now. • 4 , ". . _ 

My Association does not. understknd why Government ',wiah to Jay dowa. 
that motor transport in competition with railways should be, limited to that 
within which it offers to the public a service lIubstantially superior to that 
which the railways can offer. Surely, Sir. you would not have India Jag behind 
in reaping any benefit which new and up-to-date ,forma of transport may confer 
on her just because they are in competition with the Railwaya: 

My Association recommends therefore that this re80l~tion should be amend-
ed to read as follows :- • • • •• 

• e The range of public service and goods motor trall!poii In direct com
petition with railways ahould beJimited to that within whicb i' 
offers to the publio a 'erW¥ at lea8t equal Or IlUpeftor to that which 
the railways can offer." '. 

The Hon'ble Mr. E. Miller, speaking oq resol~tion 1 (a) lias said that before 
wasteful oompetition can be admitted i* is lleceBBary that • atrict examination 
of the facts in each case should be made. The words" wasteful competition •• 
used in the resolution under discussion is .ubject to many interpretat~onl; 
a ":railway man's idea of what would fo~ wasteful competition would III far ~ 
motor transport is concerned, be very different to that of people interested lA 
operating motor transport, also it might be very different to the views hald. by 
.. 1.. bIi • I • 
~~ L " 

In the circumstances, before we can subscribe to the nggestion that cer
tain measures are necessary to check the development of wasteful competition, 
v.:e must be assured that was~ful competition will be defined aod ~nt!Oned by 
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impartial bodies interested ill developing all formS of transport on equal tertD 
for the benefit of the country and its popnlation. . 

Chargt'8 hn8 been laid aga~t' rDQtortra.nsport of price c~ ~nd unfair 
competitioa add <1l'eratJon on an uneconomical basis. 'Vlten. one considers 
however that according. to the Mitchcll-Kirkness Report t.he tax element on the 
b1llle8 in tb" Central Provinces varies between 21 and 23 i'e[ cent., and in Madras 
it JiBes tQ from 3;; to lO pet ~ent. if it i1 as~umed that the buses are operated 80 

11.8 jn.st to cover the expenses of operation, these figures mean that in the Central 
Provinces each vchicle "~t! 1l0~ less than 21 per cent. above its actual running 
costs in the form of taxation to Government whicH without thiB taxation would 
becorlie prQflt ~ '~hil~ in lIadras the. !llllount. paid in taxation rises as high 88 

40 per cent.' ; . 
• In both cases, tue whol.e of ~his diffi1'611ce which might othe~se go to the 

. bua owner)>> appropri~ted by the Central or Provineial Governments in various 
forms of taxation over.and &Qove those which the community have to subscribe 
in other forms. It .is understood. that the railways. complain that they are un
able to compet,c v.;~li the motor industry ou its alleged unremunerative routes, 
despite the fact that this form of transport is providing Government a revenue 

• amounting to (rom 21 to 3!)~~ above its rUnning costs. 
This being the case it woutd. appea.r to''i?e impossible to apply the worda 

" unfair compet.ition" to au industry which is Sl) heavily taxed, and whilst 
sporadic cases of IlnecouDmi('~l operation.maJi occur it is preposteron.s to suggest 
that the whole o~ the 45,000 buses arid lorries in India can pos&ibly be operated 
permanently QIl an uneconomical basil!. )I railways are actually unable to 
compete with an it).dustry whic~ p!,ovidcs the Go'1ernment with revenue from 
taxation which is-21 to 35% of itllrunning costs, the evil to be remedied surely 
lies with the railways, and it .... :<lUld appear that a searching investigation should 
be made iuto t.he working of the Railways, particularly those lines for which 
Government s~nd~ guarantee in respect of dividends, before any measures are 
introduced to -lesttict motor servic.e8. 

We would therefore illlgge:>t tbA~ the measures outlined in (a), (b) and (e) 
should be dealt With by ~oards of CoullnuniclJ.tions on the basis of what is being 
done in Great Btitain,wht't6 in grantitlg, licenses to public service vehicles, 
Traffic Commissioners (in o~ I;ll.~ ib would. be Boards of .Communications) 
have regard to:- ..•.•. . . 

(1) the suitability of the' routes ; , .' 
(2) the extent to which 'ttaffic ;p.eeds on proposed routes are already 

• ~ adequately..served;. # • 

(3) the extent to which the proposed service is necessary or desirable; 
(4) the needs of the area'88 a whole in.relation to traffic; and 
(5) the co-ordination of all forms of passenger transport including s. transport by rail ; 

B~ds ~f Communitations should also be empowered, 88 Traffic Commis 
aioners are in England, to p~SNibe certain conditions of licenses, for example, 

• 1. Fares should not be unreasonable. . 

.. 
2. Rates Q((.ue may be prescribed which wi.U prevent wasteful competi

tion with alternative forms ol trans~ 



.:t-
3. Copies of time tables and fare tables ~iLst be carried. 

On the &881HDption that the formation of Boards of Communications 1O'i 
1Hf ilgieed to for the purpose o(dealing' with. these rpatters,we IIUpPOrt the.! 
t!80Mions, lIut,ject to the following additions ;-&. • • • , 

~o 2 (b). which f,ads as follows ;- • . ' 
Ie The cQIltr01 of public servic8' and good...Plotor transport on paraU. 

• routes should be strengthened 80 that in respect or extA.-rna1 COt 

trol road and rail transport are od comJl&lable temia' .. 
, . ' 

.. ~ :-- ~:. ". . :...~. ~ 

,. Bucl1 control taking the lorm of.~ 
(1) enforcement of minimUm and'maxim~ seatw, accommodation 
(2) • enforce~~i of stx¥t ariving ~; , .'. " - - , • 

(3) com:eulso1'1' insuranoe ; 
(4) mechahicaf Soundnesa ;- .I. 

~' (5) enfolc!IDent of ~uirt ;~igqic.'·· 
Tu 2 (C); ,,"hi~h reads ~ follow8;- .... -.. _ 
" "On" ~allel routes a\ l~t) the numbe'!of' yehlcles licensed to ply (0 

hire should lie restricted 80 as to prevent competition u betweeJ 
motor vehicles and with railways at belQw the economic rate IJ 
fare. " .. '-, -

Add~-."' . , 
Ie arul in such C3.ses where velllclea,are.·4riven 011 the roads as a result 0 

the restl'ictioll8 contemplated, tht:y should be ,a,ccommodated &j 

far, as pOl!8ible on otpe!, routes, mOllopolies or semi-monopolit'll 
" being giveil if necesII8J'Y _for a stated period of time to encoural • 
• the opening up of new services which without 8uch enoour&g& 
ment would not be likely to come into kiJlg, tlUbject of OOUlie ~ 
the:vehicles to be accommodated being proved to be in a lit con, 
dition". ,.' '. , 'to - - , '.. • • 

.,. .. ~ . 
bAairman.-Befdre I call on any other meinher orthe Conference to Ipeak 

it ~ht facilitate further discUl!8iPn if I say at once that my lIon 'hIe Colleague 
the Commerce Membe.r~ and the Chief COmUllaSioner ot Rail ways 're q nite pre
pared to accept thulteration of the words _'4 aub8~tially 8uperior" into ': a1 
least equal to or superior". , .,.' - • 

. Mr. OtmranSmitk.-l may saf. Sir, that I agree generally with wbi tht 
last speaker has said, and t~alllendment which he hu proposed is one whicb 

. I think, subject to further exaIIlination, will be ~ptable to the Madras Govern
ment 80 far &8 part (a) is Concemed.- The Government of Madras do not con
aider that the c#terion implied in the words .. a service 8ubstantially 8Uperior " 
is adequate, but as I understand from-the Chairman that the Gover'llDll'--Ilt 01 
IJldia have nO-()bjection to expanding it in the man.ne. 8uggested, t think I can 
S3Y that that _ would be acceptable to the Government of Madras. 80 far .. 
control is concerned, the Government of Madras ~ of course agreeable to con
trol of public service ~ehicles in the interests of the safety-f)f th~ublic, and 
here again I feel f can ~ \rith what the last speaker has said. t also largely 

.~ 
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agree with him as regard84c). I believe it ill generally recognised that bus com
panics all over the world find it difficult to make bus-owning a paying proposi
tion. What the reasons are I do not profess to know-I believe it is partly due 
to heavy running repairs-but I am told that it is very expensive to run a bus. 
I only mention this in'order to emphasise the point that buses running at. un
economical fares are not likely to survive very long on the roads to compete 
with the Railway. 

There was a reference made by Sir Guthrie Russell to the Pilgrim Tax as 
one of the factors op~ating unfairly against railways. I should like merely to 
say in that connection that the Government of Madrae have made a proposal 
to the Government oflndia that Pilgrim Tax should be imposed both on railway 
and on bus transport on condition that the free zone of 30 miles ill removed, 
and I suggest that that course will remove any injustice to the railways and 
equalise the burden on both forms of transport. 

1I1r. P. L. Bower~.-I am in general agreement with the remarks made 
by Mr. Ormerod and I think the Government of Bombay would agree to both 
of these proposed amendments. They are anxious to see that. no existing bus
companies suffer by any foun of control which is introduced and I think that if 
buses are driven off the roads owing to uneconomic competition they should in 
some way be compensated and given alternative routes. 

The Ilonourabk Mr. B. P. Singh &y.-Having accepted the first re.mlu
tion only in principle, I do_ not think you would expect me to support all the 
detans which..have ooen put in the second Resolution in a concrete form. But 
I agree generally to some form of control and I am inclined to accept those 
suggested by the representative of the Roads and Transport Association. 
With regard to the details of the Resolution in (a) jhe word' superior' is very 
important and now its scope has been widened by the amendment which has 
been accepted by the Honourable Member; I think here' superior' should mean 
not only superior with regard to fare but superior with regard to facilities and 
the oonvenience offered to the public. So long as it is understood that superior 
means also convenience and facility offered, I have no objection. With regard 
to (b) I must make it clear that local governments cannot agrE'e to have two 
sets of rules and rE'gulations for the two classes of roads, one set for roads run
ning parallel to the railways and another for roads not nmning parallel to the 
railways. The same set of rrues and regulations should be applicable to all 
classes of roads and the control should be left entirely to the local government. 
If it is agreed that the local government would decide what the form of control 
should be, I can accept the Re~lution ; but without committing myself to the 
details of the control that has been suggested, I accept generally the recommend8!' 
tions made by the representative of the Roads and Transport Development 
Association • 

• Tile Ilonourable }.'awl.lb Sir Muhammad l'usuJ.-On behalf of the l:nited 
Provinces I regret very much that I am not in a position to accept part (a) 
of this Resolution at all and I must oppose it. While I must make it perfectly 
olear at t1te very outset that'l 80lD not opposed to the railways getting & 

.licence ~ot running motor service on roads, they sh.ould certainly offer ....... . 
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CAairman.-Ma;y I point out that the question of the railwa;y setti.oc 
licence for operating motor aervice comes up under the next Resolution' It 
d.oes not come within the scope of this Resolution at all. It it a different quee-
tlOn. ' 

• Tile HO'1IOfJrable Nawah Sir Muhammad YtuuJ.-M;Ylloint it that (6) and (0) 
fully cover the points that we do really feel it ia neceasary to cover and therefore 

• with certain amendments probably this Resolution could be 80 improved that it 
may be generally acceptable to us all. In this connection I must say this, that 
we must have some controlling authority. I ma;y poin~ out that our Govern
ment appointed a Road traffic taxation inquiry committee. That 1Ient into 
this question thoroughly and they came to the conclusion that some authorit;y 
must be created which must control motor transport but the question ia to what 
extent that body should be empowered to control it and what should be the 
guiding principle b;y which thit body should proceed to control it. From the 
point of view of our Government, it is absolutely necessary that we should 
1&;y down the basic principles on the lines of which this bod;y should proceed 
to control and probabl;y those basic principle. will to a considerable extent 
serve the object of the railways. The first ia an obvious one that we cannot 
allow the service to grow to such an extent II to p1&;y havoc, with the roada, 
as we have to maintain these roads and the second il that we must derive the 
maximum of revenue from taxation from the motor transport, this being one of 
our potential sources of ,revenue in the provinces and the third ia that from the 
point of view of the public we must eee that the motor transport remains in the 
hands of those agencies which are in a position to maintain the .ervice up to the 
standard which will safeguard the interest. of the public from the point of view 
of safety and risk. These are the considerations. that must necesaaril;y be borne 
in mind while giving instructions to this authorit;y that we may create with a 
view to control the motor transport buhs I pointed out while discUSBing the 
first Resolution it is for the local government to look into these matters and 
it is the local government that should be in • position to decide these probleDll 
bearing in mind all the circutnstances prevailing in different areal. However, 
as I have already said, there must be general .g~ment that lOme kind of 
authorit;y is necessar;y in the provinces to exerciae control over the motor traffic 
and with that view I am in entire agreement. Now,' with regard to (c) alao 
I should like to point out that the worde • economic rate of fare ' aeem to be tbe 
crux of the matter. Who is to be the judge of this economic rate, the railwall 
or the public f It is for the public to decide what it really the economio rate. 
I do not mean to be absolutely oblivioUi to the vital intereat. of the railwall 
but in considering thie problem we have to take into oonaideration various 
things, the interests of the railwa;ye, the interests of the publio and the in~ 
of the motor services. All these thing. will ~ve to be taken into considera.
tion before we can come to any useful decision acceptable to all concerned. 
I think, Sir; apart from the question of price, it will have to be admitted t~t 
somehow or other the motor transport service haa made itseU more popula& With 
the rural public and they are taking to it more and more. It does not matter 
what the fare is. I feel there seems to be an inclination on the part of the 
people belonging to the rural areas to use more and more the m~ b1l8e8 be
~ause it serves their convenience. It alaomeansmore rapid 8elVlC'and .lao 
brings facilitiea to individuala who might like to travel shod distance80 II .... 
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been pointed out that it will be better to zone the limit of these motor services 
but how would it serve our interests, because as far as I can make out, we 
would allow a motor service to work between one town and another and then 
we stop it there. Then some other company would probably come forward 
and take up that link to another district and 80 on and so forth. So the pri
mary object that the railway may have in view, namely, that long distance com
petition should be avoided, cannot be achieved. However, there is no getting 
away from the fact that it is for the public to judge as to whether the price is a. 
fair one and it is the public which is the best judge as to the standard of comfort 
and various other things. Government can do one thing only and that is to see 
that the service remains in the hands of such agencies as will maintain these 
vehicles up to a standard which will not involve risk to the public. That 
is about all that the Government can do, but while I say this I may also point 
out that we have ,been framing rules and regulations by which we practically 
meet many of the points raised by the Chief Commissioner for Railways. He 
has given a list of the things that we must see to with a view to 'avoid any unde
sirable competition between the railway and the motors and also with a view 
to make the service comparable. I am inclined to agree with him that it will be 
only fair when '!- pilgrim tax is levied on the railways, a similar tax should be 
imposed on motor transport. This is a point which could probably be accepted 
by the provincial Government but on the other hand we cannot ignore the fact 
that the competition will be there. One must face hard facts. The solution 
lies in the direction of making the railway journeys more attractive and that 
is the only way in which you can persuade the travelling public to use the 
railways more. It may probably be within the experience of the Honourable 
Chairman that the motor service between Delhi and Shahdara is attracting the 
public more than the railways in spite of the fact that the railway rates are very 
reaSonable and very low indeed and such instances can be found elsewhere too. 
We must recognise any way that the motor transport is becoming more and 
m9re popular with the rural population. While I say this I am entirely hi 
agreement with the general idea that the control must be exercised by a certain 
authority whose hands must be strengthened in the direction of laying down 
rules and regulations not only in the best interests of the railways but in the 
interests of the public and also in the interests of the motor transport services. 
These are all the points that I should like to mention in this connection, and I 
should like to repeat again that so far as the first part of the Resolution is con
cerned it is not acceptable to me. I may also point out that perhaps if we again 
look into this Resolution and redraft the whole thing it may be generally accept
able, at least it may be acceptable to me. 

The Honourable Sir Jogendra Singh.-I am again worried by the word 
.. wasteful ". The railways in any case start with an advantage. They are able 
to raise their capital cheaper than any individual motor owner can. And in
spite of this advantage it is a confession of failure that they have now to seek pro
tection to earn a dividend on the capital that has been invested. There is an 
incideIit mentioned in the MitcheU-Kirkness report which affords a clue &8 to 
why the railways are losing. It is said that fruit from Peshawar is carried to 
Delhi by motor lorries. There must be something wrong somewhere, that this 
should happen. It is quite conceivable that so far as uneconomic running of 
moto:t lorry service. is concerned it will die a natural death. It is not possible 



for a~y individual to carrr on a businesa which does not bring him BOme return. 
But m the case of the raIlways one feela doubtful whether, even if this ConCer
ence agrees to give them protection,they will be able to compete in a fair field 
which they claim. 

No~ rt'garding the pointe raised by the Chi~ Commissioner for Railways, 
the Punjab Government has very carefully corundered these questiollll and we 
feel that though it may be desirable from the railway point of view to intra
_uce a system of zoning the motor traffic, it is extremely doubtful if it is prac
ticable or desirable in the interests of the country. Moreover, traffic on routR~ 
parallel to railways is not only competitive but helpful to the railways. It il 
considered that zoning even if possible would be of no practical benefit to th~ 
railways at present, in view of the fact that the bulk of the 1081 which they U1CUI 

is now attributable to passengers usmg motor transport for short journeys. It 
must be realised that a trunk system of roads between big toWIlll is e8Bential 
and that in mos~ cases these roads were in existence before the railways. We 
consider that in some cases it might be desirable to regulate rather than restrict 
motor traffic; but that regulations should be made primarily in the mterest oj 
the public and the mamtenance of roads, and not with the object of assisting the 

. finances of the railways. Each case requires consideration on its own merits. 
Regulation of traffic we consider desirable in the case of all roads and not only oj 
those roads parallel to railways. Such control is necessary in the interests 01 
the general public. But there is no reason why this should not be directly 
comparable with that of railways. Legislation for compulaory insurance agamst 
third party risks does not appear to be practicable at present owmg to the 
prohibitive rates quoted by the insuran~e companies. 

As regards the items mentioned by the Chief Comm.isBioner m his note, Aj 

to (1) the public motor transport service must be economic and in the publil 
interest. So far as licensmg of motor cars ia concerned it is already regulate< 
by the rules and it is possible that motor traffio may be reatricted accord..inj 
to the traffic that is available, and in lOme casea it baa been done. As regardJ 
the proper maintenance of vehicles, specially prevention of over-loading 
that is also carried out. I think the Honourable the Chief ColJlIJlissionel 
of Railways would find it useful to get the rules which the provmcial Govern 
menta have framed and study them. He will find that moat of these refollIlJ 
have already been carried out except insurance. . Therefore, 80 far &8 tb1 
Resolution is concerned, it is to be governed by the decision which we read 
regarding Reaolution lea). But we can assure the railway authorities that I( 
far as it lies in the power of the provincial Governments to assist the railwaYI 
without either penalising the motor service or the p~blio, we shall be prepare<: 
to do it. 

Mr. O. H. Teulon.-Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, I am not authorised 1< 
express the views of the Government of Burma ; but I am of opinion that th, 
proposals made by the representative of the Indian Roads and Transpor 
Development A.ssociation will be welcomed by Burma except as regarda th, 
establishment of monopolies. 

Mr. H;..4.. Gubbay.-Sir, as regards (a) and (b) Bihar an Orissa's opiniOJ 
is that any proposal to check: competition which would involve taxing of moto 
services out of existence or force them to raise their pricea to the level of railwa:' 
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fares would not and could not be accepted by Bihar and Orissa. Taxation 
should in any case be limited to the estimated damage to the road caused by 
such services. 

AB regards part (e) which refers to parallel routes, the utmost control that 
Bihar and Orissa would be prepared to consider on parallel routes is that motor 
services should carry strictly local traffic only as opposed to through traffic. 

The Hon'ble Dr. Deshmukh.-Sir, I may state at the outset that my 
Government is opposed to this Resolution. I would now offer certain comments 
on the different parts of the Resolution. (a) The Central Provinces Govern
ment does not accept this proposition. On any route there must be a section of 
the traffic for which road transport is substantially superior, for example, in 
the case of persons residing far from the station, and there is no justification 
for depriving them of facilities. In most cases road transport is quicker. In 
any case a formula of this nature is of little practical use as there will never be 
agreement as to what is substantially superior service. The Government of the 
Central Provinces does not agree that under the new constitution it would be 
possible ,or them to be subordinated to a central authority in this matter. 

AB regards 2(b), the practical result of this proposal would be to force up 
bus fares. The Central Provinces Government does not accept this as a legi
timate proposition and is only prepared to stiffen up control if it is necessary 
to do so in the public interest. It would then be necessary to stiffen up control 
on all routes and not only on those which compete with railways. We do not 
think it would be practicable to fix and enforce minimum fares. 

I will now come to the various points of unfairness of competition alleged by 
railways and summarised in paragraph 20 of the report. The first point is with 
regard to inspection. I might state for the information of this Conference that 
all public motor vehicles in the Central Provinces are inspected every three 
months and the Inspectors are appointed for every district. The inspection 
is considered adequate. About point (b), viz., that motor vehicles are systema
tically overcrowded, I may say that overcrowding, in our opinion, is not 
unknown on railways when they can get the passengers (laughter). It is not 
considered practicable to prevent overcrowding of buses in rural areas without 
a large increase in the inspecting staff. Point (e) is that whereas railways are 
restricted by many sections of the Railway Act, no corresponding obligations 
are placed on motor transport. Our comment on this point is that presumably 
the restrictions referred to are in the interests of public safety. Point (d) is 
that railways are required to follow certain hours of work while the busmen are 
not. It is not practicable to enforce hours of work for motor drivers unless 
there is a powerful trades union in favour of it. The next point is that the 
railway operating staff are carefully examined as to their capabilities and the 
drivers of motor vehicles are not so strictly examined. We think that although 
there is no medical examination of motor drivers, there is a real dliving test and 
that should suffice for the time being. The next point is that accidents on 
railways are subjected to exhaustive inquiries but the same is not the case with 
regard to motor accidents. All motor accidents in our province are investigat
ed. It would therefore be clear that so far as our province is concerned most 
of the suggestions are already given effect to, except probably one, namely, 



insurance. We have grave doubta aa to how far it would be practicable to 
enforce this under the present circumstancea. 

Now I come to part (e) of the Resolution. We cannot undertake to restrict 
the number of vehicles licensed to ply for hire on route. parallel to railwaJl. 
It is likely to lead to overcrowding, and even if Government wanted or wished 
to do this, it is almost certain that their hands would be forced by the Legillla
tive Council. It is denied that motor vehicles will run at below the economio 
fale. If they have done 80 it is because they were caught by the slump in the 
same way as many other trading concerns. Ultimately the economio laws 
mus1J operate or they will go oft the road. Our Government therefore opposes 
this Resolution. 

Before I sit down I must answer one allegation that has been made by my 
friend, Mr. Ormerod, from Bombay about taxation in the Central Provinces 
being very heavy. I deny that accusation and if he refers to page 43 of the 
report he will find that the Central Provinces is not taxing the motor vehicles 
80 much as many other provinces have done. The real heavy taxation is from 
the centre from which the provinces are not getting what they should get. 

TM Conference then adjourned till 10-30 a.m. on Tuuday. 1M 25th April 
1933. 
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The Conference re-assembled at 10-30 a.m. on Tuesday the 25th April 
1933 with the Honcurable Sir Frank Noyce in the Chair. 

Chairman.-~ I ~dica~d yes~rday. afternoon that we were proposing 
to do, we had a discussIOn this mornmg WIth all sections of opinion in this 
Conference and as a result of that discussion I have to. put before you a 
revised draft of resolution No.1, which I will now read. 

"This Conference isol opinion that, In the general 'Public Interest, the 
time has come for increased co-operation and a more intelligent co-ordination 
01 effort between the various authorities and interests concerned, in the matter 
01 :-

(a) future Railway development 

and of 

(b) the future development 01 road communications, whether used lor 
motor transport or other purposes, 

. 10 as to secure a more comprehensive and uniform plan of general development 
than at present exists. 

In areas where uneconomic competition between railway and road transport 
has been proved to exist, such increased co-operation and co-ordination may 
necessitate the adoption, by mutual agreemel1t, of measures designed to reduce 
such uneconomic competition to the minimum compatible with the 
maintenance 01 health:v competition. 

Any comprehensive or uniform plan 01 general development must sooner 
or later involve a gradual expansion of facilities for rural mltor transport, 
complementary to the Railways and to other existing arterial forms of transport, 
but as internal district communications-apart from the main arteries-are 
largely controlled by local bodies, any intra-provincial co-ordination of effort 
must necessarily in the first instance be a matter for the local Governments and 
legirlatures, who, in such matters, should consult, and to the best of their 
ability, co-operate with the Railway and other interests concerned." 

If any member of the Conference desires to offer any remarks on this 
revised resolution we shall be glad to hear them. 

Do I take it that it may be regarded as expressing t he sense of the 
Conference ~ (Voices:" Yes ") . 

. !.If that is so, I think it is a very satisfactory outcome of our labours this 
morning. 

The Resol'ution as adopted by the COllfereilCe was as follows :
RESOLlJ'rIO~ No.1. 

"This Conference is of opinion that, In the general public Interest, the 
. time has come for increased co-operation and a more intelligent COoOIdination 
of effort between the various authorities and interests concernEd, in the a.atter 
01 :-

• (a) future Railway development 
and of 

1I36DIL • 
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(b) the future development oJ road et)DiDiunlcatious, whether used for 

motor transport or ether purposes, 

'so as to secure .. ' more comprehensive and uniform pIau of ,enetal development 
than at present exists. 

In areas where uneconomic competition between railwa, and road tra'lSpoR 
has been proved to exist, such increased C()o()peration and co-ordination IDQ' 

. necessitate the adoption, by mutua'ag,.eement, 01 measures designed to reduce 
such uneconomic competition to the minimum compatible with tIw 
maintenance of healthy competition. 

Any comprehensive or uniform plan o! general development must IOOner 
or later involve a gradual expansion o! !acilitiea lor rural motor transport. 
comDlementary to the RailwaYs and to other existing arterial !orma of musport. 
but as in,tarnal district communications-apart !rom the main arteries-art 
largely controlled by local bodies, any intra-provincial COoOrdination of el!ort 
must necessarily in the first instance be a matter lor the local Governments and 
legislatures. who. in such matters, should consult, and to the bert 01 their 
ability. co-operate with the Railway and other interest. concerned." 

Chairman.-Before I go on to resolution No.2, I may say that that also 
came under our consideration and we wish to place the following amended 
resolution before you :-

"In order to ellS1lle increased co-operabon aud more Intelligent 
coordination of eftort between the various auth'll'ities conc81'Ded, tbis Conference 
considers that the following measures would be justi1lable :-

(a) The control of public service and goods moter transport should be 
regulated in the intarests o! public safety and conve:tience. 

(b) The number 01 vehicles licensed to ply for hire should be restricted 
so as to prevent such competition between all forms oJ transport 
as ma,. be contrary to the public interest." 

You will see that it has been shortened,considerably and that (a) of ou 
original resolution which dealt with the principle of zoning baa been omitted 
in view of the fact that the principle of zoning does not seem to meet with vert 
genera(~ agreement from provincial representatives. I think in the 
circumstances it would be better to start the discussion on resolution 2 again 
and I shall therefore ask Sir Guthrie RUBBell and others lor their comment. 
onther esolution as now revised. Perhaps I had better read it again. 
Unfortunately time has not permitted of our getting enough copies to place 
before you. 

Chairman Mrs read tM iwised resolutitm No.2. 
The Hon'ble Mr. A~ 1. Laine.-On a point of order, Sir. Is it intended 

that those who have not spoken on the original draft should be debarred from 
speaking on it 1 

Chairman.-Not in the least. AD I wish at present to do is to go the round 
again, and it will be entirely 88 you wish, whether you wish to speak OD both 
this and the original resolution or not. The scope of your remarks will DO~ 
bf'limited in any way. 
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Tbe Bon'ble Mr. A. 1. Laine.-:-My point is tllat the remark!! made by 
~embers of ~ther Governments will remain on record and it will appear as 
if representatives of one or two Governments either acquiesced in or had 
nothing to 8ay on the wording of the original draft. 

Chairman.-Ifthat is your desire, I will call on you to speak now and will 
go round on the original draft and' then if anybody wishes to add anything in. 
reference to the new draft, he can do so. 

Mr. B. E. Ormerod.-Could I ask for copies of the resolution to be given 
to us in the meanwhile? 

Chairman.-We will do our best. 

Rao Bahadur S. R. Pax.dit.-Can it not be embodied in the proceedings 
that at this stage an amended resolution was put forward for the consideration 
of the members of this Conference? That will avoid the necessity of 
honourable gentlemen speaking over again on the first resolution. 

Chairman.-Certainly; the remarks I have already made will be embodied 
verbatim in the proceedings and will therefore show what has happened. 

The Bon'ble Mr. A. 1. Laine.-Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I must 
apologise at the outset for possibly repeating arguments that have already 
been used and duplicating views that have already heen expressed. :My 
excuse must be that at this end of the Chamber some of us find it difficult to hear 
all that is said, and that in any case as the Government of India desire to hear 
the separate views of the various Governments and Associations represented 
in this Conference, a certain amount of duplication is unavoidable. 

So far as the second resolution, which is now under discussion, is concerned, 
I fear that the Resolution is one to which, in its present form the Assam 
Government are unable to accord their support. I must however make it clear 
that, just as the items on the Agenda before us have been styled as " suggested 
draft resolutions" so the views which I express on behalf of the As'lam 
Government on this and other matters must at this stage be taken to be 
purely provisional. 

With regard to the wording ~f the Resolution before us, there are several 
items which appear to us to be open to adverse criticism. 

'Yhether, or not,-for instance,-public service and goods motor transport 
in any g ven area" offers to the public a service substantially superior to that 
which the Railways can offer" is an issue upon which it will be difficult to 
adjudicate. What is to be the criterion of superiority? If the travelling aud 
trading public deliberately preftr to patronize a motor service alternative, they 
are presumably convinced of its superiority from the point of view of their own 
needs, and they must surely be considered to be the best judges of their own 
interests. The type of accommodation provided by such. motor service vehicles 
is no doubt usually inferior to that supplied by the Railways and the service 
is in many respects less reliable, but these disadvantages are ?fiset by. ~ther 
factors-e.g., directness of route, speed, frequency and conveIljence of tmungs, 
avoidance of unnecessary changes and handlings, etc.,-which are of sufficient 
importance to customers to tip the scale in favour of ~he motor ~ route 
alternative. Railways were no doubt first in the field, but IS that any reason 

, );2 
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why. solely in their interests. we ahould impose a more or ItWJ one-aided 
limitation on motor vehicular activities in certain areas ¥ 

Attempts in this direction. unItWJ carried out with great circumspection. 
will, we fear, tend to impede private enterprise and in the long run to squeeze 
out healthy competition. 

With regard to part (b) of this resolution there can be no objection. in the 
general public interest, to a tightening of control of public motor services more 
particularly of passenger services, but why only on parallel routes and not 
elsewhere ~ In any case the criterion should be the public interest and con
venience and not merely the interests of any rival Railway Administration 
that may be locally concerned. 

But what precisely is meant by " external" control and who is to detennine 
whether road and rail transport are being run on .. comparable terms"t Is 
this .. external control ", which is contemplated, a control, external to the 
industry concerned, to be applied by the local Government within the province, 
or is it be a form of control which will be not only external to the industry 
itself but also external to the province; in other words, a form of control to be 
exercised by the Central Government or by the Railway Board or by lOme other 
agency on behalf of the Central Government 1 

With regard to part (e) of this resolution. we would apply the same 
principle to the question of restriction of the number of vehicles plying on a 
parallel route. The scope of motor vehicular services plying on such roads 
should be determined by the general public demand for them, and not merely 
by the fact that a Railway Administration may be offering an alternative, and 
often a less convenient and popular, mode of traIll!port. 

Incidentally this sub-resolution contemplates the elimination of compt'tition 
at rates of fare which are below the' economic rate'. What preciRely 
is meant by 'economic rate' and how it is to be determined and by whom' 
What may be an ' economic rate' for a railway might-and probably would-be 
a very profitable rate for a private bus or taxi-owner or for a road carrying 
company, and, conversely, a bare economic rate for the latter would not be 
considered economic by a. railway administration. It is in fact impos~ible 
to compare the' economics' of a wealthy railway corporation with those of a 
small bus company or of an individ~al public motor vehicle owner. It is of 
course true that railway companies are handicapped • ab initio' by having to 
'meet heavy capital charges for the acquisition of land and the construction 
of a permanent way as compared with motor vehicle owners who are allowed 
to ply on roads constructed and maintained from public funds, but th~ best 
method of effecting some levelling up of conditions would appear to lie In the 
direction of a tightening up of general control over motor vehicles and, if 
necessary, of increasing motor taxation on uniform and general principle&-:
as a ' quid pro quo • for the publicfacilities enjoyed by them,- rather than In 
the direction of imposing discriminately restrictions of the nature apparently 
contemplated in this draft resolution. 

Mr. 1. S. fhomson.-;-Sir, I do not think in view of the new resolution that 
has been placed before the Conference that I have anything to add. But .. 
I have the opportunity I should like to say that I think zoning would pro~bl1 
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be extremely difficult to work in practice and extremely easy to evade, and I 
doubt it. if would benefit the railway companies very much. As regards the 
rest, whIle I should be prepared to agree that there is room for improvement 
in the. control of traffic a~d that many of the proposals put forward by Sir 
GuthrIe Russell are practicable, at the same time I think it would be very 
difficult to arrange these except on lines which lIr. Laine has just enunciated, 
and any attempt to put the two forms of traWlport on an economic equality 
would be rather a clumsy way of nationalising tranHport as a whole and that I 
think is not at present practical politics. I will not delay the Conference any 
further in view of the new resolution that has been put forward. 

Chairman.- Would any member of the Standing Committee on Roads 
like to speak 1 

Members of the Committee.-No. 

Chairman.-Any members of the Advisory Council for Railways? 

Members of the Advisory Counell.-No. 

Mr. Hamilton.-I think it would be best to restrict my statement to the 
amended resolution. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Ghosh Maulik.-Before we proceed to the amended 
resolution may we have a copy of it ? 

Chairman.-I had rather hoped that we might have copies by now. but 
I am sorry they are not ready. 1\Iay I dictate the new resolution to the 
Conference 1 

The Chairman dictated the revised resolution. 

The Hon'ble Sir Guthrie Russell.--Bir. I am afraid I must keep an 
open mind as regards part (a) until such time as it is decided what machinery 
is going to be introduced for the control of motor transport and the purposes 
that such machinery is designed to achieve. The words" public safety and 
convenience " have a very wide meaning. If it is intended to place motor 
and railway services on a comparable footing the railways have no objection 
and will accept the amendment, but it entirely depends upon the interpretation 
of tllese words. 

Mr. Reid.-I as~ociate myself with the remark~ of Sir Guthrie Russell. 

Mr. Sumner.-I have no remarks to offer. 
Mr. Ormerod.-We associate ourselves with Sir Guthrie Russell's 

remarks. 
Mr. Conran Smith.-As far as Madras is concerned. I can aecept the 

amended resolution. It is certainly harmless and I think. as far 8S Sir Guthrie 
Russell's remarks about public safety and convenience are concerned. that 
those are the words actually used in the English Act and I think that 
phra~f'f)logy mip:ht, be safely adopted by this Conference. 

Mr. Bowers.-I agree. 
Tht' Hon'ble Mr. Bijoy Prosad Singh Rov.-T '!.ccPpt it 

The Hon'bIe Nawab Sit Moh"mml\f Yn9Uf.-I accept it. 
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, The Hon'bla Sir 1cgendra Singh.-I accept it except that I may point 
out that as regards zoning system we find it impractirablt'. 

Mr. TeuIon.-I accept. 

Mr. Gubb&J'.-Accepted. 

The ~on'b~e Dr. P •. s. Deshmukh.~I would be p~pared to accf'l't it 
on reconsIderation proVIded the Local Governments wII\ detnmint' what i. 
public convenience. 

The Hon'ble Mr. A. 1. Laine.-I accept. 

Mr. 1. S. Thomson.-I acc~pt. 

Mr. S. R. Pandit.-I accept. 

Mr. Muazzim Saheb.-I accept. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Ghosh MauIik.-I accept it subject to the reservatiolU 
mentioned by the Minister for the Central Provinces. 

The Hon'bIe Sir George Schuster.-I had intended to ask you to le~ 
me intervene in this debate today because after what was said y,'sterclay I 
thought it would be valuable to emphasize the unity of the intercsts of the 
various authorities in this matt.('r. But now, having devised a different form of 
Resolution, we seem to have reached an almost complete measure of unity, 
and either we have achieved a result which makes &Lny remarks which I might 
have had to offer quite unnecessary, or else one is bound to MUJ:(IZl'st that we 
have not advanced very far in the matter at all and have arrh'ed at a rC801ution 
which means very little indeed. I confeBS that when I find lIre Ormerod 
associating himself with the remarks of Sir Guthrie RUll8elI, 10m 80 8urprised 
that I almost begin to be suspicious. I had thought that I might intervene 
because of the three members of Government here I hold the portfoljo which 
is perhaps the most impartial. Sir Frank Noyce may be said to represent road. ; 
Sir Joseph Bhore speaks for the Railways; but I am merely concerned with 
maintaining the financial stability and credit of India with the I('ast possible 
burden to the tax-paying public and I do want to put before you that financial 
side of the matter. I might before I come to that make a few of the remarka 
which I had intended to make about the unity of our interests. It se.ema to 
me that the over-riding value of a conference of this kind is to enable people 
to appreciate the points of view of the other side and though one hopes to 
approach practical conclusions, which can be worked out afterwards, we cannot 
go into very great detail in a meeting of this kind, and the main thing is, I think, 
to create a spirit of co-operation. We on the Government of Inclia side fuUy 
recognise that we can only proceed by voluntary co-operation. We recognise 
fully the authority of the Provincial Governments in this matter. Some of the 
Provincial representatives have felt it nece88ary to speak rather in a defensive 
manner on that point; but I do want to make it clear that we fully recogniJJe 
that the Provincial Governments have full responsibility and authority in 
their own field and that it is only by voluntary co-operation that we can arrive 
at the desired result. Now, in the opening J'emarks of most speakers, there 
has been a general recognition of this unity of interests, but, &8 the discUMion 
has proceeded one seems to detect elements of conflict and controversy arisi~ 
and there is some danger lest the appar~nt conflict between the railways &nd 
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roads on the one side or between the Central Government on the one side and 
the Provincial Governments on the other or between financial considerat'ions 
on the one side and the convenience of the public on the other. should blind 
our eyes to the reallilsue. I think that is quite unneces~ary for I am sure that 
we all of UII here have really one thing at heart and that is the interests of the 
public. I think that if we give each other credit for having the interest of the 
public at. heart we shall get o~ very much better. I was reading this morning 
a leader III the Statesman which suggests that the Government of India have 
packed this conference and drafted the Resolutions solely in the interests of the 
railways. I hope you will not believe that tbt is true. Some people also seem 
to suggest that Sir Guthrie Russell is merely concerned with having an easy 
life, stopping all outside competition so that he may be able to rest in the full 
confidence that however uncomfortable the accommodation which he provides 
on the Railway the unfortunate public will have to travel by them because 
there is no alternative. I feel sure that really you will agree that that is not 
true. We also on our side do not imagine for a moment that the Provincial 
Governments are blind to the wider issues and are merely thinking of robbing 
the Central exchequer. And I may also say that we do not imagine that my 
friend, Mr. Miller, and hiB associates are merely thinking of selling petrol to the 
public and earning dividends for the companies which they represent. Perhaps 
my Honourable friend, Mr. Miller, is the most suspect of us all because we all 
know that he is connected with a very important private concern, but I believe 
that that private concern like all other great private organisations is wise 
enough to recognise that they can only profit if the public is prosperous, and 
therefore that their real interest is to promote the general prosperity of the 
country. 

Now, when we go back to the interests of the public, there is one definite 
ground of divergence in our views to which I have already alluded. Some 
people have thought more in terms of the convenience of the travelling public 
whereas others-myself especially-have thought in terms of the financial 
interests involved. I can explain the point which I have in mind by taking 
a very simple illustration. Sir Jogenwa Singh, who if I may say 80 

always brings a philosophic mind to bear on these practical problems, 
aaid rather plaintively that he had difficulty in understanding the word3 
.. wasteful" and" uneconomic". I will take a very elementary illustration 
or rather put the matter in an elementary way, and I must apologise 
for being so elementary. Let us take the case of two places which are linked 
by road and rail and suppose that there is a first stage where all the traffic 
between those two places is carried by the railways. Let ns then suppose 
that a second stage develops where motor transport comes in and takes a 
certain amount of that traffic. Let us say that they take 2 crores of the 
gross receipts of the railways. Well, now, if the comfort and convenience of 
the people that use that motor transport is no greater than it was when they 
used the railways, then undoubtedly we have a case of uneconomic 
oompetition. The railways if they still have to maintain the same service are 
worse oft by 2 crores and therefore the general revenues sufier and that ga l' LIlS to 
be filled by increasing taxation. The public authorities who are responsible 
for the roads have to raise taxes in order to maintain those roads and their 
tax-payers are again worse oft. As against that we have to take into account 
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the receipts from taxation on the motor transport; but I do not think tha' 
anyone has ever suggested that the receipts from taxation of motor traDBpon 
at present exceed the actual cost of the upkeep of the roads. Therefore 
even on the most favourable result, the public interest. aa a whole ~ 
worse off by 2 crores per annum. Of course, I shall be told that that is an 
impossible illustration. In fact it has already been pointed out by one 
speaker this morning that if the public use the motor transport in preference 
to the railways which they had used before, then they must be getting greater 
convenience. Otherwise they would not have made that choice. Now, 
that brings us to the essential point on which I want to lay emphWlis. You 
have on the one side a loss to the public revenues. On the other side, you have 
the question of public convenience. Well, it may be a good thing in the 
general interests of the country that the public convenience should be attended 
to and that the public should get that benefit in the form of convenience. 
But they have to pay for it and that is the fact that must not be lost sight of. 
The net result is that the people who use the motor transport get the inc~ 
convenience, but, if you accept myillustrationu a pOllllible one, the general 
taxpaying pu~lic has to pay for it. Well now, in a country which is under a 
form of representative Government, the ultimate issue is one for public opinion 
to decide. We in the present constitution are in a slightly dilIerent position. 
We cannot go out and appeal to the country leaving the electors to pronounce 
a verdict on issues of this kind. We have to try and exercise our judgment aa 
to what is in the best interests of the country and I do want to ask you not to 
lose sight of the financial aspects. It is quite right, I fully admit, to think 
in' terms of convenience to the public but do not lose sight of the financial 
implicatioIl1'. After all, financial implications are felt much more universally 
by the public than the convenience of those who use the motor traDBport. 
I do not wish to suggest that there need necessarily be a great conflict in this 
matter. I believe myself that for the moment the position before U8 is one 
where that conflict need not arise at all ; but at the same time \l hen we are 
discussing these propositions in general terms, I think it right to poin~ 
out that the financial implicat.ions should not be lost sight of. 

Now, I wO\lld just l*e to say one word more about the unity of interests, 
between the Provincial Governments and the Central Governmeat in this 
matter of financial implications. There has been in the course of the 
discussions up to this moment a very welcome recognition of the fact that the 
railways are a great national asset the prosperity of which no one ('an alIord 
to ignore in this country, and several speakers went even furthrr than that. 
Sir Muhammad, Yusuf talking yesterday made, I thought, two very good 
points on this question of the unity of interests in the matter of finance between 
the Central Government and the Provincial Governments. He said in the 
first place that if the Central Government did badly out of the railways, they 
would have to increaFe their taxation and the tax-payers after all ""ho have to 
pay the taxes both to the provinces and the Central Government are the ~me 
individuals so that, if we in the centre have to increase the burdens of taxatIOn, 
that must react on the Provincial Governments. He made the second 
point that the Provincial Governments are very much interested in the cred!t 
of the Government of India because they rely on the Government of India 
to provide them with loan funds and therefore if the finance. of the Central 
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Government are bad, credit goes down and the Provincial Governments will 
have to P!lY hig~errates of interest for their money. But there is a third point 
now to whICh I wlBh to call particular attention and that is what the position 
will be under the new constitution. All of you know the federal financial 
plan which has been evolved in the course of the Round Table Conference 
discussions in London and which is now embodied in the White Paper. 
That plan contemplates that the Federal Government will surrender large 
IIhares of its present sources, of revenue to the Provincial Governments. It 
has to give up half of the jute tax to Bengal and the other provinces that grow 
jute, and evelltually it has to give up a very substantial share of income-tax 
to the Provincial Governments. Now it is quite obvious that the power to 
carry out this plan will depend entirely on the margin of revenue which the 
Federal Government has available. At present we have no margin of revenue 
available even with the very high rates of taxation, emergency rates of taxation 
which now prevail. If there is to be a margin in the future that can only 
be created by an increase in economic prosperity and therefore the provinces 
are essentially interested in the prosperity of the Federal Government. They 
have in fact become "deferred shareholders" in the Central Government 
undertaking, and their only chance of getting a dividend on these deferred 
shares is for the Central Government to prosper. Now, it is well known to 
everybody that the Railways are one of the most important parts in that 
Central financial undertaking. The Railways have to pay us something like 
33 crores a year in interest, and in all the forecasts which have been made of 
Federal finance, forecasts which have created the expectation that it will be 
possible for the Central Government to hand over revenues to the provinces, 
allowance has been made for a continuance of the Railway contribution of 
something like 6 crores. Therefore, in the way of interest and contribution 
we are expecting to get something like 39 crores from the Railways. That 
is a very big sum, and it is one of the biggest factors of the whole of the Central 
Government finance. Therefore if the Railwa sdonot prosper,iftheRailwa 8 

really go the wa t at ailwa s ave one m 0 . __ ~L.£~ ___ e..s, ... _.o.!!?. 
see t~e shg test chi. . ~S.L e u ure o_~ eF~de!_alG?~=ernment oel~g 
able 0 carI"l_ out that F~deraUinancl8t plan. T4lmk it is important that 

'-youiillouJdbear those cousiderations in mind. owewr much you may 
-deane to promote the convelllence of the public who wish to travel by motor 
transport, you have to consider whether a country like India, which is, in· 
spite of the enormous wealth of the country in the aggregate, a country of 
very poor people, can afford those luxuries and conveniences which other 
countries with which comparisons are made have been able to afford. We must 
look at the matter in a realistic way h"lying regard to the conditions in India; 
and therefore, speaking, as I must, as one who looks upon everything from the 
point of view of its effect 011 public fillance~-meaning by that Central and 
Provincial fi.nance as well-I must take this line th'lt the encouragement of the 
development of motor tran~po;t 8111 th ~ cons~ruc~ion of roads ought primarily 
to be looked at from the point of view of wh~th'!r it is going to increase 
the economic productivity of the coun~ry: That is an aspect of the matter 
which I thought it important at this stage to put before you. (Applause.) 

Chairman.-Gentlemen, I am sure we are all greatly indebted to Sir 
George Schuster for bringing out the true implications, which I hope will be 



-accepted by all here, of the words .. public safety, and convenience" and 
.. public interest". I do not think I need add anything to what he ha.a said. 
The Resolution as now drafted has commanded general 8B8ent. Before 
passing on to Resolution No.3 I think I may take it that the principle i. 
now generally accepted. 

The Resolution as adopted by the Conferer&C6 was as follow, ;

RESOLUTION No. ,2. 
" In order to ensure increased co-operation and OlDre intelligent co~rdinatioD 

01 effort. between the various authorities concerned. thiI Conference considers 
that the following measures would be justifiable :-

(a) The control of public service and goods motor transport should b, 
regulated in the intere3ts 01 pnblic saletJ and convenience. 

(b) The nnmber of vehicles licensed to ply for hire should be restricW 
80 as tc prevent snch competition between all forms 01 transport 
as may be contral'J to the public interest." 

Chairman.-I will now pass on to Resolution No.3. 

The Resolution for discussion was as foUows :

RESOLUTION No. a . 
. " This Conference considers that the statntol'J provisions which at preaen& 

limit the operation of motor services by certain railway. ahould be repealed." 
Chairman.-You will have observed from the latest copies of the resolutioa. 

which were supplied to you on your arrival in Simla, that we have modified 
the terms of this Resolution -very substantially but, in case any of you have not 
got the latest papers with you, I will read out the revised resolution. It is .. 
follows ;-

"This Conference considers that the statutory provi:!iollB which at 
present limit the operation of motor services by certain railway. 
should be repealed." 

After consideration of the resolution as first drafted, we are of the opinion 
that it went perhaps somewhat further than was necessary. It is our hgpe, 
and the hope of the railways, that steps may be taken as outlined in the previous 
resolution which will before long result in motor transport, at least where 
in direct. competition with railways, being subjected to a reasonable measure 
of control comparable with that of railways. If that ia to be the case, then 
for the present at least we are not convinced that it ia necessary 88 was 8uggesed 
in the earlier draft to give the railways concerned any form of monopoly. 
For the present, therefore, where it may be decided that a railwsy should be 
allowed to operate the road motor transport, we believe that it should do 80 

in all respects on terms of equality with the existing concerns. 

This resolution, therefore, is merely intended to elicit the opinion of those 
present as to whether such statutory embargo as exists upon certain cl.assea 
of railways operating road motor transport parallel with themselves should be 
removed. And, as you are all aware, there ia no such embargo upon State 
railways. Upon the merits or otherwise of the operation of parallel road 
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services by railways, I .do not propose to express any opmlOn. The 
arguments for and agamst have been set out in the Mitchell-Kirkness 
report, and we are here to hear your views. 

The Hon 'ble Sir Guthrie Russell.-Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen in 
speaki~g .on this resol~t.ion it will, perhaps, be as well for me to explain b:iefly 
the eXlstmg legal posItIon and why it is cOIL~idered desirable to alter it. At 
presl'nt. State-managed RailwaYd, which now form the bulk of the Railways 
m II~dl.a, are not legally debarred from operating motor transport. Such 
rretnctlOns, as there are, only apply to the systems worked by Guaranteed 
Companies and by Domiciled Companie:l, which can only operate road motor 
lervices provided such services are run in conjunction with the Railway service; 
that iI!, passengers or goods carried in such road motor services must be carried 
for part of the journey on the Railway as well. This restriction pre\"cnts Light 
RailwaYR from effectively engaging in lOad motor services to meet their 
compctitOis on the road becausetheycannot run motor buses from any point 
to allY point along the roads running paraH,,1 with their lines, as some of 
them wish to do. 

The Ll'gislature has recently been cOll~iJcrillg a suitable amendment to 
Section 51(e) of the prl'~.ent Indian Railway . ., Act which governs certain 
Domiciled Companies in this matter and the Clau8l' in the British Statute by 
which GuarllJltccd Lines are rpstricted will 1'l>'luire a similar unll'ntiment by 
an Act of Parliament. 

I may Ray that the Light Railways, many of which are Guaranteed Lines, 
have been proportionately far more seriously hit by road motor competition 
than the major railway Rystems and th~y haw been pre8sing for many years 
past for the removal of the present restrictions. The position would appear 
to be that if the present motor competition is allowed to continue unchecked, 
and Light Railway Administrations are not allowed to respond by putting 
their own motor vehicles on the road freely, where thl'y want to do 80, there 
is a danger of their becoming a burden to the commulllt). for they cannot 
subsist on goods traffic alonl'. 

I do not thilLk it is necessary for me to say more on this resolution, as the 
Light Railways have their own representatives at this Gonference and they 
a.re better able to describe their present position in this respect than I am. 

Mr. Reid.-I approve of this Resolution. The advantage of Railways 
running their own motor services must necessarily vary in different cases. 
The Managing Agents of Light Railways in Calcutta are particularly desirous 
of their Railways being able to run their own motor services. 

Two of the reasons why this right is required are ;-
(1) In cases where Railway stations are a short distllnc~ out ~T?m the 

centre of towns, if Railways do not meet thiS position by 
inaugurating their own bus service, others will do 110. Outside 
buses would probably endeavour to retain the passengers and 
carry them for uneconomi~llong distanc~s; Whereas .Railway 
motor services, while caterlllg for the public s local reqUIrements 
would also make arrangements for through traffic by offering 
a combined bus and rail service. 
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(2) In considering the extension of a Branch railway, the immediate 
construction thereof may not be justified. IC, however, the 
Railwa! by running ita own motor services is able to den·lop the 
traffic In the extended area, this traffic is thereby sl't:ureJ to the 
Railway in anticipation of the extension of ita line bl'COming 
justified. 

~. Sumn.e!.-Sir, if it can be proved that the repeal of statutory 
prov1!'lOns, as proposed in this Resolution, will give the Railwaysconc('rnM any 
definite measure of protection against the attrition of their rev('nue rellulting 
ftom t~e growing competition of road transport, I feel that we must give thia 
resolutIOn our sympathetic consideration. It seems to me that the cumulative 
e~e~t of road competition offers every prospect of the all· important difier!'nc(' 
arlsmg between profitable and unprofitable railway working. 

But I doubt whether the members of this Conference will be prepared 
to concur in the repeal en bWc of the statutory provisions, and the select 
Committee's report on the Bill amending the Railway Act certainly 11"&8 not 
prepared to do so. Nor do I think that unless the Railway road servicea are 
conducted on a system which, according to Railway working traditions, attaiM 
only a very low standard of regulations, control, and efficiency, the semcee 
will be not able to hold their own against outside competition. 

The Railways' services would presumably be bound by time tables, the 
drivers would be men of proyed capacity and care, their wages fixed by the 
Railways' fixed scale of pay, with provident Fund and other liabilities arising. 
to which the outside services are, at any rate at present, not liable. 

As a small instance of the effecta of such competitive conditions, the 
Calcutta Tramways endeavoured to meet road competition on ita own ground, 
and if I recollect aright they lost nearly £40,000 before they withdrew their 
buses from the road. 

In short, I think it doubtful whether the Railway road services will be 
able to do more than perhaps pay their way, and I do not see that that is 
going to help the net position to any appreciable extent. To my mind, Sir, 
the solution lies more in the direction of legislation tightening up the standard 
of efficiency of the road servit:es which are entering the field. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Miller.-My colleague, Mr. Chinoy will speak, on this 
resolution. 

Mr. NUl Mohamed Chino:v.-Sir, in 8peaking on this resolution which deala 
with the repeal of the statutory provisions at present limiting the operation 
of motor services by certain railways, my Association understands that the 
reason why these railways now desire to have the right to operate motor bus 
services is because privately owned bus services operated on parallel routes 
offer greater advantages to the public than the railways, which ~as resulted 
in traffic hitherto considered to be their right and privilege bein~ di!erted.from 
them. If this is the case, I would ask is it possible, if this r('sOlutlon 18 admJtted, 
for the railways to derive any financial advantage by operating motor ~ran.sport, 
unless the public are called upon to pay increased rates for th;se ~rvJce:" or on 
the other hand unless the railways are granted monopolies whICh wIll ultimately 
tend to drive traffic back to the railways. In neither case is it to the advantage 
of th,e public, whose interest it is the desire of my .ASsociation to protect. 
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If the introduction of this proposed legislation is with the intention to 
lave the railways fro~ losses in which t~e tax-payer has particular interest, it 
appears a moot questIOn whether the capital invested in the railways is entitled 
to any preferential protection, any more than the crores of rupees invested 
in motor transport which gives employment to more than three lakhs of 
Indians as wage-earners. This is a very important point which in the opinion 
of my Association should be given very careful consideration. 

The resolution, it would appear, is an admission to a large extent of the 
backward condition in which railways have maintained their lines, and it is 
this fact that is responsible for their inability to compete with motor transport. 
I cannot find any implication in this resolution that improvements in rail 
facilities are contemplated or considered desirable, but' only a determination 
to consider how rural transport services and buses can be curtailed in order to 
divert traffic to the railways. The railways in an attempt to justify their 
inability to compete with road transport have claimed that buses are operated 
uneconomic ally and further that they do not contribute their share towards 
road costs, while the railways have to assume responsibility for their tracks, 
and this statement is made despite the fact that buses are subject to exorbitant 
taxation by several diffierent authorities including Central and Provincial 
Governments. 

We maintain that the expenditure on road development and maintenance 
in India is more than covered by the amount of Rs. 8,30,00,000 paid in taxation 
by road transport as stated in the General Section of the Mitchell-Kirknesa 
Report on page 44, and that if motor transport was taxed on a more equitable 
basis, no charge could be made that they are being operated uneconomically. 
If in spite of this imposition on road transport, railways are unable to hold their 
own, it would appear that they have outlived their usefulness, in 1:;0 far as it 
concerns their service to the public in that locality. On the other hand, my 
A8soeiatioll realises there may be special instances where certain railways have 
road services running parallel to them with which they are unable to compete 
on economic grounds, in which cases they may require some special concession 
to be granted to them in the form of a monopoly to operate bus transport, 
although they should be givcn the privilege only after a thorough examination 
of the economic facts of both forms of transport have been made. In the case 
of certain light railways where motor transport definitely gives the public 
better transport facilities, it may be necessary for companies operating light 
railways to agree to dismantle the railways on consideration that they are' 
given monopolies on those particular routes in compensation thereof. 

The examination in question, however, should be carried out by competent 
independent authorities such 86 the proposed Provincial and Central Boards 
of Communications, and it should be only with their consent in each case that 
any concessions should be granted to railways to operate bus transport. There 
are also cases where the railways have projects for railway extension, and my 
Association considers that if they are prepared to undertake construction or 
reconstruction of a road in its place and maintain it, consideration may be 
given to the granting of certain favoured conditions such as a monopoly or 
semi-monopoly, for the operation of ~us se.rvices ov~ this particular rou~, 
for a certain period commensurate With thelf expenditure. Such monopolies 
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however should, in the opinion of my Association, be granted subject to the 
proviso that the prinriple of granting monopolies to other interests under 
similar conditions is also provided for. In no case, however, should railways 
of any class whatever, be granted the right to operate motor bus services unleas 
a thorough examination has been made by the proposed District, Divisional 
and Provincial Boards of Communications into the cost of operation of the 
particular section of the railway, as well as the cost of motor transport in that 
area, such recommendations being based on the provision of the best fonn of 
transport for the public's needs. 

To ensure that the public are provided with the most economical fonn of 
transport, in such cases where railways are authorised to operate motor 
transport, it must be on the understa~ding that no preferential treatment ia 
granted, and in particular they should not enjoy any exemption from taxation 
'or from the licensing regulations, to which private transport are subject. 

UnleBB precautions are taken to protect the private owners and the public 
from indiscriminate operation of bus services by railways, my Association 
cannot agree to the repeal of the statutory provisions in question. 

I am, therefore, to suggest to this Conference that this resolution be amended 
as follows :-

" This Conference considers that the statutory provisions which at present 
limit the operation of motor services by certain railways should be repealed, 
subject to the following conditions :-

(1) The repeal of the statutory provisions shall not be operative until 
the proposed Boards of Communications are introduced. 

(2) Subject to the condition that the principle of granting monopolies 
is not confined to railways only, but open to other interests under 
similar conditions, monopolies may be granted to railway. 
operating motor transport, in the following cases :.-. 

(a) Where a railway agrees to substitute ita railway service with 
a· modem service of motor transport, a monopoly in 
compensation may be granted for a certain number of years. 

(b) Where a railway is prepared to forego a railway extension project 
which is under consideration in lavour of the construction 
or reconstruction of a road &II an all-weather communication 
and maintain it, they may be granted certain favoured 
conditions for operating" bus service over this particular route. 

(N .B.-By favoured conditions is meant a monopoly or semi-monopoly 
for a certain period commensurate with their expenditure on 
the road.) 

(3) That before permission is granted to any railway to operate motor 
transport services, the opinion of the proposed District, Divisional 
and Provincial Boards of Communications must have been sought 
and the matter placed before the Central Board ofCommunicationa 
for their final approval. 
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(4) That no favoured conditions should be granted to railways in the
form of exemption from taxation or from licensing regulations· 
to which other forms of private transport are subject." 

In making these recommendations, my Association is fully aware that tht· 
amendment of the Railway Act has been under consideration for about two
years and that the Hon'ble Member for Commerce stated that no final decision 
would be taken prior to the issue of the Mitchell-Kirkness Report. It would 
appear to be a coincidence, therefore, that it should have come up for discussion 
at the recent session of the Legislative Assembly, and my Association 
feel, therefore, that there was no desire on the part of Government to push, 
through this Bill prior to full consideration having been given to the 
recommendations on this subject in the Mitchell-Kirkness Report. 

Chairman.-I think Mr. Chinoy's speech was written with reference to· 
our original rcsolution and not with reference to the one as at present drafted. 

The Hon'ble Mr. E. Miller.-We are still of the opinion mentioned in that 
speech. 

Chairman.-I think it might a~sist further discussion of this resolution 
if I were to read to the Conference the Bill which was recently before the 
Legislative Assembly as it emerged from the Select Committee. A considerable 
number of points raised in Mr. Chinoy's speech have been met by the Bill as it 
emerged from the Select Committee. The Bill consists of only one clause and 
therefore will not take very long to read. Sir Guthrie Russell hail expla'ned that 
company-managed Railways are not included in this Bill because they are 
governed by an Act of Parliament. 

[As amended by the Select Committee]. 

[Words printed in italics indicate the amendments suggested by the COmmittee.] 

A 

BILL 

Further to amend the Indian Railways Act, 1890,Jor a certain purpose. 

WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the Indian Railways Act, IX 01 IBM. 
1890, for the purpose hereinafter appearing: It is hereby enacted as follows :-

1. This Act may be called the Indian Railways (Amendment) Act 
Short title. 1933. 

2. After section 51 of the Indian Railways Act, 1890, the following sectiQ" IX 01 ISM. 
IMertioll of "'w ~e<'tio.. shall be inserted, namely -

Sl.A in Act I X of H190. 

"51 A. (1) Any rail-way company, 1Iot beillg a company for which 1M 
Additional pou'" to Stat~te~ 42 and 43 Vic., Chap. 41, 

provide alld ~ailllain prWU1e8, may frame a scheme f()f' 1M 
traMpM" 8"'''''.8. p"OtisWn and maintenance of a motor 

transport ()f' air-craft service 1O'T passengers, animals O'T goods witA 
a terminus at ()f' near a station em the railw(JY ou'1lf'd or managed 
by such company. 
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(2) Tke acke?M shaU be submitted t4 the Governor General ." Council, UOM, 
after consUltation tuitA the Local Government or Local GcwemmenU 
concerned. tmay sanction it • ..JJject to ~ modifiroti.oM anl 
ocmditions a. ke may prescribe. 

(3) Tke.cheme ,haU be puhlisked in tke GaZI!.tU oJ India and thereupma tit. 
railway company shall. BUbjecl t4 BUb-lecliort (4), have tke power t4 
proviik and maintain a seroic6 $n accordance Uieretoith. 

(4) In respeq oJ any service prO'IJided and maintained by any milway 
company undet- tAis !ection • .....:. 

(a) tke company shall be deemed not to be II railway admini&lration Jor 
tke purposes oJ this Act or oJ any otker enactm ent affecting 
railways, and no property used exclusively Jor purposes oJ the 
service ,hall be deemed to be included in tke railway or its rolling 
stock; and 

(b) all enactments and rules Jor tke time beiltg in Jorce relating to motor 
vehicle!, aircraft and -roads shall apply accordingly. 

(5) Tke Gooernor General in Council. after ron;ultation with the Local 
GO'IJemment or Local GO'IJernmentl concerned. may. by notifirotitm 
in tke Gazette of India. af'.er giving to tke Milway company .u 
mooths' notice of kis intentiort .0 to M.· wit1ulrall' his .anction t4 
any scheme sanctioned under BUb-lecliort (2) or may modif!l the 
feMme or impose further ocmditions on it . .. 

I would remind the Conference again of one 8entence in my opening 
remarks, "For the present, therefore. where it may be decided thata railway 
should be allowed to operate the road motor transport, we believe that it should 
do so in all respects on terms of equality with the existing concel'Il.8 ". 

Mr. Conran Smith.-MI. Chairman. in your speech and in your subsequent 
remarks jiIst now you have shown that this resolution all amendetl and the 
Bill as it has emerged from thfl Select Committee satisfy the conditions on which 
the Madras Government could, I think, accept this draft resolution. The last 
speaker has made some reference to monopolies. but I take it that that i.s now 
excluded from the present resolution, because the lIadrall Government would 
not, of course, favour monopolies in any form except for very restricted periods 
and under restricted conditions. I should like to add that in lIadraa we have 
several railways owned by district boards and managed by companies and I 
am not clear whether they will be affected by the present Bill I presume that 
they would be in the same position as the company-owned lines which manage 
them. AB to whether it would pay the railways to run a lI.eet of buses. that of 
(lourse is another point. Subject to the restrictions under which the railways 
have to work, as pointed out by Mr. Sumner. I would like to add with reference 
'to the statement that at Calcutta they ran their buses for a certain period and 
then took them off he roads and lost thousands of pounds, that the Madraa 
Electric Tramway Company only BUffered a 1eB8loas because I think they took 

. their buses off the roads sooner. (Laughter.) Having said that. I must 
·confess that I have felt a sense of mystification ever since I first started to 
.consider the problema which the Conference is now dealing with, because it 
appears to be the general opinion. 88 I stated. yesterday. that bill companies 
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except when it is the ca.se of a single bus run by a man whose brother is the 
conduc~or and both of whom generally sleep in the bus that bus companies 
ot~efWl8e do not make a profit and are not an economic proposition. That 
bemg so, I repeat I feel some sense of m~tification as to why it is that bus 
companies are a serious menace to railwa'ys or will continue to be. That, 
however, is a matter upon which presumably the experts will have their views, 
and I do not propose to say any more about it. But subject to what I have 
already said as regards the conditions which you have enunciated, the Madras 
Government is willing to accept this resolution. 

Mr. Bowers.-Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, now that the resolution 
omits all reference to monopolies and on the understanding that it is not pro
posed to grant monopolies to railways except under certain conditions, for 
instance, where they construct and maintain a feeder line from a large town to 
a station and open a new service on that line, I may say that the Government 
of Bombay agree that the statutory provision should be amended. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Bijoy Prosad Singh Roy.-I am in complete agreement with 
my friend from Madras. I am also very doubtful whether it will be paying to 
the railways to run busel' because the bus service mJst not only be self-sup
porting but also earn additional income to compensate the loss on the Railways. 
That is a very doubtful proposition, but that is for experts to find out. You 
have clearly stated that only on terms of equality with existiRg concerll.8 per
mission should be granted, and this point of unfair competition is fullr l,rC)
vided for in the Bill, as it ha~ emerged from the Select Committee. 
The Government of Bengal would accord their support to the resolution 
as now modified. At the same time I would like to stress the point that 
it is on that condition and that condition alone, that the Government of 
Bengal would support the proposal for amendment of the statute. We do not 
want to introduce conditions of uneven competition, and it is only to do away 
with conditions of uneven competition that we agree to this amendment. 

The Hon'ble Nawab Sir Mohammad YllSU!.~ir, I entirely associate 
myself with this previous speakers 9n behalf of the provinces. It is only right 
that this statutory provision should be done away with and that the disability 
that is imposed upon the railways should disappear. The only thing that we 
must very carefully bear in mind is that we cannot contemplate to give mono
polies to the railways. It will not be in the interests of the public and it cannot 
possibly be in the interests of the provincial Governments. I am glad that 
in his speech the Chairman has made it clear that so far 88 the State railways 
Ilre concerned, in fact he is probably speaking on behalf of other railways also, 
it is not contempll'ted that monopolies should be given to the railway.3. As ha.s 
been pointed out by my Honourable friend the Minister for Bengal, if it i, 
proposed to give a fair and even competition it .will be ~eptable t~ us, but 
uneven competition we cannot contemplate With equawmlty. With the38 
remarks I support this resolution. 

The Hon'ble Sir logendra Singh.~ir. it h88 been made quite clear 
that it is not the aim to give the railways any monopolies or to put them in any 
preferential position in relation to motor traffic and that the local Govenunents 
will continue to enjoy full authority in this matter as now. On these ground. 
I support this resolution. 
M36DIL I' 
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Mr. Teulon.-Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, in Burma the railwa, ia 
a ~tate Railway: I, therefore, think that I ma, I&y that the Government of 
Burma is officially not ipterested in the resolution. 

Mr. GubbaY.-Bihar and OrisSa associate themselves with the remarn 
made by the Punjab. 

The Bon'ble Dr. P. S. Deshmukh.-The C. P. Government have 110 

objection to the statutory provisions preventing the operation of motor bUBeI 
by railway companies being removed. 

The Bon'ble Mr. A. 1. Laine.-We see no objection whatsoever to 
railway companies being allowed to run alternative or ancillary motor servicel 
and any statutory provision which at present limits their discretion in that 
direction should in our opinion be repealed. So far al Assam is concerned we 
doubt whether there is much scope for such ancillary services, but that is a 
wa.tter for the railways themselves to decide. We would give them a fair 
field but nO favour. 

Mr. 1. S. Thomson.-The N. W. F. P. Government is not concerned. 

The Bon'ble Mr. Kalikar.-We, members of the Indian Legislature do 
Dot want to ofter any remarks DOW as the Bill will come before UI and we shall 
have an occasion to discuss it. . 

Mr. N. B. Gunjal.-I support Mr. Kalikar. 

Chairman.-Is that also the opinion of the Central Advisory Council 
for Railways 1 • 

Members 01 the Central Advisorr CounciL-Yea. 

Mr. 'Hamilton.-No remarks. 

The Bon'ble Mr. E. Miller.-I should like to I&y that under the condi
tIOns described by my Honourable friend, Mr. Chinoy, my .Association is pre
pared to ofter monopolies on the lines indicated. The Hon'hIe Sir Frank Noyce 
is under a wrong impression when he thinks that Mr. Chinoy'. speech waa 
prepared before the Government resolution waa amended. The speech waa 

• prepared yesterday. 

Chairman.-I should like to apologise for my incorrect impre&8ion. Aa 
Mr. Chinoy dealt 80 fully with the resolution at such short notice, I na~urally 
thought that he was dealing with the original one and not the very bnef one 
which is now before the Conference. 

The general sense of the Conference is undoubtedly in favour of the res0-

lution as we have n~." drafted it. I need ~dly ~y that the. propoaaJa. of 
Mr. :Miller's Association will be carefully consIdered m due.COUl88 m connection 
with the whole proceedings of the Conference. I do not think I need go further . 
thanjhat at the moment. 
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The Resolution (U Gdoped by the Conference toaI /J8 follow. :

RESOLlJTION No. a. 
" This Conference considers that the statutol'J provisions which ai present 

limit the operation of motor &ernc81 by certain raUwaJl should be repealed." 
Chairman.-We now pa88 on to Resolution No.4. 

The Resolution for discussion was as follows :-

RESOLtJTION No. 4. 

"This Conference recommends that the present regulations rerarding 
public service and goods motor transport should be reviewed with the object of 
amending them 80 as to afford evel'J encouragement to the development of 
rural services. by the granting of monopolies for limited periods or otherwise. " 

Chairman.-Gentlemen, this resolution suggests the possibility of 
encouraging motor transport in rural areas and on perhaps rather indifferent 
rural feeder roads by certain special arrangements in respect of its control, that 
is, by the granting of monopolies or otherwise. 

I may say at once that this is a matter which is primarily the concern of 
Local Governments, the control of motor vehicles being a provincial reserved 
subject, but as it is a question to which some attention has been directed in the 
Mitche11-Kirkness Report, and as we are all interested to see the development of 
motor transport complementary to railways, it is a question upon which.an 
exchange of views may with advantage take place in this Conference. The 
reason for the grant of monopolies on any particular route can be put very 
briefly. There are large areas which still require to be served by.the more 
modern forms of transport. Transport naturally tends to congregatll where 
traffic is most abundant. On the other hand, we wish to encourage it 
to ply on other routes and to call forth the tra.ffic that is latent merely in the 
absence of some efficient form of transport. But in many cases this will in a 
sense be pioneer work. Some encouragement must be given for the develop
ment of routes on which investment in motor transport must be regarded as a 
kind of speculation. Therefore a monopoly of the route may be granted for a 
term of years, so that a company which has faced a loss over the first few years 
may not suddenly find itself confronted with opposition as soon as some profit 
seems to be in sight from competitors who have not had to undergo the ex
penditure during the lean years of experiment. To a mon?poly would be 
attached conditions to prevent mere exploitation of the public. 

To this argument there are' many obvious objections. Is it nece88alJ to 
give any encouragement for the development of route.s ~ Where there is suit
able traffic and roads are fit for motor transport, will not motor transport 
ply there in any event 1 If there is not ~ui~ble traffic, ~s it nece88alJ to give 
protection to develop or entice traffic whi~h 18 conte~t WIth other transport as 
sufficient for its needs 1 It is clear that if monopolies are to be granted they 
would have to be strictly controlled in order to prevent their being abused_ 

. This is a question which will have to ~h>laced before Local Governme~ts for 
thell very careful consideration. At this stage, therefore. I do not WlSh to 

. ri 
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express any opinipn upon the merits of the proposala, but we would welcome the 
views of this Conference which will eventually be communicated to Local 
Governments. 

, :1 may mentiott at the outset that we have an amendment pro Polled by the 
Government of Bengal. The Resolution as amended will read thus:-

" This Conference recommends that the present regulations regarding 
public service, and. goods motor: transport should be reviewed 
with the object of amending them 80 as to afford every encourage
ment to the development of rural services even to the extent in 
exceptional cases of granting monopolies for a limited period." 

The Hon'ble Sir Guthrie Russe1l.-Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, all I 
have to say on this resolution is that it is supported by the Railways in 80 (ar 
as the policy set forth in it will encourage road motor services radiating and 
acting as feeders to railways, but it appears to me that if such monopolies are 
granted they will require to be very strictly controlled. 

Mr. E. C. Reid.-I agree with the principle of this Resolution for the 
reasons I gave in my speech on Resolution No. l(b). 

Mr. C. R. Stimner.-I am not in agreement With the propOllal to give 
monopolies as they are a dangerous expedient and do not tend to satisfactory 
service. 

Mr. Nur Mahomect Chino)'.-Sir, in speaking on this resolution which 
r,ecommends the revision of the present regulations rfgarding public service 
and goods motor transport so as to afford encouragement to the development 
of rural s~rvices by the granting of monopolies for limited periods or otherwise, 
I am to state that my Association is fully in sympathy with the development 
of road motor transport in rural areas and the need for some special concession 
to motor bus owners to encourage them to run bus services on the less remu-
nerative routes. • 

No section of the public has benefited or will benefit from the develop
ment of motor transport in India more than those living in rural areas. The 
motor vehicle tends to banish the isolation to which the ryot has been con
demned through lack of transport and communications, and brings him in 
closer touch with the larger centres where the speedier, cheaper and more 
convenient transport places him within economic range of many marketa and 
so enables him to take advantage ofhettel' market prices. 

The development of motor transport which until recently has heen to a 
large extent uncontrolled has resulted in buses operating in increasing numbers 
gO the more lucrative routes leaving other rout4!s, where remunerative opera
tion is less'secure (unless some form of protection is granted) devoid of any 
motor transport facilities. 

The over-crowding of buses on certain routes has led to cut-throat competi
tion which in turn has caused buses to be driven at speeds resulting in danger 
to the public, so that some additional control in certain cases is necetl8&1'1. U 
this indiscriminate operation is allowed to continue, there is little inducement 
for any individual, or company to ~ndeavour to open up and develop new 
routes or build up a business thereon because as soon as he has done so, pro-
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bably ~t some litt.le i~tial outlay,. a swarm of private bll8e8 maydescend 
upon hIm and deprIve him of the fruIts of his enterprise. ' 

~ly Ass?ci~tion, therefore, realises that it may be necessary to introduce' 
certam restrICtIOns on motor transport on these over-crowded routes which will 
result in a number of surplus buses being thrown tjff the road, and in such casei 
my Association is in 8~reement that monopolies or semi-monopolies should be' 
granted to these partIcular bus owners for the operation of buses on routes' 
which would otherwise through the risk of competition be deprived of a motor 
transport service. 

My Association is, therefore, in agreement with the resolution and th~ 
granting of monopolies and semi-monopolies to bus owners in the circumstances 
I have mentioned, which should be subject to the consent of the proposed 
Boards of Communications. We, therefore, propose that this resolution should 
be amended as follows :-

" The Conference recommends that the present regulations regarding 
public service and goods motor transport should be reviewed 
by the proposed Boards of Cl)m1/l11nication,~ with the object of 
amending them so as to afford every encouragement to the 
development of new rural services by the granting of monopolies 
for limited periods or otherwise ... 

Mr. Conran Smith.-There cannot possibly be two opinions about the 
desirability of developing the means of transport in rural areas and in so faJ' 
as this cannot be done without the grant of restricted monopolies, I think 
8uch monopolies could be granted, but I venture to think that at any rate so 
far as Madras is concerned our experience has been that where roads are made 
motorable the bus follows and that the means to be taken in order to encourage 

, rural transport is not really the granting of monopolies but the opening up of 
roads. There are at present in the Madras Presidency large areas in the 
hinterland in certain districts which are badly served by rural communications 
and where few buses run but the report made by the officer specially appointed 
by the Madras Government in connection with the inquiry of Messrs. ~litcheU 
and Kirkness shows that where buses do not ply the roads are either very 
bad or not in such a condition as would make the plying of motor buses a remu
nerative concern. But as I said at the outset, I welcome the development 
of rural communications and ~ that can only be done by the grant of restricted 
monopolies, then this Resolution may be considered acceptable. I would 
like .to repeat, perhaps unnecessarily in view of the Chairma~'s ~peech.-that 
8uch monopolies should be granted and controlled by a proVInCIal board of 
communications if there were one and by the Local Government. 

Mr. P. L. Bowers.-I agree with the views expressed by the Madras 
representative. 

Tha Hon'bla Mr. Bijoy Prosad Singh Roy.-May I move my amendment 
with your permission' 

Chairrnan'.-We are not putting the Resolution or the amendment to the 
vote. All that we are doing now is to ascertain the views of the Conference. 
I do not think there is very much difference betW6f'D the Resolution and the 
'aIilended farm. -
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The Bon'bIe Mr. BijoJ' Proud SiDlh BoJ'.-On principle, we are agaiDai 
monopoly, and I think that is also the general opinion of the Conference. In 
exceptional circumstances, the granting of monopoliea may be necesaary for 
the improvement of roads and I wanted to make it clear through my amend
ment. That is my whole. object . in moving thia amendment and if 
_hat is the general opinion I think the Reaolution might be modified 
according to my view. U that ~ done, I have nothing more to add. I agree 
generally with what the repreaentative of Madras haa aaid. We are against 
all monopolies, but for the improvement of rural roads it may be necessary 
to grant monopoly or semi-monopoly under certain exceptional circumstances 
hut generally monopolies should not be granted and Ihould be discouraged 
because they are liable to abuse and whether a monopoly Ihould be granted 
or not should be left entirely to the Local Government, who will act on the 
advice of the Provincial Road Committee. 

The Hon'ble Nawab Sir Muhammad Yusuf.-I may I&y that I am in agree
ment with the provincial representatives who have 10 far lpoken. I am 
glad you have made it'perfectly clear at the outset that this is a matter entirely 
for the Local Governments and that the Local Governmenta will make the rulea 
and regulations: That dispels the suspicion which waa in our mindl that 
probably the control will be by some central authority. Now, we find that 
it is absolutely clear that it is for the Local Government to look into these 
rulea having regard to the hest interesta of the development of rural roads. 
With regard to the question of monopoly a general monopoly will be 
llndesirable in the public interest but in special casel we may give monopoliea 
in the public interest itself with a view to maintaining our roads up to a proper 
standard. Qualified monopolies may certainly be given 10 that the road. 
may be kept up to an efficient standard and that will go a long way to help 
the interests of the railway as well. With these remarks I generally IUpport' 
the Resolution. 

The Bon'ble Sir logendra Singb.-In connection with the establishment 
of monopolies it is the .consi4ered opinion of the Punjab Government that 
we cannot accept monopolies as a general principle of policy but restriction 
of licenses may bring out semi-monopolies. Even now, the District llagistrate 
who issues the licenses gives protection in some casel with a view to improve 
the road and add to the resources of District Boards. Aa you have made it 
abundantly clear that the matter will be left to the Provinces, the matter will 
receive our best attention. . 

I do not, however, see how this is going to help the Railways. It has ve'r1 
often happened that when a road has been made, a motor service has been 
'immediately started and has taken up all the traffic .....•... ~ 

Chairman.-Thia Conference is not entirely in the interest of the Railwap. 
(Laughter.) . 

The Bon'bIe Sir logendra Singh.-I see I It is not fully realised that moat 
.of thetraflic taken up by motors is that traffic which waa carried by. bullock 
.carts and tongas. U the railways were to study the real problem which con
fronts the agriculturists, and be of help to the producer they can aecure real 
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good bnsineaa. If the RailwaY8 were to provide facilities for storing agri
.ultur~1 produce, I have no doubt they could hold a monopoly 80 far as goods 
traffic 18 concerned. What happens at present is that a man who has to sell his 
produce bring8 it to the market and sells it and the merchant who buys it, usee 
the. ~~eapest an~ the most convenient form oftransport. If the Railways gave 
facilities for stormg, agriculturist will be able to store his produce, raise the 
m?ney ~e needs and sell it when the market is favourable, and the railways 
will retam the monopoly of transport. I thought I might make this suggestion 
~or the consideration of the railways. Another suggestion that I might make 
J8 that u~lcss they can provide door to door service they cannot secure the 
~affic w~lCh at present goes to the motors. They may be able to invent some 
kind of Inter-changeable rim, which would permit a motor coach to be taken 
from the railroad to the road to make it available, for door to door sdvice. 
~hey may also introduce motors nsing heavy oil on branch lines, where there 
J8 not enough traffic to feed a regular service. So far as this Resolution is 
concerned we are opposed to any monopolies but so far as the improvement 
of rural roads is concerned by restricting traffic, it is already engaging the 
attention of the Punjab Government. 

Mr. Teulon.-Sir, so far as I am aware the Government of Burma has not 
had a opportunity to consider this resolution, but I understand that it is 
.pposed to the idea of establishing monopolies. 

Mr. H. A. Gubbay.-Sir, 'Biliar and Orissa do not support the Resolution 
as it stands. Experience shows that the proposals in the Resolution are not 
necessary as private capital shows no lack of enterprise. 

The Hon'ble Dr. Deshmukh.-Sir, the Government of the Central Pro
vinces is in sympathy with the object underlying the Resolution. It is our 
experience that motor services start plying for bite on new roads as soon 
&8 ever it becomes motorablc. Private enterprise in this respect is ample 
and we consider that monopolies are objectionable. For this reason we doubt 
if monopolies, even if they are granted, will be helpful in attaining the object 
desired. 

The Hon'ble Mr. A. 1. Laine.---Sir, in Assam we have hitherto in the 
interests of public safety introduced motor traffic regulations only in respect 
of certain hill roads on which we considered that unregulated traffic could not 
be permitted without endangering the public safety. We do agree, however, 
that motor transport generally should be subjected to far more control than 
it now is. We have hitherto refrained from taking active steps in this direction 
in our plains districts as we did not want to st.rangle what w~s in. Assa~ a 
new and struggling industry. But we do think ~hat the tune It;' rapidly 
approaching, if it has not already come, when ~e Will have t~ take mto con
sideration the question of extending more strmgent regulations throughout 
our districts. 

With regard to the suggestion contained in the latter. part of t~e draft 
Resolution it cannot be denied that the grant of monopolies or semi-mono
polies wouid encourage rural motor services. Many a small capitalist would 
be willing to risk his capital in the purchase of a few motor vehicles t.o ply on 
Il new road if he could be guaranteed a reasonable degree of protection from 
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competition for a' certain period. Aathings now are, in most areu the 
inom~nt an entetprising capitalist gets on to what looks like proving • 
remunerative field, others step in and in the long run they are ruined anA! 
the public interest eventually sufiers. Such monopolies or semi·monopolieil 
should, however, be given 'with the very greatest caution and after fun 
consideration of possible alternative methods of encouragement. 1 might 
point out that in Assam we have actually had for a number of years a 
modified monopoly scheme in operation on the main road connecting our 
provincial capital with the railway. Tenders were called for on a five years' 
basis and with a. stipulation that the ensuing agreement would be renewable 
for a further five' years under certain conditioll8. The contract Was 
evelltually given to the company that offered the best t·erms by tender .. 
This company has a more or less complete monoply of passenger traffic but 
only a modified monopoly in reapect of goods traffic. This system has, we 
consider, worked fairly satisfactorily in practice, but we must Admit that 
the system has proved unpopular with a good many members of our 
legislative Council, and we are not at all sure that when the question comes 
up again for a. renewal of this monopoly or semi-monopoly or a grant of simi
lar monoplies or semi-monopolies in other areas, we will carry the Legislative 
Council with us. 

Mr. 1. s. Thomson.-I have no remarks to offer. 

The Hon'bIe Mr. V. V. KaIikar.-Sir, if the idea underlying this Resolution 
is to drive off motor transport from profitable roads to unprofitable roads, 
the idea is not well-conceived. 

Chairman.-That is not the idea. 

The Hon'bIe Mr. V •. V. KaIikar.-But if the idea is to develop rural 
roads for motor transport, then I support that idea. I am not aware of the 
circumstances existing in other parts of the country, but 80 far as C. P. i, con
cerned I can say from personal experience that there is a programme of road 
development already under the considerat.ion of our Government. The roads 
are being developed as funds 'are available and wherever there are roads, 
motors are plying and they are helping agriculture and the rural population. 
So I do not believe, so far as my province is concerned, in giving monopolies 
to any proprietor of any concern. By giving monopolies perhap!l we shall 
discourage private enterprise and we shall throw out of employment 80 many 
persons who are engaged in the motor industry. 

The Hon'bIe Mr.' S. C. Ghosh MauIik.-Sir, the Resolution as it is drafted 
cannot meet with my approval. I am not much in favour of granting mono
polies either for a limited period or otherwise. It is a dangerous practice and 
often m!ly tend to the disadvantage of the public using this means of t~ns
port. Healthy competition well controlled should be allowed to contmue, 
as it fos:ers better facilities of service. At the same time I should like to 
Point out that facilities should be afforded to encourage the de.velopment of 

'. rural services if it can be done without the grant of monopolies. I would 
rather agree with the remarks made by the Hon'ble Minister from the Punjab 
wherein he .pointed out .that the licensing authorities may make 80me amo~t 

. of distinction at the time of granting the lieenaea. ADd the company 1Vhich 
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~an improve the road transport should be given preference to others not 80 

mter~sted. Even u~er these conditions enthusiastic concerns are not 
wantIng who would like to C()ffie forward to open up new routes . 

. Mr. HamUton.-'sir, I have only to remark that I am in favour of mono
polies to a much greater extent than the general opinion of this Conference 
would fav~ur, ~nd consequently I am in favour of granting monopolies as 
suggested In thiS Resolution. 

Mr. B. E. ~merod.-'sir, you gave me permission just now to bring up 
~n?ther ResolutIOn and I told you it is covered by Mr. Chinoy's speech. I find 
It IS not f.ully covered andl with your permission; I should like to bring it up. 
It has arisen out of the second Resolution where you suggested that No. 4 
was the proper place to bring it up, and that was in connection with vehicles 
likely t? ~e dri~en off the road from roads running parallel to the Railways or 
where It 18 deCided that it is necessary to restrict the number of vehicles in 
orde~ to prevent .undue competition with the Railwaya. In such cases we 
conSider that veHICles driven off the road as a result of restrictions contem
plated to assist the Railways should be accommodated as far as possible on 
other roa~s, monopolies or semi-monopolies being given if necessary for a, 
st~ted perIOd of time to encourage the opening up of new serviees which 
Without such encouragement would not be likelv to come into being; subject 
o! course to the vehicles to be accommodated being proved to be in a fit condi
tIOn. Alternatively to this sucrgestion Mr. Conran Smith suggested that 
provinces might arrange to open'" up new roads to accommodate such vehicles. 
This is a very good suggestion and the point we want to make is that the bus
owners should not have their method of living taken away from them without 
very serious steps being taken by provinces to accommodate them somewhere 
else. 

Chairman.-I think it is the general sense of the Conference that they 
prefer the Hon'ble :Mr. Singh Roy's amendment to the original Resolution. 
As I explained in my opening remarks, this matter is the primary con~ern of 
the Local Governments and all we intend to do here is to place the VIews of 
the Conference before them. I am quite certain that when they get the proceed
ings of this Conference, they will carefully examine the suggestions which h~ VI' 

been made by Mr. Ormerod on behalf of his Association. It is ~learly t?e VIew 
of the provincial representatives that the grant of monopolies reqUlres the 
most careful consideration and restriction. 

The Resolution as adopted by the Conference was as follows :-

. RESOLUTION NO.4. 

. "This Conference recommends that the present regulations regaroing 
public service and goods motor transport should be reviewed with the object 
.01 amending them so as to afford every ~courageme!lt to ~e development .ot 
rural services even to the extent in exceptional cases ollrauting 01 monopolies 

. lor limited periods." 

Chailman.-I will now pass Dn to Resoiution No.5. 



TAe Re,olution lor discussion tIHU 01 follow,:

RESOLUTION Ko. 6.' 
" This Conference considers that. in the interests 01 aU conceme4. • c0-

ordinated plan should be drawn up for the taxation 01 motor uanapori b, the 
yarious authorities concerned." 

Chairman.-I am sorry that in this case we are not able to place copies of 
my remarks in a printed form before you. They had to be revised with re
ference to certain facts in regard to provincial taxation which were subsequently 
brought to our notice. 

. The proposal for a co-oroinated plan of motor vehicle taxation is one tha' 
II of ten. put forward and makes a very strong appeal It is IOmetimes very 
loosely mterpreted to mean an all-India uniformity. Whilst no one, I think. 
would maintain that there should be rigid uniformity. it doea 100m that the 
degree of divergence that exists is eXce88ive. In this connection I would refer 
to some figures given in Appendices F, G and J of the Mitchell-Kirkne81 Report 
from which I will take a few instances. 

Excluding registration fees, six provinces levy a provincial tax, and, while 
for a four-seater car, this may vary from Re.25 to Re. 100 per annum ia 
different provinces, there are also three different methods of &88e88ment-by 
weight, by measurement and by seating capacity. 

But the differences in the taxes levied upon the common type of rural bl18 
are often more marked. To commence with, there are, excluding fees for 
registration and for driving licenses, six kinds of fees or taxes that may be 
imposed: inspection fees; owner's permit fees; provincial taxes; municipal 
taxes; district board taxes or fees; and car stand fees. A 3().cwt. ch&88is fitted 
,with a body to carry about 20 passengers, which is a very common type, it 
subject to a provincial tax in five provinces, which varies from Re. 50 to Re. 5()() 
per annum. In three of these provinces local taxes are also levied. while ia 
two provinces local taxes are levied, but not provincial taxes. These local 
taxes appear to vary from Re. 30 to P.s. 100 per annum with the exception of 
lIadras, where, within the limits of one presidency-, they appear to range 
between wide limits. If we take the total of provincial, local and mia
cellaneou8 taxes including tolls, the amount at which a bus of this nature will 
be assessed within a province varies between Re. 119 and Rs. 940 in all ~ 
except Madras, and in Madras may apparently be much greater. 

I would like to add that since the representatives of Madras have arrived 
m Simla, I have been informed that a recent and more detailed examination of 
the taxes paid on motor buses to District Boards now shows that these whicll 
are often based on the mileage ~.-!l. are not 10 high on the average as suggested 
by the figUres collected by Messrs. Mitchell and Kirkneaa which were the 
maxima. 
. This question was touched on by the J ayakar Committee who in para~ph 
81 of their report made the suggestion that within a province 1oe~1 f:Uatt01l 
might be consolidated into a provincial tax because taxation by distn~ ~ 
peouliarly harassing to vehicles with a wide range of movement. The .pomt .. 
one which deserves careful consideration. It cannot. I think. be clewed tha, 
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the fewer the number of fees and taxes compatible with fair assessment which 
go to make up the total sum collected in respect of any particular vehicle, 
whatever that total may be the better. Such divergencies in the taxation of 
motor transport a8 at present exist do appear to call for some adjustment, not 
only in the interests of all the taxing authorities whose revenues may be 
aff~cted, but also i~ ~he intere~ts of t~e healthy development of motor transport, 
whIch under conditIOns of highly dIvergent taxation may be seriously ham
pered. We await an expression of your views upon this matter, but the result 
of our .e~aminati?n suggests that, while absolute uniformity cannot be advo
cated, It 18 essential that there should be some co-ordination between the tax
ation that may be imposed by the different authorities and cons~uently some 
limit to the powers of these various authorities. 

Mr. E. C. Reid.~ir, I am of the opinion that in the interests of all con
cerned some plan should be drawn up whereby taxation of motor transport by 
the various authorities concerned should be co-ordinated. 

Mr. C. R. Sumner.-I do not wish to speak on this Resolution. 

Mr. B. E. Ormerod.-Sir, nearly two years ago at the Road Conference 
held in Simla in September 1931 my Association, in urging that every effort 
should be made to encourage the development of motor transportation stated 
that they felt, so long as the great diversity of taxation which exists to-day is 
permitted to continue, it can only act as a hindrance to such development. 

The recommendations for standardisation of taxation made by my 
Association are in connection with those taxes imposed by each Provincial 
Government, etc., and are governed by the desire to facilitate road transport 
of all kinds coupled with equity. The broad principles of which are the 
following:- . 

(1) That the existing Municipal and District Taxation should be replaced 
by compounded Provincial Taxation collected by the Registra
tion authorities. 

(2) That such provincial taxation shall be reciprocal in nature and on a 
standard basis in all provinces. 

(3) That all Tolls and Toll bars and obstructions on roads which affect 
motor vehicles should be abolished, with the qualifications that 
exceptions to this might be made in the case of 8Che~es: for 
construction of new bridges linking up through commurucatlons 
or new roads of a lasting nature built to a standard which did not 
exist before. 

(4) That the basis of taxation shall be the damage to roads of such a 
vehicl~ cum " Capacity to pay". 

(5) That all such revenues should be spent on roads. 
I will quote just two examples of exis~ing meth~ of taxation which 

operate unfairly on motor transport and ~hlch emphasIZe the need for the 
standardisation of taxation throughout IndIa. 

In the Madras Presidency where the toll system has been removed and a 
provincial tax substituted in its place, the provincial tax operates most 
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unfairly as it forces motorists visiting the Presidency even for a sojourn of a few 
hours to take out a registration for a minimum period of 3 months at a cost 
of ~s. ,2~ and in the majority of cases, visiting motorists are unaware that the 
reg18tratIon has to be taken out, in which case they are liable to be prosecuted, 
as happen~d recently with me. This is clearly a retrogade step because if 
other ProvInces copy Madras's example in this respect, motorists will be forced 
~ ~arry separate registration disc~ for every British province in India they 
VlBlt. as well as for the many Indian States. , 

While the Madras Presidency has cancelled the toll system on motor 
transport in favour of a provincial tax (the form of taxation, my Association 
advocates if'Iit is operated judiciously), the Bombay Presidency has recently 
seen fit to reintroduce the toll system throughout the Presidency. It is clear 
~hat both methods, although entirely different, result in frontier barriers being 
set up between provinces at a time when co-ordination and standardisation are 
being recommended. 

My Association therefore wholeheartedly support Government's Imggestion 
that a co-ordinated plan should be drawn up for the standardisation of tax

, ation of motor transport by the various authorities concerned, although they 
consider the resolution should be amended slightly to read as follow a :-

" This Conference considers that in the intert'sts of all concerned a ~ 
ordinated plan should be drawn up for the Btandardhation of 
taxation of motor transport in India with a view to providing 
the country with an equitable system of taxation BO arranged aa 
to prevent the introduction of measurell which will constitute 
frontier barriers, such as the present method of operating the 
Provincial tax in the Madras Presidency and the Bystem of collect
ing revenue from motor transport by means of tolls." 

While on this subject, Sir, may I take this opportunity of enquiring what 
Government is hoping to do regarding the standardisation of .Motor Vehicle 
Rules. 

For some years, complaints have been received from the motoring public 
by the Western India Automobile Association and other Automobile Ass0-
ciations regarding the inconvenience and apparent injustice caused to owners 
of motor vehicles by the varying taxation and regulations applied in the differ
ent provinces in India which have proved an obstacle to the free circulation of 
motor traffic throughout the country. While in addition numerous complaints 
exposing the hindrance to the development of the industry have been received 
by the Indian Roads and Transport Development Ayociation and Motor 
Manufacturers and Importers' Association from those firma interested in the 
manufacture and distribution of the automobile, caused by the varying rules 
and regulations imposed on motor vehicles, not only by the different, provinces 

'and their officials but more particularly by the' different District Boards and 
'Municipalities, which after an examination of the facts, and recognition of their 

, genuineness by these bodies, resulted in the Indian Roads and Transport Deve
lopment Association calling a special meeting in January 1929 at which the 
following repl'esentativesof various bodies intereatedin Motor TraDSpOrt ~ 



• officia~ of the,Bombay Government, recognising the importance of the subject. 
were kmd enough ,to attend. 

Secretary, Home Department, 

Under Secretary, Home Department, 

Chief Engineer, Roads and Buildings, 

Commissioner of Police, 

and Representatives of
Insurance Associations, 

Petroleum Companies, 

Tyre Companies, 

General Motors, 

Ford Motor Company, 

Concrete Association of India, and 

Representatives of the Indian Roads and Transport Development Asso
ciation. 

As a result of this meeting,' it was decided that a Committee should be 
formed to investigate the subject with a view to prepare a report to be tendered 
to Government. A Committee called the Motor Vehicle Rules Standardisa
tion Committee was consequently formed with representatives of the 

Indian Police, 

Indian Roads and Transport Development Association, 

Motor Manufacturers and Importers Association, 

Bombay Chamber of Commerce, 

Western India Automobile Association, 

Burmah Shell Oil Storage and Distributing Company, and 

A Barrister-at-Law. 

Their report was finally drawn up in the form of the proposedAll-lndi& 
Motor Vehicle Rules, copies of which were circulated to Government and 
officials, and later the subject was considered by the Road Conference in Sep
tember 1931 when in conjunction with members from all provinces model motor 
vehicle rules were drafted, using much of the material contained in our report 
as a basis. I would take .this opportunity of enquiring when Government 
propose to issue these model rules to Provincial Governments for adoption. 

Mr. Conran Smith-I think many of us will agree that some unified. 
system of taxation is desirable. In the report of Messrs. Mitchell and Kirkness 
reference has been made to the system prevailing in America where there is a 
fuel tax plus a registration fee, the latter being so regulated by' a formula as to 
remedy inequalities arising from the unified fuel tax. It should not be impossi
ble to devise some such method of taxation by the Provincial Governments 
eliminating altogether taxa,tion and licensing fee~ ~posed 'by local bodies. 
The allocation of funds would be made by the ProvmClal Governments to local 
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bodies as is now done in the case of the proceeda of the tax under the Motor ' 
Vehicles Taxation Act on such a basis as would meet the varying costs of main. 
tenance and construction in diiIerent districts. 

I may add also' that this system if adopted would obviate lOme of the 
difficulties which I foresee connected with the proposal for a Board of Com· 
munications ,which would possibly be resented by local bodies aa an infringe
ment of their rights. I presume also, I say this with lOme diffidence in view of 
the remarks of the Honourable the Finance Member about pinching from the 
Central Government's till, that such a system would involve the surrender to 
Local Governments of some portion of the proceeda of the petrol tax which noW' 
goes to centralrevenues .. I.am glad that you, Sir, in your speech have pointed 
out that the figures given in the Mitchell-Kirkness Report aa regards taxation 
in the Madras Presidency were erroneous not through any fault of either 
Mr. Mitchell or Mr. !Grkness but because the figures that were available at the 
time were inaccurate. I make this point now because the revised figurea which 
we have now got show that in Madras the total burden borne by a 17 -seater bus 
- I say 17 -seater because that is the average in the Madraa presidency - is 
Rs. 1,853 as against the figure of Rs. 2,366 given in the Mitchell-Kirknesa Report. 

Of that amount the Central Government gets Ra. 1,038, the balance goca 
to the Provincial Government. While I am on that subject, I should like to 8&1 
just a word in addition to what the Chairman has stated about taxation in 
Madras, and I would ask the representatives of the Indian Roads and Transport 
Development Association, if they will, to listen to what I 88.y because they 
have said some hard thing3 about taxation in Madras. The figures on which 
they worked I believe were originally taken from those supplied to a com. 
mittee which sat in Madras to consider this subject and thotle figures were 
erroneously based on a maximum. Calculation based 09 averagCII shoWi 
that a 17 -seater motor bus in Madras pays Ra. 37.4 a year in licence fees and the 
provincial tax at the present rate is Re. 375 so that I think the total burden 
comes to about Re. 750 a year as against a calculated figure of Re. 1,500 whi<;h 
is the figure adopted in the Report. I am sorry that Mr. Ormerod had had an 
unfortunate experience in Madras. I can only sugge8t to him that if he were 
travelling in the U. S. A. on the same conditioIl8 he would J*obably have 
suffered the same thing. I do not know whether it is his intention to convey 
the impression that the roads in Madras should be used on payment of nothing. 
If so, I suggest that he has no baslS for that assumption. With reference to the 
statement regarding barriers I may say that we are entering into reciprocal 
arrangements in Madras as far as we can with neighbouring administratioIlA. 
We are already in communication with Coorg on the BUbject. When 
Mr. Ormerod visits Madras again, I hope he will not suffer a repetition of those 
unfortunate experiences. With these few remarks I think I can BUpport 
the Resolution. 

Mr. Bowers.-While doubting whether it would be possible to produce 
a co-ordinated pIan of taxation of road vehicles which would enable one tax to 
take the place of various taxes imposed on those vehicles, and more especially 
on motor vehicles by Provincial Governments and local bodies, the Bombay 
Government consider that every avenue which might lead to the introduction 
of such a tax should be thoroughly explored. They would welcome a consoli. 
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dated system of tax which would enable them to abolish toIls on provincial 
and local board roads throughout the Bombay Presidency which recently owm, 
to the financial condition of the presidency have been reimposed on such of th. 
roads from which tollll were removed in 1923-25. They are therefore of the 
opinion that though the basis of taxation may be the same throughout India. 
the rates of taxation need not necessarily be the same in all provinces. They 
are further of the opinion that any system of taxation devised must provide 
acope for the expansion of revenue. Further. in order to meet the objection 
that if the rates of taxation in various provinces are not the same tariff bounda
ries may be introduced, they consider that provinces should negotiate among 
themselves with a view to the formation of a scheme by which vehicles which 
have paid the tax imposed in one province may be exempt for a certain period 
from the payment of the tax in another province. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Bijoy Prosad Singh Roy.-Bengal has alreadyachiev
ed what is suggested in this Resolution. Ours is a provincial tax and the power 
of local bodies has been superseded by an Act which was passed just two yean 
ago. So we are not interested one way or other in the passing of this reso
lution. But I would just point out that it is not possible to have the same 
.tandard of taxation throughout India because the road facilities are not the 
laDle every where. For instance, the road facilities in Mwas and the road 
facilities in Assam are not the same. So the taxation must vary according 
to the facilities offered to the motor transport. Moreover, I do not think I 
can agree to give up all rights of imposing tollll under special circumstances on 
particular roads, if necessary, though at present there is no such arrangement 
in Bengal. It may be necessary for instance for the Government of Bengal or 
for any local body to impose a toll for the maintenance of bridges or some of the 
hill roads, and I would be very reluctant to agree to surrender that power. 

The Hon'bla Nawab Sir Mohammad YIlSUf.-Sir, the important worda 
in this Resolution seem to be " a co-ordinated plan". If by that is meant that 
there should be a uniform basis on which each province should resort to taxa
tion and the processes should more or less be the same, we would certainly agree 
to what is embodied in this wording. But the conditions in each province 
naturally vary. I may say, so far as my province is concerned, that I am per
fectly willing to accept the position that this should take the form of provincial 
taxation and that local bodies should in cases where they have resorted to tax
ation should be stopped from taxing motor transport and whatever income is 
derived from provincial taxation may be given to the local bodies. That pro
position we are entirely at one with. But obviously if it is meant also that 
there should be a standardisation of rates of tax that is impossible. Conditions 
vastly vary in different provinces; that depends upon the length and condi
tion of roads, upon the development of motor transport service, and various 
other considerations. Therefore, as has been pointed out by the representative 
from Bombay, the taxation cannot possibly be the same in every province and 
there can be no uniformity there though we may find some common basis as far 
as possible. As has been pointed out by th~ Minister from Be~gal, ~robably 
our province also would be very reluctant to gIve up .the power of unposmg tol}a. 
In exceptional cases we may feel that tolls may be unposed by the local bodies 
and they may be allowed to derive a certain amount of income with a view 
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tQ.mamtaincertain.bridges, specia1lyinhill areas. On the whole, while I am ill 
egreement that some uniformity may be attained in the direction I have already 
pOinted out, I must make those reservations to which I have referred, and with 
.those reservatio~ I am generally not opposed to this ~Iution. . 
. The Bon'~le Sir .Jogendra Singh.-The Hon'ble the Finance Member 
rightly dwelt on the identity of provincial and centralmterests. There can be 
no question that 80 far as the central and provincial revenues are concerned 
they are paid by the people who live in the provinces and the tax burden what
ever form it may take falls on them. He gave us a new definition of .. waste
Julness ". According to him anything that affects the revenues of the railways 
is wasteful; at least that is how I understood him when he spoke on this IUb. 
ject. The taxation problem at present is greatly complicated by money having 
lost its identity. It is difficult to determine what a particular income is and to 
apply any uniform canons of taxation. So far &I the present resolution is con
cerned I am quite prepared to admit that there is a case for co-ordinating 
various forms of taxation of motor vehicles, 10 that the total amount of taxation 
is not 80 heavy as to restrict development. The scheme of co-ordination will 
have to start by abolishing various sub.heads of local taxation, by levying the 
maximum reasonable amount of central and local taxation and distributing a 
certain portion of the latter to the local bodies &I compensation for restricting 
.their right to collect monies in the shape of license fees, lorry ltands, wheel taxes, 
etc. I am indebted to l\fr. Puckle, our Financial Secretary, for compiling a 
very interesting note which I take the liberty to read. 
. "1. Let me first explain what taxation amounts to in the province and for 
this purpose I will take the Ii ton bus al a typical commercial vehicle and 
assume that the figures given in Appendix J of the report are lubstantially 
correct .. The bus is assumed to do a yearly mileage of 15,000 miles, and on 
this basis the total expenditure for a year'. running, including an allowance 
for depreciation and interest on capital,is in'the neighbourhood of Re. 5,000 
which works out to something round about Re. 0-5-0 per vehicle mile. The 
yearly expenses are divided roughly as follows ;-

Cost of running including depreciation, interest and 
wages .. Ra. 4,000=81 % 

Taxes olall kinds .. Rs. 950= 19% 

The taxes may be further sub.divided &I follows ;-

(a) Petrol tax Rs. 550 
(b) Customs duties on vehicle and acce880ries Rs.250 
(e) Provincial and local taxation fees, etc. Rs. 150. 

2. Before going further, let us see how this compares with the position on 
the Railways. (Diagram opposite page 46 and Appendix K.) The division of., 
the Railway expenditure budget is &I follows :-

(a) Contribution to general revenues either direct or 
in the form of Customs duties .. .. 5'890/0 

(b) Expenses directly chargeable to the co!l8truction and 
. maintenance of tlack .. .. .. 27'57% 

(e) General working expenses 66·60/0 
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The points to be noted ar~, first~y, that motor transport contributes 19 per 
cent. to general revenues, while. Rallways contribute only 6 per cent. On the 
other hand, motor transport has no charge to meet in respect of track, while Rail
way tr~ck-cha~ges form over a 9uarter of the total expenditure. The claim of 
the ~allways IS, ~roa.dly speaklng, that as the track of motor transport is 
prOVided and mamtamed from general revenues, the contribution of motor 
transport to general revenues should correspond roughly to the contribution 
made by Railways pluB expenditure definitely attnoutable to track. It may be 
observed that .the. Report of the Conference on Rail and Road Transport in 
England-ordinanly known as the Salter Report--comes broadly speaking to 
the same conclusion. . 

3. The Salter Report proposes to charge motor transport with the total 
cost of maintenance, improvement and construction of highways and bridges. 
Before arriving at this conclusion, they considered two pointa (i) " Community 
Use" and (ii) " Legacy from the Past". The" Community Use" of the roads 
embraces the uses to which roads are put by those who make no payment except 
through rates and general taxes. Such users are the State itself, generally for 
military purposes, public utility undertakings, such as telegraphs, telephones, 
drainage and electricity, and other forms of transport. The phrase " Legacy 
from the Past ". is used to show that present road users enjoy the use of a road 
system existing before the motor era. and also the benefita of large capital ex
penditure on the work of transformation during motor era. The Salter Report. 
considered .that " Community Use" and the " Legacy from the Past" cancel 
each other, and therefore reached the conclusion that all future road expendi
ture was rightly chargeable to motor transport, which in effect had come to 
monopolise the road system of the country. These principles are applicable 
to India, but theii application cannot be quite the same. Motor transport in 
India does not monopolise the roads. The State uses them extensively for the 
movement of troops, especially in the Punjab, and they are used by publiQ 
utility undertakings; but the most important way in which India differs from 
England is that at least three-quarters, and probably more, of the traffic on the 
roads is not !p.otor traffic: It is not, therefore, fair in India to demand that 
motor transport should pay for its track as if, like the Railways, it had the ex~ 
elusive use of it. The contribution, therefore, taken from motor transport to 
general revenues must be considerably less than the 33-1/~rd per cent., which 
represents contribution of the Railways and the cost of thell tracks. 

4. I will now try to give some idea of what moto~ indus.try in the Punjab 
does pay in the form of taxation. The~e were reglStered lD December 1932, 
the following motor vehicles in the provmce :~ 

Private cars and taxis 

Buses and lorries 

5,100 

4,500 

Assuming that the former average 6,~OO ~es a year and the latter 15!OOO, 
with an all round cost of Re. O-fj-O per vehicle mile, the total a nnua! expenditure 
of the motor transport indus~ of the. provinc~ comes in roun d figure to ~. 300 
lakhs. Adopting the figures m the Mltchell-Kirkness Report as approXlmately 
1136Dn; 8 



tlflh'ectt.- we get thQ following results :~ 

-~or ih~ tOtal amount of taxation paid 'by motor vehiclea in f"lle Punjab. 
·5,100 private cars paying Ra. 380 in Customa 

duties and petrol tax and Ra. 73 aa pro-
vincial tax • . • . . . .• . R.. 23 J&kha • 

. • ,000 public vehicles, paying R.. 800 in Customa 
duties and petrol tax and Rs. 120 in 
provincial taxation R.. 41lakhs. 

Total contribution to general revenues from the 
Punjab mowr transport industry Rs. Mlakha. 

or 21 per cent-. of the total expenditure • 
. Taking into consideration the various points, which I have mentioned al

ready, this contribution seems to me to be in no way inadequate. I should note 
that the actual contribution probably is in practice considerably less, since the 
figures a8Sum~ that every registered vehicle rune throughout the year, whereas 
.our own taxation returns make it obvious that this is not 80. The figures, 
llOwever, seem sufficiently accurate for the purpose of illustration. 
. 5. Having reached the conclusion that the total amount of taxation paid 

lor the motor transport industry is not inadequate, we have now to consider the 
Iilanner in which this taxation is distributed. Taking again aa an illustration A 
Il toO bus, which pays in all Rs. 950, the sum is distributed aa folloW! :-

(i) '1'6 the Central Government aa Custom duties 26 per cent • 
. (it.) To the Central Government as a share of the petrol tax 46 per cent. 
(iit.) To the Provincial Government as share of the petrol tax 12 per oent. 
(tv) To the Provincial Government aa provincial taxation.. lIS pef cent. 

I.t., the authority which produces the entirl! funds for eonattttction and upkeep 
t:J. the roads, only receives 28 per cent. of the total a1hOlUlt of taxation frou1 
biotol vehicleli. 

. 6. Paragraph 66 ot the Mitchell-lili1mese Repon considen the elementl 

.. Mch sh01lld go to make up the quantum of motor taxation. theae are:-
'1) • oontnoutioD to general revenuea ; 
(2) • eontributiori. for" availability" ; 
(3) II contribution for improvements and the sttengtheDiJ1g of ~ ; ud. 
(4) a contribution in respect of current wear and tear. 

Taking first the contribution in re!JM!ct of improvements and the contnou
tion in respect of weal and tear, the provincial bill for roada over the lad eight 
years is divided in the ratio of two parts maintenance and one part construction 
and improvement.s. We- may take it, I think, that the proportion of motor 
taxation 888igne4 to thes:e. two eleDlenta should be in the propod:on of two to 
one. "Availability" is a difficult term to define. I suppose it may be taken 
to embrace the fact that Joada exist; that a vehicle can go anywhere on these 
roada ; that the roads are mile-posted and signposted; that traffic police mat. 
and that generally the State assumes lOme responBloilityfortheproperadmini&
tiation of transport. The justification for the contn"butiDn to general revenuee 
is purely financial. I believe it to be a fact that apart from periodical raids GO 
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the Road Fund, the English Exchequer derives no benefit from motor taxatioa. 
To come to the division of the .um total of motor taxation between these four. 
elements, I think the Central Government is entitled, besides a conribution to 
gene~al .revenues, to s()~e co~tril)utioq. on ac<:ount of "availability". The 
ProVIDcml Government 18 entItled to the larger part of the contribution on 
account of .. availability" and to the whole of the contribution on account of 
improvements and strengthening and of current wear and tear. General Cus
toms duties seem to amount to some 2ft per ceRt. of the total taxation bill, and 
we would be treating the Central Government generously if we allowed that the 
total proceeds of general customs on motor calS and their accessories were 
legitimately retainable by the Central Government on account of the contri
bution to general revenues and some share ofthe" availability" element. On 
every account the remainder of the proceeds comprising the proceeds of the 
petrol duty and of provincial taxation should go to the provinces. This means 
to say that taking the figure of 64 lakhs as representing the total proceeds of 
motor taxation industry in the Punjab, the Central Government would take 16 
lakhs and Provincial Government 48 lakhs. 

7. It is perhaps worthwhile to examine now whether this figure of 48lakhs 
bears any reasona.ble resemblance to the share of road expenditure which can 
reasonably be debited to motor transport. The Provincial expenditure for the 
years 1926-27 to 1933-34 will be Rs. 140 lakhs on construction and Re. 368 lakhs 
on repairs. This gives an average of 18 lakhs and 46lakhs respectively a year. 
The road repair bill in 1921. was 24 lakhs. The increase, therefore, has been 22 
lakhs. Making allowances for the increased cost of maintenance to-day com
pared with 1921, we may perhaps assign ten lakhs of this increase to motor 
transport. I put this as item 1, which should be met from motor taxation. 
The remaining items will be a share of future construction and of future extra 
maintenance. The road programme for the province is given on pages 59 to 
62 of the Punjab Section of the Report. It is suggested that we spend during 
ten years 162 lakhs on arterial roads and 238 lakhs on Class II and III roads. 
The extra cost of maintenance will be 9lakhs for arterial roads and 16lakhs for 
Class II and III roads. I would debit motor transport with the whole of the 
cost of new arterial roads and improvements to them, sinoe I believe tha. if w~ 
still relied on tongas and bullock carts, we should not contemplate t~is develop
ment. That gives an annual oharge of 161akhs. I would also debIt to mota. 
transport some share, say one-third, of the cost of developing Class II and ill 
roads. That comes to 80 lakhs spread over ten years, i.e., an annual charge of 
8lakhs. As far as maintenance goes, I think it will b~ fair to debit .motor trans
port with half the additional maintenance for arterIal roads, which comes to 
4·5lakhs and one-third of the maintenance of Class n and In roads say 5lakha. 
This give: a total of 43·5 lakhs of road ~~enditure chargeable to m~tor tran& 
port. I have taken 48 lakhs as a provIDClal share of motor ~atIon. 43'5 
lakhs provides for the elements of improv.ements and strength~g and current 
wear and tear, the remaining 4·5 lakhs will represent the proVIDClal share o! the 
element of "availability". 

8. As I have already explained, I make no claim that t~e figures actually 
used in this note are oorrect. They have been got together ID a hurry. They 
are probably as correct as fi~es in the Mitchell-Kirknesa Report, which as a 
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IIl&t~er of fact fO:fDl the basil of many of my calculations. In any case,l think 
they are sufficient to illustrate the general principles which I want to bring out." 

'TM ConJert,," adjoume4 tiU 2-30 ,.m. 

Chalrman.-Sir Jogendra Singh will now. contin~e hil remarks. 

The Hon'ble Sir logendra Singh,-Sir, I propose not to give any further 
details.but to hand over the note I was reading to the reporte1'8 so that it may 
form part of the proceedings. I will content myself by summarising the con
clusions which the Punjab Government has reached. The conclusions of the 
Punjab Government may be summarised as follows :-(1) The present total 
taxation paid by ~he motor transport is sufficiently high to represent the indua
try's contribution to general revenues and to the construction and maintenance 
of th,e roads; (2) The actual distribution of the total of tuation is unfair to 
the provinces; (3) In round figures the Central Government at present take. 
75 per cent. and leaves 25 per cent. to the provinces. A just distribution would 
exactly reverse this ratio.. I may add that I realise perfectly well that at the 
moment such a redistribution is impossible and only a dream. but I think it it & 

dream which in our working hours we should try to remember. 
One word more and I hat-e. done. Whether it is a taxation which comel 

through the Railways or a direct taxation, unless the prices of agricultural 
produce 'are stabilised and improved, and some waya found to liquidate 
the agricultural debt, both the provinces and the Central Government have & 

<Wfi:cult time before them. 
Mr. H. A. Gubbay.-Sir, Bihar arid Orissa abolished aU taxation of motor 

vehicles by local bodies ~nd substituted a provincial motor tax in 1930. Uni
form rates and methods of taxation are not feasible aa conditions differ in the 
diffeJ'ent 'provinces .. ' The view is that uniformiiy is only practicable as regarda 
the general prjnciple of motor taxation which should be that there should be 
only one taxing authority in each province, namely, the Loeal Government. 

The Hon'bJe Dr. Deshmukh.-Sir. the CentnJ Provinces Government it 
prepared, to. agree to a oo-ordinated plau of taxation, if luch & plan can be 
evolved. But each province will have to Jegislate for itself and agreement 
must depend on the necessary legislation being passed. \V e consider our 
own method of,taxation by weight and carrying capacity auitable. 

:The Hon'ble Mr. A. 1. Laine.-Sir, though we agree that there is scope 
for more uniformity and for a closer co-ordination between province and pro
vince in respect of the principles of taxation and of rates, we do not think that 
a 'case has been made out for a complete standardisation' of rates throughout 
India. As has been just pointed out, conditions' vary from province to pro
vince ; the facilities and amenities provided for' motor traffic are greater in 
sQme provinces than in others. And these differences do, we believe, justify 
8 certcUn latitude of treatment, at any rate 80 far as rates are Concerned. But, 
so far as taxation within the province is concerned, we agree that a co-ordinated 
FIan should be Jrawn up and the:t the rate of taxatio.n 8~oul~ ~ uniform 
'Within and throughout each. prOVInce. Our present VIew IS 8UDllar to the 
.view taken by Bihar and Orissa and that is that the Local Government, and 
the Local Government alone, should have the power of taxation, compen-
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sating local bodies if necessary by grants-in-aid which could be regulated 
according to some formula, for instance, according to the mileage of motorable 
roads maintained by local bodies. 

~. 1. S. Thomson.-Sir, the North-West Frontier Province agree with 
the vIew taken by the last speakers, namely, that there should be one taxing 
authority in the province and that the Provincial Government. If there is 
any difficulty felt by motor transport in passing from one province to another, 
I do not think it should be entirely impossible to overcome that by agreement 
between individual neighbouring provinces. 

The Hon'ble Mr. V. V. Kalikar.-Sir, 'we, members of the Road Com
mittee, really desire that there should be uniformity of taxation in all the pro
vinces but we agree that conditions differ in various provinces and therefore 
it is difficult for them to come to any uniformity in the matter of taxation. 
The matter really should be left to the Local Government and the local legis
lature. So the Local Government will better decide the way of taxation and 
they will be in a better position to influence their Council to agree to their 
proposal of taxation. 

The Hon'ble Mr. S. C. Ghosh Maulik.-I entirely agree with the remarks 
made by the Hon'ble Minister from Bengal. 

The Hon'ble Sir George Schuster.-Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, the 
speakers in this discussion have dealt really with two quite different subjects, 
or perhaps I. might say that all the speakers except Sir Jogendra Singh 
have dealt with one aspect of the matter and Sir Jogendra Singh has dealt 
with another. The two aspects are these. The first aspect I would describe 
as the question of the desirability for some uniformity in the system of taxa-

• tion and the second subject raised by Sir Jogendra Singh is the need for a 
scientific plan of motor taxation and a suggestion as to what that plan should 
be-a plan designed to provide both a proper adjustment of the burden of 
taxation and a proper distribution of the proceeds. The first subject, the 
less ambitious subject, was really intended to be the subject of this Resolution, 
but we always recognised that that was a comparatively narrow question 
and that there would be a great temptation to stray from that narrow and 
rather unattractive path into the more interesting and I think more difficult 
field through which Sir Jogendra Singh took us. I myself was just registering 
a mental note that I would congratulate the speakers in this debate on resist
ing that temptation when Sir Jogendra Singh got up and made my congratu
lations at least so far he was concerned rather inappropriate. But I must 
say that I should like to conO'ratulate the othcr speakers who have stuck to 
the llarrow subject, and, if I ~ay say so, dealt with it in a most interesting 
and helpful way. I hardly think that it will be appropriate for me to enter 
now into a discussion of the scientific question of the proper system of taxa
tion of motor transport and motor business altogether. But I can say, I 
think, on behalf of my colleagues that if the provincial Government represent
atives want to discuss that matter then in the later discussions when we get 
down to rather closer quarters, g~t down to greater detail, that subject ~ght 
be dealt with. I would only like to make just one or two general observatIOns 
on it. 
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I should like to say in the first place that Mr. Conran Smith need have 
felt no diffidence in.alluding to the question or have thought that I should 
accuse him of the intention of .. robbing the till .. of the Central Government. 
1 should be taking, an attitude quite inconsistent with that which I sought to 
impress upon this Conference this morning if I were to react in that sort of way 
to what he said. The whole point of my remarks this morning was that the 
Central and Provincial Governments really had together a common task-the 
task of providing certain services necessary in the public interest. In order 
to enable them to perform those services a certain distribution of the heads 
of revenue has been made. But if the Central Government has greater re
sources than are necessary for the performance. the adequate performance. 
of its own tasks. and'if the Provincial Governments have inadequate resources 
for the proper performance of theirs, then obviously it is right in the public 
interests that the two authorities should get ~gether and consider the position. 
If the matter is approached in that way from the point of view of the public 
interest, I certainly do not regard that as a mere attempt to rob the till of the 
Central Government. In using those words I was really putting up the ima
ginary attitude of those who thought that all they had to do was to get as much 
money as they could for their own budgets and that if they left the Central 
Government in a weak position that was nothing to do with them. I am sure 
that Mr. Conran Smith did not take that view of the position. 

'Now, I think it can quite fairly be argued that there ought ~ be some 
sort of balance between the revenue which is raised from taxes on motor in
dustry and motor transport' generally and the expenditure which is necessary 
in order to keep up the roads. But I should like to enter a caveat there. We 
could not accept the interpretation of the position that it is not legitimate 
to take from the motor industry any more than is necessary for the upkeep 
of roads. It is quite legitimate we think that motor industry, the ulle or 
motors, particularly having regard to the fact-'-8nd I say this with fear and 
trembling ~eeing Mr. Ormerod sitting very close to me-that there is a 
certain element of luxury in the use of motors in this country or any 
country, should contribute to general revenues, and even if the whole use 
of motors was for industrial purposes, it would even then be legitimate 
that that form of industry should pay some contribution to the general 
revenues just as every industry pays in order to help to pay for the services 
which the public authorities perform-the services of maintaining an orderly 
administration and providing a fair field 'Cor the development of the industry. 
So we could not-and I hope nobody would want to argue otherwise
accept the position that every penny which is raised from motor trans
port directly or indirectly ought to go to the upkeep of roads. That would 
be just as unreasonable as to suggest that, let us say, every penny that is raised 
from excise duties should be applied for research work for improving the quality 
of beer and Spirits. But we are not anywhere very near that position yet, 
for Tthirik it is doubtful, in spite of what has been said, whether the motor 
indu.strydoes contribute in taxes at 'present anything like as much as is re
Cjuired for the upkeep of roads and all the'incidental expenses which are in· 
curred bi public'authoritiesin connection'with roads. 'Then. I come to'the 
question as !o whether the Central Governnient ought to allocate part of the 
prOceeds of taxes on inotoring, particularly of the petrol duties, to the Provin-



'. eial Governf:X1en~s so as to help them in their task of keeping .up the' roads., Sir 
. Jogendra 8mgh s figures I ha,:e not yet had time to check; I assume they W~e 
correct. I k?ow that the PunJab. Government is always very accura.te in.t.hAi8e 
matter~. HIS figures were ve~ Impressive and the broad picture :whjcll .ae 
has pamted we must all recogruse as correct. It is undoubtedly a fact .that 
the Centra! Government does ~ow get from the taxation which is imposed on 
th.e m?tor mdustry a very .consIderable share. If we were considering a redia
tnbutwn of revenues and if the Central Government were put in a position of 
having ,money to spare, then I think a very strong case, at least a very strong 
theoretIcal case, could be made out for the proposal that BOme share of the 
duties on petrol should be allocated to Provincial Governments. But I must 
remind you again of the plan of federal finance which now holds the field. 'I 
must remind you of what I said this morning that according to that plan .the 
Federal Government ,in the future is expected to hand over a very large pro
portion of the income-tax to Provincial Governments. Well, I think it is 
quite certain .that the Federal Government will not be in a position in the near 
future to go as far as this and the question then is would it be better that there 
should be an allocation from the import and excise duties on petrol in prefer
ence to an allocation of income-tax. I do not know whether we are going to 
have an opportunity of discussing that question later on, but undoubtedly it is 
a question of very great importance and we, representing the Government of 
India, would be very glad to have the views of the representatives of Provincial 
Governments and the other organisations represented here on that question. 
It is a question the discussion of which must be limited by hard facts. There 
is a certain amount of revenue and nothing that we can do in the way of dis
.cussion here will increase the amount of that revenue. But undoubtedly it is a 
subjectr--a very interesting subject-for discussion, whether the particular 
proposals for handing over income-tax are in all the circumstances the most 
appropriate proposals. I think that represent" •• a that I need say at present. 
I think. Mr. Chairman, there may be opportunities for discussion of the ques
tion in the future. I should only like to say in conclusion that although we 
did not intend this particular question to be raised on this particular R~solution 
it is a very important question and I certainly, as responsible for the financial 
side, do not at all regret the fact that it has been raised. I certainly do not 
want to run away from this question. It may be regarded as embarrassing 
to the Central Government, but I do not look at the matter in that way. I 
take the line that our position and that of the Provinces in this matter is iden
tical. We are not on different sides of the table; we are both on the same side 
of the table-both having to provide for the service~ which are nece~rv ~n 
the public interest; and if you look at the matter m that way and lace It 
squarely and frankly I am quite certain that.t~e representatives of the Pro
vincial Governments, if we put to them the posl~lOn of th~ C:e~~ral Government, 
will certainly take the view that so far a~ our mam respon~IbIlitIes are con?erned, 
the responsibility for meeting the servIce on ~h~ public debt of India. and 
for maintaining adequately the defence of India, there would be no two differ
ent.opiniQns on that. They would.all say the Central. Government must have 
enough money adequately to meet those two obligations and ,it is only after 
those ~avebe~n met that the position can .be,discU8S~ as,to how any surplus 
~~ve~m~ ·shQul~.l>e oIl>llocated. :'Iherefore J do feel qwte confident there need 
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. be no con1lict about this matter, and if it is desired to diacuu this question of 
the allocation of petrol duties, we on our side would certainly have no hesitation 
in entering into a full and frank diacUSBion of that subject and in communicating 

. any views expressed by this Conference to the higher authorities which are 
'now considering the constitutional proposals. 

Mr. OrmerocL-I would like to say in reply to Mr. Conran Smith'. qU88-
tion .. Do you think you should be allowed to use roads in the Madras Presi
dency without paying for them .. that my answer is .. I do not I particularly 
in this Presidency where they maintain very good roads to. I have however 
subscribed something to Madras as I had to purchase sufficient petrol to pay 
them Rs. 25 in the form of the two annas tax on petrol, without taking into 
. account the Re. 100 paid to the Central Government in the form of eight annas 
tax on petrol. I was unaware of the provincial tax affecting visiting motor
ist. until I was accosted by a policeman who spoke to me in Tamil which 
I did not understand; later I was accosted by another policeman who explained 
to me the position, although he could not produce the authority under which 
I was asked to pay. 

I then went to the nearest D. S. P., but I was unable to take out the neces
sary registration because Saturday was a holiday and Sunday waa also a holi
day. On Monday I took out the registration and paid my Rs. 25. Two weeb 
after leaving the Presidency however I was summoned to pay the amount in 
question. 

In the circumstances I think we are entitled to eay that we feel that some 
method of taxation should be devised which does not put visiting motorist. 
to such extreme inconvenience as I have described. 

Mr. Conran Smith.-May I say that the case of Mr. Ormerod was excep-
tional. (laughter). . 

, Mr. Bamilton.-I should very much like to reinforce that point. I am 
optimistic enough to hope that a co-ordinated plan of taxation will be intro
duced, and adherence to that co-ordinated plan should carry separate exemp
tion from taxation for stated periods of any motor vehicle going from one 
province to another. 

Chairman.-Gentlemen, I think I am right in saying that there is general 
agreement' in regard to the acceptance of this resolution. There may be a 
co-ordinated plan which would apply to all provinces, they may be willing to 
adopt that on further examination, but there can be no question whatever of 
standardisation of taxation throughout India in view of the different circum
stances of the various provinces. I hope I have expressed the provincial 
representatives' point of view correctly. 

Some Provincial RePreseIltatives.-Y es. 

Chairman.-With reference to what Mr. Ormerod has said, I muat leave 
it to him to fight out his little dispute with the authorities in Madraa. I take 
it .t:hat itis the view ofthe representatives ofthe provincea that they are not 
prepared,~ven if they. have this co-ordinated plan of taxation-they are not 
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pr?par~, quite naturally-to Burrender their right to impose tolls where they 
think Cll'cumstances render Buch a course desirable. IB that also your view ! 

Some Representatives o! the Provinces.-Yea. 

. Cbairman.-I ihink the acceptance of the principle of this Resolution 
marks a very great advance, and as Sir George Schuster has said discU88ion 
on it has been of the utmost value. ' 

Th~re is just one point· I should like to refer to before I pass on to the next 
Resolution. Mr. Ormerod asked a very definite question about the Model 
Motor Vehicle Rules, and I should like to explain the position. 

The position regarding the Model Motor Vehicle Rules is this. Section 11 
ofthe Indian Motor Vehicles Act, 1914, empowers Local Governments to make 
rules for the control of motor vehicles, and all Local Governments have rules 
framed under the Act accordingly. It was suggested by the Jayakar Com
mittee that some standardisation of the rules might be desirable. The Road 
Conference of 1930 decided that the matter might be looked into. Accordingly, 
as stated by Mr. Ormerod, certain draft Model Motor Vehicle Rules were laid 
before a Committee of Road Conference of 1931 for consideration. That Com
mittee discussed the draft rules and proposed certain amendments. A draft 
of Model Motor Vehicle Rules in accordance with the recommendations of the 
-Committee was prepared and circulated to members of the Committee for 
criticism. Their criticisms having been received, a complete draft has been 
prepared and is now to be submitted to the Legislative Department of the 
Government of India for advice. In the meantime certain Local Governments 
have, of course, revised their existing rules, and it seems possible that as a 
result of the deliberations of this Conference, certain rules may have to be 
amended. It is also not clear whether the Indian Motor Vehicles Act fully 
ilmpowers Local Governments to make certain rules which may be found to be 
desirable. In the circumstances the draft will be re-examined as soon as 
possible after this Conference and will then be ilubmitted to the Legislative 
Department for advice. If the Legislative Department advises that certain 
of the rules cannot be made without the amendment of the Act that will have 
to be taken into consideration. 

I should like to make it perfectly clear that the Act empowers Local Gov
ernments to make rules and that the Government of India cannot make rules. 
The most that we can do is to circulate the eventual draft, on which we decide, 
of the model rules to Local Governments for their acceptance either wholly or 
in part or not at all as they may think fit. I should like to make it perfectly 
clear that this is a matter for the Local Governments and though we hope they 
will adopt the model rules that we send out to them it is entirely within their 
discretion to do so or not as they think fit. I am afraid the progress we have 
made is not quite as much as Mr. Ormerod would have desired, b~t I can assure 
him that, as soon as this Conference is oYer, we shall push on With the matter 
with the utmost speed. I am sure he recognises that Mr. ~tchell has been 
busily engaged during the last year and has not had as much tlDle as he could 
have wished to devote to this matter. ' 

I. ' Mr; Ormeroc1.-Thank you very much. i think we appreciate that. 
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The Resolution. as'ddopteil by the Confem&C6 tf)tJ8.G.I fob • • _ 

RESOLUTION .Bo. 5. 

" This Conference considers .that, in the interest. 01 all concerned. A c0-
ordinated plan should be c1rawn up tor the taxation 01 motor uan.PGri bJ .u-... 
various authorities concerned." . 

Chairman.-We pass on to resolution NQ. 6. 

The Resolution fM discussion was as follows :'

RESOLUTION No.6 • 

.. This Conference considers that the present roacl development account 
should be· continued at least for the duration of the present constitution, but 
that the class of development to which it should be applied should be recon-
sidered." . 

Chairman.-You will see that we have made two alteratioD1l in the terma 
of this resolution, which now reads as follows:-

"This Conference considers that the present road development account 
should be continued at least for the duration of the present constitution, but 
that the class of development to which it should be applied should be reconsi
dered." 

The first alteration is to the effect that the present road development 
account should be continued at least during the present constitution. Upon 
this point I think I can say quite definitely that the Government of India 
have no intention of proposing the termination of either the levy of the 
surcharge for road development or its applica~ion to roads, but you will have 
observed that the White Paper draws a distinction between excise duties and 
import duties and, as you are aware, the tax on petrol consists of one or the 
other according to the origin of the petrol. If Burma does not come into the 
federation, then the sums provided by way of excise on Burma petrol will in 
future fall under the head of imports. I mention these points to explain why 
in this resolution we have been !!omewhat guarded and ha,"e had perforce to 
make reference to the thange of the constitution, because, quite frankly, we 
have not had time to examine the full effect of the plan outlined in the White 
Paper, or to say exactly how under the neW c!)nstitution effect could be given 
to our desire to continue the present arrangement. We are, however, fully 
alive to the fact that schemes of road development cannot be satisfactorily 
worked out until there is some assurance of revenue resources over a reasonable 
period of years, and you may rest assured th~t this matter is having our atten
tion. 

The second part ·of the change which we have made in this resolution 
is intended to throw open for discussion by you the whole question of the u.se 
to which this' money should be applied. During the recent years of financial 
stringency we have had as a special case to agree that in certain cases provincial 
shares in this account might be applied to the'relief of provincial revenues in 
the matter .of ordinary.mainteI1llnce,.as.an interest bee.,lQan .to .. ~ to 

.' • !" " '.-' 
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developme!lt 'w~en circumstances permit. But r would like to make it quite 
clear that m t~18 respect we do !lot propose to resile from the principle that .the' 
proceeds of th18 surcharge are mtended for and should be applied to works of 
development and cannot be made available as a general rule for maintenance. 
For the rest our road development account has been in existence for some four 
rears. It was commenced to some extent 88 an experimental measure, and it 
IS o~y t~ be ~XJ?ected t~at. the experience of four years will sugg!st certain 
modifications m Its applIcatIOn, and this appears to us to be a suitable oppor
tunity for discussing th~e. 

Since the Jayakar Committee presented their report at a time of relative 
financial prosperity, very great changes have taken place, and we must noW 
survey the whole situation. We shall all perhaps be agreed that the road system 
has become somewhat unbalanced and that, desirable as all classes of road 
de,:elopment may be, too much attention may in the past have been devoted to 
m~m roads to the neglect of rural feeder roads, Paral;raph 76 of the Mitchell
Kukness Report contains I think a fair statement of the present position in this 
matter. The Jayakar Committee were fully alive to the need for rural develop
ment for the improvement of the economic condition of the cultivator, but at a 
time when it seemed that expenditure from provincial revenues on all classes of 
road development would continue at at least its then existing level, it appeared 
to them to be more appropriate that assistance from the centre should be con
fined to roads having some all-India significance, thereby releasing funds to sup
plement the other resources of provincial Governments for the purposes of rural 
development. The anticipations of the Jayakar Committee have unfortunately 
not been fulfilled, and we are conscious that during the last year or two there 
has been a feeling among local Governments that we were adhering unnecessarily 
strictly to the policy outlined by the Jayakar Committee and endorsed by 
the resolutions of the Central Legislature, under th~ authority of which we are 
at present administering this account. W ~ feel th:\t cC'rtain of the criticisms 
which have been made have considerable force, and that at a time when practi
cally no other resources are available for road development, there should be 
a freer and wider discretion in selecting the schnmes to which these resources 
should be applied. We are alive to the necessity, for the improvement of rural 
communications, in order to reduce the wastag'" in agricultural marketing ~nd to 
improve the economic condition of the cultivator. Wi! are aware that m the 
domain of rural development the sums which may be available in the road 
development account may be but a tithe of what is required, but the ,fact 
that our available resources might with great advantage be substantla,lly 
supplemented, is no reason why they shoul~ not, as far. as they go, ~ ~pplied 
in the field from which the greatest economiC benefit,will r~sul~. If,lt IS your 
wish that we should adopt a somewhat different orientatIOn m this respect 
and agree t() apply these resources in a somewhat different manner, they caD. at 
least be regarded as furnishing a nucleus f?r the ~ommencement of. a plan whl~h 
will be ready for expansion as funds penmt. If m what I have said I have laid 
great stress on the need for rural developme~t, it must not be. supposed t,hat ,we 
are not fully aware of one of ~he fa,ctors whic~ ~as resulted m the, applioatlon 
of considerable portions of this account to eXlStmg trunk and mam roads.. II. 
refer to thdact of whiah:we are all full,. aware, that ,the advent of mecl!s,mrAl. 
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transport on to these road. has resulted in very considerable w~r and tear, 
a large increase in the cost of maintenance, and the necessity for re-construc
tion in more durable materials or by improved methoda 80 .. to reduce the cost 
of maint~nance. To that extent we can I&y that the road development account 
has prOVIded funds for necessary expenditure which will in time be found to 
have reduced the bill for maintenance, and thus release funds for other claases 
of development. It may be that the re-construction of lome existing road. in 
order to arrest rapid deterioration and to reduce the heavy burden for main
tenance must first be completed before fresh liabilities are nndertaken on the 
construction ot improvement 0' other roads which will in turn have to be 
maintained, and we are only too well aware, that, if on the one hand, there it a 
great need for rural development, there is, on the other, this urgent necessity. 

That is the position as it appears to us, and we now await your comments" 
and opinions.' 

The Hon'ble Sir ~thrie Russel1.-Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, 
Railways support the proposal that the road development account ahould 
be continued, but consider that there are certainly grounds for re-considering 
the allocation of the funds in the account. As I have said before, the Railways 
consider that the most urgent necessity is the opening of new areaa not only 
for the benefit of the Railways but of the country as a whole. We, of course, 
agree that where a project has already been started it would probably be nn
Bound to deprive it of the money necessary for ita completion. 

To show the need of allocating a substantial proportion of the money for 
the construction of feeder roads, I would point out that an examination of the 
Provincial portion of the Mitchell-Kirkness Report ahoft that not far ahort of 
4,500 miles of feeder roads to Railways require improvement or construction, 
and this figure does not, in all probability, give a complete picture, for many 
of the Railways when submitting their particulars claimed that their list was 
by no means exhaustive. As regards unserved areaa· I must admit I have 
been particularly impressed by the Sukkur Barrage road programme. lIere 
is a large irrigation scheme which to justify the capital outlay involved must 
be provided with communications to permit agricultural produce to reach ita 
markets. In the Mitchell-Kirkness Report a programme of road development 
for this area is given and I think it is proposed to provide 595 miles of road 
during a period of 10 yedi'1t-8 programme which the writers of the report cor
rectly characterise as only a modest beginning. I merely mention feeder roads 
to railways and theSukkur Barrage case, to ahow what large gaps there are still 
in the road system ~d how much money will be needed if these local communi
cations are to be provided. 

Mr. Reid.-I agree that the present Road Development Account ahould 
be continued for the duration of the present constitution. It is auggested. 
however, that the distribution of the funds ahould be more closely scrutinised 
with a view to ita apportionment fairly aa between main and feeder row •. 

As an example' of present expenditure on roads on which moton compete 
with Railways I have been informed by the Agent ola Light Railway that a Bum 
of six and a half lakhs of rupees waa recently apent by a local Governme~t .on 
a motor road. which runs parallel to practically the whole length of the exUrtmg 



:Branch Railway. This has already cauaed a serious fall in traffic which state 
of ~ffairs it is anticipated will grow worse. In reply to protests ho~ the Brancb 
Railway, ~he ~al Government s~ggested that the Railway should at its oWl) 
ex~ense pIck up lt~ track and lay It o~ a fresh alignment. This would cost the 
Railway at least SiX lakhs of rupees Without any increase in revenue. On the 
face of it this does not seem to me to be a good example of " wille spending." 

Mr •. Sumn.er.-~ir, as reg~rds the question of the class of road develo~ 
ment, With which this ResolutIOn deals, I would like to make a few comments 
in co.nnection with the ~nland Steamer Se~ces of Bengal and the adjoining 
Provwces. In short, Sll, I have a complawt, by which I do not refer to a 
personal internal complaint, but to what may be referred to as a " grouse" • 

Actually, my remarks hardly come under the head of road competition 
with railways. Indeed, we have not hitherto had the same occasion as the Rail
ways to afford such anxious consideration to this problem, firstly because the 
steamer Services have as yet ha.rdly experienced the stress of road competition 
which has confronted the railways, and secondly because we perhaps have a 
freer hand in meeting such competition than is allowed to them. 

I would, however, wish to comment upon a matter arising out of the 
MitchelI-Kirkness Report which does concern the Inland Navigation Companies 
very closely. 

In passing, and as the subject of Inland Steamer Services is probably an 
unknown subject to many of the members of this Conference, I may mention 
~hat I speak on behalf of the four companies who cater for the inland waterways 
transportation traffio of Bengal, Assam, and Bihar and Orissa, namely, the 
India General Navigation and Railway Coy., Ltd., the Rivers Steam Navigation 
Coy., Ltd., the Bengal-AssamSteamship Coy., Ltd., and the Indian controlled 
company, the East Bengal Rivers Steam Service, Ltd., the headquarters of all 
of whom are in Calcutta. 

. Whatever else may be queried with regard to Inland Navigation, it cannot, 
Sir, he questioned that we speak with the authority and experience of antiquity. 
1\ly Company, the India General Navigation and Railway Coy., Ltd., started 
life on the Ganges some 90 years ago. In those days there was no East Indian 
Railway, and a passenger hom Calcutta to Allahabad or Benares, after giving 
one month's notice of his desire to travel, might hope to secure a berth on an 
occasional Government steamer by means of which he might, with luck, arrive 
at his destination in some 28 days, at a cost of some &S. 400:--plU8 the cost of 
liquid refreshments. In 1860 operations were extended towa~ .Assam,then 
a most forsaken Province to which the only means of commurucatlon was by a 
Government Steamer once in six weeks. Some four years later the Eastern 
Bengal Railway completed their line to Kushtia, and for. some yea~ an arrange
ment existed whereby they carried all traffic to that powt, where It was trans-
shipped to the river. 

About the same time River Navigation operations were extended to the 
Cachar and Sylhet Districts also, and for 30 years ~he river repre~ented the only 
means of communication to those parts, after which an alternatIve route came 
into operation in the Assam-Bengal Railway. 



, Sir, in the- IOm.wbtll8Wral older of thiDgB it _ h.med 0IIt tW .. \b-. 
t1'aee great Railways d ... eloped they did 80 in the d.iNctioIa of the riven, ..... 
the most; populoua areu existed. and where the Inland Steamer Compa" 
alBo, exisW to a.t1kmd to them ueds. ' And, whilst; we of the Biv .. 8Om.~ 
wiah that the Railways had kepa them linea & little fu:rther inland aad fie a 
greater extent had opened up fresh tracts, thoae who look .. traffio matter. 
along the narrow ribbolll of railroads probably think that II now that we 
have come, why do not these River Companie, go somewhere else"' It ia 
even possible that on occasion Government, cOlllidering the matter through the 
eyes and with the mouth of their anxious parent, the Railway Board, may have 
found itself rather inclined towards the same thing. 

Sir, apart from the fact that there is nowhere elae to go, I submit that, 
firstly, no object would be served by their doing so, secondly, that this would 
he opposed to the policy of every other country which is 80 fortunate as to own 
,a system of major rivers, and thirdly, that the local Governments, more espe
cially of Bengal, could not very conveniently afford to encourage or permit it. 

In regard to this third point" I shall hope to ahow in a few moment, in wha. 
way the Inland Navigation interests are concerned in the Mitchell-Kirkneu 
Report, and in this Conference which is here to diseuse it amongst other quea
tiolll. As regards my No.1 point, if the existing Steamer Companiea went 
out of business, the traffic upon which they subsist would in the main merely 
:lle traJ'Ulferred to the Country Boafl and to new Inland Navigation Comp!lniea 
...... lUch would immediately ,pring into being. 

As regards No.2, there are probably feW' cotlllmea p~ing larp riven 
whiell dQ not employ and encourage Inland NaTigatioa to & greater extent 
than does India. Most of UI ate aware of the 1I8e to which GermaDY and 
America put their W sterwaYl', and of the enormous ftotillae, conveying in the 
aggregate thousands of tons, which come down the Rhine and the Mieeiasipl 
to the Ocean Ports. And we have accounts in the papem of & 001088&1 acb.eme, 
,running into hundreds of milliona of dollau, aponaored jointly by the American 
ud Canadian. Govemments, for t.ha improvement of the watmray, in the regioo 
af the Grealllakes. 

As regards. N«I. 3, it is hardly necessary to refer to the good wwk whid 
ne Steamer Companies do in the eOll8uv&ney and training of the Gangea m .. 
ehannels, to the facilities provided f~ the transport .,f traffic in the United 
Provincea and in. Bihu and Orissa, to the hundreds of mi.lea of waterways ia 
Assam (to a large extent still de.-oid 01. rail communication) and to the 20,000 
miles of waterways in :Bengal where this applies to an even greater exteni. 

At the present time the Government of Bengal are to introduce & waterways 
Trust Bill which will be of the utmost assistance in relieving the responsibilitiea 
of the Irrigation Department, and which they consider will require an annual 
revenue of 20 lakhs, and which revenue will to a large extent require to come 
from toll receipts on river-borne traffic. 

Sir, this Conference is concerned with the problema of Rail and Road 
Transport, and an important item airising out of those problema &8 mentioned 
in the Mitchell-Kirkness Report, is the question of road communicatioDlllea.ding 
to and from Railway and River Stations. The Inland Navigation ~mpanies 



~. the wri~en 88IIUl'anc41 01 tbe GOOV8l'1Ul1e1lC of Bengai, of Assam, and of 
:Bihu 8IIld ()riua, tha. the latter point,. of JOad communicatioDli with Rive!' 
StatiOllB, ie'l'eeegnised and accepted &8 of fill!C importance as in the case of t~ 
~Iways, and I .ubm~II," SU:' that 0,:," t~ sketch which I have drawn of past 
h18tory, of the part which River Navigation plays in the lives of the Provincea 
and of the suitability that they should play that part, there can be no doubt 
of the correctness of this decision. Messrs. Mitchell and Kirkness indeed say 
on page 63 ot their Report, that, there can be no disagreement that .. any 
programme of road development would require the co-operation of the irriga
timr authorities, the public health authorities, and those respon.ible 'or the main
tenance of inland waterways". There are also further remarks on page 65 to 
much the same effect, and at various points in the Provincial R"ports. 

But., Sir, when we come to the review of the specific road projects which 
were recommended by the various Railways and by the Inland Transport inter
ests, we find that the Report holds a most remarkable view regarding the very 
modest recommendations put forward by the steamer Companies. 

Let us take the Bihar and Orissa Provincial Report, page 23. The Com
panies asked for three short stretches of road, aggregating 52 rniIes. Fifty two 
mile~ in the entire province. On these suggestions the comment is :-" The 
India General Navigation and Railway Company, Limited, state that these roads 
are of great importance to the Steamer Companies in view of the development 
in the sugar industry which has taken place recently in Bihar. It should, how
ever, be pointed out that the construction of these roads is likely to "affect the 
Urteresta of the Bengal and North Western Railway Company, and before the 
.ork is undertaken we consider this railway pompany should be consulted." 

In Assam the Steamer Companies' requests were somewhat more exten
ilive, though still essentially moderate. They will be found in appendices I> 
and 6 of the Assam Provincial Report. 

In this case the report mentions that a list had been furnished of roads 
,..hioh the Inland Navigation Companies consider necessary in the Province 
of Assam, and here again we have the view that" some of these proposala 
mar on examination be found detrimental to the interests of the Railways 
in existence or projected." 

. Sir, I do not think it is necessary for me to take up much time in referring 
to the great disappointment with which we, in Calcutta, view these opinions. 
They seem to say, in effect, that no development of trade as to":,arcia. the 
Rivers, no questions of shorter or more na~ur~l traffi~ routes, no cOnBl~erat~ons 
of public interests or convenience, no action in ma~g use of Nature s High
ways which other countries regard &s priceless posse~~llons, must be allo":,ed to 
interfere with that one all-important factor, the mterests of the Railways, 
Railways too, which may not as yet even be in existence, but which may 
oonceivably be constructed at some future date .. 

I see Sir that a wider and more liberal view than that may be taken of 
this question. ' That when it again becomes possible to take in hand an o.rganized 
Road programme, Provincial Governments .may be free to c?nslder the 
best interests of trade within their boundanes, and the most swtable chan
nelswithin which that trade should be encouraged to How. Where the indica-
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tions are that those channels lie upon the rivera with which Nature haa endowecl 
us, it is 1& wrong and a bad policy-. policy which is contrary to the beat 
interests. of the Provincea-to subordinate that fact to the consideration of 
whether the. traffic can be forced to a medium which it mayor may not 
favour. . ' 

We claim that as public servants of nearly a century's standing. and ~ & 

medium which has played no small part in the life and development of three 
Provinces. we are, on our own merits, entitled to the fullest consideration in 
any programme of road development when traffic demands are Bhown to have 
arisen, without such consideration being subordinated to the question of whether 
it may affect Railway interests, either already existent or possibly to be anti
cipated at some indefinite date in the future. 

The Hon'ble Mr. E. MilIer.-The Government resolution now suggeau 
that the present road development account should be continued for at leaa 
the duration of the present constitution, but I have been wondering if it 
would not be possible to have something more definite than that in order to 
ensure that it would be carried on by the new constitution. 

The Chairman has suggested t~t it might be p088ible for the Government 
of India to take such action by suggesting lOme additional claUlel in the 
White Paper for inclusion in the new Constitutional Bill. I do not think 
it is too late to do 10. ' 

My idea would be that lOme provision might be made that no less than 
80 many annas-I should like to make it five-of the revenue derived from 
import and excise duties on petrol be definitely allocated for the road develop
ment account without mentioning any period or if so. say not less than 20 yean. 

The Hon'ble Sir George Schuster in his interesting and instructive speech 
this morning indicated that the Central Government could not part with any 
inore of Central Revenues to the Provinces other than those indicated by him. 
He has, however, IOmewhat modified this in his remarks this afternoon, and 
this resolution seems to indicate that ~,the ,Government of India are still 
prepared to continue contributing at any rate 2} annas from the Petrol Tax 
to the Road Developmen~ Account, and therefore I take it that he and the 
Government would have no objection to the new Constitution being made 
responsible· for its continuance to that extent. I should not however like, 
to suggest that it should take the place of fpayment of income tax to the 
provinces and I think the two must be kept quite apart. 

I shall therefore be grateful if Sir George will tell us whether he considers 
some such action as I have suggested would be possible. If 10 I would propose 
that the first part 04 this resolution, be amended to read :~ 

"This Conference considers that the present road development account 
should be continued for a period of not less than •.•...•. yean 
by allocating .••.•...•. annas of the revenue derived from the 
import and excise dutiea on petrol The necessary steps to be 
taken by Government to ensure this being provided for in the 
Dew Constitution Bill." 



The second portion of this re.eolution ill new and I presume the idea lyin'" 
behind it ill that the Fund may be used for rural roads as well aa roada of aU: 
India. a~d ~ter:provincia~ importance. I have no instructions from my 
AssOCIation III th18 connectIon, but I have discussed it with my colleagues here 
and this is how we view the matter-

1. If it ill ~ be used for rural roads, then BOme safeguards must be 
prOVIded so as to ensure that provincial Governments use such 
grants to supplement their own contributioll8 from Provincial 
revenues. 

2. This could be partially met by adopting the British Ministry of 
Transport method of contributing 50 per cent. of the cost of any 
approved scheme for rural road development provided the pro
vince or District Board concerned contributed the other half. 

3. It must also be laid down that under no circumstances can grant. 
from the fund be made for maintenance. 

4. The question as to whether such grants made from the road deve 
lopment account should be used directly for rural road construc
tion or whether it should be capitalised, would be a matter to 
be discussed between the Provincial and Central Government. in 
each case. 

I have still another point to make and I am sure that my friend the Hon'ble 
Sir Frank Noyce would be surprised if I did not take up this matter as I have 
raised at the last three meetings of the Standing Committee for Roads, of which 
I am a member. 

It is well known that nearly all provinces are very much behind in the 
expenditure of the sums granted to them from the road development account 
from year to year, and I feel that it is very desirable that there should be BOme 
incentive to provinces to go ahead with their schemes once the money has been 
paid over. As matters stand to-day there is no limit to the time that Pr0-
vincial Governments may hold such funds in reserve and unexpended. Their 
only commitment is that eventually the money must be spent for the schemes 
sanctioned and cannot be utilised for any other purpo..'l6, but until BO utilised, 
although earmarked, it may go to swell the reserves of provincial general 
revenues, and the interest meant,ime goes presumably to the generalrevenue.e 
and not to the road development account. I think, therefore. that provision 
should be made for the Standing Committee for Roads ,to recommend to the 
Government of India that any province's share of the petrol tax due may be 
withheld until the previous sums handed over are expended, or nearly 80. 

I would point out that the present 21 aunas of the petrol tax allocated to 
the Road Fund is in fact general reve~ue belOI~ging to the Gov~rnment of ln~a 
and they are entitled to retain it until su~h tl.m~ as the prOVInce concerned 18 
rMdy to utilise it for the purpose for which It IS granted. I beg to propose 
that a clause be added, reading as follows :-

That-

)(3GDIL 

" At the time of renewal it should be laid down that grants may be 
withheld in the event of previous grants sanctioned not having 
been fully or nearly expended." 
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I commend .this resolution to the meeting, not because I wish to penalise 

any province in any way, but because I wish to speed up development . 

. Mr~ Conran Smitb.-As regards the first part of this Resolution I may 
say that it is acceptable to us as it stands on the assumption t~t the. Local 
Governments ca~ot hope for any more from the petrol account. In other 
words, if the· implication is that all hope of this must be abandoned, then the 
Resolution as it stands is not acceptable. I say that with reference to the 
remarks -of the Finance Member and I think he· iridicated the possibility of 
further examination of this question. Subject to that reservation I would 
say that the first part of the Resolution is acCeptable. . 

As regards the second part, as pointed 'out in the Madras section of the 
Mitchell-Kirkness report, Madras has ·a vel'J" much larger area of motorable 
roads than any other province in India, and as a result of that we are now 
feeling the pinch and are faced with the very serious problem of deterioration. 
The revenues available for local boards for expenditure on maintenance have 
fallen very considerably and this danger of deterioration being so great, I 
fear, that the eventual bill may be colo8881. I am apprehensive, therefore, 
that in the remote contingency which Heaven forfend, of Mr. Ormerod being 
similarly situated in Madras, he will be insulted as well as injured by having 
to travel on a bad road. 

I feel that we should welcome the latter part of this Resolution in 80 far 
as it indicates a change in the policy hitherto pursued as regards the road 
development account. The expenditure of some portion at any rate of that 
fund on re-surfacing and general improvement of the road surface in Madras 
would be welcome to that province. As regards the latter portion you have in 
the last sentence of your speech, Sir, said :-

.. It may be that the reconstruction of some existing roads in order to 
arrest rapid deterioration and to reduce the heavy burden for 
maintenance must first be completed before fresh liabilities are 
undertaken on the construction or improvement of other roads." 

That is I think exactly the position of ?lIadras at the present moment. 
Subject to what I have said therefore as regards the peculiar position of 1IIadraa, 
I may say that the second portion of the Resolution is also acceptable. As 
regards the development of rural areas we have in Madras a village develop
ment fund in each district and we are therefore already spending money on 
these village roads. 

Subject to what I have already said, I think any extension of the plan 
of distribution of this fund, which permits of further expenditure on thoee 
village roads, would be welcomed by Madras. 

Mr. P. L.Bowert.-Mr. Chairman, with regard to the first part of the ~ 
lution that the present road development account should be continued for at 
least the duration of the present constitution, the Government of Bombay 
are in full agreement and I would suggest, if it is constitutionally ~~le. 
that it should be continued for a longer period. They are further of the oplJUon 
that if the period is extended that the pertol tax fund should bear the charge 
of establishment, tools and plant which are borne by other forma of revenUf' 

I"':'" 



for the re&SOD that the road dnelopment aooount is Indian moneT spem on 
Indian roads and it is rea&on&ble t~t .. ha~\""eT the &l"erage ~ ;"od:ed out 
by the Accountant General on establishment and tools and plant employed 
on road .. orks Ilhould be debitable to the funw pron.:led for thoee w-orb 
n--gann- of the lIOurce from .. hich ~ fu.nru are derinrl. 

.\5 n>gard..s the !oE'C'OnJ J..an o( the re5OluriDn. the Bomba\"" Go\""emment 
~ould .. ekome any su~ion thAt t1.i5 p<>trol tax mont'y ~hould be spent 
m rural~. , W~ha\'e at p~~t. as you are . .-dI .... ·are. ffi"ently rornpleted 
a wry l.ufre ITngatK.n K,heDl(' m :-.inJ and the first e,;tlmate prelo&lf'd (or roadt 
n~ for t~ denl0l'ment o( tl:.e gind anc-.l am('ULts to aoout p.g.. 3 crores. 
TlUa amount cannot poo;;.:;ibly be pro\-id.t'd out of the ~.\lI'C"eJ (.( the Bombay 
Go,·emmt>nt. Wt> han' ~ntly put up a sch .. me for ~!: ... ) tni1es o( ru.ra.l and 
(~er roads .-hich ought to be OOll!'tructed in the C'OliN<" o( the next 1f1 nars, 
80 naturally .-e shall.-eloomt> any di'Ci.~i(.n bt" .-hi.:h tL~ I .... trc.l t.u f:mi"oould 
be f'~nd"..:l in tht's.- rural an--as. 

The BoD'We Xr. BijoJ Prasad Singh BoJ.----"ir, I am &fraiJ I cannot 
attOrd my sUI'port to the RdOlution et"er.. in its amer..dt'd form. ~ re.JOlu
lion rons~--u of t.-o I-arts. the frst part beir.g that th..i.i Conf .. rence considea 
tha, the pre;ent road denloI·ment aC\.'Ount should be ontinued at ka".""t for the 
duration of the pre;ent con..""tirution. Sir, I quitt> ~ the constitutional 
difficultw .. hich you han pointed out but we are here upretiing piou. 
oope'L There is no guara.nt~ that all the f>:":lOlutions .-e adopt at this Con
(erence .. ould be actoo upon by the W\""ern.ment of the (uture_ Weare cere 
tainly laying do1l'J1 certain general princiJ.les which .... hope ..-ill be accept...d 
by the succ-e:sso1'8 of the prel('nt wnmment and in thii matter too .. e call 

(er\"ently hope that the pre;ent arrangement woulJ be continued. rnl.esa 
.. e can hope that the future GoHmment woulJ continue the present arrang ... 
ment. I think it will be labour lost and there is no justiDcation for ~ 80 

much time and energy at this Confcrence_ There mu..-""t be iIOme u;u.ranoe of 
continuity . 

~ IM'('()nd part of the resolution 8D~"'t5 that the present arn.ngement 
about e.xpen.:liture 800ulJ be re\;;;oo and DlOnt'Y 8bould be a"{'wble for the 
dewlol'mt'nt of (t't'der roach. TlUa portion o( tbe resolution is fully .. eJ..'OIDe 
to u.'\. But in lk-n.,<ral un.kss 111"(' are gi\""en some portion of the petrol fund 
for the maintenance of roads I am afrajJ .. e cannot lot> wry much enthwsiu
tic o\""er the impro"t"ement of roach. Our road ress amounts to only Rs. ,,·s 
Ia.khs ; the amount o( our DlOtor t.u aya.il&ble for muffa.sil roads amounts to only 
Rs. 9lakhs and.-e can Epend only from 21 to ~ lakhs on impro\""emeDt and 
maintenance of roads from the Go\""ernIDent re\""enne. With this amount .. e 
hAl""e to mainuin bet.-eeJl the Gowrnment and the local bodies eomething 
like 36.l'l.J miles of roads. including 3.5(11) ~ of metalled road&. Sir, I 
think that it is onlv fair and reasonable that a portion of t he petrol fund should 
be grantoo to the prorinres (or the maintt'~ of. roads : o~ it is. no 
use impronng them, and .-e in Bengal especially 1Irlth our financial ~ 
cannot .-elcome the statetnent .. hich yon ha\""e made and I confess, lSir, that 
I am greatlv disappointed at .. hat you han said.. So I ~ aD &lIleDd. 
ment of thi resolution that •• at least for the duration of the present CODl>-tj. 

tution .. shou1.l be omitted; there should be no indicatioa rlataoeTer that 
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the present arrangement may come to an end at the end of the prel6nt cona
titution. On the other hand if there should be an indication it .hould be 
the other way, that the present arrangement should be continued beyond the 
present constitution. Unless such continuity is assured, on what are 
we going to build 1 Continuity is the foundation on which we propose to 
build. If it is a pious expression of hope I think this is a very just cause for 
such expression. With these few words I beg to oppose the resolution. 

Chairman.-Would you oppose if the words .. at least for the duration 
of the present constitution" were omitted 1 

The Hon'ble Mr. B01.-If those words are omitted I have no objection. 

The Hon'ble Nawab Sir Mohammad YusuI.-Mr. Chairman, there can
not be two opinions on the subject that if we are not going to attain the ideal, 
namely, that this petrol tax should be entirely done away with and that it 
should be left entirely to the provinces to raise the neceB8&ry money from 
licensing and from registration, then it is obvious that the only way by which 
we can supplement to a certain extent our finances with a view to seeing to the 
improvement of the roads is to get an adequate share from the petrol fund i 
and that being the position I am entirely at one with my friend the Hon'ble 
Minister from Bengal that there must be continuity of this source of revenue. 
It is obvious that the Government of India too cannot possibly forego this 
lource of revenue. As has been already pointed out by Sir George Schuster it is a 
matter to be very seriously thought over. Are the provinces prepared to give up 
the idea of getting any share out of income-tax! And if they are, are the, 
prepared to advance the proposition that the whole of this source of income, 
that is to say, from petrol tax, should be utilised for the purpose of improvins 
the roads. This is a very serious matter indeed and we cannot in a light 
hearted manner say that we are prepared to forego one income or the other. 
But one thing is certainly clear, that while we may claim that out of the general 
revenues of the Government of India a certain amount of surrender in the form 
of income-tax may be made to the provinces, yet a certain amount out of the 
revenue made from petrol tax must also be given to the provinces as hitherto, 
and I am sure that the Honourable Sir George Schuster is not opposed to this 
view and he will certainly be prepared to allot a substantial amount out of this 
revenue for the purposes of the development of roads generally all over India. 
Otherwise, the whole of our labour, as has been pointed out by my Honourable 
friend on the left, will be wasted. If we are to improve our roads, then we must 
have funds and where is the fund to come from 1 We can only derive income 
either from provincial taxation or we can derive income from this petrolfl1Dd 
from which the Government of India derives income. Therefore there cannot 
be two opinions on the subject. ,We are all anxious that there should be no 
serious fall of j,neome at the centre so that we may not be in any way adversely 
afiected when the question of the calculation of the surrender of the amount 
from the Central to the Provincial sphere is considered. We are fully alive 
to the fact that we must adopt an attitude of helpfulnes8 and Iympathy tc.
wards the object the Central Government hav~ in view, namely, of deriving aa 
much revenue as possible from the railway and to a reasonable extent from .the 
petrol tax and certainly the income from the petrol tax must be mainly 
.tilised for the general purposes of the Governent of India which is responsible 
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for 8?~ndin~ money on defence, la,,: and order and for carrying on the general 
admmlstratlO~ of th~ whole of Ind!a. My friend sitting opposite, lIr. Miller. 
naturally lookmg at It from the pomt of view of motor industries was anxious 
that the whole of this amount should be utilised on roads. It is ~lear that this 
proposition cannot be accepted either by the Government of India or by the 
representatives of the provinces. 

Having said this much, I would now like to refer to the wording ofthe resolu
tion. I am in agreement with my friend on the left that it would be desirable 
that this resolution, being a very important one, should be discussed by the 
Sub-Committee which was appointed yesterday to look intO these resolutioIl8 
and ~eneral agreement arrived at ; and I think it admits of that possibility 
certamly. If I were allowed to move an amendment, I would be inclined 
to move a,n amendment at least to the latter part, while agreeing to the general 
idea embodied in the earlier part of the resolution, to this efiect, that the 
second half commencing with the words ,. but that the class of development It 
to the end be omitted and the following wordt! be substituted, .. The Standing 
Committee administering the funds should be abolished and the proceeds of 
the tax should be handed over to the provinces to be spent on roads as it thinks 
fit." • 

As I already pointed out while speaking on the first resolution, it is only 
fair to the provinces that the Government of India should make block grants 
to Local Governments and leave it to Local Governments to draw up their 
own schemes of road development according to their own needs and require
ments. So far as I have been able to see one thing emerges very prominently 
from the discussions of this Conference, that we are practically going back 
upon the policy hitherto followed by the Government of India and also by the 
Roads Standing Committee that the petrol fund should only be utilised for 

. inter-provincial roads and special roads included in the programme. I am 
sorry that we could not possibly accept that in view of .the financial strin
gency of the province because if you were to accept that policy then we would 
be committing ourselves to incurring further expenditure in the direction of 
maintenance of roads which we shall be adding by making them. Obviously 
in the present financial position particularly of my province it is impossible 
for us to undertake to make new roads and thus go on increasing the charges 
on our revenue. 

Chairman.--I should like to make this clear before we go any further. 
If I understand the Hon'ble Sir Mohammad Yusuf aright, he thinks that we 
are now seeking that the money allotted to the provinces from the Road De
development Fund should go only to the ~evelopme~t of new rural roads.. It is 
nothing of the kind. If the provinces WIsh to contmue to spend money: m the 
way they are doing now, there is nothing t~ stop them. W e. a~e not suggest~ any 
hard and fast rule; all provinces are not In the same pOSitIOn and all proVlDces 
may not want to spend the money on the development of rural roads, there is 
nothing to prevent them putting forward what are the best schemes for the 
use of this money. 

The Ron'ble Nawab Sir Mohammad Yusuf.-What I meant was this. 
We find the general opinion of the Conference is that we must be prepared to 
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spend more and more money on the development of rural roads and in that 
way only we shall help the railways alao, for example, feeder roads. If you 
are to develop feeder roads then you must be prepared to spend money, and 
where is that m6ney to come from' At le88t my province haa not got money 
to spend on feeder roads. Generally so far as local boards roads are concerned, 
they are built and maintained by the local bodies. If there be a block con
tribution from the Central Government to the provinces and if the drawing 
up of the programme both of the rural roads and the roads of provincial impor
tance be left to the Local Governments, it will naturally serve the general end 
we have in view. I say it is the Local Government which is in & position to 
draw up a suitable programme for the province, and any scheme that may be 
prepared at the centre cannot p088ibly be 88 useful from the point of the pro
vinces as we would like it to be. After all, this income is derived on the b8.8is 
the consumption of petrol in each province and we shall be given only our 
fair share on the basis of that consumption. It is not the case that the Gov
~rmnent of India would be giving a kind of grant to us out of its general reve
nues. Laying a condition cr. you tnust spend the money on such and such 
rolJ,ds which we are directly interested in .. that position I am afraid will not be 
a very reasonable position to take for the Government of India. The Gov
ernment of India certainly can say, " While preparing the schemf'M you must 
bear this in mind and that in mind ", and there is the question of co-ordination 
and co-operation, and all those things, but 8.8 I said this allotment would not 
be made as it were out of the general funds but out of the income derived on 
basis of petrol consumption in the provinces. This is our money and it should 
be left to the provinces to draw up their own schemes according to their own 
needs and requirements. This is a point which I must emphasise and I am 
sure that this would be the general feeling 80 far aa the other provinces al80 are 
concerned because if you fetter the discretion and the power of the Local Gov
,ernments now that we are going to have a federal &ystem of Government it 
lIeems to be chimerical, thoroughly inconsistent. If you are going to 
have a federal system of Government and the provinces are to have self-gov
ernment, then they must have the completest freedom possible to go ahead 
with their· own schemes. And as indicated by the Chairman in his speech, 
the question of co-ordination and co-operation can arise only in connection 
with the negotiations that may come about between the provinc~./I and the 
Central Governmen1; and there can be no question of dictating to the Local 
.Governments to accept a particular scheme 88 against a more re8.80nable and 
more useful scheme which the Local Government may be in a position to put 
forward. However,having made it perfectly clear that the existence of the 
Standing Committee would be to my mind in view of the. federal &ystem of 
government that we are likely to have in the new constitution, an inconsistency, 
if there is any idea. of liaving a central body, it may be an advisory body to til. 
Central Government with a view to co-ordinating the efforts of the different 
provinc~ in the best interests of the people and the development of roads and 
motor transport, and that is a purely different question altogether. We do 
not know what form this particular body will take but one thing is ce.oUin. 
We want this body to be purely an advisory body. We cannot with equanimity 
'contemplate the position that some executive body should be imposed upon 
'ill, as it Were, at the centre and we will have to follow the dictates of that body. 
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~s I ~ave said. before, while I am in entire agreemcnt with the idea embodied 
lD this resolution that the revenue should continue to be railled from this 
source and that the whole of this sum should not be utilised for the purpose of 
roads, .1 am bound. to say that the present arrangement we take very strong 
exce~t\On to. I will ask the Government of India to give a block grant to the 
prOVlDces and to leave the programme to be drawn up by us. 

The H~n'ble Sir Joge~dra Singb.-I wonder if Sir George Schuster 
was.not a.httI~ premature m congratulating the provinces now that they have 
put lD their clalms. If I mistake not, this duty of 2} annas per gallon was 
spe~ially. raised in the interests of road development and as such I have always 
cla~ed It as a road ces~ ... So fa~ as I understand, Sir Walter Layton's scheme 
provided that all provlDClal eXClSCS are to be handed over to the provinces. 
They should be collected by the Central Government and handed over to the 
provinces. (Some members: No). Am I wrong? (One Member: May 
be ~nded over t~ the provinces). I will say, may be handed over to the 
provlDces. 

Chairman.-The expresBion used in the Whitt"Paper is " power to assign 
a share (or the whole) to units ". 

The Hon'ble Sir Jogendra Singh,-I was referring to Sir Walter 
Layton's report and not to the White Paper. I have not seen the report for a 
long time but as far as I can recollect, it was specially mentioned that they will 
be provincial excises collected by the Central Government in the interests 
of the provinces. And I take it that a federal tax like this would be one of 
these excises which would be raised in the interests of the provinces and dis
tributed to the provinces under the federal scheme. In any case, I wish to 
emphasise that this tax has been specially raised and sanctioned by the Legis
lature in the interests of the provinces. So far as the present arrangement is 
concerned it must oontinue, and in any future arrangement that is made if any 
tax of the same kind is oontinued it definitely is a provincial source of revenue 
and provinces cannot contemplate now or after that this should be discon
tinued. Regarding what the Hon'ble Mr. Miller has said, I can quite sym
pathise with him because as road builder I also want to get as much money 
as I can to extend the road system in the province, but the provincial finances 
do not permit that we should proceed with any further development and we 
are grateful for any money that we can get to maintain the present road sys~ 
tem. The present period of depression forms an exception and I am quite 
sure that Mr. Miller will agree that his resolution should not bPi· enforced till 
the finances of the provinces improve. 

The Hon'ble Mr. E. Miller.-I do not agree. 
The Hon'bIe Sir logendra Singh,-Well, then. you will have to find 

funds for it. I think Hon'ble Members have made it clear that the provinces 
desire that the present system should be continued not only in·the present 
constitution but in the constitution that follows. As for the second part of the 
r~solution I am not expressing the opinion of my Government, but, personally, 
I am entirely in sympathy with the idea of d.ev.elopmen:tof rural roads. We 
have arterial roads main roads and so on but It 18 essential that we should find 
lome funds to pr~mote village roads and provide facilities for the villagenl 
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to take their produce to the market. As soon aa the provincial financea im
prove, we would welcome any suggestion on those lines. It may be p088ibla 
when the finances improve for the Government of India to hand over a part 
of the grant to the Communications Board for exclusive promotion of village 
roads. I must admit that village roads have been neglected and they will add 
materially to the prosperity of the villages if we can take them in hand. I 
am, therefore, in sympathy with the second part of the resolution, and aa 
regards the first part, if the 888urance is forthcoming that this particular tax 
which has been levied in the interests of the roads would be allocated to the 
roads I have no objection to the resolution. 

Mr. Gubbay.-Sir, the programme of road projects in Bihar and Orissa 
~ligible for subvention from the Road Development Fund accepted in 1930 

. by the Central Government amounts to Rs. 45 lalli. It is estimated that 
during the five years for which the petrol tax will be in force Bihar and Orissa 
will only receive Rs. 15 lakhs, a very small proportion oftha total and therefore 
only a small portion of the programme can be completed. The resolution aa 
drafted will increase the period during which the tax could be levied beyond 
April 1934, probably to April 1935 only, namely, for one year. This province 
therefore may expect to get Rs. 18 lakhs instead of Rs. 45 lakha. It appears 
therefore undesirable to change the programme which has already been accepted 
by t.he Central Government. Bihar and Orissa's provisional view is tha.t 80 

small & portion of the accepted programme baa been constructed that it would 
not agree to the continuance of the existing tax beyond 1935, unless the LoCal 
Government were permitted to spend their share at their own discretion or on 
the programme already accepted by the Central Government. 

The Hon'ble Dr. Deshmukh.-The Central Provincea Government 
thinks that the system may be extended even longer than the duration of the 
present constitution and for this reason supports the suggestion made by the 
Honourable Mr. Miller. I also generally support the amendment of the Res0-
lution suggested by him and particularly the suggestion that the rate of dis
tribution of the road development fund should be not leas than 5 annas. I 
would also press for an increased contribution even in the existing circum
stances. So far as the second part of the Resolution is concemed, I find myself 
in agreement with your remarks on the importance of developing facilities of 
rural communication and for this reason we accept the second part of the 
Resolution also. The Honourable Minister from the United Provinces has sug
gested that money should be allocated to the provincea and the Local Gov
ernments should be allowed to spend the money as they like. I would have 
supported this suggestion had I no fear that this may lead to the disestablish
ment of the road development board and with it may disappear the share of 
the petrol tax that is at present being distributed among the various provincea. 
Lastly. I must record my disagreement with the view of the Honourable 
Mr. Miller that if the provipces are unable to spend the money that is given 
to them. no more money should be given to them. 

The· Hon'ble Mr. Miller.-I said that it should be withheld. I did not 
suggest that you should not receive your share ultimately. 

The Hon'ble Dr. Deshmukh.-Even that would be a hardship. There 
are difticulties in our way which are responsible for this delay and I do not 
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t~ anybody can be blamed for that. For thil! realiOn. I still think, hi! 
view of the matter should not be accepted. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Laine.-Sir, we in Assam support the main recom
mendation of ~his Resolution, namely, that the road development account 
should be contmued, at least for the duration of the present constitution and 
we are als~ prepared to support wh~t yo~ said in your opening remarks, namely, 
that there_should be a freer a~d Wider discretion in selecting schemes to which 
these resources should be applied. There is one direction. however, in which 
I feel. we I?ust expres.s some dissatisfaction. I speak with some diffidence 
on thl~ subject ~s commg as I do from Assam, cannot but recognise that the 
Standing Comrwttee for Roads and the Government of India have so far as 
allotme~ts from the. rese~e fund are concerned treated Assam with great 
generosity. III makmg this public acknowledgment I feel sure that I have 
t?fI support of ~vcry one in Assam. What we do object to is the present prin
CIple of allocatIOn of the funds accruing from the main fund as between the 
different prl,vinccs. The present basis of diBtribution of the road fund is ap
parently determined by the amount of petrol consumed in each province. 
That seems to us to be unfair for two reasons. firstly the amount of petrol con
Bumed in 0. province must dcpend on the length of motorable roads within 
that provine'e. Therefore a province which has already got a large milage 
of motorable roads will get far more from the fund than a province with a 
smaller milage. The re~lUlt of the distribution will thus be to increase the 
disparity between the two classes of provinces. Secondly the distribution as· 
sumes that a gallon of petrol consumed in one province contributes to the road 
fund equally with the gallon of petrol consumed ill another. for it is only then 
that allotment according to total consumption is equitable. In point of fact, this 
assumption, we contend, is wrong. In Bombay for instance in recent months 
petrol has been selling at 14 annas a gallon, which is less than the price of petrol 
in 1928. In other words the petrol consumed in Bombay bears no share oC 
the duty put on to it in 1929, whereas smaller provinces like Assam have had 
to bear more than their share. In Assam in 1928, for instance, the price oC 
petrol was Rs. 1-3-0. When the excise was doubled from four to eight annas, the 
price immediately rose to Rs. 1-8-0. In other words concurrently 
with an increase of four annas in excise, the price of petrol in Assam was raised 
by no less than 5 annas. The only merit of the present basis of distripution 
is its simpliticy, or rather its alleged simplicity, but a much simpler and 
fairer basis can be easily suggested. For this purpose, we are entitled to 
presume that the object of the road fund is not merely the maintenance of the 
existing roads but also the construction of new roads, where at present roads 
do not exist. In other words two factors will have to be taken into consi
deration, firstly, the maintenance of the existing r?Bds, ~co~dly, the c~ 
truction of new roads. It is quite clear that a provmce which JS wellsup~lied 
with roads will have to spend a good deal under the first head but very little 
under the second. On the other hand, a province like Assam, which is very 
poorly supplied with roads, would have to spend comparatively little under 
the first head but a good deal under the second. :rhe two. facto~ ~eref?re 
tend to balance each other. The simplest and falleSt basis of distribution 
would therefore be to allot equal sums to all frovinces: Under. the present 
system only the first factor to which I referred lust noW JS taken Ulto account 
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and provinces like Bombay and Bengal gain to the detriment of the smaller 
inland and less developed provinces. 

Mr. 1. S. Thomson.-We accept the Resolution as it stands. 

The Hon'bIe Mr. Kalikar.-We the members of the Sta:nding Committee 
?n Roads accept the first p~rt ~f the Resolution. So far as the second part 
18 .concerned, as the ~tter 18 likely to come up before the Standing Com
DUttee on Roads, we WIthhold our remarks for the present and we shall decide 
that matter in the Standing Committee on Roads. We have had the oppor
tunity of hearing the views expressed by the various Provincial Governments 
and a~o we will ~ve to consider the remarks of our Honourable colleague 
Mr. Miller. We therefore reserve our remarks and we shall decide it in the 
Committee. • 

The Hon'bIe Mr. Ghosh MauIik.-This Resolution consists mainly of 
two parts. .As far as the first portion is concerned, it cannot be supported 
but if it is amended as suggested by the Minister from Bengal I would have 
no hesitation in supporting it. The arguments put forward by him strongly 
support his case because after all continuity must be maintained and it would 
.be useless to adopt a resolution which would have no guarantee of continuity. 
It would serve no useful purpose in passing pious resolutions. .As far as the 
second portion is concerned, I would like to be assured by the Provincial Gov
ertunents that the amount they have been now spending on the maintenance, 
repair and construction of rural and feeder roads should not be diverted and 
utilised by them in their other departments, but be earmarked for the main
lenance and repair of these roads. If this assurance is forthcoming, I would 
not hesitate to supporting the second part of the Resolution. 

Mr. B. C. Burt.~ir, I think no apology is needed after the emphasis 
which His Excellency laid yesterday on the need for rural roads of stressing 
the agricultural aspect of this question especially in view of what you your
self said in opening the discussion on this Resolution. I do think that 
we ought to bear in mind that it is not so much a question whether the 
agriculturist is to travel by motor bus or by railway aa whether he will have 
any money left to travel by either. The fundamental need at the present 
moment .isto resluce the cost of getting agricultural produce to the market 
and to the consumer. That point was emphasised both by the Jayakar 
Committee and by the Provincial Governments in their replies to the ques
tionnaire issued by the Jayakar Committee. The Punjab Government, for 
example, said that "a. provincial programme of road development should be 
determined py the needs of the province for roads and in particular by the 
neceasity of adequate facilities for getting agricultural produce to the market." 
Now, Sir it, is unnecessary in this conference to stress the considerable fall 
in the price of agricultural produce but I have just been looking through some 
of the recent figures and it is very nearly 50 per cent. since 1929. I think it is 
()bvious to all of us that wilessall the overhead charges on agriculture and the 
intermediate costs between the producer and the consUmer, or the U88!', can 
be reduced the margin left to the producer will be so small that it would force 
on him a lower standard of living which must react immediately on every 
form of transport. He will have less to export and he will have less money 
.to .. purchase. imports-:-"I use importBin the sense of im~ into the village. 
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Therefore .1 would venture to emphasize a point which has been made both 
by you, 811", and by \he Honourable the Finance Member that we do need to 
make a conscious .e~ort to devote whatever funds we have at the present 
moment towards aiding the general economic recovery of the country. That 
seems ~o ~e to be the one consideration that matters at the present moment. 
If, In~ 18 to rec.over some of ~he export trade which she has lost during the 
economic dl:preS81On w~ must lffiprove our competing power in the world 
markets and transport IS one of the most important factors in that direction. 
If our industries are to prosper, it is equally important that the cost of getting 
the raW material to the consumer shall be reduced. That can only be done 
by a .well p.lanned progra~e of t~ansport development and I would suggest 
two Ideas ill that connectIOn. Fust of all, what the agriculturists wants 
is not merely access to a railway for he is too small a producer to send his 
produce direct by train. He wants access to a market and that access must 
usually by road. The Royal Commi~sion on Agriculture went into the mar
keting qUf'stion very thoroughly, as did the Central Banking Enquiry Com
mittee and both emphallized one fact, lJiz., that when the cultivator sells his 
produce in a regulated market he gets a better price than when he seells it in 
the village. That is the first idea. What the cultivator needs is access to a 
market which means that the markets must be linked with the railway and 
that the cultivator must be linked with the market. To put the matter 
briefly, there are three kinds of feeder roads that are wanted. First of all we 
must improve· the exits from the villages. The waste of time, the waste of 
energy and the waste of money which the cultivator often suffers in getting 
his calt two or three miles out of the village is inconceivable to those who have 
not seen it. One must improve the link from the village to the rural road 
system, and the communications to the market. It is absolutely essential 
that when the railway does not serve the market, the latter should be linked 
with the railway by a thoroughly good road of modem design. 
. I would like just to stress one more point. Several provinces are now 
devoting considerable attention to the improvement of their marketing and 
it is important that not only should ~ll kinds of transport develop~ent be c0-

ordinated but that we should co-ordmate transport development WIth market 
develop~nt. Hitherto roads and railways have wan~ered after th~ markets 
in a rather haphazard fashion, ~s a re~ult ~here &r~ still so~e very lIDportant 
markets in India, from the cultivator s pomt of View, which are very badly 
served both by rail and road. I think, Sir, that in future our market deve
lopment and our transport dev:elopment· nee~ co-ordination. I suggest as 
an addition to the draft Resolution the followmg words :-

" In present circumstances the ~~st ~rgent need is an improvement 
in the efficiency, and reduction ill the cost, of the t~port of 
agricultural produce to markets and thence to the railways ; 
future road development programmes should be framed ac
cordingly." 

Mr. Hamilton.-No remarks. 

The Hon'bIe Sir George Schuster.-I only want to say t.w:, t~.gs. 
First of all I want to make it clear, as far as the Government of India s po&tl0n 
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is concerned, that we had never contemplated the stopping 01 ihis allocation 
of 21 annas to the road fund. In none of the forecasts that have been made of 
revenue under the new constitution have we taken into aCcount the idea of any 
change in the present arrangements. So that, as far as we are concerned, we 
have always worked on the assumption that this arrangement would continue 
Under the new constitution. I think I am speaking for both of my colleagues 
when I say that there would be no objection to this Conference making a re

,commendation that this arrangement should continue under the new constitu
tion and that we migM pass on that recon.mendation, particularly with the 
purpose of seeing that the new constitution is not drafted in a form which 
would actually block the continuance of this arrangement. As Sir Frank Noyce 
pointed out in his opening remarks, as the plan IItands at present in the White 
;Paper, tlte Federal Government would actually have no constitutional powel' 
to allocate to the provinces any part of the proceeds of import duties. As Sir 

, Frank Noyce also pointed out, if Burma is separated practically the whole of the 
revenue on petrol will be collected in the form of import duties; and therefore 
if the constitution stands as at present drafted in the White Paper this 
~rrangement would have to come to an end. So I think that it is appropriate to 
call the attention of the authorities who will be considering the position to that 
point. I may say that although Sir Frank Noyce said that the Government 
have not had time to reach any conclusions in the matter, we have actually in 
the Finance Department sent a memorand um to the Secretary of State on certain 
financial points arising out of the 'Vhite Paper and we have already called his 
attention to this point. But undoubtedly it will be of advantage if there is a 
recommendation of this Conference to reinforce that. 

There is just one other point that I should like to make clear though it 
has not perhaps much to do with the actual Re3olution. Sir Jogendra Singh 
talked about provincial excises under the new constitution. I really do not 
know from where he got that idea. As has already been pointed out, the White 
Paper plan does provide for the Federal Government allocating part of the pro
ceeds of Federal excises to the provinces if it is in a position to do so. But 
in all the discussions before the White Paper was produced,-and I think those 
are the ones to which Sir Jogendra Singh referred particularly the report of the 
Percy Committee,-one of their main ideas has been that the Federal Gov
ernment will be in a positiol1- to maintain its revenues-which they expected 
might decrease, for instance under the head of Customs, owing to the operation 
of a protective policy-.:.the Federal Government would be in a position to main
tain its revenues by the imposition of national excises. So that, when new 
forms of excise duties have been spoken about, the idea has been hitherto 
that those certainly would be raised for the benefit of the Federal Government. 
So that I think Sir J ogendra Singh perhaps has not got hold of the idea that we 
at any rate have always accepted in that matter. 

Then there is just one other point. There seems to be a suggeation that 
the proceeds of these allocations from the petrol duties at present are really 
provincial revenues. But I think it is iinportant to remind representativea 
here of what the real position i'J. The Central Legislature agreed to the 
imposition of the 61;r& 2-anna duty in the budget for 1929-30 with the ides 
really that that was additional to the duty which it would raise for it. own pur· 
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pose and that the proceeds should be allocated for a special purpose. But no 
one ~las. ever suggested t~at that imvlied that those proceeda really became 
provInCIal revenues. I ~hink we scem to have got rather far from the original 
Idea now. I am not saying that the proposal cannot be considered on its merits, 
but we have got !ather far from the original idea now when we are talking not 
only abo~lt .treatmg that 2 annas (21 anDas now with the surcharge) as part of 
the provinCIal revenues but actually going beyond the idea which was that 
this is something additional to what the Federal Government raised for its own 
purpose in suggesting that out of the Federal Government's imposts for its 
own purpose another 2! aa:lJ.8 should be conceded to the Provincial Govern
!llents. I wan~ to point out that we are departing very far from the original 
Idea when we discuss proposals of that kind. They of course can be considered 
on their merits 8S part of a general financial plan. That J think is all what I 
have to say. 

Chairman.-Gentlemen, I have not much to add to what Sir George 
Schuster has said on this Resolution. I think it can be divided into two parts. 
The first part is that the Conference considers that the present road develop
ment account should be continued at least for the duration of the present 
constitution. That can be taken separately, and I should like to say that, 
as Sir George Schuster has explained, we here have no objection whatever to 
the omission of the words" at least for the duration of the pre~ent constitu
tion". They were put in, because so far as the Government of India are con
cerned, we can only take aQtion for the life of the present constitution. But if it 
is the view of the Conference, as I am glad to find it is the view, that the road 
development fund should continue after the present constitution, then we shall 
be very glad to forward this view to those who are responsible for framing the 
new constitution. As I explained in my opening remarks, we are fully alive to 

. the fact that scheme of road development cannot be satisfactorily worked out 
until there is some assurance of revenue resources over a reasonable period of 
years, and therefore the view of the Conference coincides with our view on this 
point. We are quite agreeable, therefore, to the omission of these wor6.s to 
which Mr. Singh Roy objected, and we shall take action to forward the views 
of this Conference to the Home authorities. I trust that will meet Mr. Roy's 
point. 

Now, gentlemen, as regards the second part of the Resolution I think there 
is general agreement with our view that there ~hould .be a somewhat ~ider lati
tudfj in this matter. The most important pOint which has been made In regard 

. to that is that brought up by Sir Muhammad Yusuf whic~ has been dealt with, 
I think, to a great extent by Sir George Schuster, and that 19 ~hat the proceeds of 
this 21-anna petrol tax should be handed over to t~e provmces to do &8 .they 
like with it. In making that prop~l. he has, as SIlGeorge Schuster po~ted 
out, forgotten the origin of this additlonal tax. on pet~l. It was definitely 
santioned by the legislature on the understandmg that It would be used for 
development of roads, and I am afraid that I can see no pros:pec~ of our being 
able to go to the legislature with a proposal that we should give It to the pro
vinces to spend exactly as they like. 

The Hon'ble Nawab Sir Mohammad YusuI-I meant spending on 
roads. 
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Chairnian.--:-Even to spend it as you like on roads. In that. case it would 
, become a subsidy to provincial revenues. That was not the object with which 
the surcharge was imposed, a.nd I feel quite certain that as long 88 it remaina 
the legislature which votes it will expect to see that it is devoted to the purpose 
for which it was originally intended, subject to the widening of the field which 
we have now suggested. As regards that, I should like to say that all the 
suggestions which we have made to-day will be very carefully considered in 

: framing the Resolution which I shall have to place bpfore the legislature in the 
course of the cold weather session. I take it, gentlemen, that you are gene
rally agreed that the class of development to which the road development 
account should be employed should be reconsidered; and I should like to know 
whether you will wish to place on record your concurrence with the amend
ment moved by Mr. nurt that, 

" In present circumstances the most urgent need is an improvemont in the 
efficiency, and reduction in the cost, of the trallBport of agricul
tural produce to markets and thence to the railways; future road 
development programmes should be framed accordingly." 

, The Hon'ble' Mr. Miller.-I should like to suggest that we might 
possibly meet again tomorrow morning in sub-committee with the idea of 
framing a Resolution which will be acceptable to all. 
. Chairman.-With regard to this point 1 

The Hon'ble Mr. Miller.-With, regard to the whole Resolution. 

Chairman.-I do not see any necessity for meeting to frame another 
Resolution. The Resolution as it stands with the amendment which Gov
:ernment have accepted has been generally agreed to, namely ;-

" This Conference considers that the present road development account 
should be continued, but that the claas of development to which 
it should be applied should be reconsidered." 

,Chairman.-That has been generally accepted. 
The Hon'ble Mr. Miller.-We want to know under what conditiona. 

My Association cannot accept the Resolution 88 it standa. 
, . chairman.-As the hour is getting late, it is time to adjourn. I have no 
objection, subject to what I am quite certain has been agreed to, to endeavour 
to find some form of worda which will possibly convey the decision or rather the 
sense of the, Conference .as expressed this afternoon somewhat more forcibly 
than the resolution as, at present drafted does. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Miller.-We will submit it to the main Conference 
tomorrow. 

Chairman.~ We will open our proceedings tomorrow by placing on record 
some revised form of words. I do feel myself, if I may say so, that it would be 
advantageous if we were to put the first part of the Resolution in a form which 
,would carry more weight than it does now and I should be very glad if the 
gentlemen who were good enough to help sa very effectively this morning would 
endeavour to render the same assistancp tomorrow morning at the same time 
~J!.da,t the ,same place. 

(The Conferenc6 adjQUrneO. till 10-30 a.m. on Wednesday' tM 26th .April 
1933.) , 
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TIle Conference rlHl88embled at 10-30 a. ffl. on Wednesday eke 26tll April 1933 
witll the Hon'ble Sir Frank Noyce in the Clwir. 

Chairman.-We resume discUBSion of Resolution No.6. In accordance 
with your desire a small committee met this morning and it was agreed that 
it would be better if the Resolution read as follows :-

Revised Resolution No.6. 

II This Conference consioers that :_ 

(a) the present road development account should be continued for the 
~uratio~ of the .present constitution and would urge that provi
SIOn for Its contmuance be made in the new constitution; 

(b) the class of roads to which the road development account should be 
applied, including the maintenance of roads constructed from 
that account, be reconsidered; 

(c) in present circumstances the most urgent need is an improvement in 
the efficiency, and a reduction in the cost, of the transport of agri
cultural produce to markets and thence to the railways; future 
road development programmes should be framed accordingly." 

The only remarks I have to make on this Resolution as redrafted are in 
regard to (a). The Government of India will of course be very glad to send on 
the very weighty views of this Conference to His Majesty's Government for 
their earnest consideration. We will examine the point ourselves and forward 
this Resolution to His Majesty's Government with our views. In regard to (b) 
it will be seen that a very important phrase has been added, namely, " including 
the maintenance of roads constructed from that account". This raises a very 

. difficult problem which will require very close consideration by us in consulta
tion with the Local Governments, by the Standing Committee on Roads and, in 
due course, by the Legislature when we put before them the Resolution for the 
continuance of the Road Development Account for the duration (\f the present 
constitution which is of course all that we can then do. It will be seen that 
we have adopted Mr. Burt's amendment in full in paragr~ph (c). I think 
that is all I need say. If any member of the Conference WIshes to make any 
remarks on the Resolution as now redrafted we shall be very glad to have 
them. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Miller.-I should like to make it clear that I do not 
like the implication of (b), but as I understand that this matte.r ~ be sub
mitted to the Standing Committee on Roads and that any ~ter~tlOn m the pre
sent policy cannot be made without the consent of the LegislatIve Assembly, I 
accept the Resolution 8S it stands. 

The Hon'bIa Mr. B. P. Singh Roy.-With regard to (b) I may just men
tion that this policy of allowing maintenance cost out of the petrol tax has 
been accepted with regard to Bombay. 

Mr. P. L. Bowers.-In our programme for 1932-33 we included a sumof 
Rs. 14,000 for repairs to communications works and this was accepted by the 
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Government of India. In the programme that we have recently lubmitted for 
1933-34 we have included a sum of RI. 35,000 for the ame purpose. 

Chairman.-They must have been Ipecial cases. 

The Hon'ble Dr. P. S. Deshmukh.-May I suggest with regard to (b) 
that the period during which money from the Road Development Fund should be 
divertea towards maintenance of roads should be limited to the period of finan
cial depression and should not exceed that." I think the words, .. provided that 
this diversion is limited to the period during which the financial depreMion 
exists" should be added to part (b). 

The Hon'ble Mr. Miller.-WhQ is to decide when the d('prCllllion 
ends 1 

The Hon'ble Sir logendra Singb.-I just want to correct what I said 
about provincial excises yesterday. What I meant wal federal excises men
tioned on the margin of paragraph 137 of the White Paper. 

The Hon'ble Mr. B. P. Singh Ro)'.-I may mention at this Itage that I 
do not agree with the Honourable Minister from the Central Provinc('. that 
it should be limited only to the period of financial depreasion. That is not the 
view of Bengal. 

Chairman.·-As there is some disagreement with regard to Dr. Detihmukh'. 
proposal, I do not think it necessary to put it formally before the Conference 
but I can assure him that when examining this question in consultation with 
Local Governments his point of view will be pl~ced before the Local Govern· 
ments. I trust that that will meet with his appr<wal. 

In those circumstances, Gentlemen, I may take it that this Resolution, a. 
now drafted, represents the general sense of the Conference. 

The Resolution as adopted by tk Confere~ was (U folkrw, :-

RESOLUTION No.8. 

This Conference considers that--

(a) the present road development account should be continued for Uw 
. duration of the present constitution and would urge that proviaion 
for its continuance be made in the new constitution : 

(b) the class of roads to which the road development account IhouI4 be 
applied, including the maintenance of road. constructed from 
that account, be reconsidered: ' 

(c) in present circumstances the most urgent Deed is an improvemen' 
in the efficienc)', and a reduction in the cost, 01 &he transPOrt of 
.agricultural produce to markets .• and thence to &he railwaJl ; 
future road development programmes IhouI4 be framed 
accordingly. 

Chairman.-I will now pass on to Resolution No.7. 
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The- Resolution 1M aUClUBion was a. follows :_ 

RESOLUTION No.7. 

This Conference considers that it is necessary to study the question whether 
the prese~t lack of balance in the road systema will, if the means 01 development 
are restncted to revenue resources, be susceptible 01 correction either ,t aU or 
at a rate consistent with the economic needs 01 the country : and accordingly 
recommends that a comprehensive plan should be drawn up with a view to 
examining the possibility 01 development from loan funds. 

Chairman.-Before I take up this resolution I have to bring to your 
notice an amended resolution proposed by the Government of Bengal as 
follows :-

" This Conference recommends that a comprehensive plan should be 
drawn up with a view to examining the possibility of developinr, 
both main and subsidary roads from loan funds; and of providing 
for the maintenance of roads constructed or improved frOD! 

loan funds or special grants". 
I may say that we received this by telegram on Thursday last, after we had 

finally considered the terms of the resolutions to be laid before you, and when 
there was insufficient time left for us to ask for further explanation of its impli
cations. I think therefore that, as this amendment has been formally proposed, 
my best course will be to call upon the Hon'ble Mr. Bijoy Prosad Singh Roy 
to move it before the general discussion begins, so that he may explain precisely 
in what respects its objects differ from those underlying the original resolution. 
As this is merely a discussion to elicit the general opinion, there need be no ques
tion of formal or Parliamentary procedure in the moving of an amendment 

. or in the discussion thereon. If in effect we find that there are two substantially 
different proposals before you it will be open to anyone to voice his opinion on 
.both. 

On the' main points of substance of our resolution I do not propose to 
enlarge. The questions raised are largely financial and therefore before I call 
.on the Hon'ble Mr. Bijoy Prosad Singh Roy to move his amendment I will ask 
my Hon'ble colleague Sir George Schuster to explain the position from the 
point of view of the Government of India. 

The Bon'ble Sir George Schuster.-I propose to deal on very broad 
lines with this subject-with the purpose chiefly of putting in its proper setting 
the idea of launching a programme for building roads out .of loan funds. My 
remarks will.be partly cautionary and. partl~ encouragmg. I. have alwa~. 
held the view that an adequate finanCIal policy does not C~DSl8t merely m 
raising taxes with one hand and keeping a tight hold on the stnngs of the money 
Dags with the other. Those are indeed necessary tasks, ~ut they are of a neg ... 
tive character, and it is equally important to pay atten~lOn to t~e development 
of the country's economic resources, so that the taxatlOn reqwred to p~oduce 
the necessary revenue may be I!l lighter burd~n .. Neverthel~ a Fmance 
Member when he starts encouraging expenditure IS liable to be IDlSunderetood, 
and it is very necessary to emphasis~ that th~ o~y kind of.expenditure o~ which 
he can look with favour is expenditure which IS econonucally producti"e aDd 
likely to increase revenue. 

K36DIL I 
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Now from the cautionary and .encouraging things which I have to say, 

I will start by calling attention to an encouraging aspect of the situation. There 
. is no doubt that the power of the Government of India to help developments 

on lines referred to in the resolution has recently been greatly strengthened 
in two ways. In the first place the credit of the Government has strikingly 
improved and we have been able recently to place loans for enormous amounts 
in conversion of existing loan liabilities and for the funding of our floating 
debt on terms which two years ago would have seemro imp088ible. There is 
every indication that these conditions will continue. If we can borrow money 
at or under 4 per cent., capital expenditure becomes economically justifiable, 
which with rates at 6 per cent., for example, could not be considered. 

In the second place the commitments of Government for capital expendi
ture have been enormously reduced. When I first came to India at the end of 
1928 the Government were committed to a programme of capital expenditure 
on railways at the rate of 30 crores per annum. In fact railway capital expen
diture in the years 1928-29 amounted to 32 crores and in 1929-30 to 30 crOre8. 
For 1933-34 the capital programme has been reduced to 2 croreli. Now this 
reduction in capital commitments is not entirely a temporary restriction due to 
financial stringency. Although expenditure has been 80 drastically cut down, 
the railways have not been starved. I think the Chief CommillBioner of Rail
ways will bear me out ill say that no really nece88&ry worlea have been omitted 
and though there may be certain desirable works which have been pOlltponed, 
no arrears of essential work have been allowed to accumulate. We can face 
the future with a clean sheet, and the prospect when we do 80 indicates a very 
great change from the outlook which prevailed a few years ago. I think that 
the Hon'ble Sir Guthrie Russell will again bear me out if I· say that we do 
not see before us at present any need for heavy expenditure on new railway 
lines in order to keep pace with the needs of the country.. There are perhape 
one or two projects formerly considered and laid aside which might be taken 
up with advantage, and there are certain areas like the Sukkur barrage area 
where new developments may have created new needs. But broadly speaking 
I think we may say that the demandS of the railways for capital expenditure 
in the next few years can be limited to a figure which will leave a sub~tantial 
margin for capital to be raised for other purposes without overtaxing the cap~t:ll 
resources of the country. I do not wish to suggest that the days of capital 
expenditure on the railways have entirely passed, for I am certainly not one of 
those who think that railways are an obsolete or even an obsoleacent form 
of transport. There is always a justification for capital expenditure which. will 
improve operating efficiency and reduce working costs, while, when better tImes 
come and the normal increase of traffic is resumed there will undoubtedly be 
calls for increasing the carrying capacity of the railway system. But ~th the 
development of road traffic there will be a diminished need for branch railways, 
and at the moment I think we are all agreed that the main need on which the 
country should concentrate during the next phase of development is to develop 
the road system so as to bring that into bl'Llance with the railway sy~tem a~d 
provide a better circulation of traffic to the railways-which must still rernam 
the main arteries in the country's system of transportation. . 

It may be argued on the strength of the position which I have described 
t~ .. t as the Government can rely on raising a certain amoun' of money from the 



i~vesting puhlic ~ach year, ~hen if that money is not required, as it has been 
hitherto, for capital exp.enditure on railways, it ought to be used (or roads. 
I do not .deD;y that that 18 a ~ossible conclusion, though I must point out that 
co~mumcatlOns do. not proy'lde. the o~ly channel (or economic development 
w.hich needs a.ttentlOn. IrrlgatlOn proJects, power projects, and many other 
kmds of pu~llC works m~y mak~ equally important demands on the capital 
resources whlCh can be ra18ed, while there is the further point that India in the 
(uture may require a greater share of its investment capital (or industrial 
development through private enterprise than has hith~rto been the case. 
Moreover, in whatever we do we must be careful not to overstrain our resources 
and put ourselves in the position of having to raise from the public larger 
sums of money than are actually demandinO' investment. I may indeed 
say at once, in order to avoid misunderstanding, that there is no pr03pect of 
our launching out again in the near future into capital expenditure programmes 
for any purpose on the scale of five years ago. 

These are all very important and wide issues with which I cannot deal 
fully today. But whatever the force of the reservations or limitations which I 
have mentioned, I think we may assume for the purposes of the present dis
cussions that Government will be able to raise loan capital on reasonable terms 
which would be available for road development, we must then ask the question -
would it be right to 1inance road development on these lines? In the first 
place I want to mention certain elementary points which I have little doubt 
are already appreciated by you all. There is no magic in raising money for 
development by loans, for, unfortunately, there is no method of getting some
thing for nothing in this world. The process does not relieve revenue in any 
way, for ultimately the cost has to fall on revenue, seeing that provision must 
be made out of revenue to pay the interest on the loans and provide for their 
amortisation. The real practical difference between construction from loan 
money and construction from revenue is that, if loan money is raised, substan
tial expenditure can be concentrated in a short period without putting an 
unbearable burden on the tax revenue ofthat period. The loan method makes 
it possible to anticipate developments. That is the essential implication of this 
resolution, for the point which it makes is that if there is a lack of balance in 
the road system, and if the need for its correction is so urg~nt tha~ the country 
cannot afford to wait while the works are constructed bit by bit from what 
is available each year from revenue, then there may be a justification for 
speeding up the process by raising loans. But it must always be remembered 
that the interest and sinking fund on those loans must be met from future 
revenue. 

And there is another point also to remember; the maintenance charges 
have to be met as well. Roads may be valuable assets, but they are also liabi
lities, and if loan money for road cons~ruction is .made ~ easilr. available 
there is a great danger lest the at~r~ctlOn. of the lDlDlediau: proVlSlOn .of the 
assets may lead the spending authontles to I~ore the ot~er Side of the picture, 
namely the liabilities which are involved. ThlS really brmgs me to the crux of 
the whole matter. I have already said that the first justification for the cons
truction ofroads from loans rather than from revenue must be that coustruction 
from revenue would be too slow to meet the needs of the case, and I now come 

.2 
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to ~he second point which is even of greater importance-that luch a proceaa will 
ultImately do great harm to the country unless the construction of roads can be 
relied.on SQ to improve its economic productivity, and therefore its taxable 
capaCIty, as to cover the cost not only of the service of the loans but of the 
maintenance of the roads. 

The f~lfilment of this last condition is not alwa:vs easy to establish. In the 
case of railways, where rates and fares are charged for their use, it is possible 
to make traffic estimates which can be exactly weighed up against the known 
costs of interest charges, operating costs, and maintenance. In the case of 
roads the returns are indirect: they are not easy to isolate or estimate; and, 
moreover, they may flow in a number of different channels, not all of which 
will benefit the authority which is responsible for road construction. 

Having indulged in these general observations, I can now make clear what 
would be the general attitude of the Government of India on this whole question. 
In the first place I must emphasise as strongly as I can that we think it would 
be very dangerous to come out at once with a general announcement that we 
are prepared to finance a grandiose scheme of road development by loan funds. 
That might lead the authorities concerned straight into the danger which I 
have already indicated, by providing them with a temptation to construct aMeta 
without considering the liabilities involved. To announce a plan for the raising 
orloans and then, as a second step, to consider schemes for spending the 
money, is to put the cart before the horse. It is the schemes that must come 
first, and then, if after the most careful scrutiny it is reasonably established 
that they satisfy the conditions which I have Itated above, the provision of 
loan money can be considered. But, I may be told that a refusal to accept 
any commitment in advance as regards the provision of funds may be going 
too far in the contrary direction, and that unless the authorities can be given 
some reasonable expectation that if they put up satisfactory schemes the 
money will be forthcoming, then there is little hope that they will take the 
trouble to work out schemes. We recognise thatthere is something in thia 
point, and I am prepared to meet it by a definite statement that if schemes 
satisfying the necessary conditions are put. forward by the Provincial Govern
ments, then the Government of India is prepared in the present conditiona to 
give favourable consideration to raising loan money to finance luch schemel. 

From ·what I have said it will be clear that if there is to be any progresa 
in this matter, the next step is for the Provincial Governments to work out and 
put forward schemes for road development which would satisfy the conditiona 
laid down. That is to say, they must be prepared to satisfy the Government of 
India that they can provide for the service of the loans and the maintenance 
charges, and that the roads will really increase economic productivity. AI. to 
the last point, it will be mainly for the local authorities to select the projects, 
but it is clear from what has been said in the course of discussions on previoua 
resolutions that the Government of India's present view is that at least in pre
sent conditions, efforts should be concentrated not on Grand Trunk roads 
which would look very fine on a map of India, but on the less spectacular task 
of developing rural areas, especially the completion of communications between 
producing centres and markets, and between markets and railways. We have· 
heard a good deal in the course of discussion on varions resolutions of the· 
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apparent antithesis. betwe~n roa.d and railway interests. There may be, &8 • 

resUlt. of constructIOn :which has' already taken place, conflicts of interests in 
certaIn areas, but I believe myself that so far as new construction is concerned 
the public ~utho~ties of India can fi~d projects to occupy them for many y~ 
to come whICh Will not only not conflict with railway interests, but will actually 
benefit them. We trust therefore that the Provincial Governments \liU be 
able to put before us projects of this kind. 

I have ~onfi~ed my re~arks to broad questions of principle, and I have 
not thought It sUitable at this stage to go into elaborate detail. But there is 
one i.mportant point of detail on whic~ I think I should say something, and 
that Is.the clas~es of dev~lop~ent to wh~ch loan funds may properly be applied. 
One may classIfy work In th18 connectIOn under three main heads: first the 
provision of .bridges Il:nd other long life benefits; secondly, reconstructi~n Ul 

~ore ~xpenBlve mate~als for eventual economy; thirdly, general development 
Including earth road lIDprovements and other work of no lasting value unleae 
regularly maintained. It is clear of course that the maintenance liabilitiea 
in respect of different types of work falling under these three heads might 
considerably vary, and this point must be taken into consideration in deciding 
whether a particular project is a proper subject for loan finance. 

In conclusion I would say this. Although I have mainly concentrated Oil 

the restrictions or conditions which must be imposed on any general plan for 
constructing roads from loan money, I may 811.y that if projects could be put 
forward which would satisfy the necessary conditions, we should greatly welcome 
the opportunity of inaugurating construct-ive work of this kind in the present 
time .of unexampled depression. It is just in such times as these that a GO'9'
ernment ought to make plans for the future and to find means for the expen
diture of money which will do something to relieve the present distress. But 
such plans must be carefully chosen, {or if they are a mere dead-weight burde~ 
then in the long run they will do more harm than good and the taxpayer of 
the future will find that the present relief has been too dearly bought. 

The Hon'ble Mr. B. P. Singh Roy.-Sir, in moving the amendment 
which stands in my name I may state at the outset that Bengal yields to 
none in her desire to see that the price of agricultural produce may improve. 
Her prosperity depends entirely on the prosperity of t~e agricultural popula
tion. Land revenue is one of the main sources of our Income, and naturally 
we are much interested in agricultural prosperity, and I do realise that agricul
tural prosperity depends largely on the impr~veme~t of our feeder roads. 
There is not much difference between the ResolutIOn as It stands on the agenda 
and the amendment· save and except that I have tried to make it clearer and 
1. wanted to introd~ce the question of maintenance which has been so much 
stressed, and if I may submit 'without i,mpertinence: so rightly, by the Hon'ble 
the Finance Member. Weare all aDXlOUS for the Improvement of roads but 
we must be assured about the future maintenance. We do not want to find, 
as the Hon'ble the FinaI\Pe Member has said, the roads improved out of the 
petrol tax becoming dead-weight on the future taxpayer. ~oads are asseta 
as well as liabilities; that is why we want the que.st~on of ~aIntenance also to 
be examined along with the question of loan. Th18 18 th~ tlIDe, as the Honon:. 
able Sir George Schuster has pointed out, when money 18 cheap and labour 18 
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cheap, and people want employment, for nndertaking achemee of improvement 
of roads through loan. But at the same time the provinces, and specially 
.the province of Bengal with its chronic deficit, is very nervous about improv
ing roads without making adequate provision for their future maintenance • 
. As I pointed out yesterday, with our 4' 5la.kha of road cess and about 9 la.kha 
petrol tax,-it is altogether 13lakha but out of that nearly 41la.kha goes to the 
Calcutta Corporation leaving 9 la.kha for extra-municipal roads,-we find it 
extremely difficulno maintain the existing roads. Our ,total milage of roads 
comes to about 36,000 miles of which about 3,500 are metalled roads. So it is 
rather a big problem with us. If our roads are developed rapidly we shall 
have to find money for their maintenance. So it is only meet and proper that 
the two questions of development and maintenance should be considered'simul
taneously. The Mitchell-Kirkness Committee in paragraph 90 of their Report 
summarised the reasons why a comprehenpive scheme should be taken up and 
they say (1) that the present lack of balance in the system of road development 
can be corrected only by development of roads on a consistent pla.n; (2) to 
be effective such a plan must be impartially financed from loan funds to the 
eXtent to which future maintenance can be relied upon. So this Committee 
too has realised the necessity of stressing this question of maintenance. (3) 
That such programmes as exist are more for development of main trunk row 
thanfor all-round improvements. (4) The preparation of more comprehensive 
plans appears to be necessary if advantage is to be taken of the tum in the 
financial side, when it comes. (5) A comprehensive plan is very desirable fOJ 
undertaking all-round development of roads including rural roads. 

Sir, 1 entirely agree with the grounds that have been adduced by the 
Committee and my only point is that the question of maintenance and the 
question of development of roads through loan should be simultaneousl, 
examined, so that the roads when developed may not prove a heavy burden 
on the provincial exchequer or on the local bodies. 

Chairman.-Gentlemen, I think it is quite possible to combine the Hon'ble 
Mr. B. P. Singh Roy's amendment with the original Resolution and I think 
the original Resolution would be greatly improved if we did 80. I woul~ 
venture to ask if the amendment I am now about to read will meet his point :-

.. This Conference considers that it is necessary to study the ql1estion 
whether the present la.ck of balance in the road systems will. if the 
means of development are restricted to revenue resources, be 
susceptible of correction either at all or at a rate consistent with 
the economic needs of the country; and accordingly recommends 
that a comprehensive plan should be drawn up with a view to 
examine the possibility of development of both main and sub
sidiary roads from loan lunda within the limit. of the resouree8 
available for maintenance." 

The Hon'ble Mr. B. P. Singh Koy.-That will meet my point. 

Mr. Keid.-Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, excePt in 80 far &I I consider 
that a review should be undertaken in order to !!xamine how a comprehensive 
plan of road de.velopment can be financed, as this is largely a question of GOY. 
e~e~t finance, ,I have J,lo ~ial yiew~ t~ ,P:XP!e88,OD t~.~I~ti,o,D. . 
",," ~.,~ .... ,j •.. ~."' •• ~. " .;, ' .. "~' '., . 
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. Mr. C. R. Sumner.-Sir, the Finance Member has inlIicated a pros peet 
that money from. loan funds may be forthcoming in respect of deserving road 
d.evelopmen~ proJects. The 1!lland Steamer Compani!'8 welcome this indica
tIOn express~ng at the same ~llne the opinion that the .. 8wtable machinery" 
refe~red to In draft ResolutIOn No.8 should be inaugurated at the earliest 
possible date. 

Mr. H. E. Orm~ro~.-I should first like to express on my own behalf and on 
behalf of my AsSOCIatIOn grateful thanks to the Hon'ble the Finance 'Member 
for the ~emarks he has)ust made. I did not find anything discouraging therein, 
but entlrelr encouragIng. My Association have never advocated the adoption 
o~ a gra~dlOse scheme 9f road development and especially in these times will 
give their sup~o~ to any: ~cheme of gradual road development, such to be 
governed by eXIstmg conditions from time to time. 

Some of the remarks I am about to make have been written before I had 
the honour of hearing th~ Hon'ble the Finance Member's speech and I 
hope that will be appreciated. ' 

My Association, Sir, is in full sympathy with the Government resolution re
commendlDg that a comprehensive plan should be drawn up with a vieW' to 
examining the possibility of road development from loan funds. In this con
nection we wish to point out that up to quite recently road development in 
India was very local in its outlook and object, and it is only in the last few years 
that wider considerations ha\e been recognised. 

From 1853 to the present time much attention has been given to railway 
development, and railway progress has been continuous from 1827, resulting 
in the construction of 37,6!.l9 miles of lines during the 68 years commencing 
1853. This development has provided India with a railway transport system 
which is only partially capable of moving its vast resources to ports of shipmeDt 
for supply to the world's markets. But it does not provide the necessary links 
from the interior to the rail heads,-a long felt want which can only be supplied 
by feeder roads being built from villages in the interior to railway stations to a 
pre-conceived plan based on the agricultural requirements of each district. 

Continuity in road programme has beE)n lacking because no system of finano
ing roadways to serve India has been developed during the period when railways 
Were receiving the attention of Government, this being the natural result of an 
outlook concentrated primarily on other needs. The time has come now, 
however, when this neglect should be remedied, and it IS encouraging to know 
therefore that Government is proposing that a comprehensive plan should be 
drawn up for road development with a view to financing it from loan funds. 

In most countries a national movement demanding more roads and better 
IIUl'faces to meet the requirements of agricultural ~d industri~ advancement, 
has brought about rapid road devel~pment, particularly durmg ~he last ~ew 
~s. India, however, has until qwte recently, lacked any.natlonal feeling 
m this connection, and road development has been patchy, beIng unsupported 
by the necessary finance and a programme to work to over a number of years. 

With these conditions, progress has bee~ necessarily slow and ~economical 
and We welcome this suggestion of the drawmg up of a comprehewu\-e plan. 
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In the preparation of such a plan it will be neceaaary to avoid the tempt. 
ation to deal with individual roads 88 isolated problems, because auch methode 
lead to mistakes and undue importance is aasigned to • particular road by 
reason of a parochial outlook. 

Wider considerations must prevail and the aim ahould be to plan out a 
scheme of roads, inter-locking with other existing and contemplated aystems of 
transport. It does not matter that these plans cannot be carried out at once, 
what matters is that when any sectiofl is undertaken it shall form, a useful 
part of a complete whole. 

Roads in India being a transferred subject it is always difficult to have the· 
matter viewed in this light, although it is obvious a. comprehensive acheme 
would be justified by the economies which could be e1Iected. 

On the one hand Provincial Governmenta by displaying too keen an, 
interest in maintaining local control have neglected to seek 888istance from the 
~ntral Government in matters in whioh they might readily help them in road 
development, while on the other hand it baa been found that auggestioD&l 
emanating from outside provincial sources have been looked upon 88 an un
necessary interference with localrights and have been deeply resented. 

A change in the right direction W88 made when the two-anna tax on petrol, 
for providing revenue for road development purposes W88 accepted, this aug
gestion first emanating from my Association, and Provincial Governments were 
not slow in registering their approval of our suggestion that this tax should be 
introduced solely for road development purpOBeil. 

The general public willingly agreed to the tax, only demanding in return 
that the proceeds should be earmarked for new road development, the Central 
Government being requested to control distribution to ensure the expenditure 
of grants from this tax on schemes previously approved of 88 meeting with the 
c()nditions laid down. ' 

The control of the Central Government in this respect was, I think, m.ia
understood in some quarters at first, those concerned failing perhaps to ap
preciate that the move W88 actuated at the insistence of \he aubscribing publio 
and not from any intention on the part of the Central Government to obtain 
control over provincial road mattera. Such misunderstandings are alway. 
likely to occur when schemes embracing new ideas are first put up, and in the 
case in question it appeared at one time 88 though the jealousy prevailing in 
p~ovinces on ~tters concerning transferred subjects would wreck the entire 
scheme. 

. Fortunately however, . this feeling rapidly disappeared when the scheme 
was' understood, and the advantages to be gained from the adoption of it were 
fully appreciated. Similar misunderstandings are likely to arise when the pro
poSed comprehensive' scheme is discussed with provinces, but I hope that any 
fears or suspicions that may arise will rapidly disappear when the advantagea 
te be gained by co-operation are fully understood. 

In the rePort of the Indian Road Development Committee it is atated 
that:-

.. In England the growing sense of. national responsibility for row 
"" ". '8'o.bsequently led to the enactment of the Development and Road 
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Improvement A~ ~f 1909. Under the provisions of this Act a 
Road ~oard .conslBtmg of ,5 Members was created in the following 
year, In whIch the a~mmistration of the Road Improvement 
Gra~t ,was ,:ested, subJect to the control of the Treasury. In its 
adml~lstratlon of th~s money the Board could borrow upon the 
s~CU,rtty of the grant,lt could make advances to Highway Authori
~les In the form of grants or of loans for the improvement of exist
mg r?ads or for ~he const~ction of new roads, but not for ordinary 
repaIrs. , The hfe, of t~IS 'arrangement was brief, for during 
the war It became ImpOSSIble to continue these credits to the Road 
Improvement Grant. 

After the war national participation in Road Administration and Finance 
was consoli~ted and extended by the Road Act of 1920, the 

, powers preVIously vested in the Road Board were transferred to 
the Minister of Transport, and a Road Fund was created in which 
were merged the outstanding credits and liabilities of the Road 
Improvement Grant, Under the Ministry of Transport Act the 
Minister was empowered to classify roads for the purpose of 
making advances from the Road Fund, while the previous pro
hibition of advances for repairs was not repeated. At the same 
time the method of taxation of motor transport was changed, 
a tax on motor vehicles designed to produce an annual revenue 
of about seven million sterling (instead of one million as before) 
taking the place of the duty on motor spirit which was abolished. 

These various enactments may be said to mark the definite acceptance 
by Parliament of the pr~ciple that roads are of national import
ance and a fit object for expenditure from national revenues". 

We cannot follow this example exactly, but we can surely use it as & 

guide. 
It is true there are difficulties to be contended with in the preparation of 

any such scheme, but they must be faced sooner or later, and the longer the 
matter is delayed the more difficult it will be to overcome them. 

. Referring once more to railway development it is interesting to note that 
in the remarkable progress made in India In the 68 years mentioned above .. the 
largest addition to the miles of railways laid was made in a year when finances 
were not exceptionally favourable. This knowledge, Sir, should prevent us from 
feeling dishearlened by the stringency of present financial conditions, and, 
taking other countries as a guide there is no reason why the public should not be 
asked to provide the oapital required for special purposes, such as the building 
of bridges and the improvement of high maintenance cost roads, in a similar 
manner to that adopted so successfully in Italy, America and Austra~ia, to 
quote only a few examples ; while to correct the, ~resent lack of balan~e m the 
road system my Association considers that provlSlon should be made In future 
for road development to be financed from funds provided by Road Bonds or 
& Road Loan and that as soon as, but not before this principle of financing roads 
is: accepted, a comprehensive pla,n s~ould ~e drawn up fOf the dev,elopment of 
cQ,o;uI,lun,icatioIl!l in the mannf.ll:.md~C&ted In Government s resOlutIOn. 
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Mr. Conran Smith.-Mt. Chairman, I know that I am voicing the feel

ings of all the provincial representatives if I convey our gratitude to the Hon
ourable Sir George Schuster for the clear exposition which he has given us of the 
position and that exposition I feel renders any further discussion unnecessary at 
present. He has already put very clearly the only point which I desired to 
make, which was that the development of roads should be regulated by the 
funds available for the maintenance of roads and that point has been further 
stressed by the Honourable Minister from Bengal and is I think adequately met 
by the amendment which you; Sir, lIave just read out to ns. That beil1$( so, 
I accept the resolution and the principle underlying it of road development by a 
road loan. 

Mr. P. L. Bowers.-l\Ir." Chairman and gentlemen, before dealing with 
the problem of how our road development is to be financed, I should like to call 
your attention to one aspeQt of the subjects under oU!' discussion which has a 
considerable bearing on the case and which seems to have been lost sight of by 
all Provinces, who have apparently accepted the White Paper allocation of 
Roads as a transferred subject without giving thought either to the question of 
the strategic roads of India, or without considering the interests of the Federal 
Government in these roads and their obligation to maintain" them in a condition 
suitable io the requirements of all forms of Military Transport. If I understand 
the general feeling of this Conference rightly, the majority of the Provinces, 
while insisting on a contribution from the Federal Government towards the 
development and maintenance of Roads, wish to deny to that Government any 
voice in the expenditure of that money. This appears to me to be a perfectly 
impossible situation for the Federal Government to accept, as it is laid down in 
the White Paper that the defence of India in times of emergency is a Federal 
Subject-and as the defence of India involves the movement of troops with their 
attendant transport over the strategic roads of the country, the Federal Gov
ernment can neither leave it to the Provincial Governments to decide the stan
dard to which strategic roads should be developed and maintained, nor can it 
evade the responsibility for the provision of funds to develop and maintain these 
roads to, the necessary standard. 

Let me remind you, gentlemen, that the original roads constructed were 
for the most part strategic-in that they linked together the lar~e cities and 
towns of India the majority of which were then Cantonmenta. These roads 
have since been maintained by the Provincial Governments for administration 
purposes, and in the niajority of cases the standard to which these roads have 
been maintained is very much the same as the standard to which they were 
originally constructed. 

When Railways were first introduced they were for the most part strategic 
and followed the lines of the existing roads-linking up the large cities and 
towns of India. These Railways although they were of enormons a88istance to 
the administration of the provinces, have always been a Government of India 
subject and except in cases when the requirements of a Province have necessi
tated the construction of Branch or Feeder lines, the Provinces have not been 
required to contribute towards their construction or maintenance-with the 
advent of Railways, roads from a strategic point of view became of secondary 
importance in that their use for military" purposes wu" only contemplated 



in the ev~nt of a ~reak-d?wn of railway communication leading to the. place 
of operatiO~. With the Intr?duction of mechanical transport, the situation has 
changed entIrely-the Army IS becoming more and more mechanised and in the 
event of a sudden emergency ~ot only would the larger part of ita transport 
be moved t? the base of operatiOns by road, but large bodies of troops would 
most certainly be conveyed by road. 

. In fact as far as ~he movement of troops in times of emergency is concerned 
RaIlways a~e now rapidly becoming complementary to roads. With the advent 
of mecharucal tra~p~rt the standard to which strategic roads have to be 
developed and mamtalned has been raised involving expenditure which is far 
beyo~d ~he resources of any Province, with any appreciable length of strategic 
road In ItS area. 

The Bombay Government considers that the time has now come when 
Provincial Governments should be relieved of this responsibility for the deve
lopmen~ and maintenance of strategic roads, and they therefore urge most 
emphatically that. as the development and maintenance of these roads is a res
ponsibility which the Federal Government cannot evade, strategic roads 
should be a Federal Subject. . 

They are willing to be responsible for developing and maintaining strategic 
roads, to the standard required by the Federal Government-from funds pro
vided by that Government-and suggest that this procedure should be followed 
in the case of Provinces and States which in the opinion of the Federal 
Government maintain an Engineering Service capable of carrying out the work. 

o If this proced\lre is followed the responsibility of the Federal Government 
for the development and maintenance of strategic roads will not involve the 
maintenance of a Federal Engineering Service of any considerable size. 

I will now turn to the question as to how road development generally is to 
be financed. The view of the BombayGovernment on this more important 
subject is :-That in. view of the many emergent retrenchments which have 
to-be replaced in this Presidency and the urgent need of expansion in almost all 
departments and in vie,. also of the very large loan commitments which we are 
already carrying it is suggested that it might be stated definitely that, nntil it is 
seen how the new financial settlement works out, the Bombay Government 
would not be prepared to raise loam.' or road development on the security of any 
of its own resources. Then remaiL I the question whether this Government 
.hould advocate the raising by the Government of India of loans for provincial 
road development secured either on petrol tax receipts or on the security of the 
general revenues of the Government of India. 

On the one hand the view of the road engineers is that the Presidency'. 
road system cannot be organised on a basis suited to modem traffic unless there is 
a large amount of capital expenditure on road reconstruction in the very near 
future. There are however other important financial and political considera
tions. Such loans could only be raised if the Central Legislature committed 
itself to, e.g., the additional petrol tax and to earmarkin~ re~ipts from i~ for 
road development over a long period of y~ars. The e~~atiOn of the vanous 
reportaon federal finance indicates that if the FederatiOn 18 to cede anyappre
cia~iamoun1; of. income.tax to the Provinces in the futunr it will have consider-



able difficulty in balancing ita budget. It may be said that this is • matter 
for the Central Government to decide. But since an important factor in the 
improvement of the financial position of the Presidency will be the early alloca
tion of some share in the income-tax rllceipts it is suggested that it is undesirable 
to press for any course which might imperil that. And the definite earmarking 
as security for a loan of any Central source of revenue nece88&rily reduces to 
that extent the resources of the Central Government and their ability to give up 
income tax revenue. 

The view of the Bombay Government in regard to draft resolution 7 there
fore is;-

(a) The Bombay Government would not at present be prepared to 
raise loans for road development on the security of its own reve
nues; 

(b) They do not desire to express an opinion at this stage upon the pro
posal to raise loans for road development on the security of petrol 
tax or any other Central source of revenue. But if the Govern
ment o( India contemplate such a scheme the Bombay Govern
ment would desire to be consulted before it is undertaken. 

Chlirman.-There is just one point on which 1 should like to comment. 
regarding what Mr. Bowers has said. I can aMure him that the important 
point raised in the first part of his speech has not been lost sight of. The papers 
which we are going to circulate to provincial representatives during the course 
of the day will show that it is a point that we propose to discusa with them in 
the course of our further consultations with them. 1 think it will be generally 
agreed that it is hardly a point which arises on the resolution which is at present 
before us. 

The Hon'bIe Mr. B. P. Singh £oJ.-I have no remarks to make. 

The Hon'ble lIIawab Sir Mohammad Yasuf.-After liStening to the lucid 
and convincing speech of the Finance Member I must say that 1 have to modify 
my attitude towards this resolution. The point we have got clearly to bear in 
mind, and there cannot be two opinions on the subject, is that we are all here to 
see that there shall be a general development of the rural road system, that 
there should be an improvement of the feeder roads and that we should add more 
feeder roads with a view on the one hand to help the railways and on the other to 
make ~t possible for the agriculturists to bring their produce to the market more 
easily. All these facilities have necesSarily got to be granted to the people in the 
rural areas if we are generally to improve our economic condition and if we are 
to'solve the great problem of general depression with which we are faced. But 
the main question is whether this loan'is to be raised on the resources of t~e 
Government of India or whether"the Local Governments will be called upon to 
pledge their resources for the purpose of raising the loan. In other words, is this 
loan to be raised by the Local Governments or by the Central Government 1 
I take it that it is contemplated that the loan should be raised by the Central 
Government' on the income from petrol tax and other revenues that the Gov
ernment of India derives. In this connection it becomes at once pertinen~to 
ask whether the Government of lridia'thinks that when .. moat elaborate plain_ 
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drawn up. and the Local Gov~rn~ents.'lre called upon to give etIect to that pro_ 
gra~me It can expect, bearmg m mmd the present financial position of the 
provmces, the Local Governments to ml\intain those roads. That is the real 
crux ?f the ma~ter. The Government of India must necessarily look into the 
questiOn of mamtenance of such roads also. If any such loan scheme is to be 
~rawn . up by the Government of India in the interests of the railways and also 
In the mterests of the general rural public, then it must make it clear how we 
are. going to maintain ~h.ose roa?s. Our present finances do not permit the 
ma!'lltenance of any additIOnal mllage of road that we may put on with a view 
to .lmprove the general.communications of the province. Therefore I hope that 
th18 aspect of the question, namely, how these roads are to be maintained will be 
very carefully examined. My suggestion is that the Government of India 
should be prepared to allow the maintenance of such roads also to be made out 
of tbis loan fund, in otber words that if the Government of India is to prepare 
any uniform loan plan and calls upon the Local Governments to execute that 
plan it must be prepared. 

Chairman.-Tbe plan will be prepared by the Local Governments and not 
by the Government of India. 

The Hon'bIe Nawab Sir Mohammad YusuI.-Let the plan be prepared 
by the Local Government, but the money should be provided by the Central 
Government for the purpose of adding new milage and also for the maintenance 
of those Toads. If that is the position, then I am in entire agreement with the 
proposal. But if the idea is simply to draw up a programme and inflict that 
programme upon the province and compel the province to maintain those addi
tional Toads built out of this fund, then I am. afraid no province will agree 
to it. It is cle}'T that we have not got the funds to maintain the roads, and the 
local boards would not be ready to maintain them either. If the Government of 
India is willing to oonsider this question of the maintenance also, then pro
bably it will be a practicable scheme. Otherwise, there is no use our examining 
the whole thing. The whole thing will simply be examined and then shelved 
And probably we shall have to wait for a very long time indeed before any step 
eouId be taken in this direction. With these relDarks I express my general 
agreement with the spirit of the resolution. 

'The Hon'ble Sir logendra Singh.-I think I must begin by expressing 
my deep sense of satisfaction at. the announcement of poli~y which the Hono~ 
able the Finance Member has Just lDade. To my nund It marks the startmg 
point of a dynamic policy in in;'-proving t~e economic conditions o~ the people. 
Roads are important but more lIDportant 18 the development of agncultw'e and 
industries and what the Honourable the Finance Member has just said gives me 
hope that'the Government of India are now prepared. to initiate a ne~ policy 
and a constructive policy with a fixed pro~~e to Im~rove the agncultural 
and industrial conditions of the country. "e m the provmces have been look
ing forward to such a policy and I feel I must congratulate the Honourable 
the Finance Member and the Government of India for having at least recog
nised the need of improving economic conditions. 

Now taking up the resolution,as it stands, I would deal with the resolution 
as framed. I was rather puzzled in the beginning as to what was meant by an 



unbalanced road system. It. definition is provided in paragrapb 7, Of the 
Report, and the definition is that a road system is unbalanced because all ita 
roads are not maintained up to a uniform standard. I am not quite prepared 
to accept this definition. I am prepared to admit that our road system is in
complete, that there are roads in various standards of maintenance, but they 
are not unbalanced. If it is meant that the 'road system in various provinces 
is not complete and it should be completed by raising 100118 then the position 
of the Punjab would be the same as that stated by the Bombay representative. 
So far as our provincial resources are concerned, we are not in a position at pre
sent to pledge any of our resources to raise any loans. And so far as the sur
charge on petrol tax is concerned-and I gathered in the beginning that a loan 
could be raised on the basis of this asset, but yesterday it was made clear that 
the fate of this source was not quite settled-it is uncertain whether in the neW' 
federal scheme this source is to be available to the provinces. The position of 
the Punjab Government in this matter is that we consider that it, would be bad 
finance to apply the loan fund to any form of road development the life of which 
coulu not be expected to exceed the period of amortisation of that fund. We 
consider that such a fund might perhaps be applied to the provision of bridgea 
and acquisition of land. It must be realised however that the whole question 
is a highly technical one which requires further examination. 

Even if the policy suggested above is accepted the general programme must 
essentially depend on the financial position in the provinces, and until the ser· 
vice of loan and annual maintenance of new roads can be met from revenue it is 
useless to draw up a comprehensive plan. ,In the present state of the finances 
of the Punjab there is little prospect of our carrying out a further programme 
of road development until we get a share of ,income-tax or a larger share of motor 
taxation; , . 

Raving said t~t,1 wish to &3y one or two things in regard to what Mr. 
'Ormerod said regarding the attitude of the provinces in the matter of roads. I 
'do not know where he got his information from that the provinces were relw> 
'tant to open any communications. I do not think there is any provinoe which 
has not done its pest in the matter ofroad-making within ita resources. So far 
as we in the Punjab are concerned I am not aware of any suggestion made by 
his Association which has not received our careful consideration. He talked of 
'a comprehensive road plan. Any comprehensive road plan from an all-India 
point of view £an only concern inter-provincial roads and these have already 
been constructed. So far as roads in the provinces are concerned, I do not 
think any body of experts sitting at the headquarters can provide the material 
for making a programme which can only be prepared in the province itself. So 
far as inter-provincial roads are concerned, the provinces would welcome any 
suggestion that any body oI experts caD make to improve them. As I am 
on the point of inter-provincial roads I do wish to mention a fact which is of more 
than provincial interest. We were faced with a difficulty, and that is the 
question of keeping inter-state and inter-provincial roads open. It arose like 
this. There was a bridge on the Murree-Kashmir road and this was swept away 
in a flood. Now, this road has been maintained by the Punjab Government and 
the Kashmir Government for many years. The Kashmir Darbar then said that 
they wanted, this bridge no more and the road IIlWlt be closed. In .. mattei 
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~e this we cert~inly need. th~ assistance of the Central Government to see ilia, 
mter-state and mter-provmclal communications are kept open. 

. In conclusion I only ?h to express my own opinion, that we would cer
tainly welcome any extenslOn of the road system and to provide as far as pOB
sibl~ comm~cations particularly. in th~ rural areas where they are at present 
1ac~~, but m the .present financlal posItion of the province, and the financial 
pos~tlon o~ the provmce depends upon the position of the agriculturists and the 
agncul~unsts as ~very one knows have no surplus available to be further 
~axed, It seems ~ .lIttle premature to commit ourselves to any programme which 
mvolves the ra18mg of loans on a revenue which is at present uncertain. 

~ •.. TeuIon.-1 .am of opinion that the Government of Burma will accept 
the prIDClple underlymg the redrafted resolution and will be prepared to consider 
it in detail. 

M!. ~ubbay.~ir, I ~ssociate myself with t~e ,?ews expressed by Bengal. 
The prmCiple mentlOned m the redrafted resolutlOn IS accepted, but it is neces
sary to emphasise that the question as to how additional maintenance charges 
and funds for the service of a loan can be fIlet is really the crux of the problem 
and still remains to be solved. Until this has been solved the policy outlined 
must remain as far as Bihar and Orissa is concerned, the expression of a pious 
hope. 

The Hon'ble Dr. P. S. Deshmukh.-Mr. Chairman, the Government of 
the Central Provinces had some doubts about the policy of road development 
from loan funds. Those doubts have however been removed by the lucid 
speech of Sir George Schuster. All that therefore remains for me to say is 
to associate myself fully with the remarks made by the representative from 
Madras and Sir J ogendra Singh and accept the resolution as explained by the 
Finance Member. 

The Hon'ble Mr.A. 1. Laine.-Mr. Chairman, while we cannot deny 
that in Assam our road system, is woefully inadequate we do not admit 
that our system, such as it is, is characterised by any particular lack of balance. 
Some few years ago we worked out with the assistance of a provincial Road 
Board a very comprehensive, in fact, I might say, a very ambitious scheme for 
the development of our road communications: We are a~d~D:g to it from time 
to time and we will always be ready to consIder the pOSSIbilIty of further ex
panding and improving it as necessity. arises. We have already recognised that 
if the means of development are restncted to revenue resources we cannot pro
gress at a rate consistent with our economic needs and it was for that reason 
that some two or three years ago we embarked on the. programme. that ~ad 
already been worked out by means of a large loan for which w.e neg~tlated WIth 
the Government of India. Unfortunately the present finanCial strmgency has 
compelled us to close down our programme for the time being. The financing 
of a communication scheme out of loan funds uaIortunately presupposes the 
ability to pay interest on such loans a.nd to arrange for an eq~ated r:payment 
of the capital. This expenditure owmg ~o o~ present fina~cIa.l straits. ~e are 
not in a position to face nor do we see any likelih~od of our. bemg ~ ~ posItion to 
meet these charges for some time. to come. Until we are ill a poSItIon to do~, 
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I :fear that the fact that money may be cheaply available in the open market 
can have little more than an academic interest for us. 

Mi. ThomsoD.-The position in the North West Frontier Province is 
much the same as that of Assam. I think it is most unlikely that the province 
will be able to afford the luxury of a loan at any very near date. We are as 
every one knows dependent on the subvention from the centre and all schemea 
of development have·therefore to be very carefully and parsimoniously' eon
sidered. I think therefore this Resolution is one which scarcely concerns us at 
present because more loans mean the payment of interest and the payment 
of interest means more taxation and I do not think that the North West Frontier 
Province is in a position at the present moment to pay any more taxes and I 
believe that many other provinces are in much the same position. • 

. The Hon'bIeMr. Kalikar.-We the members of the Standing Committee OD 

Roads accept the principle embodied in this Resolution but we do not like to 
make any detailed observations at this stage. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Ghosh Maulik.-I find myself in complete agreement 
with the remarks made by the Minister from Bengal but at the same time 
I ",ould like to urge that before loans are raised and utilised for the development 
and maintenance of roads we must be assured that the schemes are paying and 
that the interest and the sinking fund necessary should not be chargeable to 
general revenue. I would further like to point out that the railway schemes 
of the future if of an emergency character should not be set aside in favour of 
road development and money should be set apart for their construction. 

Mr. Hainilton.-No remarks. 
Mr. Burf;.-I should like to draw the attention of the Conference to one 

-aspect, of rural road constmction from loan funds. "'z., roads connected 
with a new irrigation scheme especially in view of what the Honourable the 
Finance Member said about the special importance of the development of those 
zoads, the lack of which caused the economic development of the country to 
be held up. I think that roads in connection with new irrigation schemea should 
receive very special attention. I am not now thinking at the moment of the 
roads connected with the recently completed irrigation schemea as we have 
&lready heard about the special problems which those present. But it is pouible 
that, with cheap money, new irrigation schemes will be taken up in the future 
and I want to emphasize the very great importance of the necessary row 
formingp&rt of each scheme. 11 a large irrigation scheme is to be financed 
from loan funds, the roads needed to get the produce to the market ought to re
ceive attention at the same time as the main scheme itself. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Miller.-Surely such row ought to form part of the 
scheme. They ought to be so in the case of the Bukkur Barrage. 

The Hon'ble Sir George Schuster.-I would just like to make a few re
marks. Perhaps I might say at the outset that my feeling after hearing the 
views of the provincial representatives on the question of loan expenditure on 
roads was not unlike that of John Gilpin about his wife when he was .. rejoiced to 
find, that though on pleasure she was bent, she had a frugal mind .. I Speak
ing 8S 8 Finance Member it is of course pleasing to hear the provincial represen
tatives talking in such a very cautious spirit about accepting commitmenta for 
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expenditure, but on the ot~er side 1 do feel that although we mWlt be cautioua 
we ought not to be short Sighted and perhaps the underlying spirit of what I 
said h!l's not ~een ~~ly ap~reciated. What 1 mean is this. If, by taking a 
long Sighted VIew, It 18 poSSible through a programme of road construction to 
improve the reven?e P!oducing p.ower of a province and the purchasing power 
of ItS people, then It m~ght be desITable to launch a programme in times like the 
present. That rea~IY.18 the e88ence of th~ whole matter. If the position is 
such that the ProvmClal Governments havmg carefully considered it feel that 
no development of roads is likely to improve the economic position of the people 
tor whom they are responsible, then of course it will be folly to undertake com
mitments now, but if after careful examination there seeU18 to be a reasonable 
prospect that the development of roads will improve the purchasing power of 
the community then a good many of the arguments that we have heard to-day 
fall to the ground, because the result would be that revenue would improve 
and the extra cost of meeting the service of the loans and maintaining the roads 
would flow back to the Provincial Governments. 1 feel very unwilling to appear 
on the side of those who are encouraging expenditure of any kind, but at the 
same time 1 would ask the representatives of Provincial Governments who are 
here, when they go back to consider with their Governments whether taking 
a long view of the situation it is not worth while to look at the matter from the 
point of view that 1 have indicated in the hope that expenditure now might 
really prove fruitful in the future. Of course 1 caunot claim an accurate know
ledge of the local conditions in each province and it is quite possible that the 
Provincial Governments have already considered the matter from this point of 
.view. !fso, then the only thing to do is to say as regards this Resolution 
, Thank you very much, but as far as we are concerned there is nothing doing'. 
But if there is any doubt about the matter, any chance that on a reconsideration 
of the situation, Governments might take a different view, then 1 would ask 
them very seriously to consider it. We should certainly like to have the con
sidered views of the Provincial Governments on this whole proposal and if 

.they have plans to put forward we would like to have an opportunity for dis
cussing them with them. The difficulty of course in this whole matter is to be 
satisfied that the conditions which 1 have laid down can be fulfilled but 1 can sa.y 
that ifwe were satisfied that the conditions would be fulfilled and if representa
tives of Provincial Governments came to us and said' if only we can find the 
money to develop a particular area we can with confidence look f~rward to a 
general improvement in the revenue position', then we should c~rtamly loo~ at 
that with a sympathetic eye and try to find ways and means m consultatIon 
with the Provincial Governments to enable them to carry out programme of 
this kind. Let us at least discuss it, if there is anything in the idea at all If 
there is nothing in the idea, then let us drop it and divert out attention to other 
things. 

I was a little surprised at the attitude. of t~e ~prese~tative of the Goverll
ment of Bombay. I was quite prepa:ad ill thIS ~usslO.n to find repr~n~
tives of Provincial Governments very Jealous of theIr own mdependence m thmr 

. own areas and very ready to resist any suggestion of intE:rfere.nce by any central 
body in their policy but 1 was not prepared (I see my friend IS not here) for .the 
suggestion that l1e has put forward that before the Central Government raised. 
M36DIL Jt 
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any loan for advance to any province for the purpose of expenditure on roads, 
the Bombay Government would have to be consulted. I think he based his claim 
on the ground that the Bombay Government had a prospective and potential 
interest in our income-tax receipts, and that therefore we must do nothing which 
might prejudice our position in that respect without receiving the permission 
of the Bombay Government. That obviously is a position which we have not 
yet reached and which we cannot accept. We must have perfect freedom to 
deal with our own loan policy. I must make that quite clear. 

There was a good deal of talk as to what was to be the security for any 
loans that are to be issued. We in the Government of India fortunately have 
not yet reached the position which is the lot of countries like China and some 
of the South American republics, of having to pledge their revenues as a security 
for our loans. We can go into the market and raise money on our general 
credit and so far as the Government of India is concerned, the question of secu
rity does not arise. The process would be the ordinary proce88. The Govern
ment of India would raise the loans and they would advance the money to the 
Provincial Governments for approved capital echemes, through the ordinary 
machinery of the provincial loans fund, so that as far as we are concerned, this 
question of specific security does not arise at all. On some occasion. there baa 
of course been a suggestion that the proceeds of the petrol tax allocated to the 
J'oad fund should be pledged for the purpose of raising capital. 

That is an idea of course that might be introduced but there is a certain 
difficulty in following up that idea now because, as baa been made clear in pre
vious diacU88ions, we cannot at this stsge with constitutional changes coming, 
create a position in which any particular province would be 8B8ured of ita share 
in the present road fund for a long period of years. Therefore there would be 
difficulties in pledging that particular source of revenue as security for a loan. 
But as far as I have considered the programme, any such specific pledge would 
be unnecessary, for we should, having satisfied ouraelves as to a particular 
scheme, be prepared to advance the money on the general credit 01 the Provin· 
cial Government which wanted the money. 

Then there is just one other point. There has been a good deal 01 diecus
sion on the difficulty of providing funds for maintenance. I made it clear in 
my opening remarks that that really was the Cl'11X 01 the situation. We re
cognise that. But it occurs to me that that particular difficulty does not apply 
in the case of loan raised for the improvement of an existing road for the purpoee 
of reducing maintenance charges. Therefore I would suggest that u a par
ticular case where the Government concerned is already saddled with a liabi
lity and. if maintenance charges can be reduced by improving the road, then 
contrary to the general case, in a case like that you would be able to point to a 
specific saving which is equivalent really to a specific revenue receipt. It 
occurs to me that in a case like that it would be p088ible to work out the fi.nance 
of a road project much more accurately that in a case where we are anticipating 
revenue from indirect receipts as a result of building new roads. 

Sir Jogendra Singh dealt with certain principles which the Punjab Gov. 
ernment would consider ought to be followed. One of his principlea 11'&8 that 
the life of the road must equal the period of amortisation. That is • very 
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sound princ!ple. I wou.ld ,?yself have put it the other way rour.d IUld saicl 
that the perIOd of amortisatIOn must not exceed the life of the road But I am 
a little puz.zled bY' this ~oint because I am not quite clear in my o~ mmd 88 to 
what the life .of a road 18 s~pposed to be. If the road is properly maintained. 
the~ s~ely It las~~ practlCally for ever. The maintenance operations will 
mam~am the condition of that road, and the point really is that in the case of 
~ertam ro~ds su~h as eart.h :oads where the maintenance charges are very heavy 
m comparison With the ongmal cost, obviously the method of financing from loan 
funds is prima facie a very unsuitable one. However, I do not want to be led 
into .discussions. of detail. I want to sum up again what would be the justi
ficatIOn of working on a programme such as I suggested in my opening remarks. 
There are two justifications; first, that unless you get help from loan funds 
you cannot carry out road development at the pace which you consider neces
sary; and the second justification is that there should be Bome a88urance that 
the construction of roads will improve the general economic position of the 
province concerned. I still believe myself that there must be examples in India 
where in present conditions it would be justifiable to spend a certain amount 
of the capital that we can raise in the form of road development. I cannot 
rid my mind of the conviction that there must be areas where in present con
ditions that form of development would be justified; and I would end by repeat
ing what I said at the beginning that although many of the provincial represent
atives seem to regard this discussion as one in which they can only take a so-called 
pious interest, I hope that when they go back they will consider the matter with 
their Provincial Governments and give us a chance of discussing plans with them. 

Chairman.-Gentlemen, I have little to add to what the Honourable 
Sir George Schuster has said. I would remind the Conference, however, 
that all that this Resolution calls for is a study and examination and I under
stand that that being so, it commends itself to you 88 we have amended it. 
There is just one small further amendment that I should like to make in view 
of what fell from the Honourable Mr. Lain~ who holds that in his province 
at any rate there is no lack of balance in the road system. In view of that 
I think we might change slightly the first part of the Resolution and I would 
suggest that it should read as follows : 

" This Conference considers that it is necesslU'J to study the question whe
ther such lack of balance as at present exists in the road sYstems will, if the means 
of development are restricted to revenue resources, be susceptible of correction 
either at all or at a rate consistent with the economic needs of the counf;rJ : and 
accordingly recommends that a comprehensive plan should be drawn up with a 
view to examining the possibility 01 development of both main and subsidiary roads 
from loan furids within the limits of the resources available for maintenance." 

Resolution No.7 was adopted by the CO'TIference as abotJe. 
Chairman.-The discussion on this Resolution having c~me to such a 

satisfactory conclusion, I will now pass on to the last Resolution No.8. 
The Resolution for discussion was as follaw,:

RESOLUTION No.8. 
This Conference considers that suitable machinery should be established 

at the Centre and in the Provinces to ensure adequate co-ordination between 
road and rail transport and their future development. 
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Cbairman.-We are nearing the end of our deliberations in thia Con
ference, and we approach ill thia resolution wha~ is perhaps one of the most 
important matters upon which we want to have your advice. Indeed 10 im
po~ant is it, that some of you would have preferred to take it up first. But 
I still think our sequence has been logical. We have discussed certain prin
ciples which might guide our future ,policy, and certain practical me8Surt'8 
which might follow, and we now come to the machinery which might be set 
up to, give eflect to both. 

I am not one of those who would create a new tool to deal with every 
fresh aspect of administration, lind I believe we all share a common reluctance 
to elaborate administrative machinery, but I doubt if anyone could seriously 
question the need for some adjustment in thia case. As aflairs progress and 
develop our methods of dealing with them cannot stand still. 

Here, unless the view is taken that in the future, traffic will more than 
suffice for both roadS and railways; that the country will have ample resourcea 
for the indiscriminate development of both, and for their support ; and that 
our policy in 'the past will serve well enough for the future, then there will 
surely be agreement that some better co-ordination, and some machinery 
to effect it; are necessary. 

But to discuss thia question in the light of the present constitution would 
be ~o discuss a temporary picture only. We must have regard to the probable 
future constitution as illustrated by the plan outlined in the White Paper. 
In thia respect thia Conference has come at a particularly opportune moment, 
since, while the forecast is still before us, it is not too late to suggest modi
fications that may be desirable in matters of detail. It seems therefore to be 
open to us to consider what is required and then to apply the test of tbis to 
those proposalP. 

, It seems that co-ordinating machinery will be nece88ary at the Centre, 
in and within the provinces, and between these. There has been some cri
ticism that the existing distribution of portfolios in the Government of India 
ia illogical. As you are aware, Railways are dealt with in one department 
and RoadS, in common with other means of communication such a8 Posta and 
~elegra'phs. Civ'.l aviation, Broadcasting and Wireless, in another. These 
criticisms and arguments will be taken into very early consideration. 

Before referring to further pOstlible arrangements at the Centre, I would 
like to touch on an aspect that concerns Local Government. in the first instance. 
It would seem that division of functions in a Local Government is also suscep
tible to criticism so far as the purposes we have in view are concerned. In 
many provinces, roadS are divided into two main classes, those under the 
Public Works Department and those in charge of local bodies, and these may 
often fall to be administered by two difIerent Ministers. Thus there is a 
cleavage in the administration of roadS on the transferred side and possibly 
in consequence some lack' of balance in the financing of development. The 
control of the traffic using the roads, which is closely concerned with the ad
ministration o~ the roads, is dealt with on the reserved aide, where also, and 
possibly in yet another portfolio. are handled questions arising between Local 

,Governments and the Government of India ill the matter of railway.. I do 
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no~ say that this division of functions has necessarily been attended with any 
Serl?U8 prac~ical d!sa~ilities, but it is at least possible that it may give rise to 
aVOldable diffi~ultl~ m the way of a co-ordinated provincial policy in respect 
of all commUDlcatlOns. 

. This brings me back to the Centre. We have heard a good deal, and shall 
doubtless hear more, about a Communications Board for India and we are 

• here to discuss with you the objects, functions and possible constit~tion of some 
such body whatever it may be called. 

. At the moment we have no hard and fast ideas upon this question but 
It may be that, for a commencement at least, a kind of Federal Council of the 
Fe~eral and Provincial Ministers would go some way to provide for mutual 
adjustment and contact between the Federal and Local Governments. This 
oonception explains our concern that there should eventually be some con
centration of functions within Local Governments. 

The machinery that it may be found necessary to create within the pro
vinces would, of course, be primarily a matter for Local Governments to con
sider. But our interest is to provide for the machinery necessary to the 
prosecution of a common plan, and therefore it will, I feel sure, be conceded 
that this is a matter that might appropriately be discussed between the re
presensatives of Local Governments and the Government of India. 

It has been suggested that some organisation will be required in con
nection with the control of motor transport; that local railway officials might 
be associated with that organisation ; and that within the areas they serve 
those organisations might be the counterparts of the Provincial Boards of 
Communication, which would advise the Minister. Some such local organisa
tion would appear to offer a reasonable possibility of local co-ordination and 
to be at the same time economical and well adapted to the circumstances. 

On the Provincial Boards of Communications it would be eminently desi
rable that the railway point of view should be adequately repres~nted, and 
that the consideration given to the view of the railway representative should 
not be dependent on their numerical strength. This, however, is not our 
only concern. It Beems to us that it will be just as important that these Boards 
should afford Local Governments a voice in railway proposals as that railways 
should be adequately heard in respect of road proposals. 

Gentlemen, we await your proposals, your comments and your constructive 
advice. 

Mr. Reid.-I agree that suitable machinery should be . est~blished at 
the Centre and in the Provinces to ensure adequate co-ordination between 
Road and Rail transport and their future development. 

Several speakers durin~ this ~onference have referred ~o ~he fact that 
Railways are a Central subject whilst Roads are under ProvmClal and Local 
Governments. This to my mind has been th~ ca~e of m~t of the ~rouble 
in the past. Provincial Governments, not bemg due~tly mterested m the 
welfare of Railways, have construct~d trunk roads which showed th~ the 
greatest immediate return. Though ill several cases a system of road d~velop
ment may have been drawn up, funds have been scarce and what were. 
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available appear to have been.used more on the above class 01 roads, than 
. on those roads which would open up the undeveloped agricultural district. 
and bring passengers and produce to the centrea of on~e which already 
existed in the Railways. Unless Provincial Governments can be made to 
feel in some way the loss they cause to existing transport systems, there is 
only one solution to my mind and that is that the final eay in road develo~ 
ment will have to rest with the Central Government. From what I have 
heard this morning this is likely to be the case in considering the constructioI» 
of new roads. 

In my opinion and looking at this important matter from a businessman'. 
point of view, the soundest arrangement in the interests of the country 88 & • 

whole would undoubtedly be a centralised Ministry of Transport with a view 
. to the co-ordination of all types of Communications, namely, Railways, Roads, 
Water and Air. 

Mr. C. R. Sumner.-Sir, the Inland Steamer Companies also would 
welcome the establishment of a Ministry of Transport at the Centre, with COD

nected Boards of Communications in the Provinces. 
Such a system, controlling and legislating for the various forms of Rail

ways, Waterways, and Roads problems, would in their opinion ensure & 

satisfactory and impartial solution of such problems, 88 they arise, in the best 
interests of trade and of the general public. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Miller.-This is one of the most important resolutions 
brought up at this Conference and the success of the other resolutions if given 
effect to depends largely on the policy adopted arising out of this resolution. 

• 
Until recent years the development of communicatioDJI in India baa been 

rather one-sided, Government 'having more or less concentrated on railway. 
as the principal means of communicatioDJI and until the advent of the modem 
motor car and lorry this was only natural. It would be unfair not to admit 
the benefits railways have brought to the country in the past, but the very 
fact that there was practically no competition has possibly led to a feeling of 
security which now that it is assailed gives rise to an attitude of resentment 
towards the development of motor transport in railway circles, which while 
perhaps only natural, must be overcome, if the country is to be developed on 
proper lines. . 

This is only possible if a common ground for discussion can be established 
and a policy adopted covering a co-ordinated scheme in which all methods of 
transport will share with the object of providing the best service throughout 
the country on the most economical lines. 

It seems obvious that Boards of CommunicatioDJI will solve the problem 
most satisfactorily. H this proposal is adopted it will be necessary to not 
()nly form such a Board in each province but to have a co-ordinating body at 
the centre in order to ensure that co-ordination is maintained. 

.. Difficulties may arise owing to some forms of communicatioDJI being & 

centraJsubject and others provincial, but if we all bear in mind the advice 
~ffered us by HiS Excellency the. Viceroy when he opened this Conference, I 
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am sure it will be po88ible to overcom" any difficulties that may arise by 
mutual agreement. . 

~ v~nture to appeal to my friends on the opposite benches and to the 
ProvInCial Governments they represent to approach this subject with a broad 
mind a!ld a spirit of co-operation, so that we may all work for the general good 
of India, her people and he.r fut.ure. The Honourable Sir George Schuster 
spoke very eloquently on this pOint yesterday morning and I add these few 
remarks in support . 

. 1 am not pr~po~in¥, gentlemen, that you should make any material 
sacrifice, and provinCial Interests must be safeguarded, but so long as care is 
taken to see that they are adequately protected, I hope you will come in whole
heartedly to an all-India scheme. 

In the opinion of my Association this only seems possible by the setting 
up of Boards of Communications and I will now lay before you our views. 
When you have heard these, I think you will agree that our proposals will in 
fact give the Provinces broader powers, as, for instance, some say in matters 
affecting Railways in areas in which they are concerned. 

With regard to Provincial Boards, I do not think it will be necessary for 
these to be full-time bodies, but that something on the lines of the present 
Provincial Government Road Boards except that they should cover all forms 

• of communications, will probably meet the case. This, however, can be dis
cussed in greater detail once the principle is accepted. 

In the meantime however, perhaps I might mention some of the functions 
we think these Provincial Boards should perform: 

(a) the consideration of existing tran~::o~t facilities with a view to 
ascertain if they are in accordance with the requirement~ of the 
province and in this connection to prepare a survey showmg-

(1) high spots of agricultural, industrial and commercial development. 

(2) existing transport fl!ocilities. 
(3) places where it i~ estimated that increased transport facilities 

will be called for in the near future; 

(The idea being to use thisas a. guide to transport requirements and 
an objective at which to aim.) 

(b) the preparation of statements from time to time, of existing railway 
facilities covering railways of all gauges and tramways to show-

(1) how far they serve the requirements of the province. 

(2) in what way or ways they do not serve the requirements of the 
province, 

(3) how they might be improved to facilitate agricultural and 
industrial development, 

(4) in the case of certain Light Railways to consider w~ether they 
should be scrapped in favour of m?~.r transport In ord~ to 
give the public better transport facilities and also to coDSlder 
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what steps should be taken to recompense the present ownert 
of the Railways for any 1088 they may sustain in thia conne~ 
tion; 

(0) the consideration of how any particular form of transport is being 
penalised by unfair conditions and to make recommendations 
to the provincial Government and if neceBB&rY to the Central 
Board of Communications for the betterment of these conditions ; 

(el) the establishment in conjunction with the Central Board of Com
munications of an equitable and common basis of taxation of all 
road beneficiaries for road development and maintenance; 

(e) the disposal of provincial funda provided for the development of 
new. and maintenance of. existing forms of communications; 

(j) the responsibility for the Finance and development of provincial 
and local roads other than those which are dealt with by the 
Central Board. 

The functions of the Central Board of Communicationa would include :

(a) the examination of all projects concerning the development of the 
. , arterial' communications of the country and their present&

. tion to the Government of India. which. under impending 
constitutional changes should become Federal; 

(b) the examination of all forms of the main transport system to assUle • 
their efficient operation and see that the public have at their 
disposal the most economical means of transport ; 

(e) the collection and diBSemination of technical and other information 
received from Provincial Boards of Communications which will 
further the country's communications and in connection with 
road development to be responsible for- ' 

(d) the disposal of the Petrol Tax Fund and submission of recom
mendations for its future application. 

(e) recommending the introduction of standard rules and regula
tions for all motor transport throughout the country. 

(j) recommending the establishment of a uniform basis of taxation 
for motor transport in conjunction with provincial Boards of 
Communications, 

(g) e8tab~g standard specifications for all forms of road devel
opment taking into consideration volume and type of traffic, 
also local conditions, 

(It) devising a common basis of Road finance and development. 

(i) the finance and development of the main arterial roads and 
important inter-provincial roads relieving Provincial Govem
ments of their financial responsibility in respect of these. • 

With regard t<, the Central Board it appears to my Association that it will 
~ necesSary !or certain mem~ers at any rate to be full-time members litting 
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~hroughout the year and p?88~bly from time to time visiting the provinces 
In order to und~rstand pr?vInclal p~oblems more readily by close examinatiQn 
on the spot, whIle the maIn body mIght perhaps only meet quarterly or when
ever matters had to be dealt with urgently. The Board should not be political 
b~t should be representative of all interests, and my Association suggest it 
mIght be made up as follows : 

A Government member representing each of the following Depart-
ments: 

Railway Board. 

Commerce Department. 

Finance Department. 

Industries and Labour Department (Government airways, waterways 
and roadways). 

Political Department. 

Military Department. 

Agriculture (drawn possibly from the Council of Agricultural Research). 

In addition to these members we think there should be 3 members selected 
from outside Government service, although they would on appointment of 
course enter the service of the Government of India. Two of these members 
should represent all commercial interests connected with transport and com
munications, and in particular, roadways, company-owned railways, airways, 
waterways, motor transport and the needs of the public in general. The third 
member should be selected for his general experience, administrative capabilities, 
personality and tact. In the opinion of my Association it is essential, if the 
Board is to work successfully, that the chairman should be an independent 
person and not taken from any existing Government Department. In mal-ing 
this selection Government need not be confined to India, but should also make 
enquiries in other parts of the Empire. I suggest that his appointment 
should be similar to that of the Finance Member, with equal remuneration, 
and his appointment should be for five years. What I visualise is a man of the 
type of, say, Sir Eric Geddes, or a man with similar wide business experience. 
This is not a new idea, and Major General Sir Henry Freeland, then Agent of 
the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway, made a somewhat similar 
8uggestion before the Acworth Committee ten years ago, but not with any full
time members as I now suggest. 

These three members, the ones selected from non-official circles, should be 
made the full-time members together with the member from the Railway 
Board, and any of the other members Gover~ent might con8id~r desirable. 
It is obvious that a small number of members will carry out the detail work more 
expeditiously than if all those mentio~ed were ~mploy~ full time and the 
question of expense must also be conSidered, wh~le certam members such as 
those representing the Political, Military and Agricultural Departments could 
not be usefully employed full ~ime.. The full-time .working members could 
not of course take executive actIOn Without the sanction of the full Board and 
all members would be kept regularl!' advised of the work being carried on by 
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the full-time members. I would suggest that expenses might be shared .. 
follows :-

25% from the Reserve Petrol Tax Fund. 

25% from the Railway Board, and the balance from the remaining: 
Governments concerned. 

~ commend these remarks to you, gentlemen, for your careful consideration, 
but if you can think of a better plan for all-India co-ordination, I can &SIIure. 
you, my Association will welcome it. 

Chairman.-I am sure that the Conference will agree that Mr. Miller'. 
speech has provided considerable food for thought and in these circumstances 
we will now adjourn till 3 O'clock or as near that as it is possible for UI to re
assemble. 

The Conference then adjrmrned for lunch. 

The Conference re-assembled after lunch at 3-15 p.m., The llon'ble Sir FrarJr. 
Noyce in the Chair. , 

Chairman.-Gentlemen, with your permission I should like to change the 
order in which I call upon representatives to speak. As the Mysore Govern. 
ment have been recently surveying from the State point of view the problema 
which we have been considering here, I think it will be useful if I call upon Mr. 
Hamilton now instead of later. Perhaps he will be good enough to tell us how 
these problems have been tackled by the Mysore Durbar. 

Mr. Bamilton.-This resolution I claim to be the most important of all .. 
and I thank you for the privilege extended to me of placing before the Confer
ence the conclusions arrived at by the Mysore Motor Transport Committee. I 
shall have to read most of them and it would probably be an advantage as I am 
not a speaker. 

In the oonsideration of the questions referred to the Mysore Motor Tra~ 
port Committee it became clear that the most important point on which th& 
satisfactory working of the scheme depended was the establishment of a central 
co-ordinating authority. Consequently the Committee gave a good deal of con
sideration to the question of the composition of such an authority, its func
tions and other details. The recommendations of the Committee in this respect 
were as follows :-

" The co-ordinating authority suggested is a Traffic Board consisting of th& 
following members :-

L The Member of Council in charge (President). 

2. The'Inspector General of Police. 

3~ Th~ Agent, Mysore Railways. 

4. The Chief Engineer, P. W. D . 

. 5. The Director of Industries and Commerce. 

6. A representative of mo~r bus companies. 

7. A representative of other motor owners." 
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8. A representative of the agricultural population. 
9. A representative of the Chamber of Commerce. 

10. The Traffic Manager (Secretary to the Board). 

Th~ Secretary to the Board should also be a Traffic Manager with a varied list of 
dutIes. 

He should be assisted in his functions by District Traffic Inspectors, who 
should have the powers of Inspectors of Police and should work under the direct 
orders .of .the Deputy COmmissioners (who are Collectors in Madras and Deputy 
COIDmlBSIOners elsewhere). 

U~der them, again, should be the traffic controlling staff, who should be 
fewer In number, but of a higher degree of intelligence and training than at 
present." 

. T~? recom~endation regarding tolls probably calls for a word of explana
tIOn. TheoretIcally, tolls are an unsound method of taxation. Practically, 
t~ey afford the only means of levying from the bullock cart a payment propor
tIonate t~ t~e use made of the metalled roads; and if they are retained for that 
purpose, It. IS sound policy to retain them also for the purpose of the taxation of 
motor vehicles coming from other jurisdiction." 

The staff at toll-gates will also be very valuable in connection with traffic 
control and road registration. 

Reverting to the central authority I may refer to the qualifications of mem
bers as recommended by the Committee. 

"One thing that has been impressed upon the Committee is that the 
Board will not require any representatives of local interests. Such representa
tion is apt to result in the pressing of local claims to the overlooking of those of 
the main through routes to which attention should first be directed. What is 
wanted in the first place is men with a knowledge of the whole State and suffi
cient vision to be able to examine a project from the point of view of its advan
tages to the State as a whole and its appropriateness with reference to the whole 
network of roads and railways in Mysore and in the neighbouring provinces, 
without being diverted by special considerations of the advantages of partic~ar 
areas or particular modes of transport. In the next place, they will reqwre 
a knowledge of traffic .questions and of the trade and industries of the State 
sufficient to enable them to appreciate the desirability of developing, transport 
in particular areas. In the third place, they will need a knowledge of modem 
transport and modern road development in different parts of the world, and 
lastly, they will require a knowledge of the motor laws and of the means of re
gulating this traffic which is becoming increasingly difficult all over the world." 

The most important functions of this Committee were to consider ~nd settle 
the question of the number of road services that should be allowed, theIr regula
tion and control, and co-ordination. On this account it was considered that the 
first condition of the improvement of the system is. t.he appoin~ent of a ce~tral 
authority, which should lay down complete con<l:itlOns govemmg fares, tIme
tables number of vehicles to be run, nature of vehicles to be used, rates of wages 
and h~urs of work and other matters. It was thought that the system which 
could best be adopted was that of the English Road Traffic Act. 
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.. Under this system. the licensing of public service vehicles is entrusted to 
Commissioners, who are required to satisfy themselves as to- . 

(a) the suitability of the route or routes for the traffic; 
(b) the extent to which the needs of the proposed routes are adequately 

served; 
(c) the extent to which the proposed service is desirable in the interest of 

. the public; 
(d) the needs of the area as a whole in relation to traffic; 
(e) the co-ordination of all forms of passenger transport, including trans

port by rail. 
They may also make con<lltions for securing that

(1) the fares shall not be unreasonable; 
(2) the rates shall be so fixed as to prevent, in the public interest, waste- . 

ful competition with alternative forms of transport ; 
(3) copies of time and fare tables shall be carried on the vehicle; 
(4) passe~gers shall not be set down or picked up at other than specified 

places. 
Other important provisions of the Act are :-

(i) making compulsory the insurance of all motor vehicles against third 
party risks ; 

(ii) requiring that the wages paid to road service employees shall be fair 
wages, and providing for appeal by any organisation of employees 
to the Industrial Court." 

Another important function of the Board was to collilider all projects fot 
new roads, railways, etc., as a co-ordinated whole and to frame a programme for 
the improvement of the communications in the province. They were also to 
prepare surveys somewhat on the .lines suggested by my friend the Hon'ble 
Mr. Miller. It was also suggested by the Committee that the road traffic and 
the toll gate staff would prove an effective instrument for enumerating traffic, 
in addition to their ordinary duties of regulating it. 

As for the development of roads one of the principal recommendations of 
the Committee was that the revenue derived from the motor traffic and tolls 
;should be entirely used for the development and maintenance of roads. The 
amount of this revenue could be fairly accurately estimated. This together 
with our Share of the excise duty on petrol and "the interests on railway ceas 
funds would form a fund a portion of which could be set apart for meeting the 
interest and sinking fund charges on any loan that may be raised. We, however, 
preferre.d not to resort to borrowing at present 88 the revenue estimated was 
.sufficient to put forward a five-year plan for reconditioning and maintaining the 
roads. Another reason was that in those districts where road development was 
most backward there was fortunatelY,the railway cess fund and it was thought 
that that might be taken over by the Board and used for the purpose of road 
development since the construction of railways hereafter was thought to.be 
very unlikely. I do not know whether there is any more information I can glve 
there is any amount in the report, but these seemed to be the principal pointe 
as regards this' resolution. ' 
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Chairman.-We are indebted to you, Mr. Hamilton. 

Mr. Conran Smith.-I may state at the outset that the idea of eo-ordina
tion and co~e~tion inherent ~n this re~o!uti~n must be welcome tending as it 
would to eliminate the undeSirable posItion m which we are now situated and 
the present a~os~ co~plete lack of consultation between conflicting interests. 
The genera! prmOlple Involved appears to me to be unexceptionable but it is 
perhaps som~what obvious to say t~at the Success of the scheme m~t depend 
on the machinery set up and on ItS actual working. The elaborate, and if I 
may say so, the somewhat expensive scheme described by the Hon'ble Mr. 
Miller I must confess, rather took my breath away. I thought I saw a shadow 
of incredulity flit a~ros~ the f~ce of the ~hief Commissioner of Railways when 
he heard the contnbutlOn whlCh the RaIlway Board was asked to give. The 
machinery proposed appeared to me to give complete power to the Board of 
Control or whatever it is called, arid all I can say at this juncture is that it would 
possibly render it· expedient to abolish a large portion of the Provincial Govern
ments. (Laughter.) 

The resolution itself is sufficiently vague and perhaps for that reason I fear 
I must say would not be acceptable to the Madras Government as it stands with
out a further examination of the implications involved. 

Railways, waterways, and I should say, airways also will remam as central 
lIubjects, whereas roads alone will be a provincial subject. Whether it is to be 
at the centre or in the provinces, there can of course be no idea of creating a 
machinery which will usurp the functions of the Minister in charge or override 
the decisions of the Provincial Governments in matters relating to road transport. 
There can, I think, be no objection raised to the idea of having a board of com
munications in the provinces on which all transport interests, experts and the 
public will be given adequate representation. All aspects of transport problems 
arising from time to time would be placed before such a board for discussion but 
the ultimate decision will, of course, have to be made by the Provincial Govern
ment. The real difficulty will arise when there is a conflict of interest involving 
as it must do a reference to something in the nature of a board of arbitration 
and speaking from the provincial point of view, I am afraid that will prove the 
stumbling block. Mysore is perhaps fortunate in this respect because they have 
not got to deal with this problem and Mr. Ha~ilton theref~re dismissed this 
aspeot of the subjeot in a couple of wor~ by saymg that ~ocal Interests should not 
be represented. I think that was the gist of what he saId. The Madras Govern
ment would not, I fear, acoept any arrangement whioh will have the effect of 
interfering with their oontrol' of road transport. Whether ~he Madras Gov
ernment will be agreeable in exoeptional c~ ~o a~ow any senous c~ of diver
gent views to be settled by a board of arbItratIon 18 a matter on whIch at the 
present stage I fear I cann~t giv~ any ~u.rance. T~e q~estion requires 
more detailed and careful consIderatIon. Wlt~ the provmce Itself s~me form 
of board of communications may, as I ha:ve saId, be created to functlOn as an 
active organisation to give a fair field f~r different fo~ of transpoz:t. We may 
perhaps concede the desirability of settmg up a ~achinery as set out m p~~raph 
33 of the Mitchell-Kirkness report oorrespondmg to the Traffio COmIDlSSloners 
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under the English Act of 1930 but I must add that it would be very nearly if not 
quite as expensive as Mr. Miller's scheme. To those Traffic Commissioners pre
sumably would be assigned duties and responsibilities and some of the powers 
outlined in the English Traffic Act.' The Minister for Communicationa or Trans
port would, I take it, appoint these Commissioners and as in the English Act 
they would furnish a declaration that they have no interest, direct or indirect. 
in any form of passenger transport and they would conduct their proceedings in 
an open manner as required by the British Road Traffic Act. There would 
always be a right of appeal to the Minister against their decisions. I recognise 
that in the creation of the traffio machinery it may not be possible to have 
'nnifoimity in all the provinces. The constitution of this machinery will de
pend upon the relative importance of other forms of transport as opposed to 

. roads and the different forms of road transport in each province. There is one 
minor amendment which I would like to suggest to the Resolution so that the 
Resolution might cover all forms of transport. I suggest that for the words 
, road and rail transport' the words • all forms of transport' be substituted. 

Chairman.-I think we can accept that. 

Mr. Conran Smith.-In conclusion I would like to say that the Madras 
Government feel that before coming to any decision in this matter they would 
have to take the opinion of the Local Boards in the Presidency and as I said yes
terday if some unified form of taxation is found possible I think it would tend to 
overcome some at least of the objections which local bodies might raise to such 
machinery as is not contemplated as likely to interfere with their present 
powers. 

Mr. Bowers.-The Government of Bombay have examined the proposals 
which have been put before you by Mr. :Miller in so far as they affect the powers 
of the Central and Provincial Boards of Communications. These proposals are 
practically the same as Were recommended to the Government of Bombay by 
the Bombay Road Board. The Government of Bombay recognise that these 
boards as suggested would serve a very useful purpose but they are very strongly 
of opinion that unless these Boards are purely official their functions can only 
be advisory. In the event of this suggestion being accepted. the Board should 
be purely official and should have certain administrati~ functions. The 
Bombay Government think that parts (d) and (h) of the functions of the Central 
Board of Communications should be altered as under. Part (d) should read : the 
allocation, subject to the general indication of the legislature, of the petrol tax! 
and any other funds placed at their disposal. and (h) should read: providing a 
common basis of road development. As regards the functions of the provincial I 
boards, (d) 'should read:~ make recommendations in conjunction with the. 
Central Board of Communications for an equitable basis of taxation on road I 
vehicles and (j) should read: to make recommendations for the development of 
provincial and local roads other than those dealt with by the Central Board. 

'.rha Hon'bla Mr. B. P. Singh Bol.-The Resolution which is now 
before us is a corollary to some of the Resolutions which we have discussed 
and accepted during the last two days. There is, I believe, a concensns of opinion 
that there should be-co-operation and co-ordination between rail and road and 
other forms of transport and. that some suitable machinery ahould be deviBed 
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to give effect to this co-operation and co-ordination. With the introduction of 
provincial autonomy, with the creation of a Federal Government at the centre and 
the ~reation of a. statutory Railwa.>:" Bo~rd as foreshadowed in the White P~per, 
I think the necesslty.of su~h a co-~rdlnatmg agency will be all the more, beca\lJle 
the c~ances of confli~t will also ~ncrease. At present even in the provinces 
there IS no concentratIOn of functIOn, because there are roads under local bodies 
which are under the Minister in charge of Local Self-Government and there are 
roads under the Minister in charge of the Public Works Department. So 
some machinery for co-operation and co-ordination at the centre as well as in 
the provinces will be very useful. We may hopefully look forward to the 
day when there would be a Ministry of Transport at the Centre and if poasible 
also in the provinces in charge of all forms of transport, road, rail, waterways 
and also perhaps airways; but that day is yet to come. What should be the 
actual function of these co-ordinating authorities at the Centre and in the pro
vinces I am not in a position to anticipate at present beca\lJle the Bengal 
Government had no opportunity to examine these details, and, if I may say so, 
Mr. Mitchell's suggestions about the constitution, functions and financing 
of such authorities are rather ingenuous and Bengal cannot accept them. My 
idea is and I believe that is also the idea of all provincial representatives that 
these authorities should be purely advisory and the final decision should lie 
with Government. The Local Government would be very reluctant to part 
with their authority over roads but they would be very glad to be advised as 
8uggested in the Mitchell-Kirkness report. With these words I would support 
the Resolution. 

The Hon'ble Nawab Sir Mohammad Yusuf.-The important words 
in this Resolution are " suitable machinery". The question is what will be 
the suitable machinery. Will its function be purely advisory or will 
it exercise executive powers 1 As already pointed out by the representative 
from Madras, when there is conflict of interest between the Provinces and the 
Centre, who ia going to decide the question. It may be that the Central 
Advisory body will help us to co-ordinate our efforts but it is difficult for us to 
agree to the position that whatever be the decision of the Central body we must 
accept it. That is a position which we cannot possibly accept and that is why we 
lay great emphasis on the fact that this body should necessarily be an advisory 
body. "The powers and functions of the central body" is a very large ques
tion indeed and must be examined very carefully and we cannot give our consi
dered opinion off-hand. We have to consider various difficulties and in the 
light of our discussions and experiences we might be able to evolve certain 
ideas generally acceptable. There is already a Board of Communications so 
far as my province is concerned and in dealing with the problem of road develop
ment the question of avoiding unnecessary competition between rail and road 
has been clearly borne in mind. That we have already been doing. Now with 
regard to the function of this body it cannot be anything more than advi
sory. It cannot be allowed to usurp the function of the Ministers. Under 
the new constitution the ministers will have unfettered powers and any limita
tion of the power will certainly militate against the fundamental principles of 
autonomy. Now with regard to the question of whether we are definitely 
opposed to this idea, it is clear that.as long ~s it is a~visory ~here ca~ be no. ques
tion of our opposing it. A body like that IS cert8.lnly deSlrable With a View to 
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negotIation and exchange of thought much can be done in the larger interesta 
of railways, road communication and also the public generally. With theee 
remarks I should like to generally support this Resolution. . 

There is one more point On whieh probably I may touch. There seelDl to 
be a feeling that a Provincial Board should be created-it may be called a Board 
of Communications or a Board of Traffic,-with functions to give licensea and 
also with powers to deal with registration of motor vehicles. I think there 
should be two quite se'parate bodies. Recently in my province we appointed 
a Road Traffic Taxation Committee, and their recommendation was that in . 
each civil division we should establish a kind of Board of Control presided over 
by the Commissioner, and this body will naturally be a competent body. bearing 
in mind the general condition of roads and the interests of the rail-borne traffic 
and the interests of the rural areas, to come to definite decisions in connection 
with the control of the motor transport and also with regard to fixing of tax in 
the shape of giving licenses and registration certificate. That body should be 
II, separate body altogether. Any body which is going to exercise executive 
power must necessarily be an absolutely keparate body. You cannot combine 
the two functions in the same body. The same body cannot be an advisory 
body and at the same time an executive body. The two must be severely 
separated. Therefore I say that while I mil.y be in agreement with the idea 
of creating an advisory body in the provinces in the shape of a board of commu
nication, yet if we have got an idea that this should also exercise executive 

. powers, that must necessarily be exercised through an independent executive 
Ii.uthority whose hands must be sufficiently strengthened by Government to 
carry out its duties and responsibilities. With these words I generally IIUpport 
the spirit of the Resolution. • 

The Hon'bIe Sir logendra Singh.-Sir, I have a confession of faith to 
make. In this rapidly changing world I remain old-fashioned. I believe in 
a unitary system of Government, and much ~hough I have tried to transfer 
my allegiance from the unitary system to the federal system, I cannot reconcile 
myself to the idea. It follows therefore that I am in sympathy with the idea 
of having a Central Communications Board to exercise, all I feel a unitary 
Government could exercise, a vivifying and vitalising influence on the provinces. 
I also' hold that a closer contact between. the provinces and the Central Govern
ment in the day to day administration would be of advantage to the provinces. 
But as to the formation of this Board, the Government of India itself having 
agreed to abdicate in favour of the federal system, I do feel that the scheme 
outlined by the Honourable Mr. Miller is a little out of date. If we are going 
to have a Central Board of Communications it will have to follow the larger 
j.deal of federation. luly Communication Board which is brought into being 
will have to bring in the representatives of the provinces. I think we can have 
no better model than the model provided by the governing body of the Imperial 
Council of Agricultural Research, which gives representation to the Miniaters 
Df all the provinces holding portfolio of agriculture. In the same way a Central 
Pommunications Board should provide in representation to the Ministers who 
are in charge of transport in the provin('.8S. .Aa to its functions, as the Hon llle 
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Minister from the United Provinces said they will have to be discussed and decid
ed afterwards. But I think the objective cannot be better defined than it was 
defined by Mr. Burt. One great gain of the Central Board would be that the 
railways an~ roadll interest will come together and the provinces will be able 
~ plac~ thell' needs before this Board, and it may be hoped that if the Board 
18 c?nst~tuted II:~ I hope it will be constituted, it will help the provinces to get 
thell' pomt of vIew properly placed before the railway authorities. 

Now ~s to the specific powers of this. Bo~rd.; its functions should be advisory 
only and It should have no power of adJudICatlOn and matters which will come 
up before the Board should not be confined to competition between roads and 
railways only but embrace the whole problem of transport. 

I think I can say without violating any canons of modesty that when I 
gave evidence before the Road Committee I was the first to mention the need 
of constituting a Ministry of Transport with a Central Communications Board, 
and naturally I am in favour of the scheme. 

Mr. O. H. TeuIon.-Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, so long ago as 1923, 
the Government of Burma constituted Communications Board and since that 
date all projects have been placed before the Roads Committee of that Board 
for their approval before they received sanction in the Finance Department. 
The Agent of the Burma Railways is a nominated member of this board. I 
think I may venture to say that the Government of Burma consider the exist
ing machinery suitable to the needs of the province; and further, that owing to 
Burma's isolated position it would welcome a Central Board for advice but not 
for control. 

Mr. H. A. Gubbay-Sir, Bihar and Orissa have not been able to arrive at 
even a provisional opinion on the Resolution. But it is clear from what ha~ been 
said here to-day that whatever machinery is set up for co-ordination, the final 
decision in the matter must remain with the Local Government and not with 
any Board of Communications. Such Boards should be advisory. 

The Hon'ble Dr. Deshmukh.-Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, the Central 
Provinces Government agree that all matters that come under the term 
" communications .. should be in the same portfolio both at the Centre and the 
Provinces. So far as roads are concerned the occasion for co-ordination will 
be rare; probably 'all that will be necessary is for th~ oc~asional c~nvocation 
of provincial representatives for the purpose of co-ordinatIOn and this can well 
be done under the auspices of the Member in charge. One of the functions 
of the Central Department should be the maintenance of a small expert and 
technical staff whose services can be made available to advise the provinces 
on the latest developments of road construction and their application to the 
various parts of India. We should not object to the continuation of some 
sort of central control similar to that exercised by the road development 
board for the purpose of co-ordinating inter-provincial efforts, but nothing 
more. With due deference, however, to my " tactful" friend, the Honourable 
Mr. Miller, we see no reason why the portfolio at the Centre should be organised 
in a manner different to the other portfolios of the Federal Government We 
m®~ L 
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are unable to agree to the surr ender of the powers which under the new 
constitution will belong to the provinces, in the manner suggested by the 
Honourable Mr. Miller. But we believe that the eminently reasonable attitude 
adopted by the provincial representatives at this Conference indicatea that the 
results which he wishes to secure will in future be attained by persuasion rather 
than dictation. It is more or less plain that the idea of constituting a Ministry 
of Transport or a Central Board of Communications 88 envisaged in the speech 
of the Honourable Mr. Miller, which has probably some degree of concurrence 
of the Government of India at any rate in principle, is a recent development. 
If it is so.. . ... .. .. ' 

Chairman.-I am sorry to interrupt you, Dr. Deshmukh, but did I hear 
you say that the Honourable Mr. Miller's scheme had some sort of concurrence 
of the Government of India 1 

The Hon'ble Dr. Deshmukh.-I said, probably. (Laughter.) 

Chairman.-I can set your mind at rest on that point. When he read 
his speech, it was the first time that his scheme was ever put in its complete 
form before me. (Laughter.). 

The Hon'ble Dr. Deshmukh.-I did not mean previous consultation 
af any sort. What I meant was that it might probably be acceptable to the 
Government of India; nothing beyond that. 

Chairman.-I think even that is going rather far. (Laughter.) 

The ~'ble Dr. Deshmukh.-But if it is so, I am constrained to say that 
,this important matter ought to have been thoroughly thrashed out ,at the 
same time as the future constitution of India was being considered by Local 
Governments and various other bodies. Owing therefore to the fact that the 
suggestion has come up so late, Provincial Governmenta, however much 
they may favour co-ordination and uniformity, cannot be expected to agree to 
the formation of a Ministry of Transport ora Central Board of Communicationa 
'as proposed, because such a formation if it is to be anything more than a mere 
shadow must involve retransf~r of powers on the part of the Local Govern
ments which they have so far enjoyed and which are evidently proposed to be 
continued in the next constitution as is manifest from the White Paper. The 
Central Provinces Government therefore cannot go any further than I have 
already indicated. ' 

The Hon'ble Mr. A. 1. Laine.-Mr. Chairman and gentlemen. to the 
'resolution No. 8 in its present form no one I believe can reasonably take any 
abjection. In fact I look upon it as nothing more than the inevitable 
corollary to the revised first Resolution that we have already adopted. And if 
'we are to have increased co-operation and a more intelligent co-ordination of 
effort, some means must be devised for giving effect to that object. It leema 
·to me that some sort of Central Board of Communicationa and some sort of 
provincial Board of Communications must in any case form pad of the 
co-ordinating machinery. To that extent therefore we can accept the present 
Resolution without qua.lm. and without suspicion, provided that it ja under
stood that we go no further than its present very general terms. We do not 
know, however. what the composition of these Boards will be. w ha speciJic 
flADCtions they will be called upon to discharge, with what powerBt)1ey will b. 
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ve8ted~ wheth~r they will ~e purely advisory bodies or statutory bodies with 
executive duties; and until these proposals have been worked out in detail 
and we hav~ ~ad time to consider them, we are not in a position to express 
~n~ final 01ill~.lOn. And personally I do not think that the present Conference 
18 lD a posltIon to-day to attempt to work out the implications of itlt 
prganisation in greater detail. 

. Mr. 1. S. Thomson.-I should only like to associate myself with what the 
representative from Assam has just said. I have nothing to add to that. 

The Hon 'ble Mr. Kalikar.-So far as the representatives of the Standing 
Roads Committee are concerned, we are in favour of the establishment of 
suitable machinery to ensure adequate co-ordination between road and rail 
transport and their future development. What machinery will be considered 
suitable in the future constitution it is difficult to say, but we feel that if it is 
.intended to give effect immediately to the Resolutions of this Conference so far 
.8S the Centre is concerned, a Committee consisting of the representatives of the 
Standing Road Committee and the Central Advisory Railway Committee should 
be established to carry out the functions implied in this resolution as a measure 
of trial. As regards the provinces, they should establish their own Provinoial 
Boards, but in the event of their not having a sufficiently uniform scheme, 
the. Central Government should prepare a scheme for their guidance which 
:would ensure the requisite co-ordination and uniformity. 

Mr. Muhammad Muazzam Sahib Bahadur.-Mr. Chairman, and 
'gentlemen, the idea which this resolution implies is to set up a machinery at the 
·Centre and a machinery in each province to deal with the question of rail road 
co-ordination. It' appears to me that ultimately this question will resolve 
itself into the more narrow question of what should be the control of the central 
authority over the advisory authorities to be set up in the provinces. I for one 
think that although under the new constitution the provinces will be autono
mous, they cannot be as a matter of fact completely so ; when the idea is to 
form a F edera tion, some sort of control, however small, will have to be exercised 
by the Central authority over the provincial authorities. Even so in this matter 
of rail road co-ordination, any attempt that might be made to bring about 
greater co-ordination would have to receive the sanction or approval of the 
central controlling authority and as the objective to be gained both by the 
central and the provincial authorities will be almost identical, I do not think 
:circumstances will arise at any moment which will create any great difficulty. 
Sir, I feel that the whole scheme will work very smoothly and in this connection 
one thing which has impressed me above all others is this, that leaving out of 
consideration the methods which may have to be employed at once to deal 
with the existing road motor transport the methods which would have to be 
employed thereafter would have to be directed towards narrowing the limits 
within which licences should be issued to owners of buses who want to pI, 
for hire, and the only method by which the purpose which everyone of us has 
in view could be attained would be to limit the operation of the activities 01 
the motor bus transport within defined limits-as is put in the Mitchell
Kirkness Report by what is known as "zoning." I think that method is pro
bably the only method.by which the. activities of the motor transport owners 
could be curtailed to an extent which on the one hand would afford great 
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facilities to the public and on the other will cease toc-use &I much lou to the 
railways as- road motor transport now does. If the range of activity of the 
motor transport is limited in this way, the ordinary passenger will feel that he 
has got to change at a particular point after travelling a few miles (say iO 01' 

30) and it may be that he has got to stop there for a long time before he C&Jl 

take advantage of any bus which would take him for another 30 mi1ea. Sir. 
as is well known, railways in this country as in every other country constitute 
the backbone of internal transport facilities, and after the lucid speech of the 
Honourable Sil- George Schuster in which he pointed. out the· effect which 
-seeking after conveniences would produce by reducing the revenues of the 
railways and the indirect effect it will have upon the general tax-payer by 
imposing an additional burden, I think we have come to recognise at least 
this fact that unless our energies are directed. towards producing a state of 
affairs wherein motor transport should act more or less as a feeder to the rail
ways, t1!.e position will be that after a few years even after a return to more 
prosperous days railways may not return to the level of the earnings which 
they enjoyed before these days of depression. In this connection, Sir,l.hould 
like particularly to bring to your notice that on feeder lines there are stations 
which to my knowled geare absolutely unnecessary. They cannot and do 
not attract any traffic, either passenger or goods and it ahould be the 
lookout of the railway administration to abolish these stations with a view to 
economise and with a view to giving an impetus to motor transport 10 that 
facilities may be offered to passengers to betakethemselvea to the stations 
,which are not so abolished. I think much can be done in this way especially 
on the feeder lines and I happen to know some atations on the feeder linea 
where there is absolutely no traffic worth the name, either passenger or good&. 
With these remarks, Sir, I conclude. 

The Hon'ble Mr. S. C. Ghosh MauIik.-Mr. Chairman and gentlemen. 
I find that in order to have co-ordinated action between road and rail transport, 
there must be some sort of machinery to enforce that co-ordination. . What 
that machinery will be is rather difficult to foretell now and I am there
fore inclined to support the remarks that have been made by the Honourable 
Mr. Kalikar. 

The Hon'ble Mr. MiUer.-1 should only like to aay with regard to 
the Provincial Boards that it is not the 8uggestion of my Association that 
they should be anything but advisory. I said in my remarks this morning 

. that something on the lines of the present Provincial Government Road Boarda. 
except that they should cover all forms of communicatiON, would probably 
meet the case. It is true thai; arising from (r) and (!) in my proposed functions 
I may hav:e given the idea that they should be executive. but of course it ahould 
be understood as in the case of the road boards today that any decisions arrived 
at would have to be subject to the approval of the Government; and as regards 
the Central Boards, it would only control matters in connection with the 
provinces that arose out of funds for which the Central Government were 
responsible. I did not expect that the functions would be agreed to today, but 
my Association felt that we sh?uld put forwa~d ~me constructive propoMla 
on which the Government of India and the Provmcml Governments could build 
and 'possibly arising out of these proposals something of a similar form, but 
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mo~ified, may be evolved. At an! rate ~e thought it would help the Conference 
dunng the next two or three days if we dId put forward something of this nature. 

Mr. Reid.--Sir, may I reply to some of the remarks that the Honourable 
Mr. Miller passed this morning in connection with the usefulness of Light Rail
ways 1 The point I wish to bring out is that the Honourable Mr. Miller referred in 
a somewhat light-hearted manner to the" scrapping" of certain Light Railways' 
this would really amount to the scrapping of important and valuable agreement~ 
which have been entered into after full consideration directly between our 
companies and His Majesty's Government through the Secretary of State. 
In dealing with the first Resolution of this Conference I thought it advisahle to 
give a short history of the formation of Branch Lines and tight Railways in 
India. I also explained that the Managing Agents, who promoted tile com
panies had collected a considerable amount of money from the public and I 
would like to emphasise that a very large number of the share-holders in these 
companies are drawn from a very poor class. In fact, if they do not get their 
annual and ad interim dividtmds they are very badly hit. To those who 

. a preciate the origin and present position of t he agreements in question there are 
many important reaflons against even suggesting the scrapping of Light Rail
ways. The Honourable Mr. Miller '13 argument presupposes that motor services 
are going to give even as good a service as is now tendered by feeder railways. 
That is a matter of opinion, but even if for the sake of his argument we admit 
it is 80, I think we must all take to heart the weighty remarks made by the 
Honourable the Finance Member when he stressed the point that thi'J country 
being in possession of a very valuable railway system upon which large sums 
of money have been spent even if it is proved that a better t.ransport service 
might be given in certain instances, we have got to considerthe financial aspect 
and the tax-payers' interests of the country as a whole. 

I notice that in the Honourable Mr. Miller's suggestions for the duties of 
Provincial Boards, he suggests the curt:\ilment of certain railway services only; 
but not of bny present motor service wn('ther they serve the requirements of the 
Province or not. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Miller certainly suggest.i that some recompense should 
be given to the present owners of such Light Railway'\. but I should be interested 
to hea,r by whom that recompense is to be given. If it is the Provinces for 
whose benefit apparently the railways are to be closed down, I rat.her gather 
from the speeches that have been made at this Conference that the Provinces 
have sufficient difficulty to find funds for the maintenance of their roads 
without finding sums to buyout Light Railwa)N!. If it is not the Province 
which is to give the recompense, the question seems hardly within the 
competence of a Provincial Board to deal with. 

In one part of the representation put in by the Indian Roads and Trans
port Development Association to Messrs. Mitchell and Kirkness it is suggested 
that if the elimination of certain Light Railways is desirable, compensation on 
the lines of a monopoly to run motor transport on their parallel road might 
be allowed for a given number of years. This aspect of the case was referred 
to by, I think,Mr. Ormerod in connection with a previous Resolution. I 
must BRy I am somewhat surprised at this suggestion. and do not see how it could 

'possibly work. To be or any use to the Branch railway, BUch motor transport 
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monopoly would have to make sufficient profit-(l) to provide in~~ and 
profit on the capital cost of the motors to be purchased, (2) to make up the 10811 on 
their railway, and finally (3) to make up the cost on a large part of the capital 
cost of their railway which the Indian roads and Transport Development 
Association kindly suggest must be given up after the given number of years of 
the monopoly. To do all this very high fares indeed would have to be charged. 
or in other words, the travelling public would have to be fleeced, a policy which, 
and I am sure the Honourable Sir Guthrie Russell will support me, does not 
commend itself to any railway organisation whose chief desideratum is to 
provide the best means of transport at the cheapest possible economic rates. 
I submit, Sir, that the branch line railways continue to serve a very uspful 
purpose.,and supply the needs of the public in a suitable manner. What I 
do ask is that all road services should operate under equal conditions of control. 

Mr. Ormerod.-May I say a word with reference to what has fallen from 
my friend, Mr. Reid 1 ~ 

Chairman.-I do nQt think 'We shall be justified in continuing this 
argument. I do not think it has any special bearing on the resolution which is 
under consideration, which relates to suitable machinery. I think that Mr. Reid 
and Mr. Ormerod must fight out their quarrels in another place. 

Well, Gentlemen, the Resolution before this Conference is:-

" This Conference considers that suitable machinerr should be established 
'at the Centre and in the Provinces to ensure adequate co-ordinatioD between 
all forms 01 transPOrt and their future development." 

As far as we here are concerned, weare very glad to accept the amendment 
which Mr. Conran Smith has put forward and which I am lure will commend 
itself to all the representatives of the provinces and other interests. here. I 

,must confess that I was guilty of an omission when I was summing up or en
deavouring to sum up the discussion in regard to Resolution No.6 in failing 
to mention the special case of the Inland Steamers, and I desire to assure 
Mr. Sumner who has been fighting rather alone hand, on behalf of the 
Government of India and also I am sure of all the provincial representatives 
that their interests will not be lost sight of in dealing with the outcome of this 
Conference. • 

Mr. C. R. Sumner.-We app{eciate that very greatly . 
. Cbairman.-All that we are Ilo~ considering is the question of machinery. 

As to-what that machinery is going to be, none of us here either in the Gov~rn
ment of India or the representatives of the provinces are prepared to commit 
ourselves. The subject is obviously one for a much more detailed discussion 
and careful examination and I am not without hope that it will be possible to 
make some progress in formulating the principles when we come to a rather 
more heart-to-heart talk with the Local Governments during the next few days. 
On the one hand, we have the grandiose-if I may say so, possibly ambitioua 
would be a better word-ambitious but" tactful .. scheme put before us by the 
Honourable Mr. ~Iiller. We have had his speech already typed out for the 
benefit of us all. On the one hand, we have that scheme and, on the other, 
'we have the interesting suggestion put forward by the Honourable Sir Jogendra 
Singh in regard to the possibility of having some sort of co-ordination Buch as 
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tha~ which is carried on in regard to agriculture by the Imperial Council of 
AgrICultural Research. That n.aturally appeals greatly to me personally 
because ~ had a good deal to dO.lD. the past with the formation of that body. 
I am ~ wt~ sur~ that t~e prOVlllClal representatives here will agree that the 
Imperial Council of AgrICultural Research has not interefered with provinciAl 
auto.n~mr i~ the very least. ~ think, therefore, that there are useful 
posslblittles lD the Honourable Sll Jogendra Singh's idea. That I think is all 
I need qay in regard to this resolution. 

The Resolution as adopted by tlte Conference was asfolllYW8:

RESOLUTION NO.8. 

This Conference considers that suitable machinery should be established 
at the Centre and in the Provinces to ensure adequate co-ordination between all 
forms r,2 transport and their future development. 

Chairman.-I understand that the Honourable !\Ir. l\Iiller would like to 
say a ft w words before I finally close the proceedings. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Miller.-As one of the non-oliieial representatives 
at this Conference I should like your permission to make a few remarks before 
we rise today, as we shall not have the privilege of meeting the oliicial members 
again during the present session. -

It has been a great privilege to partake in the discullsions during the Pa!lt 
few days and I feel nothing but good can arise from our meeting here and from 
tJJ.e free discussions that have taken place. Perhaps it might be said that 
nothing very material has emerged, but I do not altogether share this view 
if it exists. It has brought us in close contact with each other which I am sure 
must be for the general good of what I believe we arc all striving for; it h.a.a 
given a start to a combined effort for genuine co-operation and although there 
may be many points in regard to which we may not see entirely eye to eye, 
I am sure that in future we shall be much more ready to view the problems 
that may arise from a broader point of view than would hav') been the case if 
-this Conference had never taken place. 

To you, Sir, as our Chairman we owe a debt of gratitude for your guidance. 
patience and tolerance during the past three days. Disagreements there 
may have been but at no time have I seen anythin/t but good-will on all sides 
and the fact that you held the scales fairlyJ;,llust be largely responsible for this. • 
To the Honourable Sir George Schuster·f tender my grateful thanks for the 
able manner in which he has clarified the issue from time to time and given 
a helpful lead on more than one occasion. His. speech this m?rning marks a 
definite step forward, which is most encouragmg. May I Just make one 
personal reference and that is to thank Sir George ~or his kindly reference to 
my Association yesterday an~ to the Company ~hich I have the hono~ to 
represent. The Honourable Sll Joseph B~ore, I like to coun~ as an old fIlen~ 
who as the Honourable Sir Frank Noyce s predecessor holding the portfolio 
for roads gave every.as~istance in the init~l stages Of. road development 
urged by my AssOCiatIOn. I would also l~e to mentIOn the Honourable 
Sit Guthrie Russell who has shown every deslle to co-operate, and finally the 
-opposite benohes while naturally jealou~ of ~heir p~vincial ~ights have, I t~ 
responded to the Viceroy's appeal to VlelV unpartially all SIdes of the questIon. 
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There is one other thing I should just like to me·niion and tha.t is the 
Mitchell-Kirkness Report. I have already taken two opportunities of 
acknowledging in public the service rendered by the authors of the Report, once 
during the last session of the Council of State and again at the annual meeting 
Of the Indian Roads and Transport Development Association a fortnight ago. 
But I do not think we can let this occasion pass without plaoing on reoord our 
appreoiation and congratulation to both Mr. Mitohell and Mr. Kirkness for the 
most useful and oonstruotive proposalit they have put forward. In many cases 
the report has formed the basis of our discussions during the past three daY' 
and has thereby saved muoh valuable time. 

_ I thank you, Sir, for giving me this opportunity of saying a few worda 
and in doing so I feel sure I have the support of aUmy non-offioial oolleagues. 

. Chairman.-Gentlemen, I deeply appreoiate all that the Honourable Mr. 
-Miller has said and I should like to thank him on behalf of not·only myself but 
of my colleagues for his very kind references to uS. I must oonfesa that I looked 
forward to this Conference with some trepidation. It had been summoned 
here to deal with what I am sure we are all agreed as one of the most important 
economic. problems. that is faqing this country. I could not conceal from 
myself that there might be very great diversi~ies of opinion in view of the diversity 
of interests represented and it was only natural, therefore, that lshould have 
had some apprehension that our deliberations might not lead us to any agreed 
and definite conclusions. I am very happy to say that those apprehensiona 
have been completely dispelled and the atmosphere of gooc:J.. will and co-operation 
which has prevailed here is one of the very best auguries for the future. We 
shall now enter upon the second stage of our delibetations with every confidence 
that they will yield fruitful results. 

Before I declare the proceedings of this Conference closed, I have two duties 
to perform. One is on your behalf to thank Mr. Mitchell for the arrangements 
he has made-arrangements which I think you will agree have been entirely 
worthy of one of the joint authors of the Mitchell-Kirknesa Report. 
(Applause.) I should like on behalfof myselfand my colleagues to SII80ciate 
ourselves most heartily with the Honourable Mr. Miller's praise of that Report. 
I have had to study it very carefully, I have probably read it more often than 

• anybody else here, and I must say I am ama~ at the amount of good work that 
has. been put into it. The industry which Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Kirkness 
devoted to the collection of facts· and figures is to me amazing and I think 
every provincial representative will agree with that view as regaids hia 
own province. My second duty is to ask you to agree with me in according a 
very grateful vote of thanks to the President of the Legislative Assembly for the 
use of this Chamber. I doubt if the membe1'8 of the Conference quite realise 
that he has accorded to us an entirely exceptional privilege and one which has 
not been accorded to any other conference for manyyea1'8 past. He has thereby 
recognised the importance of the problems with which we have been dealing . 

. in conclusion, gentlemen, I wish to thank you most heartily-allsides of this 
Conference--and to express my deep gratitude for the assistance you have given 
us. here in dealing with this very big problem which is common to you and to ua. 

TlI8 Conference tk" dVpMBel. 
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APPENDIX. 

RuolutioM u acaptetl at the RCKUI.Rail CtmJerenu. 

I. TID. Conference .i. of opinion that: in I~e general public interut, the time baa come 
for increased co-operation and a more mtelligent co-ordination of effort between the 
.ariou. authorities and interests concerned, in the Jnatter of :_ 

(4) future Railway denlopment, 

and of 

(b) the future denlopment of road communications, whether used for motor 
transport or other purp0Be8, 

10 a. to sooure a more comprehensi.e and uniform plan of general development than at 
present exists. 

In areas where uneconomic competition between railway and road transport basI: 
been proved to exist, such increased co.oper~tion and co-ordination may neceasitate the 
adoption, by mutual agreement, of measures desIgned to reduce such uneconomic competition 
to the minimum compatible with the maintenance of healthy competition. 

A:n.y comprehensive or uniform plan of general development must sooner or later 
involve a gradual elt]?ansion of facilities for rural motor transport, complementary to the 
Railways and to other wsting arterial forms of transport, but as internal district 
communicatio~apa.rt from the main arteries-are largely controlled by local bodies, any 
intra· provincial co-ordination flf effort muat necessarily in the first instance be a matter 
for the local Governments and legislatures, Who, in such matters, should consult, and to 
the best of their ability, co-operate with the Railway and other interests concerned. 

2. In order to ensure increased co-operation and more intelligent co-ordination of 
.ffort between the various authorities concerned, this Conference comiders that the 
following measures would be justifiable:-

(a) The control of public service and goods motor transport should be regulated 
in the interests of public safety and convenience. 

(b) The number of vehicles licensed to ply for hire should be restricted 10 as to 
prevent such competition between all forms of transport 88 may be contrary 
to the public interest. 

3. This Conference considers that the statutory provisions which at present limit 
the operation of motor services by oertain railways should be repealed. 

4. This Conference recommends that the present regulations regarding publio service 
and goods motor transport should be reviewed with the object of amending them so a8 to 
afford every encouragement to the development of rural services even to the eJttent in 
exceptional cases of granting of monopolies for limited periods. 

5. This Conference considers that, in the interests of all concerned, a co-ordinated 
plan should be drawn up for the taJtation of motor transport by the varioua authorities 
concerned. 

6. This Conference considers tha~ 

(a) the prt:fent road development account should be continued for the duration 
of the present constitution and would urgE' that proviBion for its continuance 
be made in the new constitution ; 

(b) the class of roads to which the road development account should be applied. 
including the maintenance of roads constructed from that account. be 
reconsidered ; 

in present cireumstances the moat urgent need is an improvement in the 
efficiency, and a reduction in the coat, of the transport of agricultural produce 
to markets and thence to the railways; future road development programmee 
ahould be framed accordingly. 
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7. This Confarenoe considers that it is neoeuary to Itudy the queetioll whether lUCia 

lack of baIa.noe M at present exists in the road .ystems will. it the mlllWll of deyelopmen' 
are restricted to revenue resources, be 81l808ptible of oorrection either at aU or at a rate 
consistent with the economio nesds of the oountry ; and aooordingly recommends that a 
·comprehensive plan should be drawn up with a view to examining the poJSibility of 
development of both main and lubsidiary roads from loan funds within the limi' of the 
l"8II01U'088 available for maintenance. 

s. This Conferenoe considers that 8uitable machinery .houId be established at the 
Centra and in the Provinces to ensure adequate co-ordination between' all fOl'lDl of 
tranapon and t~eir futura deVelopment. 
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